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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION 

SINCE the first edition was written, a vast amount of further work has 
been done. This has been covered by the end-of-chapter notes. In most 
instances, restrictions on space have prohibited the inclusion of full 
proofs, but I have tried to give an indication of the methods used 
wherever possible. (Proofs of quite a few of the recent results described 
in the end of chapter notes maybe found in the book by I vic [3].) I have 
also corrected a number of minor errors, and made a few other small 
improvements to the text. A considerable number of recent references 
have been added. 

In preparing this work I have had help from Professors J. B. Conrey, 
P. D. T. A. Elliott, A. Ghosh, S.M. Gonek, H. L. Montgomery, and 
S. J. Patterson. It is a pleasure to record my thanks to them. 

OXFORD 

19116 

D.R.H.-B. 



PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION 

THIS book is a successor to my Cambridge Tract The Zeta. Function of 
Riemann, 1930, which is now out of print and out of date. It seems no 
longer practicable to give an account of the subject in such a small space 
as a Cambridge Tract, so that the present work, though on exactly the 
same lines as the previous one, is on a much larger scale. AB before, I do 
not discuss general prime-number theory, though it has been convenient 
to include some theorems on primes. 

Most of this book was compiled in the 1930's, when I was still 
researching on the subject. It has been brought partly up to date by 
including some of the work of A. Selberg and of Vinogradov, though a 
great deal of recent work is scantily represented. 

The manuscript has been read by Dr. S. H. Min and by Prof. D. B. 
Sears, and my best thanks are due to them for correcting a large number 
of mistakes. I must also thank Prof. F. V. Atkinson and Dr. T. M. Fleet 
for their kind assistance in reading the proof-sheets. 

OXFORD 

1951 
E.C.T. 
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THE FUNCTION \(s) AND THE DIRICHLET 
SERIES RELATED TO IT 

1.1. Definition of b(.s). The Riemann zeta-function {(.s) has its origin in 
the identity expressed by the two formulae 

~I 
{(.s)=f:JI."' 

where n runs through all integers, and 

(1.1.1) 

(1.1.2) 

where p runs through all primes. Either of these may be taken as the 
definition of b(s); sis a complex variable, s = o+it. The Dirichlet series 
(l.l.l) is convergent for u > l, and uniformly convergent in any finite 
region in which a;;-;::: 1+8, 8 > 0. It therefore defines an analytic func
tion b(.s), regular for a > I. 

The infinite product is also absolutely convergent for a > 1; for so is 

this being merely a selection of terms from the series I n-o-. If we 
expand the factor involving pin powers of p-•, we obtain 

lJ('+i-+p'..+·.J. 
On multiplying formally, we obtain the series (1.1.1), since each 

integer n can be expressed as a product of prime-powers pm in just one 
way. The identity of ( 1.1.1) and ( 1.1.2) is thus an analytic equivalent 
of the theorem that the expression of an integer in prime factors is 
unique. 

A rigorous proof is easily constructed by taking first a finite number 
of factors. Since we can multiply a finite number of absolutely con
vergent series, we have 

TI('+~+-'..+···) ~ '+-'.+-'.+···· 
Ptt:.P p' p nl nll 

where n1, n2 , •• , are those integers none of whose prime factors exceed P. 
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Since all integers up to P are of this fonn, it follows that, if {(8) is 
defined by (1.1.1), 

1"·)-JJ(~-~n = I"·H-~-~-···1 
I I 

<;; (P+I)"+(P+2)"+···· 
This tends to 0 asP-+ oo, if u > I; and (1.1.2) follows. 

This fundamental identity is due to Euler, and (1.1.2) is known as 
Euler's product. But Euler considered it for particular values of 8 only, 
and it was Riemann who first considered {(s) as an analytic function 
of a complex variable. 

Since a convergent infinite product of non-zero factors is not zero, 
we deduce that {(s) has no zerw for u > I. This may be proved 
directly as follows. We have for u > I 

(~-~)(~-M-··(1-*-l"·) = l+d:+~+···· 
where m1 , ~ .... , are the integers all of whose prime factors exceed P. 
Hence 

1(~-~)···(l-*-l((•)l;;, I-(P~I)"-(P~2)'-···> 0 

if Pis large enough. Hence l{(s)l > 0. 
The importance of {(s) in the theory of prime numbers lies in the 

fact that. it combines two expressions, one of which contains the primes 
explicitly, while the other does not. The theory of primes is largely 
concerned with the function 11(x), the number of primes not exceeding x. 
We can transform (1.1.2) into a relation between {(8) and 11(x); for if 
u>l, 

log((•) =- _Liog(I--\) =- i {tr(n)-tr(n-I)}log(I-~) 
p p n~ll 

=-%. tr(n)(log(l-~)-log(l- (n~lr)) 
= i tr(n) •s+>-8

-dx = 8 s· __::&.dx. (1.1.3) 
,._

2 
,. x(X"-1) 

11 
x{X"-1) 

The rearrangement of the series is justified since 11(n) ...:;:;; n and 

log( I-n-•) = O(n-•). 

j 

THE DIRICHLET SERIES 

Again' 

and on carrying out the multiplication we obtain 

I ~l'(n) 
«8) = 61 '7/i' (a> I), (1.1.4) 

where .u(l) = I, .u(n) = (-I)k if n is the product of k different primes, 
and .u(n) = 0 if n contains any factor to a power higher than the first. 
The process is easily justified as in the case of {(s). 

The function p{n) is known as the MObius function. It has the 
property 

Il'(d) =I (q =I), 0 (q > 1), (1.1.5) 

where d I q means that dis a. divisor of q. This follows from the identity 

I= i.1i"~~) = i.!. L"(d) 
m~l n-1 q-lrf' djq 

It also gives the 'MObius inversion formula' 

g(q) =];; f(d), (1.1.6) 

f(q) = .L "(~)g(d), .. (1.1.7) 

connecting two functions f(n), g(n) defined for integral n. Iff is given 
and g defined by (1.1.6), the right-hand side of (1.1.7) is 

The coefficientofj(q) is .u(l) =I. Ifr < q,then d = kr,where klqfr. 
Hence the coefficient of f(r) is 

.L "(lr) = .L "'k') = o 
kjqjr k'lqfr 

by (1.1.5). This proves (1.1.7). Conversely, if gis given, andfis defined 
by (1.1.7), then the right-hand side of (1.1.6) is 

.L.L"(~g(r). 
dlq rid 

and this is g(q), by a similar argument. The formula may also be 
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derived formally from the obviously equivalent relations 

F(s)((s) ~ ~ g(n), F(s) ~ __1_ ~ g(n) 
L na "s)L. n•' 

where n-
1

F(s) = ~ f(n). n-l 

6i n" 

Again, on taking logarithms and differentiating (1.1.2), we obtain, for 
cr>l, 

(1.1.8) 

where A(n) = logp if n is p or a power of p, and otherwise A(n) = 0. 
On integrating we obtain 

1og{(s) ~ ~A,(n) (a> 1), (1.1.9) 6 n• 

where A1(n) = A(n)flogn, and the value of log "s) is that which tends 
to 0 as cr ~ oo, for any fixed t. 

1.2. Various Dirichlet series connected with {(a). In the first 
place "' 

('(s) ~ "d(n) (a> 1), (1.2.1) 
,6_n• 

where d(n) denotes the number of divisors of n (including I and n itself). 

For "" "" "" 1 l'(s)~ 2.t.2~~ 2n- 2 1• 
,.-11-l v~l n~l ,.,-.. 

and the number of terms in ~he last sum is d(n). And generally 

{k(s) = ~ d~:) (a > 1), (1.2.2) 

wherek = 2, 3, 4, ... , anddk(n)denotesthenumberofwa.ys of expressing 
n as a product of k factors, expressions with the same factors ~n a 
different order being counted as different. For 

l'(s)~ i~ ... i~~ i~ 2 I, 
.. ,~1 1 .. ~-1 II: n-1 .. , .. .I'Jc-• 

and the last sum is d.,(n). 

t 

l 

THE DIRICHLET SERIES 

Since ;we have also 

,.(,) ~ IJ(~-f.r~ IJ(~+~+t~+ .. .J. (1.2.3) 

on comparing the coefficients in (1.2.1) and (1.2.3) we verify the 
elementary formula 

d(n) ~ (m,+l) .. (m,+l) 

for the number of divisors of 

(1.2.4) 

n = P1''PW'· .p~. (1.2.5) 
Similarly from (1.2.2) 

d ( ) ~ (k+m,-1)! (k+m,-1)1 ( 2 ) 
kn m

1
!{k-I)! .. 'm,!{k-I)T' 1.'.6 

We next note the expansions 

M ~ ~ l~(n)l (a> 1), 
{(2s) ~1 n8 

where p.(n) is the coefficient in (1.1.4); 

{2(s)_ = ~ 2 .. (ul (u > 1), 
{(2s) 6

1 
n~ 

where v(n) is the number of different prime factors of 11; 

and 

l'(s) ~ ~d(n') ( l) 
{(2s) 61 na u > , 

l'(s) ~ ~ (d(n)}' (a> I). 
{(2s) 61 ns 

To prove (1.2.7), we have 

(1.2.7) 

(1.2.8) 

(1.2.9) 

(1.2.10) 

and this differs from the formula for I/{(s) only in the fact that the 
signs are all positive. 'l'he result is therefore clear. To prove (1.2.8), we 
have 
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and the result follows. To prove (1.2.9), 

{'(•) TI 1-p-" TI l+p~ 
~(2s) = P (l-p--3)8 = P (I-p~)11 

~ u: {(l+p-')(1+2p~+3p-"+···l} 
~ Q: {1+3p-'+···+(2m+l)p--+ .. }. 

and the result follows, since, if n is (1.2.5), 

d(n') ~ (2m,+l) ... (2m,+l). 
Similarly 

''(•) TI 1-p-" TI l+p~ 
{(2s) = P (1-p-s)' = P (1-p_,)a 

Chap. I 

~ Q: (l+p-•)(1+3p~+-··H(m+l)(m+2)p-~+ ... } 

~ Q: {1+4p~+ .. +(m+i)'p-~+ ... }. 

and (1.2.10) follows. 
Other formulae are 

{(2s) ~ ~ A(n) (a> !), 
{(s) ,;f-

1 
n" 

(1.2.11) 

where A(n) =(-It if n has r prime factors, a factor of degree k being 
counted k times; 

(1.2.12) 

where r/J(n) is the number of numbers less than n and prime to n; and 

1 -2'~ {(s-1) ~ ~ a(n) (a> 2) (1.2.13) 
l-2- ,6_ n" ' 

where a(n) is the greatest odd divisor of n. Of these, (1.2.11) follows 
at once from 

{(2•)-TI(J-p-·)-TI(-~ )-TI - ~ _,._ 
{(s) - P 1-p-18 - P I+p-s - P (l P +P ... ). 

Also 

THE DIRICHLET SERIES 

and (1.2.)2) follows, since, ifn = PT'···P~. 

Finally 

= 1-2_, 1-31-•I-51_,"" 

and (1.2.13) follows. 
Many of these formulae are, of course, simply particular cases of the 

general formula 

wherej(n) is a multiplicative function, i.e. is such that, if n = p~•p;>• ... , 
then /(n) ~ /(p'{")/(p'l.") ... 

Again, Ietfk(n) denote the number of representations of nasa product 
of k factors, each greater than unity when n > I, the order of the factors 
being essential Then clearly 

~ /,(n) ~ {{(s)-1}' (a> 1). 
~ n• 

(1.2.14) 

Let j(n) be the number of representations of n as a product of factors 
greater than unity, representations with factors in a different order 
being considered as distinct; and letj(l) = l. Then 

f(n) ~ ~ /,(n). ,_, 
Hence 

~/(n) • , {(s)-1 
,6, -..~ l+,~,ms)-1} ~ 1+ 1_{{(,)-l} 

I 
~2-{(s)" 

(1.2.15) 

It is easily seen that ~(8) = 2 for 8 = a, where a is a real number greater 
than I; and jC(8)1 < 2 for u >a, so that (1.2.15) holds for u >a. 
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1.3. Sums involving, u,.(n). Let u0 (n) denote the sum of the ath 
powers of the divisors of n. Then 

i.e. 

((s){(s-a) ~ ~.!, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ L "'· 
p.-1p. v~l •-1 J<v~ft 

{(s){(s-a) ~ ~ u.(n) (u >I, u > R(a)+I). 6. n" 

Since the left-hand side is, if a ;;j::. 0, 

IJ ('+~+~+ .. -)('+~+~+ .. -) 

(1.3.1) 

~ IJ(I+l;;'"+l+p~+P"' + .. -) ~ IJ(I+l2;~+ .. .J 

we have (1.3.2) 

if n is (1.2.5), as is also obvious from elementary considerations. 
The formulat 

{(s){(•-a){(s-b){(s-a-b) ~ ~ u.(n)a0(n) (!.3.3) 
b(2s a b) ,6 n~ 

is valid for u > max{1,R(a)+1,R(b)+I,R(a+b)+1}. The left-hand 
side is equal to 

n 1-p-2.1-+a+b 

p (l p~)(1 p~+a)(1 p B+b)(I p~+a+b)' 

Putting p-s = z, the partial-fraction formula gives 

1-pa+bz2 

(I ')(! ~)(! Jh)(I p•"'z) 

I(' p" P' p""') = (1-p")(I-p11 ) 1-z -1-paz -1-pllz +1-p<~+llz 

1 ~ (1-p<m+l)a_p<m+l)ll_~.p<m+lXa+l>))z"' 
(I p")(I P'J.f:t

0 

(I p":(I p")~ (I-p<•+'~)(I-p<•+"")"". 
t Ramanujan (2), B. M. Wileon (l). 

1.3 THE DIRICHLET SERIES 

Hence 
b(s)b(s-a)C(s-b){(s-a-b} = TI ~ 1-p(m+l)a 1-p<m+~)b ___!__, 

b(2s a b) P f::o 1-pa 1-pll p"'6 

and the result follows from (1.3.2). If a= b = 0, (1.3.3) reduces to 
(1.2.10). 

Similar formulae involving a~lll(n), the sum of the ath powers of those 
divisors of n which are qth powers of integers, have been given by 
Crum (1). 

1.4. It is also easily seen that, ifj(n) is multiplicative, and 

~~ 
is a product of zeta-functions such as occurs in the above formulae, and 
k is a given positive integer, then 

can also be summed. An example will illustrate this point. The function 
aa(n) is 'multiplicative', i.e. if m is prime ton 

u,.(mn) = aa(m)aa(n). 

~ "·':) ~ n ~ "·'~:). 
n-1 n p m-o p 

Hence 

and, if k =IT rf, 

Hence 

Hence 
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1.5. Ramanujan's sums.t Let 

C,~;(n) = !e-2nlurifk = L: cos2n:'", (1.5.1) 

' ' 
where h runs through all positive integers less than and prime to k. 
Many formulae involving these sums were proved by Ramanujan. 

We shall first prove that 

<,(n) ~ .Z: I'(~) d. (!.5.2) 
dlk.dln. 

The sum 

is equal to kif kin and 0 otherwise. Denoting by (r, d) the highest 
common factor of rand d, so that (r, d)= l means t.hat r is prime to d, 

~ ca(n) = ~ (r,d)~,r<d e-2nnri/d = 1'/.~;(n). 

Hence by the inversion formula of MObius (1.1.7) 

<,(n) ~ .Z: l'(~),,(n), 
'" and (1.5.2) follows. In particular 

,,(l) ~,(k). (!.5.3) 

The result can also be written 

c.~;(n) = dr-f.a
1 

.. p.(r)d. 

Hence t-~) = L p.~) dl-s 

dr=k,dln 

Summing with respect to k, we remove the restriction on r, which now 
assumes all positive integral values. Hence! 

i ck(n) = L p.(r) dl-s = ut-s(n) (1.5.4) 
k-l Jc'l r,djn r" {(a) ' 

the series being absolutely convergent for u > I since lck(n)l .::;;;;- u1(n), 
by (!.5.2). 

We have also 

i'~:) ~ i ~ .Z: "(5)a 
n~l n-1 rllkdln 

~ .Z: I'(~) d i (~)• ~ {(s) .Z: 1'(5) d'4 (L5.5) 
djk m-1 dlk 

t RBIIl&!lujan (3), Hardy (6). 
+ Two more proofs are given by Ho.rdy, Ramanujan, 137-41. 

THE DIRICHLET SERIES 

We CB.Dialso sum series of the formt 

~c,(n)f(n), 
61 ns 

where j(n) is a. multiplicative function. For example, 

i '!l"l~(n) ~ i d~:) .Z: 3"(~) 
n-1 .. -1 lllk,llln. 

~ .z: .,m i ~~~ 
lllk m-1 

~ <'I•) .z: •'-·,(~) TI (l+l-lp4) 
llJk Pill 

;ra ~Ill"· rr k ~ IIP' the sum is 

k'4 u (.l+l-.\p4)- 2 (~)'
4

{.\-(.1-l)p-'} n (.l+l-.lp'4 )+ 
PI pJk P p·;#p 

+ ") (l;)'4
(,\-(,\-l)p4){.\-(,\-l)p'4} ):;! (.l+l-.lp'4 )- ... 

,;:rk pp p~p,p• 

~ k'4U (1•+l-,\p4)-p:4 (,\-(,\-l)p4J) 

~ k'4 !J ('-~+"('-~)(!-p:4))· 
Hence 

For example, in the simplest case j(n) = l, the series is 

~AJ;,;,til· 
For given 8, n runs through those multiples of 8/q which are integers. 
If 8Jq in its lowest terms is 31jq1, these are the numbers 81 , 231, 

Hence the sum is 

.z: 8"m i (r; )' ~ {(s) .z: 3"(~)•>· 
lljk r-1 1 llik 

t Crum (I). 
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Since S1 = Sj(q, S), the result is 

~ '•C:1 ~ {(s) ,2; s•-·~(i)(q,o)". (15.7) 
n.-1 lllk 

1.6. There is another class of identities involving infinite series of 
zeta-functions. The simplest of these isf 

,2; _I_~~ ~~)log(("'). (16.1) 
p ~ n-1 

We have log{(s) =22m 1mr = i P<;;), 
'" P p m~t 

where P(s) = Lp-8 • Hence 

i ~~log{(n8) = i /L~)! P(:n.s2 = i P~s) 2 JL(n), 
n~l fi~l m~l r~l nlr 

and the result follows from (1.1.5). 
A closely related formula is 

~ "(n) ~ ((s) ~ ~(n)log((.,), 6 ns 6 n 
(1.6.2) 

where v(n) is defined under (1.2.8). This follows at once from (1.6.1) and 
the identity 

Denoting by b(n) the number of divisors of n which are primes or 
powers of primes, another identity of the same class is 

(1.6.3) 

where cfo(n) is defined under (1.2.12). For the left-hand side is equal to 

~ .12: (i.+f,.+f,.+-} 
m-1 p 

and the series on the right is 

Since 

t See Landau and Walfiao; (I), EsWnnann (1), (2). 

II 

THE ANALYTIC CHARACTER OF <(s), AND 
THE FUNCTIONAL EQUATION 

2.1. Analytic continuation and the functional equation, first 
method. Each of the formulae of Chapter I is proved on the supposi · 
tion that the series or product concerned is absolutely convergent. In 
each case this restricts the region where the formula is proved to be valid 
to a hn.If-plane. For {(s) itself, and in all the fundamental formulae of 
§ I. I, this is the ha.lf·plane u > I. 

We have next to inquire whether the analytic function {(s) can be 
continued beyond this region. The result is 

THEOREM 2.1. The function {(s) is regular far all values of s except 
s = I, where there is a simple pole uith residue I. It satisfies the functional 
equation (2.1.1) 

This can be proved in a considerable variety of different ways, some 
of which will be given in later sections. We shall first give a proof 
depending on the following summation formula. 

Let ljl(x) be any function with a continuous derivative in the interval 
[a, b). Then, if [ x] denotes the greatest integer not exceeding x, 

I ~(n) ~ f f(x) dx + f (x-[x]-llf'(x) dx+ 
a< .. .;;b a a 

+la-[a]-J:),!(a)-(b-[b]-!if(b). (2.1.2) 

Since the formula is plainly additive with respect to the interval (a, b] 
it suffices to suppose that n ~ a < b ~ n + 1. One then has 

I (x-n-t)~'(x)dx ~ (b-•-tl~(b) -(a-n -l,)~(a)-I ~(x)dx, 
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on integrating by parts. Thus the right hand side of (2.1.2) reduces 
to ([b]-n)ljl(b). This vanishes unless b=n+l. in which case it is 
ljl(n + 1), as required. 

In particular, let .f,(n) = n---s, where s -¥=- 1, and let a and b be positive 
integers. Then 

' ' "'\:' ~ = bl-s~al-8 ~sf x~[xJ,~tdx+!(b---a~a---a). (2.1.3) 
~ n8 1~8 X"+ 

n-a+l a 

First take a> l, a= I, and make b-+ oo. Adding I to each side, we 
obtain 

{(8) ~ 8J·[x]-xHdx+__!__+i· (2.1.4) 
xs+1 s~l 2 

' 
Since [x]~x+! is bounded, this integral is convergent for a> 0, and 
uniformly convergent in any finite region to the right of u = 0. It 
therefore defines an analytic function of s, regular for a> 0. The 
right-hand side therefore provides the analytic continuation of '(s) up 
to u = 0, and there is clearly a simple pole at 8 = 1 with residue 1. 

For0<a<1wehave . ' . 
f [x]~xdx= -Jx-8dx=____!__ sf dx I 

0 

:rs+t 
0 

s-1' 2
1 

Xf+i = 2' 

and (2.1.4) may be written 

{(s) ~ s J"[x]-x dx (0 <a< 1). (2.1.5) 
x'+' 

' Actually (2.1.4) gives the analytic continuation of {(s) for a> -1; 
for if 

j(x) ~ [x]-x+t, j,(x) ~ J j(y) dy, 

thenf1(x) is also bounded, since, as is easily seen, 

for any integer k. Hence 

2.1 THE FUNCTIONAL EQUATION " 
which tends to 0 as x1 -+ oo, x2 -+ oo, if a > -1. Hence the integral in 
(2.1.4) is convergent for a> -1. Also it is easily verified that 

' •J[x]-x+idx~__!__+~ (a<O). 
xs+t s-1 2 

' 
Hence {(s) ~ 8 J[•J;;;.:,+idx (-1 <a< 0). (2.1.6) 

Now we have the Fourier series 

[x]-x+i = _isin2n1Tx, (2.1.7) 
n=l n1T 

where x is not an integer. Substituting in (2.1.6), and integrating 
term by term, we obtain 

"s) = ~ ~ .!J""sin2n1TXdx 
-rr~n x-+t 

n-1 
0 

= ~ ~ (2n-rr)' I"" siny d 1T6 n o ya+t y 

~ ;;(2w)'{-r(-s)).mii-"'{(l-s), 

i.e. (2.1.1). This is valid primarily for -1 <a< 0. Here, however, 
the right-hand side is analytic for all values of 8 such that a < 0. It 
therefore provides the analytic continuation of {(s) over the remainder 
of the plane, and there are no singularities other than the pole already 
encountered at 8 = 1. 

We have still to justify the term-by-term integration. Since the 
series (2.1.7) is boundedly convergent, term-by-term integration over 
any finite range is permissible. It is therefore sufficient to prove that 

. ~ IJ""sin2n1TX 
i~~;;: ~dx=O (~1<a<O). 

n.~l ,\ 

Now f"' sin2n1TX dx = [- cos2n-rrx]"" _ s+I I"" cos2n1TX dx 
X"+l 2n-rrx-+1 ,\ 2n1T xs+2 

' ' 
~ o(>M~+.)+o(~ j x'!:.) ~ o(>M~+•)· 

' and the desired result clearly follows. 
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The functional equation (2.1.1) may be written in a number of 
different ways. Changing s into 1-s, it is 

{(I-s)= 21-n-cos!snr(8}{(8). (2.1.8) 

It may also be written 

where x(s) = 2Sn-'-1 sin-fs7Tr(l-s) = rr-lr~(!8~s). 
and x(s)x(I-s) = 1. 

Writing g(s) ~ !*-l)n-l•r(!,)((8), 

it is at once verified from (2.1.8) and (2.1.9) that 

g(,)~<(l-s). 

Writing 

we obtain 
E(•J~m+'•l 

E(•)~E(-•). 

(2.1.9) 

(2.1.10) 

(2.1.11) 

(2.1.12) 

(2.1.13) 

(2.1.14) 

(2.1.15) 

The functional equation is therefore equivalent to the statement that 
E(z) is an even function of z. 

The approximation nears = I can be carried a stage farther; we have 

((,)~'~I +r+O(J,-IJ), 

where y is Euler's constant. For by (2.1.4) 

lim(((s)-__!__J ~ J"[x]-xHdxH 
........ 1 s-1 xt 

' 
~lim J"[x]-x dx+! 
~ x' 

' 
=~(I m 7

1

~-logn+I) 
m-1 m 

~lim(~ _!_+1-logn) ~ y. 
n_,..., .f=

1
m+I 

(2.1.16) 

l.l. A considerable number of variants of the above proof of the 
functional equation have been given. A similar argument was ap:r)lied 
by Hardy,t not to {(s) itself, but to the function 

~ (-!)•-• ~ (l-2'4 )((a). (2.2.1) 6 n• 

t Hardy (6). 
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This Diriohlet series is convergent for all real positive values of 8, and 
so, by a general theorem on the convergence of Dirichlet series, for all 
values of 8 such that u > 0. Here, of course, the pole of {(8) at s = l 
is cancelled by the zero of the other factor. These facts enable us to 
simplify the discussion in some respects. 

Hardy's proof runs as follows. Let 

f(x) = ~ sin(2n+1)x. 
6 2n+l 

This series is boundedly convergent and 

f(x) = (-l)"'f7T for m11 < x < (m+l)7T (m = 0, 1, ... ). 

Multiplying by x"-1 (0 < s < 1), and integrating over (O,oo), we obtain 

"' (m+1)1r 00 

!7T L (-1)"" I xs-1 dx = r(s)sin-fS?T L: __ I--
m~o """" n~o (2n+1)B+l 

~ r(s)•int'"(l-2~-1)((a+I). 

The term-by-term integration may be justified as in the previous proof. 
The series on the left is 

~[!+ 1(-l)"{(m+ll'-m')]. 

This series is convergent for 8 < 1, and, as a little consideration of the 
above argument shows, uniformly convergent for R(s) .:-::;;; 1-8 < I. 
Its sum is therefore an analytic function of 8, regular for R(s) < L 
Butfors < 0 it is 

2(1'-28+38 - ••• ) = 2(I-2S+1){(-s). 

Its sum is therefore the same analytic function of 8 for R(8) < I. 
Hence, for 0 < s < I, ,..., 

2,(1-2'+1)((-s) ~ r(a)sin!..,.(J-2+1)((s+l), 

and the functional equation again follows. 

l.3. Still another proof is based on Poisson •s summation formula 

•-~.f(n) ~ ~ lf(u)oo•2=udu. (2.3.1) 

If we put f(x) = lx 1- and ignore all questions of convergence, we obtain 
the result formally at once. The proof may be established in various 
ways. If we integrate by parts to obtain integrals involving sin 2nnu, 
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we obtain a proof not fundamentally distinct from the first proof given 
here. t The formula can also be used to give a proof dependingt on 
(l-2'~)((s). 

Actually cases of Poisson's formula enter into several of the following 
proofs; (2.6.3) and (2.8.2) are both cases of Poisson's formula. 

2.4. Second method. The whole theory can be developed in another 
way, which is one of Riemann's methods. Here the fundamental 
formula is 

I f• x"-' 
{(a)= rw 0 e"'=l dx (u > 1). (2.4.1) 

To prove this, we have for"> 0 

Hence 

r(s)((s) ~ i J x"-'c-= dx ~ J x"-'! c-= dx ~ J ,~:._'1 dx 
n=lo (I n-1 0 

if the inversion of the order of summation and integration can be 
justified; and this is so by absolute convergence if a> I, since 

f j x•-•,-= ax ~ r<•)(<•l 
n-1 0 

is convergent for u > 1. 
Now consider the integral 

l(s)=f~dz, e'-1 
a 

where the contour C starts at infinity on the positive real axis, encircles 
the origin once in the positive direction, excluding the points ±2i1T, 
±4i1T, ... , and returns to positive infinity. Here z•-1 is defined as 

e(B-l)logz 

when the logarithm is real at the beginning of the contour; thus l(logz) 
varies from 0 to 21T round the contour. 

We can take 0 to consist of the real axis from oo top (0 < p <' 21T), 
the circle lzl = p, and the real axis from p to oo. On the circle, 

jz4'-lj = e<a-l}logl*l--l&I'K"• ::-;;,; jzja-le27Tifl 0 

le'-11 >Aizl. 
tMordell{2). t Ingham, Prime Numbers, 46. 

THE FUNCTIONAL EQUATION " 
Hence tb,e integral round this circle tends to zero with p if u > I. On 
making p -+ 0 we therefore obtain 

Hence 

f

"" x"-1 f""(xe27Ti)'-1 
J(s) =- &!-ldx+ e"'-l dx 

' ' 
~ (e""-l)r(s)((s) 

2i1Tei1fs 
~ r{l-s) {(s). 

e-i1fsr(l-s)f zs-1 
~(s)= ~ ez_

1
dz. 

a 

(2.4.2) 

This formula has been proved for u > I. The integral J(s), however, 
is uniformly convergent in any finite region of the 8-plane, and so defines 
an integral function of 8. Hence the formula provides the analytic 
continuation of {(8) over the whole s-plane. The only possible singu
larities are the poles of r(I-s), viz. s = 1, 2, 3, .... We know already 
that "s) is regular at s = 2, 3, ... , and in fact it follows at once from 
Cauchy's theorem that 1(8) vanishes at these points. Hence the only 
possible singularity is a simple pole at 8 = I. Here 

and 

I(ll~f~~2m, 
&-I 

a 

Hence the residue at the pole is I. 
If s is any integer, the integrand in J{s) is one-valued, and i(.s) can 

be evaluated by the theorem of residues. Since 

ez.:.! = l-!z+Bt~-B2~+ .. ·• 
where B1, B 2, ... are Bernoulli's numbers, 'we find the following values 
of {(s)' 

({0) ~ -!, {{-2m)~ 0, ({1-2m)~ (-~:Bm (m ~I, 2, ... ). 

(2.4.3) 

To deduce the functional equation from (2.4.2), take the integral 
along the contour c .. consisting of the positive real axis from infinity 
to (2n+l}1T, then round the square with corners (2n+l)1T(±I±i), and 
then back to infinity along the positive real axis. Between the contours 
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0 and 0,. the integrand has poles at the points ±2i11', ... , ±2in11'. The 
residues at 2mi7T and -Zmi1r are together 

(2m7Teii,.)s-t+ (2m7Te~i,.r-1 = (2m7T)•-1eimr-1>2 cos f1r(s-1) 

= -2(2m11')'-1ei"'sin f7TS. 

Hence by the theorem of residues 

l(s) = f ~dz+47Tiei"8 sinf-n's i (Zm1r)w-1. 
e"-1 m~1 

c. 
Now let a< 0 and make n-+ oo. The function 1/(e"-1) is bounded 

on the contours C.,, and zs-1 = O(lzl"-1). Hence the integral round C., 
tends to zero, and we obtain 

J(s) = 47Tiei,.wsinf7Tsm~ 1(2m7T)8-1 

= 411'iei"8 sin lrrs(27T)8- 1t{l-s). 

The functional equation now follows again. 
Two minor consequences of the functional equation may be noted 

here. The formula 

{(2m)= 22m-l7T!m (!;)! (m = I, 2, ... ) (2.4.4) 

follows from the functional equation (2.1.1), with s =1-2m, and the 
value obtained above for {(1-2m). Also 

r(O) = -~log21r. (2.4.5) 

For the functional equation gives 

-~g~:; ~ -log2ff-jfftant"'+ ~(~i+ ~(~i· 
In the neighbourhood of s = I 

!fftan!sff ~-8~ 1 +0(js-lj). ~(~; ~ ~i:i+··· ~ -r+ 
and ('(s) -(1/(s-l)')+k+... I 

((s) (1/(s-l)}+y+k(s 1)+ ... ~ - s-1 +r+ .... 

where k is a constant. Hence, makil;tg 8-+ 1, we obtain 

-~(~; ~ -log2ff, 

and (2.4.5) follows. 

2.5. Validityof(l.l.l)forall8. The original series (1.1.1) is naturally 
vaJ.id for a > 1 only, on account of the pole at 8 = 1. The series (2.2.1) 
is convergent, and represents (1-21-){(s), for a> 0. This series ceases 

2.5 THE FUNCTIONAL EQUATION 21 

to conver~ on a= 0, but there is nothing in the nature of the function 
represented to account for this. In fact if we use summability instead 
of ordinary convergence the equation still holds to the left of a = 0. 

THEOREM 2.5. The series 11~1(-1)"-1n_, is summable (A) to the sun~ 
(I-21_,){(s)for all values of s. 

LetO<x<l. Then 

• (-l)n-1 "' ( 1)"-lxn s· 2: --xn = L _-__ e-nu.us-1 du 
n.-1 n8 n-1 r(s) 0 

I s• ~ I s• xe-• =- u8- 1 L... (-1) 11 - 1xne-"''du=- u8-1~-du. 
r(s) 0 n-1 r(s) 0 1 +xe-u 

This is justified by absolute convergence for a > I, and the result by 
analytic continuation for a > 0. 

We can now replace this by a loop-integral in the same way as 
(2.4.2) was obtained from (2.4.1). We obtain 

~ f=:-_~t=_~x" = e-i,.sr_(~~ f w-1 xe-'" dw 6
1 

n8 21Ti c 1+xe-w ' 

when 0 encircles the origin as before, but excludes all zeros of 1+xe-'", 
i.e. the points w = logx+(2m+1)i1T. 

lt is clear that, as x -+ 1, the right-hand side tends to a limit, uniformly 
in any finite region of the 8-plane excluding positive integers; and, by 
the theory of analytic continuation, the limit must be (I-21-..g(s). 
This proves the theorem except if s is a positive integer, when the 
proof is elementary. 

Similar results hold for other methods of summation. 

2.6. Third method. This is also one of Riemann's original proofs. 
We observe that if a > 0 

Hence if a> 1 

the inversion being justified by absolute convergence, as in § 2.4-. 
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we therefore have "" 

Chap. II 

12.6.I) 

11·•1 ~-·~I xl•-'~lx) dx I• > I). 12.6.2) 
r(2s)

0 

Now it is known that, for x > 0, 

i e-n'1f.:r:=~ i e-~<'"1", 
n~-oo "\IX n=-<O 

12.6.3) 

Hence (2.6.2) gives 

,-l•f(!s)(l•l ~ f xl•-'~lx) dx+ J xl•-4p(x) dx 

' ' 

I' (I (I) I I) I" ,_, ~ xl•-• -~- +--- dx+ xl ~lx) dx 
.Jxx2-./x2 

" ' 

~ _ _!___+I" lx-l•-l+xl•-·)~lx) dx. 
s(s-1) 

1 

The last integral is convergent for all values of s, and so the formula. 
holds, by analytic continuation, for all values of s. Now the right-hand 
side is unchanged if sis replaced by 1-s. Hence 

,-J..f(!•i(l•l ~ ,-l+l•ri!-!•)(II-s), 12.6.4) 
which is a form of the functional equation. 

2.7. Fourth method; proof by self-reciprocal functions. Still 
another proof of the functional equation is as follows. For u > 1, 
(2.4.1) may be written 

{(s)r(s) = I' (__I__I-~);tB-1 dx+_!_I +I"' xs:t dxi , 
e""- x s- e-

' ' and this holds by analytic continuation for a > 0. Also for 0 < a < l 

__!_ = - Ioo ,xB-1 dx. 
s-1 x 

' 
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Hence {(s)r(s) =I"(___!__ _!)xs-t dx (0 <a< 1). 
e"'-1 x 

' Now it is known that the function 

f(x) = eZ"<z!)_]- x,/:211") 

is self-reciprocal for sine transfonns, i.e. that 

fix)~ JW [fly)sinxydy. 

Hence, putting X= e.J(271) in (2.7.1), 

(l,)r(s) ~ l2n)l•l fi<JG'-' dg 

~ 12n)i'J(§) [ g•-•dg [tly)singydy. 

If we can invert the order of integration, this is 

2v+!~¥-l J fly) dy J t'-'singydg 

" ' 
= 2is+hrts-! l j(y)y-8 dy I u8- 1sin u du 

23 

12.7.I) 

12.7.2) 

12.7.3) 

= 2fs+'hris-i(21T)i8-!f(l-s){(l-s) 
2

cos}1r;r(l s)' 

and the functional equation again follows. 
To justify the inversion, we observe that the integral 

l fly)sin<y dy 

converges uniformly over o < 0 ~ g ~ a. Hence the inversion of this 
part is valid, and it is sufficient to prove that 

lh! J fly) dy U + J)<•-'sin<1J dg ~ 0. 
~ ....... ooo o & . ' 

Now [<"-'sin<ydg~ Jow-•gy)dg~ow•'y) 

and also = y-• r u8- 1 sinudu = O(y-"). 
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Since j(y) = 0(1) as y-+ 0, and = O(y-1) as y-+ oo, we obtain . ' f f(y) dy 1 ea-1 sin!ydg 

Chap. II 

1 ljlJ "" 
~ f O(O"+'y) dy+ J O(S•+') dy+ f O(y-•-') dy ~ 0(8") ~ o. 

0 1 1/lJ 

A similar method shows that the integral involving Ll also tends to 0. 

2.8. Filth method. The process by which (2.7.1) was obtained from 
(2.4.1) can be extended indefinitely. For the next stage, (2.7.1) gives 

r(s)((•) ~I' (-'--~+~) .. -'dx--'-+ f. (-'--')"'-'dx. e"'-1 x 2 2s e"'-1 x 

' ' 
and this holds by analytic continuation for a > -l. But 

• l [!x'-1 dx= - 28 (-I <a<O). 

Hence 

(2.8.!) 

Now (2.8.2) 

Hence 

r(s)1(s) ~ J• 2x i --1-x'-' dx ~ 2 i J• __ x'_ dx 
o A-1 4n!!.n-2+x2 fi-t o 4n21T2+x2 

~ 1T 2B-y 
= 2 ,6t

1 
(
2n1T)

8
-

1
2cos!s1T = cos!s1r '(I-s), 

the functional equation. The inversion is justified by absolute con
vergence if -1 < a < 0. 

2.9. Sixth method. The formulat 
c+i<O 

'<s)=.::: J (r'(I+z)_logz)z-~dz (-l<c<O) ,(2.9.1) 
2m P(I+z) 

~-i<O 

is easily proved by the calculus of residues if a > 1; and the integrand 
is O(izl-"-1), so that the integral is convergent. and the formula. holds 
by analytic continuation, if a > 0. 

t Klo08terman (I). 
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We may next transform this into an integral along the positive real 
axis after the manner of§ 2.4. We obtain 

'(s) = _sin1TB J {r'(l+x)_logx}x-..dx (0 <a< 1). 

'" o r(I+x) (2.9.2) 

To deduce the functional equation, we observe thatt 

r'(x) =lo X-~-zJ"" tdt 
r(x) g 2x 0 (t2+x2)(e21fl I) 

Hence 

~g::;-logx = ~(~j+~-logx 

l f. tdt f. ' ( l l) 
= 2X-2 o (t2+x2)(e2"'t I)= -2 o t2+x2 e2,.t_I-2;ri dt. 

Hence (2.9.2) gives 

{(s) ~"'inns I" x~dxf·-'·(-'---'-) dt 
'" o o t2+x2 e2"'1-I 21Tf 

_ 2sin'"sJ"(-'---'-)tdtJ"" ~dx 
- 1r 

0 

e21T1-l 21rt 
0 

t2+x2 

- sin1Ts J• (-'---'-)t-•dt 
- cos!1rs 

0 
e2'~~'~-I 21rt 

= 2sin-!1Ts(2'")"-1 J·(-
1

- -~)u-.. du 
e"-1 u 

' 
= 2sin!1Ts(21T)~-1r(l-s)"l-s) 

by (2.7 .1). The inversion is justified by absolute convergence. 

2.10. Seventh method. Still another method of dealing with nB), 
due to Riemann, has been carried out in detail by Siegel.t It depends 
on the evaluation of the following infinite integral. 

J
eiw•!(4,.)+aw 

Let lll(a) = -----ew=r- dw, (2.!0.!) 

L 

where L is a straight line inclined at an angle i1r to the real axis, and 

t Whittaker and Watson,§ 12.32, exo.mple. t Siegel (2). 
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intersecting the imaginary axis between 0 and 27Ti. The integral is 
plainly convergent for all values of a. 

We have 

f
eiiw"/.,. 

l)(a+l)-f!l(a) = ew-l (efa+l)w-e""')dw 

L 

= 1 eliw'/w+a"' dw 

= ei1ra• f efiW'I" dW, 

where W = w-2imz. Here we may move the contour to the parallel 
line through the origin, so that the last integral is 

e-1-t.,.l e-lp'J" dp = 21Tei""· 

Hence (2.10.2) 

Next let L' be the line parallel to L and intersecting the imaginary 
axis at a distance 21T below its intersection with L. Then by the theorem 
of residues 

But 

f 
eliw'/"+<JW f e!i(w-bil'/,.+a(w-2ori) 
---- dw = ---~- dw 

e"'-1 e"'-1 
L' L 

Hence -e-2..-ia¢l(a+I)-<I>(a) = 27Ti. 

Eliminating fll(a+ I), we have 

4>(a)~ 
21Ti+2?Jei1f(a"-2a+i>• 

I+e-21ria 

(2.10.3) 

(UM) 

(2.10.5) 
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If a =,!izf1T+}, the result (2.10.4) takes the form 

~ dw =--2m---, f "''·:.-'•_:'/~·•:"-l<=__:_·/•_:•1:._"' 21ri .e-fiz'I>T+t.z 
ew-1 e'"-1 e~-1 

L 

:Multiplying by z"-1 (a> I), and integrating from 0 to ooe-1•,., we obtain 

The inversion on the left-hand side is justified by absolute convergence; 
in fact 

where c > 0, so that 
Now 

R(izw) = -crf../2. 

<>:>e-!lor 

f 
e-lh'J,-+iz I f e-liz•J,.+}z ---za-l dz = -~ ~z"-1 dz 

e=-I I+e-is,- ez-I ' 

' z 

and 

where Lis the reflection of Lin the real axis. Hence 

or 
, . feliw'J,-+!w 

n-..-•r(}s),(s} = d•,.(s-1)2w-t1T~-1r(!s) ~w-8 dw+ 

L , , , f e-liz'J,-+~= 
+e!I7TS2-117T-"t"8-2f'(!-!s) ez=r-z~-l dz. (2.}0.6) 

z 
This formula holds by the theory of analytic continuation for all 
values of s. 

If s = l+it, the two terms on the right are conjugates. Hence 
/(s) = 71-isr(!sg(s) is real on a = f. Hence 

f(s) ~J(o+it) ~J(I-o+it) ~f(!-o-it) ~/(1-s), 

the functional equation. 
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2.11. A general formula involving "8). It was observed by 
Mtintzt that several of the formulae for ,(8) which we have obtained 
are particular cases of a. formula containing an arbitrary function. 

We have formally 

j r-1,.t
1 
F(nx) dx = .. ~1 [ x"-1 F(nx) dx 

~ I~ J Y'-'F(y) dy 
n=l 0 

~ ((s) J Y'-'F(y) dy, 

where F(x) is arbitrary; and the process is justifiable if F(x) is hounded 
in any finite interval, and O(x-"), where a:> 1, as x ~ oo. For then 

Il~l J I?J'-'F(y)( dy 
n-1 0 

exists if 1 < a < a:, and the inversion is justified. 
Suppose next that F'(x) is continuous, bounded in any finite interval, 

and O(x-.8), where {3 > 1, as x -;.. oo. Then as x---i'- 0 

I F(=l- J F(ux) du ~ x J F'(ux)(u-[u]) du 
n-1 0 o 

1/x a> 

~ x J 0(!) du+x J O((ux)-ll) du = 0(1), 
0 1/Z 

i.e. I F(nx) ~ ~f· F(v)dv+O(!) ~ '+0(1), 
n~1 X X 

say. Hence 

f• x'-' I F(nx) dx ·-· ' 

" 

~ J' x'-'( I F(nx)-~)ax+-'-+ J·,._, I F(nx)dx, 
o ,._1 x 8-1 t n=l 

and the right-hand side is regular for a> 0 (except at 8 = 1). Also 
for a< 1 

~ = -c s"" .._.s-2 dx. 
8-1 1 

tMUntz(l). 
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Hence we have MUntz's formula 

((') J Y'-'F(y)dy ~ J x'-'( ~ F(nx)-~ J F(v) dvj dx, (2.!!.1) 
o o n 1 o 

valid for 0 < a < I if F(x) satisfies the above conditions. 
If F(x) = e-"' we obtain (2.7.1); if F(x) = e-,.x' we obtain a formula 

equivalent to those of§ 2.6; if F(x) = I/(l+x2) we obtain a. formula 
which is also obtained by combining (2.4.1) with the functional equation. 
If F(x) = x-1 sin7TX we obtain a formula equivalent to (2.1.6), though 
this F(x) does not satisfy our general conditions. 

If F(x) = I/(l+x)2, we have 

• I J, , 1 1 
_LF(=l-- F(v)dv~ ,L----
.. -t x o n=t (l+nx)2 x 

~ ',[-dd:logf(f+Il] -~. 
X ~ {~t/x X 

Hence (::~,~((s) ~ r g•-•(fi,logr(t+Jl-~)ag, 
and on integrating by parts we obtain (2.9.2). 

2.12. Zeros; factorization formulae. 

THEOREM 2.12. g(8) and E(z) are integral junctions of order l. 

It follows from (2.1.12) and what we have proved about "s) 
that t{8) is regular for u > 0, (s-1g{8) being regular at s = I. Since 
e(s) = t(l-.~), g(8) is a.lso regular for u < 1. Hence t(s) is an integral 
function. 

Also 

jr{}8)j = j I e-uuiH dul ~ l e-uuia-1 du= r(ta)= O(eAa!Oga) (a>O), 

(2.12.1) 

and (2.1.4) gives for u ~ l, js-lj >A, 

((s) ~ 0(1'1! ~)+0(1) ~ O((sl). (2.12.2) 

Hence (2.1.12) gives t(s) = O(eAI~Iloglsl) (2.I2.3) 

for a~ i, ]8] >A. By (2.1.13) this holds for u ~!also. Hence g(s) 
is of order I at most. The order is exactly I since as s ---i'- oo by real 
values log,(s)"' 2""", logf(8) ,..._,is logs. 
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S(z)=O(e"'l'tlogt.ot) (jzj >A), 
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and 3(z) is of order 1. But S(z) is an even function. Hence 3(·/z) is 
also an integral function, and is of order !- It therefore has an infinity 
of zeros, whose exponent of convergence is f. Hence S(z) has an infinity 
of zeros, whose exponent of convergence is 1. The same is therefore 
true of ~(s). Let p1, p2 , ••• be the zeros of g(s). 

WehaveaJrea.dyseenthat,(s)hasnozerosfora > 1. It then follows 
from the functional equation (2.1.1) that "s) has no zeros for a< 0 
except for simple zeros at s = -2, -4, -6, ... ; for, in (2.1.1), ,(1-s) 
has no zeros for u < 0, sin}m has simple zeros at s = -2, -4, ... only, 
and r(I-s) has no zeros. 

The zeros of '(s) at -2, -4, ... , are known as the 'trivial zeros'. They 
do not correspond to zeros of g(8), since in (2.1.12) they are cancelled 
by poles of r{!8). It therefore follows from (2.1.12) that g(8) has no 
zeros for a > I or for a < 0. Its zeros p1, p2, ... therefore all lie in the 
strip 0 ~ o ~ 1; and they are also zeros of {(8), since 8(8-1)r(}8) has 
no zeros in the strip except that at 8 = 1, which is cancelled by the 
pole of {(8). 

We have thus proved that {{8) has an infinity of zeros p1, p2, ... in 
the strip 0 ~a~ 1. Since 

(l-21-){(8) = 1-~+~---· ~ 0 (0 < 8 < 1) (2.12.4) 

and {(0) * 0, {{8) has no zeros on the real axis between 0 and 1. The 
zeros p1 , p2 , ... are therefore all complex. 

The remainder of the theory is largely concerned with questions about 
the position of these zeros. At this point we shall merely observe that 
they are in conjugate pairs, since {(8) is real on the real axis; and that, 
if p is a zero, so is 1-p, by the functional equation, and hence so is 
1-p. If p = f3+iy, then 1-p = 1-,B+iy. Hence the zeros either lie 
on a = f, or occur in pairs symmetrical about this line. 

Since g(8) is an integral function of order 1, and f(O) = -{(0) = }, 
Hadamard's factorization theorem gives, for all values of s, 

f(s) ~ t'~'I)(l-~)e'IP, (2.12.5) 

where b0 is a constant. Hence 

(2.12.6) 
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where b = b0+!log11. Hence also 

<'l•l ~ b-__1_-' r'l!•+1l "'(__!_ ') 
((•) s-1 2 r(!•+1) + 7 8-p + p . 

Making s-+ 0, this gives 

~~~i ~ b+1-4 ~~W· 
Since {'(0)/{(0) = log211 and r'(I) = -y, it follows that 

b = log211-l-!r. 
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(2.12.7) 

(2.12.8) 

2.13. In this sectiont we shall show that the only function which 
satisfies the functional equation (2.1.1 ), and has the same general charac
teristics as {(s), is {(8) itself. 

Let G(s) be an integral function of finite order, P(s) a polynomial, and 
j(s) ~ G(s)fP(s), and let 

/(•)~ ~ ... f::tns (2.13.1) 

be absolutely convergent for a > I. Let 

f(s)r(!s)11-~' = g(l-s)r{l-fs)11-iu->, (2.13.2) 

where 

theseriesbeingabsolutelyconvergentforrf< -a< 0. Thenf(s) = G{(s), 
where 0 is a constant. 

We have, for x > 0, 
ll+ioo 

tfo(x) = dn 21"' f(s)r(is)1t-~sz-i• ds 

00 2+1oo 

= 2 ~ f r(ts)(n-n2x)-fw ds 
n-l 2-ioo 

= 2 .. ~1a,.e-rrn'z. 
Also, by (2.13.2), ll+i"' 

41•) ~ .k,L g(1-s)r(i-!•)•-~'4>x-l•ds. 

We move the line of integration from o = 2 to a= -1-a. We observe 

f Hamburger (1)-(4). Siegel (1). 
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thatj(s) is bounded on a= 2, and g(l~s) is bounded on u = -1-~; 
since 

r~~l,> ~ O(IW-'>· 
it follows that g(l-s) = O(ltli) on u = 2. We can therefore, by the 
Phragmen-Lindelof principle, apply Cauchy's theorem, and obtain 

-«-l+ioo 

~(x) ~ ~ f g(l-,)r(i-l*-1"-''x-1• ds+ J. R,. 
-«-1-i<>O 

where R1 , R2,. •• , are the residues at the poles, say s1, •• , sm. Thus 

J, R, ~ J. x-l•Q,(logx) ~ Q(x), 

where the Q~(logx) are polynomials in logx. Hence 

f(x) ~ * ~ ~ -•1•"" r(!-!•H='/x)-1•1• ds+Q(x) 
n-1 -«-1-i<Xl 

Hence 

Multiply by e-m':t (t > 0), and integrate over (O,oo). We obtain 

~ ~"- = ~ ~e-2"111+! J., Q(x)e-wt'x dx, 
6t7T(t2 +n') 6tt o 

and the last term is a sum of terms of the form 

[ x" loghxe-"'""' dx, 

where the b's are integers and R(a) > -1; i.e. it is a sum of terms of 
the form to' logPt. 

Hence .! a .. (,+1
. +-, 1 

)-mH(t) = 2'1T f b,.e-2
"'"

1
, 

n=t ~n _,n n-l 

where H(t) is a sum of terms of the form t"log.Bt. 
Now the series on the left is a meromorphic function, with poles at 

±in. But the function on the right is periodic, with period i. Hence 
(by analytic continuation) so is the function on the left. Hence the 
residues at ki and (k+ l)i are equal, i.e. ak = ak+l (k = l, 2, ... ). Hence 
a" = a 1 for all k, and the result follows. 
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2.14. Some series involvin~ ((s). We havet 

((sJ-,~ 1 ~ '-!'{(('+'l-1J-'(;";l)m,+2J-1J- .. r2.14.1J 

for all values of s. For the right-hand side is 

1 _ __1__ ~ __l__((s-l)s~ (s-1)*+11~ ···) 
s-l,6-2n•-1 1.2 n 2+ 1.2.3 na+ 

~ 1-,~~~, •• 1_,((1-M'-·_,_,-:11 

1 ~( 1 I s-1~ 
= 

1- s-I{::-
2 

(n-1)"_1 - n"-1-7 

~((•)-,~~-
The inversion of the order of ~;ummation i~; ju~;tified for a > 0 by the 
convergence of 

~ __l__ ~I'-Ul1::1:~__l__~ ~ ~(('-~)-'"-1). ,6-
2
n"-16 (k+I)! nk+2 f:?.n" n 

The series obtained is, however, convergent for all values of s. 
Another formula! which can be proved in a similar way is 

(2.14.2) 
also valid for all values of s. 

Either of these formulae may be used to obtain the analytic con
tinuation of {(s) over the whole plane. 

2;15. Some applications of Mellin's inversion formulae.§ 
Mellin's inversion formulae connecting the two functionsf{x) and )j(s) 

The simplest example is 

.. .., 
f(x) ~ 2, f \J(s)x-• ds. (2.15.1) 

2m 
a-i<C 

f(x) ~ ,-•, \J(s) ~ r(,) (a > 0). (2.15.2) 

From (2.4.1) we derive the pair 

f(x) ~ ,,~ 1 , \J(s) ~ r(s)((s) (a> 1), (2.15.3) 

t Landau, Handbuch, 272. t Rama.swami (1). 
§ See E. C. TiWhma.rsh, /ntrodWJii<m to the Theory of Fourier /ntegral.JJ, §§ 1.5, 1.29, 

2.1,2.7,3.17. 
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and from (2.6.2) the pair 

f(x) ~ ~(x), ll(s) ~ ~~r(s),(2s) (a > tl· (2.15.4) 

The inverse formulae are thus 

and 

a+ioo 

~I l'(s)((s)x-•ds~_2_ (a> I) 
2m e:.:-1 

a-i.., 
a+ioo 

~ I ~~l'(s)((2s)x~ ds ~ ~(x) (a> il· 
2 .. 

·-"" 

(2.15.5) 

(2.15.6) 

Each of these can easily be proved directly by inserting the series for 
{(s) and integrating term~by-term, using (2.15.2). 

As another example, (2.9.2), with s replaced by 1-s, gives the Mellin 

pair 

f(x) ~ ~g::;-logx, ~(8) ~ - ~((1-s) (0 <a< 1). (2.15.7) 
Stn7T8 

The inverse formula is thus 
a+i«> 

r'(l+x)_Jo x = _2_ I ,(1-s)x-Bds 
f(I+x) g 2ia-ico sin7TB · 

(2.15.8) 

Integrating with respect to x, and replacing s by 1-s, we obtain 
a+ioo 

logr(l+x)-xlogx+x = _..!., I '~s)x" ds (0 <a< 1). (2.15.9) 
2t 8Sill7T8 

a-ioo 

This fonnula is used by Whittaker and Watson to obtain the asymp
totic expansion of log r(l+x). 

Next, let f(x) and !J(s) be related by (2.15.1), and let g(x) and C!i(s) 
be similarly related. Then we have, subject to appropriate conditions, 

c+i«> .:o /,;; I \;ls)ffi(w-s) ds ~ I f(x)g(x)x•-> dx. (2.15.10) 

c-iro 0 

Take for example ~{s) = t»{s) = r(s)~(s), so that 

f(x) ~ g(x) ~ 1/(e"-1). 

Then, if R(w) > 2, the right-hand side is 

(
I 2 3 ) ~ ::;w+a-+4"+ ... r(w) ~ r(w)g(w-1)-i(w)). 
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Thusif1<c<R(w)-1 ..... /,;; I l'(s)l'(w-sg(s)((w-s) ds ~ l'(w){((w-1)-{(w)}. (2.15.11) 
,_,., 

Similarly, taking ~(s) = ffi(s) ~ !'(s)((2s), so that 

f(x) ~ g(x) ~ ~(xf~) ~ .~:-•'•, 
the right-hand side of (2.15.10) is, if R(w) > 1, 

j I }:e-<m'+•.,.,x•-•dx~ l'(w) ~ ~--1-. 
om-1a=1 /::1~1(m2+n2)w 

This may also be written 

l'(w)G~:~:) -Ww)), 

where 1'(n) is the number of ways of expressing n as the sum of two 

squares; or as !'(w)g(w)"(w)-{(2w)}, 
where 'l'}(w) = 1-w-3-w+S-to-.... 

Hencet if! < c < R(w)-! 
<+«<> /,;; I l'(s)l'(w-s)((2s),(2w-2s) ds ~ l'(w)i'(w)"(w)-{(2w)). 

c-i<O (2.15.12) 

2.16. Some integrals involving E(t). There are some casest in 
which integrals of the form 

ol>(x) ~ I /(1)!!(1) cosxl dt 

can be evaluated. Let/(!)~ l<l(il)l' ~ <l(il)<l(-il), where<llio analytic. 
Writing y = ez, 

ol>(x) ~ ! _[ <I( it)</>( -il)!l(!)y" dl 

~ l l<l(il)</>( -il)<{!+il)y" dt 

fH«> 

~ 2i~y I <11•-ll<l(!-•l<I•)Y' ds 

1-« 
l+ia> 

~ 2i~ I <11•-ll<I(!-•H•-l)l'(l+l•l~-t··(•)Y' ds. 

1-« 
t Hardy (4). A generalization i8 given by Ta.ylor (I). t Ra.ma.nujan (I). 
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Taking tfo(s) = 1, this is equal to 

~ _i T {r{2H,)-fr(l+!•)}(n~S d' 
n-1 2_ia:> 

Chap. II 

~ ~ ~ ( 2 .r r(wl(n~J·-• dw-3 :J: rtwl(n~J·-• dw) 

~ ~% (n~w) ~ r•'•l•' -~% (n~J' e-•'•l•'. 
Hence 

J E(t)cosxt dt = 21r2 f (21Trt4e-llz12-3n2e-&tl2)exp( -n~e-2:1:), 
0 n~l (2.16.1) 

Again, putting f(s) ~ !/(•+!), we have 
l+i«> 

<l>(x) ~ -~ J ~r(IH•pd•((•)Y'd• 
2t-vy 8 

!-•· 
f+ioo 

~ - <i~y J r(!B)w-I•((•)Y' ds 

!-ioo 

~ -~;"(t.)+b>'y 
in the notation of§ 2.6. Hence 

j t~~i oosxt dt ~ b(el•-2.-l•f(e-"')). (2.16.2) 

The case c/>(8) = I'(fs-!) was also investigated by Ra.manujan, the 
result being expressed in terms of another integral. 

2.17. The function ~(8, a). A function which is in a sense agenerali~ 
zation of ((s) is the Hurwitz zeta-function, defined by 

• I 
~(8,a) = 6(n+a)B (0 <a~ 1, u > 1). 

This reduces to ~(s) when a= 1, and to (28-l){(s) when a= -f. We 
shall obtain here its analytic continuation and functional equation, 
which are required later. This function, however, ha.s no Euler pro
duct unless a= i or a= l, and so does not sha.re the most characteristic 
properties of t(s). 
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As in§~-· 

{(8,a) = ~ _!..._ foo ~-le-<n+$ dx =_!..._I"' a;S-le-= dx. 
L., r(s) r{8) 1-e-
n~o o o (2.17.1) 

We can transform this into a loop integral a.s before. We obtain 

e-'"'sf'(l-s) J zs-1e-""' 
{(s,a) = ~ l-e--' dz. 

c 
(2.17.2) 

This provides the analytic continuation of {(8,a) over the whole plane; 
it is regular everywhere except for a simple pole at s = l with residue I. 

Expanding the loop to infinity a.s before, the residues at 2m1Ti and 
- 2m1Ti are together 

(2m11e-l-i,.)s-1e-2.m,.ia+(2m11efi,.)"-le2m,.ia 

= (2m1T)•-1eims-1>2cos{!11(8-1)+2mmJ} 

= -2(2m1T)"-le1.,.•sin(i7Ts+2m7Ta). 

Hence, if a < 0, 

{( ) 21'(1-s)(. ! ~ cos2mmJ ! ~ sin2mmJ) 
8,a = (21r)1_, sm 1T8,!;:1 ----;n~+cos 1rB.f::1~. 

(2.17.3) 
If a= 1, this reduces to the functional equation for ((s). 

NOTES FOR CHAPTER 2 

2.18. Selberg [3] has given a very general method for obtaining the 
analytic continuation and functional equation of certain types of zeta
function which arise as the 'constant terms' of Eisenstein series. We 
sketch.aform of the argument in the classical case. Let .7£ = {z = x + iy: 
y > 0} be the upper half plane and define 

aud 

E(z,s)= ~ _y_•_ (ze . .*',u>l) 
c•d"'-""lcz+dl2s 
(cod)"' I 

B(z, •) ~ ((2s)E(z, •) ~ I y• (zE.>t'", u > 1), 
c.d- -"' lcz+dl

2
• 

(cod)#(0.0) 

these series being absolutely and uniformly convergent in any compact 
subset of the region R(s) > 1. Here E(z, s) is an Eisenstein series, while 
B(z, 8) is, apart from the factor y 8 , the Epstein zeta-function for the 
lattice generated by 1 and z. We shall find it convenient to work with 
B(z, 8) in preference to E(z, s). 
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We begin with two basic observations. Firstly one trivially has 

B(z + 1, s) = B( -1/z, s) = B(z, s). (2.18.1) 

(Thus, in fact, B(z, s) is invariant under the full modular group.) 
Secondly, if .6. is the Laplace-Beltrami operator 

A= -y2 -+-(a' o') 
8x2 iJy2 ' 

then 

A--- -sl-s ---( Y') Y' 
fcz+df2s - ( )lcz+df2s' (2.18.2) 

whence 
8B(z, s) = s(l- s)B(z, s) (u > 1). (2.18.3) 

We proceed to obtain the Fourier expansion of B(z, s) with respect to x. 
We have 

where 

B(z, s) = L a
11

(y, s)e21rinx, 

' f e-21finxdx 

a,(Y, s) =y• ~ o ~+d+icyf2s 

' " • f e-'•'••dx 
=20nys"2s)+2ysc~l d~L._"' lcx+d+icyf2•' 

0 

with 0, = 1 or 0 according as n = 0 or not. The d summation above is 

and the sum over k is cor 0 according as cfn or not. Moreover 
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and 

foo e-2..tnyu 
8 

w-!Ks-f(2n:fnfy) 
(vz + 1)" dv = 2n: (lnly) r(s) (n ;'0), 

in the usual notation of Bessel functionst. 
We now have 

where 

and 

B(z, s) = ljl(s)y" + tjl(s)y 1 -• + B 0(z, s) (u > 1), 

~(s) ~ 2((28), ~(s) ~ 2ni r(s- !l ((28 -1) 
r(s) 
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(2.18.4) 

"' Ks-t(2n:ny) 
B 0 (z,s)=8n:8yi L n"-iu1 28 (n)cos(2nnx)~. (2.18.5) 

We observe at this point that 

K..,(t)<;€t-ie-t (t---+oo) 

for fixed u, whence the series (2.18.5) is convergent for all s, and so 
defines an entire function. Moreover we have 

B
0
(z, s) o:t e-Y (y---+ oo) (2.18.6) 

for fixed s. Similarly one finds 

OBo(z,s) o:te-:v (y---+ oo). 
ay 

(2.18.7) 

We proceed to derive the 'Maass--Selberg' formula. Let D = {ze.n": 
lzl:;;:: 1, IR(z)l ~!}be the standard fundamental region for the modular 
group, and let Dy= {zeD: l(z)~ Y}, where Y ~ 1. Let R(s), R(w) > 1 
and write, for convenience, F = B(z, s), G = B(z, w). Then, according to 
(2.18.3), We have 

ff dxdy ff dxdy {s(i-s)-w(i-w)) FGY'~ (GAF-FAG)Y' 

Dy Dy 

= ff(FV 2G-GV2F)dxdy 

n, 

~ f (FVG-GVF)·dn, 

'"• 
t see Wat!lon. Tlu!ory of &sse/ {u11ctioM §6.16. 
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by Green's Theorem. The integrals along x = ±! cancel, since 
F(z + 1) = F(z), G(z + 1) = G(z) (see (2.18.1)). Similarly the integral for 
lzl = 1 vanishes, since F( -1/z) = F(z), G( -1/z) = G(z). Thus 

l 

{s(l-s)-w(1-w)} ffFad~:Y = f (F%i(x, Y)-G*(x, Y))dx. 
Dy -f 

(2.18.8) 

The functions ys andy1 -s also satisfy the eigenfunction equation (2.18.3) 
(by (2.18.2) with c = 0, d = 1) and thus, by (2.18.4) so too does B

0
(z, s). 

Consequently, if Z ~ Y, an argument analogous to that above yields 

'l 
{s(1-s)-w(1-w)} f f F0 G0 d:~y 

t y -t 

= f (Fo 
0~0 (x, Z)-G0 a;o (x, Z) )ax 

-! 
l -f (F0 °~0 (x, Y)-G/(~0 (x, Y))dx, 

-! 

where F 0 = B 0(z, s), G0 = B 0(z, w). Here we have used F 0(z+ 1) = F 0(z) 
and G0(z+ 1) = G0(z). (Note that we no longer have the corresponding 
relations involving -1/z.) We may now take Z ..... oo, using (2.18.6) and 
(2.18.7), so that the first integral on the right above vanishes. On adding 
the result to (2.18.8) we obtain the Maass-Selberg formula 

['(1-s)-w(1-w)] ~ii(z, ,)ii(z, w)d;~y 

l 

~I (F~(x, Y)-G¥,'(x, Y))dx 

l 

- f(FoO~o(x,Y)-GoO(~o(x,Y))dx 
-! 

~ (s-w){~(s)~(w) 1"-•-•-Q>(s)Q>(w)YH•-') 

+ (1-s- w) {Q>(s) ~(w) Y•-w- ~(s)Q>(w) Y•-•), (2.18.9) 

where 

THE FUNCTIONAL EQUATION 

ii(z s) _ {B(z, s) (y ~ Y), 
' - B

0
(z, s) (y > Y). 

2.19. In the general case there are now various ways in which one can 
proceed in order to get the analytic continuation of 1J and 1/J. However 
one point is immediate: once the analytic continuation has been 
established one may take w = 1 - s in (2.18.9) to obtain the relation 

Q>(s) Q>(1- ') ~ ~(s) ~(1- s), (2.19.1) 

which can be thought of as a weak form of the functional equation. 
The analysis we shall give takes advantage of certain special 

properties not available in the general case. We shall take Y = 1 in 
(2.18.9) and expand the integral on the left to obtain 

(s- w)a(s + w)~(s)~(w) + p(s, w)~(s) + y(s, w)~(w) + b(s, w) ~ 0, 
(2.19.2) 

where 
l 

cx(u)=(1-u) ffy-"dxdy-1= -2 J(1-x2)f(l-u)dx 

D, 0 

and {J, y, b involve the functions¢ and B 0 , but not t/J. If we know that ((s) 
has a continuation to the half plane R(s) > a 0 then ljJ(s) has a 
continuation to R(s) > ta0 , so that ex, {1, y, b are meromorphic there. If 

(s- w)cx(s + w)t/J(w) + {J(s, w) = 0 

identically for R(s), R(w) > 1, then 

p(s,w) 
1/J(w)= (s-w)cx(s+w) 

(2.19.3) 

(2.19.4) 

which gives the analytic continuation oft/J(w) to R(w) > !a0 • Note that 
(s- w)cx(s + w) does not vanish identically. If(2.19.3) does not hold for all 
s and w then (2.19.2) yields 

~(s) ~ (s- w)a(s+ w)~(w) + P(s, w)' 
(2.19.5) 

which gives the analytic continuation of 1/J(s) to R(s) > in 0 , on choosing 
a suitable win the region R(w) > 1. In either case ((s) may be continued 
to R(s) > a 0 -1. This process shows that {(s) has a meromorphic 
continuation to the whole complex plane. 
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Some information on possible poles comes from taking w = 8 in 
(2.18.9), so that B(z, w) = B(ZS). Then 

(2u-l) ~I.B(z,s)l 2 d;~y ={l¢(s)I2 Y 2"'- 1 -IY,(s)I 2 Yl 2"} 

~(s)~Y'"-~(s)~Y-'" 
+(2u-1) 

2
it . 

If t =/= 0 we may choose Y ~ 1 so that the second term on the right 
vanishes. It follows that 

lr/f(s)jllYI-2" ~ llj.l(s)l2 ¥2"-1 

for u ~ !-· Thus lj1 is regular for a ~! and t :f= 0, providing that ¢ is. 
Hence ((s) has no poles for R(s) > 0, except possibly on the real axis. 

If we take ! < R(s),R(w) < 1 in (2.19.5}, so that ¢(s) and <J>(w) are 
regular, we see that 1/J(s) can only have a pole at a point s0 for which the 
denominator vanishes identically in w. For such an s0 , (2.19.4) must 
hold. However a:(u) is clearly non-zero for real u, whence ljt(w) can have 
at most a single, simplepoleforrealw > f, and thisisatw = s0 • Since it 
is clear that ((8) does in fact have a singularity at 8 = 1 we see that s0 

=1. 
Much of the inelegance of the above analysis arises from the fact that, 

in the general case where one uses the Eisenstein series rather than the 
Epstein zeta-function, one has a single function p(8) = 1/J(s)/tP(s) rather 
than two separate ones. Here p(s) will indeed have poles to the left of 
R(s) =f. In our special case we can extract the functional equation for 
((s) itself, rather than the weaker relation p(s) p(l-s)= 1 (see (2.19.1)), 
by using (2.18.4) and (2.18.5). We observe that 

ns-l12q
1

_
28

(n) = nl12-sq
28

_
1 

(n) 

and that K,.(z) = K_,.(z), whence x-sr(s)B0(z, s) is invariant under the 
transformation 8 ___,. 1 -8. It follows that 

n:-sr(s)B(z, 8) -n:8 - 1r(1-s)B(z, 1-8) 

~ {A(s)-A(t-s))Y'+{A(s-j)-A(l-s))y' 

where we have written temporarily A(8) = 2n:-•r(s)((2s). The left-hand 
side is invariant under the transformation z ...... -1/z, by (2.18.1), and so, 
taking z = iy for example, we see that A(s) =A(! -8) and A(s -!-) = 
A(1-8). These produce the functional equation in the form (2.6.4) and 

2.20 THE FUNCTIONAL EQUATION 

indeed yield 

n:-•r(s)B(z, s) = ns-tr(l-8)B(z,1-8). 

2.20. An insight into the nature of the zeta-function and its func· 
tional equation may be obtained from the work of Tate [1 ]. He considers 
an algebraic number field k and a general zeta-function 

(({,c)~ f {(a)c(a)d*a, 

where the integral on the right is over the ideles J of k. Here{is one of a 
certain class of functions and cis any quasi-character of J, (that is to 
say, a continuous homomorphism from J to C ")which is trivial on k ". 
We may write c(a) in the form c0(a)lal•, where c0(a) is a character on J 
(i.e. lc0(a)l = 1 for aE J). Then c0(a) corresponds to J., a 'Heeke 
character' for k, and (( {, c) differs from 

((s, x) ~ IJ {1- x(P)(NP)-•)-' 

(where P runs over prime ideals of k), in only a finite number of factors. 
In particular, if k = 0, then (({,c) is essentially a Dirichlet L-series 
L(8, x). Thus these are essentially the only functions which can be 
associated to the rational field in this manner. 

Tate goes on to prove a Poisson summation formula in this idelic 
setting, and deduces the elegant functional equation 

(({,c)~ ((/.c) 

where r is the 'Fourier transform' of{, and C(a) = Co(a)lall-•. The 
functional ~uation for ((s, x) may be extracted from this. In the case 
k = Q we may take c0 identically equal to 1, and make a particular 
choice f = {0 , such that {0 = { 0 and 

((f,.l·i•) ~ "-!• r(is){(s). 

The functional equation (2.6.4) is then immediate. Moreover it is now 
apparent that the factor n: -!• r(fs) should be viewed as the natural term 
to be included in the Euler product, to correspond to the real valuation 
ofO. 

2.21. ltisremarkablethatthe values of((s)for8 = 0, -1, -2, ... , are 
all rational, and this suggests the possibility of ap-adic analogue of ((s), 
interpolating these numbers. In fact it can be shown that for any prime p 
and any integer n there is a unique meromorphic function {P.,.(s) defined 
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for sE ZP, (the p-adic integers) such that 

(P',.(k) = (1-p-k)C(k) for k ~ 0, k =n (mod.p-1). 

Indeed ifn ¢ 1 (modp -1)then(P.,.(s)will be analytic on ZP, andifn = 1 
(modp- 1)then (P',.(s) will be analytic apart from a simple pole at s = 1, 
of residue 1-(1/p). These results are due to Leopoldt and Kubota [1J. 
While these p-adic zeta-functions seem to have little interest in the 
simple case above, their generalizations to Dirichlet L-functions yield 
important algebraic information about the corresponding cyclotomic 

fields. 

III 

THE THEOREM OF HADAMARD AND 
DE LA VALLEE POUSSIN, AND ITS 

CONSEQUENCES 

3.1. As we have already observed, it follows from the formula 

,(,) ~ IJ(~-~r (a> I) (31.1) 

that {(s) has no zeros for o > 1. For the purpose of prime-number 
theory, and indeed to determine the general nature of ((s), it is necessary 
to extend as far as possible this zero-free region. 

It was conjectured by Riemann that all the complex zeros of {(s) lie 
on the 'critical line' o = !- This conjecture, now known as the Riemann 
hypothesis, has never been either proved or disproved. 

The problem of the zero-free region appears to be a question of 
extending the spl!ere of influence of the Euler product (3.1.1) beyond 
its actual region of convergence; for examples are known of functions 
which are extremely like the zeta-function in their representation by 
Dirichlet series, functional equation, and so on, but which have no 
Euler product, and for which the analogue of the Riemann hypothesis 
is false. In fact the deepest theorems on the distribution of the zeros 
of ((s) are obtained in the way suggested . .But the problem of extending 
the sphere of influence of (3.1.1) to the left of o = 1 in any effective 
way appears to be of extreme difficulty. 

By (1.1.4) _..':__ ~ ~ ~(n) (a> 1), 
((s) ,6 n~ 

where l,u(n)l ~ l. Hence foro near to I 

I
I I . I A 

C(8) ~ 6no = {(o) < o-1' 

i.e. j((s)j > A(a-1). 

Hence if '(s) has a zero on o = I it must be a simple zero. But to prove 
that there cannot be even simple zeros, a. much more subtle argument 
is required. 

It was proved independently by Hadamard and de la Vallee Poussin 
in 1896 that ((s) hasnozeroson the line o = I. Their methods are similar 
in principle, and they form the main topic of this chapter. 
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The main object of both these mathematicians was to prove the 
prime-number theorem, that as x-+ co 

'l'T(x) ...... lo=x· 

This had previously been conjectured on empirical grounds. It was 
shown by arguments depending on the theory of functions of a complex 
variable that the prime-number theorem is a consequence of the 
Hadamard-de Ia Vallee Poussin theorem. The proof of the prime
number theorem so obtained was therefore not elementary. 

An elementary proof of the prime-number theorem, i.e. a proof not 
depending on the theory of {(s) and complex function theory, has 
recently been obtained by A. Selberg and Erd&. Since the prime
number theorem implies the Hadamard-de Ia Vallee Poussin theorem, 
this leads to a new proof of the latter. However, the Selberg-ErdOs 
method does not lead to such good estimations as the Hadamard
de Ia Vallee Poussin method, so that the latter is still of great interest. 

3.2. Hadamard's argument is, roughly, as follows. We have for u > 1 

log((s) ~ '<;'~_I_~'<;' _!_+f(s), (3.2.1) 7 m~l mpms 7 r 
where j(s) is regular for u > !- Since {(s) has a simple pole at 8 = 1, 
it follows in particular that, as u-+ 1 ( u > 1 ), 

'<;'.!..~log__!__. (3.2.2) 
fPa u-1 

Suppose now that 8 = 1+it0 is a zero of {(8). Then if s = u+it0, as 
u-+ I (u> I) 

'<;' oos(t,logp) ~ Iogj{(s)j-Rf(s) ~ log(u-1). (3.2.3) 7 pa 

Comparing (8.2.2) and (3.2.3), we see that cos(t0 logp) must, in some 
sense, be approximately -I for most values of p. But then cos(2t0 logp) 
is approximately 1 for most values of p, and 

logiC(u+2itoll,......"" cos(2tologp),...... ""__!_,.....Jog____!_ 7 pa 7Pa u-I' 

so that 1+2it0 is a pole of {(s). Since this is false, it follows that 
W+it,)'f'O. 

To put the argument in a rigorous form, let 

8 = L: -ia• p = L: ~(t;~ogp), Q = 2: cos(2;!ogp). . . . 

3.2 AND DE LA VALLEE POUSSIN 

Let 8', P', (j·be the parts of these sums for which 

(2k+I)1T-<X ~ t0 logp ~ (2k+I)7T+(}: 

47 

for any integer k, and a fixed, 0 < (}: < f'l'T. Let 8", etc., be the re
mainders. Let.\= 8'JS. 

If E is any positive number, it follows from (3.2.2) and (3.2.3) that 

P< -(1-<)8 

if u-I is small enough. But 

P' ~ -8'= -.\8 

and P" ~ -S"cos(}: = -(I-.\)8cosa. 

Hence -{.\+(1-.\)cosa}8 < -(I-E)8, 

i.e. (I-.\)(1-cosa) <E. 

HenceA-+I asu-+1. 

Also Q'~8'cos2a, Q"~-8", 

so that Q ~ S(.\cos2(}:-I+.\). 

Since.\-+ 1, S-+ co, it follows that Q-+ oo as u-+ I. Hence I+2it0 is 
a pole, and the result follows as before. 

The following form of the argument was suggested by Dr. II'. V. 
Atkinson. We have 

i.e. 

Suppose now that, for some t0, p,.....Jog(u-1). Since 8,.....Jog{1/(u-l)}, 
it follows that, for a given I!' and u-1 small enough, 

i.e. (
2(1-•)' l I Q;;, ---1-E log-. 

1+E u-1 

Hence Q -+ oo, and this involves a contradiction as before. 
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3.3. In de Ia. Vallee Poussin's argument a relation between C(u+it) 
and C(u+2it) is also fundamental; but the result is now deduced from 
the fact that 

3+4cos¢+cos2+ = 2(1+cos,P)2;;::::. 0 (3.3.I) 
for all values of .p. 

We have 

and hence 

Hence 

('(a)j((a+it)l'l((a+2it)l 

= exp(""' ~ 3+4cos(mtlo~)m~cos(2mtlogp))· f !::. p (3.3.2) 

Since every term in the last sum is positive or zero, it follows that 

('(a)j({a+it)J'i((a+2it)j;;;, I (a> 1). (3.3.3) 

Now, keeping t fixed, let a~ I. Then 

('(a) ~ O{(a-1)-'). 

a_nd, ifi+~tisazeroofC(s), C(u+it) = O(u-1). Also C(u+2it) = 0{1), 
smce C(s) lS regular at I+2it. Hence the left-hand side of (3.3.3) is 
O(u-1), giving a contradiction. This proves the theorem. 

There are other inequalities of the same type as (3.3.I), which can 
be used for the same purpose; e.g. from 

5+8cos,P+4cos2,P+cos3,P = {l+cos,P)(I+2cos,P)2 ~ 0 (3.3.4) 
we deduce that 

('(a)j((a+it)l'i((a+2it)l'l((a+3it)i ;;;, I. (3.3.5) 

This, however, has no particular advantage over (3.3.3). 

3.4. Another alternative proof has been given by Ingham. f This 
depends on the identity 

C
2

(sg(st;:~C(s-ai) = ~ lu,.~:)l 2 (a> 1), (3.4.!) 

where a is any real number other than zero, and 

a.,(n) ~ l d•'. 

t Ingham (3). 

AND DE LA VALLEE POUSSIN 

This is the particular case of (1.3.3) obtained by putting ai for a and 
-ai for b. 

Let u0 be the abscissa of convergence of the series (3.4.I). Then 
a0 .::;;; I, and (3.4.1) is valid by analytic continuation for a> a0 , the 
function f(s) on the left-hand side being of necessity regular in this 
half-plane. Also, since all the coefficients in the Dirichlet series are 
positive, the real point of the line of convergence, viz. s = a0 , is a 
singularity of the function. 

Suppose now that l+ai is a zero of C{s). Then 1-ai is also a zero, 
and these two zeros can~l the double pole of C2(s) at s = I. Hencef(s) 
is regular on the real axis as far ass= -1, where C(2s) = 0; and so 
u0 = -I. This is easily seen in various ways to be impossible; for 
example (3.4.I) would then givef{!) ~I, whereas in fact/(!)= 0. 

3.5. In the following sections we extend as far as we can the ideas 
suggested by § 3.1. 

Since C(s) has a finite number of zeros in the rectangle 0 .:::;; a .::;;; I, 
0 .:::;; t .:::;; T and none of them lie on a = 1, it follows that there is a 
rectangle 1-8.::;;; a.::;;; I, 0.:::;; t.:::;; T, which is free from zeros. Here 
S = S(T) may, for all we can prove, tend to zero as T ~ oo; but we can 
obtain a positive lower bound for S(T) for each value ofT. 

Again, since 1/C{s) is regular for a = I, I .::;;; t ~ T, it has an upper 
bound in the interval, which is a function ofT. We also investigate 
the behaviour of this upper bound as t ~ oo. There is, of course, a similar 
problem for C{s), in which the distribution of the zeros is not imme
diately involved. It is convenient to consider all these problems 
together, and we begin with C(s). 

THEOREM 3.5. We have 
((s) ~ O(logt) 

uniformly in the region 

1--
1
A .:::;;-a.:::;;-2 (t>t0), 
ogt 

U'here A is any positive constant. In particular 

W+it) ~ O(logt). 

In (2.1.3), take a> I, a= N, and make b -+00. We obtain 

(3.5.1) 

(3.5.2) 

(3.5.3) 
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the result holding by analytic continuation for u > 0. Hence for u > 0, 
t>l, 

~a(.~.) +O(N;-•)+O(.V-•) (3.5.4) 

In the region considered, if n ~ t, 

[n--$1 =n-o= e-alogn ~ exp( -(1-lo~t)logn} ~ n-1e..i, 

Hence, taking N = [t], 

{('l ~ ~,o(M+o(X,)+oaJ+o(M 
~ O(log N)+ 0( I) ~ O(log !). 

This result will be improved later (Theorems 5.16, 6.1 .. ), but at the 
cost of far more difficult proofs. 

It is a1so easy to see that 
{'(') ~ O(Iog't) (3.5.5) 

in the above region. For, differentiating (3.5.3), 
N ro 

''(s) =- 'logn + f [xl-x+f (1-slogx)dx-
~ ns x"+l 
n-2 X 

- NI-sJogN- Nl-•)z+f.~.Y-•IogN, 
8-l (8-1 

and a similar argument holds, with an extra. factor log ton the right·hand 
side. Similarly for higher derivatives of {(s). 

We may note in passing that (3.5.3) shows the behaviour of the 
Dirichlet series (1.1.1) foro,;: I. If we take a= 1, t-=/=; 0, we obtain 

{(l+il)- f ____!_ = (L+it) f«>[x]-x_+! ck+ N_-'1 -t~:V-1-il, 
L... nt+il x2+il tt 
> N 

which oscillates finitely as .N ~ oo. For u < 1 the series, of course, 
diverges (oscillates infinitely). 

3.6. Inequalities for l/{(8), {'(8)/"8), and log "8). Inequalities of 
this type in the neighbourhood of u = I can now be obtained by a slight 
elaboration of the argument of§ 3.3. We have for u > I 

1 •<·~it) I ~ g(a))lj{(·+2it)jl ~ a((~~:~,J· (3.6.1) 

3.6 AND DE LA VALLEE POUSSIN 

Also {(1-fit)-{(a+il) ~ -! {'(u+il) du ~ O{(a-l)log't) (3.6.2) 

for u > 1-Aflogt. Hence 

l'(l+it)l > A
1 
(u-I)i -A2(u-l)log2t. 
logit 

The two terms on the right are of the same order if u-1 = !og-Dt. 
Hence, taking u-I = A3 log-9t, where A 3 is sufficiently small, 

IW+i<)l > Aiog-'t. (3.6.3) 

Next (3.6.2) and (3.6.3) together give, for 1-Alogt < u <I, 

j{(a+it)l > Alog-'t-A(l-a)log't, (3.6.4) 

and the right-hand side is positive if I-u < Alog-8t. Hence ,(8) has 
no zeros in the region a> I-A log-"t, and in fact, by (3.6.4), 

~ ~ O(log't) (3.6.5) 

in this region. 
Hence also, by (3.5.5), 

~(~i ~ O(Iog't), (3.6.6) 

and log{(')~ I" {'(u+it) du+Iog((2+i<) ~ O(log't), (3.6.7) 

1 
{(u+tt) 

both for u > I-Alog-"t. 
We shall see later that all these results can be improved, but they 

are sufficient for some purposes. 

3.7. The Prime·number Theorem. Let n(x) denote the number of 
primes not exceeding x. Then as x ~ oo 

n(x)"'lo;x. (3.7.1) 

The investigation of n(x) was, of course, the original. pu_rpose for 
which "8) was studied. It is not our purpose to pursue th~ stde of the 
theory farther than is necessary, but it is convenient to msert here a 
proof of the main theorem on 11(x). 

We have proved in (1.1.3) that, if u > 1, 

fro ~(x) '
log"s) = 8 z x(XS-I) (W.;, 

We want an explicit formula. for 11(x), i.e. we want to invert the above 
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integral formula.- We can reduce this to a case of Mellin's inversion 
formula as follows. Let 

w(s) = f x"+l7~~1) dx. 

Then log{(s)_w(s) =I"' 1T(X) dx. 
s xs+t 

(3.7.2) 

' 
This is of the :Mellin form, and w(s) is a comparatively trivial function; 
in fact since n(x) ~ x the integral for w(s) converges uniformly for 
a ;;:::. t+O, by camparison with 

[xi<'(::..- I)' 

Hence w(s) is regular and bounded for a ~ l+S. Similarly so is w'(s), 

since 

w'(s) = J 'IT(X)Iogx iJ!+~;~l)2 dx. 

We could now use Mellin's inversion formula, but the resulting 
formula is not easily manageable. We therefore modify (3.7.2) as 
follows. Differentiating with respect to s, 

_ {'{8)+log{(s) '() ~ I"n(x)logxdx. 
s"s) ss +w 8 z x"+l 

Denote the left-hand side by cfo(s), and let 

( ) _I' n(u)logud gx- --- u, 
u 

0 

h(x) ~ j g~) du, 

71(x), g(x), and h(x) being zero for x < 2. Then, integrating by parts, 

tfo(s) = J g'(x)x--s dx = s j g(x)x-s-1 dx 
0 0 

= 8 j h'(x)x-e dx = 8 2 r h(xp;-e-l dx (a> I), 
0 0 

3.7 AND DE LA VALLEE POUSSIN 

Now h(x) i.a continuous and of bounded variation in a.ny finite interval; 
and, since 'l'l'(x) ~ x, it follows that, for x > 1, g(x) ~ xlogx, and 
h(x) ~ xlogx. Hence h(x):rk-2 is absolutely integrable over (O,oo) if 
k < 0. Hence 

k+i< 

h(x)~_J_ I tj!-8)x~ds (k<O) 
x 21Tik-ia> (I-8)a ' 

•+<-
h(x)~-21 I +(:)x'ds (c>l). 

.. 8 
c-i«> 

The integral on the right is absolutely convergent, since by (3.6.6) and 
(3.6. 7) rfo(8) is bounded for a ~ 1, except in the neighbourhood of s = 1. 

In the neighbourhood of s = I 

rfo(s) = s~1+log8~I+···· 

and we may write 

where !fo(s) is bounded for u ~ I, js-lj ~ 1, and if( a) has a. logarithmic 
infinity as 8-+ I. Now 

c+i<o c+i«> 

h - I I x' I I ~(8) (x)- 2m (s- 1)81 ds+2;n ~zB ds. 
c-iao e-i«> 

The first term is equal to the sum of the residues on the left of the 
line R(s) = c, and so is 

x-logx-1. 

In the other term we may put c = 1, i.e. apply Cauchy's theorem to 
the rectangle (1±iT, c±iT), with an indentation of radius r: round 
s = 1, and make T-+ oo, r:-+ 0. Hence 

h(x) = x-logx-1+~ I"'if1(1+it)xudt. 
2n -• (!+it)' 

The last integral tends to zero as x-+ oo, by the extension to Fourier 
integrals of the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem.t Hence 

h(x)- x. (3.7.3) 

t See my lmrodteaion lo th$ Thwry of Fouriu lntegmlll, Theoram I. 
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To get back to 1r(x) we now use the following lemma: 
Let j(x) be be positive non-decretUJing, and as x--+ oo let 

ft~)du-x 
Then f(x)-x. 

If S is a. given positive number, 

(1-S)x < J llfldt < (1+0)x (x > x0(S)). 

Hence for any positive " 
x(l+~) :t(l+f) x I ¥d·~ I ~~)du- V~)du 
" . . 

< (1+0)(l+•)x-(1-S)x 

~ (2S+c+o<)X. 
But, sincej(x) is non-decreasing, 

Chap. III 

x(l+f) x{l+•) X{l+~l f f~) du ~f(x) f ~ > j(x) J x(~~") = 1 ~,/(x). 
Hence j(x) < x(I+c:-)(1+8+~)· 
Taking, for example, e = "1/8, it follows that 

lini~~l. 

Similarly, by considering j /~) du, 
z(l-•) 

we obtain 

and the lemma follows. 
Applying the lemma twice, we deduce from (3.7.3) that 

g(x)-x, 

and hence that 1T(x)logx,..., x. 

3.8. THEOREM 3.8. There is a constant A such that "8) is not zero for 

u;;;::::1- 1~t (t>t0). 
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We have for u >I 

-R{f(~:J =~I;~~ cos(mtlogp). 

Hence, for a > 1 and any real y, 

_ 3 {'(a) _ 4R {'(a+ir) -R {'(a+2iy) 
((a) ((a+ir) ((a+2iy) 

"iogp =f.;:. pma {3+4cos(mylogp)+cos(2m.ylogp)} ~ 0. 

Now -f(~i<a~1+0(1 ) 
Also, by (2.12.7), 

-f(~/ ~ O(iogt)- L (,~P +~)· 
p 

where p = fl+iy runs through complex zeros of {(s). Hence 

-R(f(~il ~ O(iogt)-L ((a fi;1t,, y)'+~,!A 
p 

Since every term in the last sum is positive, it follows that 

-R(f(~il < O(iogt), 

and also, if f3+iy is a particular zero of {(a), that 

-R({'(a+ir)) 01 1 
((a+ir) < ( ogy)- a-fi· 

From (3.8.2), (3.8.3), (3.8.5), (3.8.6) we obtain 

3 4 
17

_ 1 - a-f3+ O(logy) ~ 0, 

or say a~!-a~f3 ~ -Allogy. 

Solving for {3, we obtain 
l-{3 >- l-(u-l)A1 logy 

::--- 3/(a I)+A1 logy' 

The right-hand side is positive if a-1 = fA 1 flogy, and then 

the required result. 
1-f3~1~zy' 

(3.8.1) 

(3.8.2) 

(3.8.3) 

(3.8.4) 

(3.8.5) 

(3.8.6) 
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3.9. There is an alternative method, due to Landau,t of obtaining 
results of this kind, in which the analytic character of {(s) for cr.::;;; 0 
need not be known. It depends on the following lemmas. 

LEMMA a:. If f(s) is regular, and 

l
f(s)l < ,M (M >I) 
f(s,) 

in the circle js-s0 ] :::;;; r, then 

lf'(s) 2; I I< AM (ls-s,l,;; ir), 
f(s)- P s-p T 

where p runs through the zeros of f(s) such that ]p-s0 j :::;;; !r-
The function g(s) = f(s) II (s-p)-1 is regular for js-s0 ] :::;;; r, and not 

p 

zero for js-s
0

\ :::;;; tr. On js-s0 ] = r, ]s-p] ~ !r ~ js0-p], so that 

1:~~:)1 ~If~~:) TI (':~:ll,;; If~~:>~ < ,M, 

This inequality therefore holds inside the circle also. Hence the function 

h(s) ~ log(:1~!))' 
where the logarithm is zero at s = s0, is regular for ]s-s0 j :::;;; }r, and 

h(s,) ~ 0, R{h(s)} < M. 

Hence by the Borel~Caratheodory theorem+ 

I hi•) I <AM 11•-•ol ,;; f'), 
and so, for js-so\ :::;;; fr, 

lh'(s)l ~ ~~ J ."J:l....d,l <AM_ 2m (z-s)2 r 
1a~s1~1~ 

This gives the result stated. 

(3.9.1) 

LEMMA f3. If f(s) satisfies the conditioM of the previous lemma, and 
has no zeros in the right-hand half of the circle js-s0 j :::;;; r, then 

-R(f'ls,)) <AM; 
f(s,) r 

while if J(s) has a zero Po betw~?.en s0--!r and s0 , then 

R(f'(s,)) AM I 
- j(so) < r- So-Po. 

t Landau (14). t Titchn:uush, Theory of Functi<ms, § 5.5. 
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Lemma a:·gives 

-R(f'(s,)) <AM_' R_l__ 
f(so) r L.. s0-p' 

and since R{I/(s0 -p)} ~ 0 for every p, both results follow at once. 

LE?>IMA y. Let f(s) satisfy the conditions of Lemma a:, and let 

1!'1•,)1 <!J!. 
f(so) r' 

Suppose also tha.tf(s) #- 0 in the part a~ a0-2r' of the circle js-s0 j:::;;; r, 
u•here 0 < r' < fr. Then 

~~~:1 <A'¥ 11•-•,1 ,;; r'). 

Lemma. a: now gives 

-R(f'l•lj < A !J!_- 'R_I_ < A !J!. 
f(s) r L.. s-p r 

for. ~11 s_ in l_s-s0 _1 .:::;;; fr, cr ~ cr0-2r', each term of the sum being 
positive m this regwn. The result then follows on applying the Borel~ 
Caratheodory theorem to the function -j'(s)jf(s) and the circles 
js-s0 j = 2r', js-s0 j = r'. 

3.10. We can now prove the following general theorem, which we 
shall apply later with special forms of the functions 8(t) and cfo(t). 

THEOREM 3.10. Let 

as t ~ oo in the region 

1-tl(t),;;;;; a,;;;;; 2 (t ~ 0), 

where cfo(t) and 1j8(t) are positive non-decreasing functions oft for t ~ o, 
such that O(t),;;;;; I, cfo(t) ~ oo, and 

(3.10.1) 

Then thtre is a constant A 1 such that {(s) has no zeros in the region 

0 >-!-A 012'+!) (3.10.2) 
::or 1cfo{2t+I)' 

Let P+iy be a zero of {(s) in the upper half-plane. Let 

1+e-4<2y+l).:::;;; ao.:::;;; 2, 

So= cr0+iy, s~ = a0 +2iy, r = 8(2y+I). 
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Then the circles j.s-80 j ~ r, js-s~j ~ r both lie in the region 

u~ 1-0(t). 

Now 1-'-1 < ~ < Aeof><2i'+ll, 
{(s0 ) u0-l 

and similarly for s~. Hence there is a constant A 2 such that 

((•,) ((s,) 
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I {(s) I< eA,</>(2y+tl, I b(~) I< eA,</>(2y+ll, 

in the circles js-s
0
j ~ r, js-s~j ~ r respectively. We can therefore 

apply Lemma~ with M = A 2 ,P(2y+l). We obtain 

R(('(a,+2iy)) < A,~(2r+l), (3.10.3) 
- ((a

0
+2iy) 8(2y+l) 

and, if 

Hence 

f3 > uo-fr· 

-R(('(a,+iy)) < A,f(2y+l) __ 1_. 
b(u

0
+iy) 8(2y+l) u0-/3 

b'(ao) 1 
- C(un) ,.._, uo-1. 

- ~(~:: < u
0
:_ l' 

where a can be made as near l as we please by choice of uo. 
Now (3.8.2), (3.10.3), (3.10.5), and (3.10.6) give 

-""--+ 5A,f(2y+l) __ 4_;;;, 0, 
u

0
-l 8(2y+l) aG-f3 

( 
3a 5A, f(2y+l))-' 

Uo-fJ ~ 4(u
0
-I) +4 0(2y+l) ' 

1-~:;, (__3<>__+"6f(2y+l))-' -(a,-1) 
9' 4(u

0
-l) 4 8(2y+l) 

(3.10.4) 

(3.10.5) 

(3.10.6) 

_(I-""- 5A, f(2y+l)(a,-1))/(---""-+ 5A,f(2y+ll). 
- 4 4 8(2y+l) 4(a0-1) 4 8(2y+l) 

To make the numerator positive, take a = ~. and 

a,-l ~ 40~,!~~~!:~. 
this being consistent with the previous conditions, by (3.10.1), if Y is 

large enough. It follows that 

I-P 124:~:~~2;+1) 
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as required. If (3.10.4) is not satisfied, 

~ <:;, a,-!r ~I+__!_ 8(2y+l)_t8(2y+l) 
40A,~(2y+l) ' 

which also leads to (3.10.2). This proves the theorem 
In particular, we can take 8(t) = f, t/J(t) = log(t+.2). This gives a. 

new proof of Theorem 3.8. 

3.11. THEOREM 3.11. UnderthehypotheseaojTheorem 3.10wehave 

{'(s) ~ a(f(2t+3l). _I_ _ o(f(2t+3l) 
((s) 8(2!+3) ((s)- 8(2!+3) 

(3.11.1), (3.11.2) 
uniformly for 

In particular 

W+it) _ o(f(2t+3)) 
('(!+it)- 8(2!+3) ' 

c-1- ~ o(f(2t+3)) 
((i+it) 8(2!+3). 

(3.11.3) 

We apply Lemma y, with 
(3.11.4), (3.11.5) 

8 
_ 1 +A1 8(2t0+3) . 

o- 2 t/J(2to+3) +lto, r = 8(2to+3). 

In the circle Js-s0 [ ~ r 

and 

((s) ( ei<O) (f(2! +3) ) 
{(so)= 0 O"o-1 = 0 8(2t:+3) e<W•+l) = O{e4.~2to+3l}, 

ns,) ~a(-~-)~ a(f(2t,+3l) _ o(~(2t,+3l) 
{(so) o-0 - I 8(2t0 +3) ·- --,- · 

v;'( e) chan therefore take M = A¢(2to + 3). Also, by the previous theorem 
., s as no zeros for ' 

t ~ t0 +I, a-;;:-:: l-A
1 

8{2(to+I)+I} _I-A 8(2t0 +3) 
f{2(t,+l)+l}- '~(2t,+3)' 

Hence we can take 2r' = ~ 8(2t0 +3) 
2 f(2t,+3)' 

('(s) ~ o(f(2t,+3)) 
((s) 8(2t,+3) 

Hence 

l·•-s, I <:;, 3A, 8(2!0 +3) 
4 ~(2!,+3)' 

for 

and in particular for 

t = t
0

, u ;;:-:: 1-~ 8(2to+3) 

This is (3.11.1), with to instead oft. 4 t/J{2to+3J' 
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l-~ 8(2t+3) ,:.::: 
17 

s;::_ I+ 8(2t+3) 
4 ¢(2!+3) ~ ~ ¢(2!+3)' 

1+~ 
'( 8(2!+31) J o(¢(2!+3)) du 

<;;Jog, I+ ¢(2!+3) + " 8(2!+3) 

< JogA8i~:~";~) +0(1). 
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(3.11.6) 

Hence (3.11.2) follows if a is in the range (3.11.6); and for larger a it 
is trivial. 

Since we may take O(t) = {, "'(t) = log(t+2), it follows that 

('(•) ~ O(Jogt). ,---(1 ) ~ O(logt) (3.11.7), (3.11.8) 
((•) ,, 

in a region u ~ 1-A/logt; and in particular 

~g:::; ~ O(Jogt), ((!~it)~ O(Jogt). 

(3.11.9), (3.1LIO) 

3.12. For the next theorem we require the following lemma. 

LEMMA 3.12. Let 

where an = O{~(n)}, t/J(n) being non-decreasing, and 

~~~o(-~-) ;S-
1 

nu (u-1)"' 

a8 u-'1--1. Then if c > 0, u+c > l, xis not an integer, .and N is the 
integer nearest to x, 

(3.12.1) 
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If xis an integer, the corresponding resuU is 

.,_1 c+iT 

~ ~+~ = ~ J f(s+w)~dw+O{T(u+:-l)"}+ 
n-1 c-iT 

(~(2x)x'-"logx) (~(x)x-") +0 --T-- +0 -T-. (3.12.2) 

Suppose first that xis not an integer. If n < x, the calculus of residues 

zk( T + T + T'')(;)"~~L 
-oo-iT c-iT c+iT 

gives 

Now 

_ o( (xfn)" ) +O( (x/nY s· du ) 
- Tlogxfn logxfn_"" u2+T2 

- o( (xfn)' ) 
- Tlogxfn ' 

and similarly for the integral over (-oo-iT,c-iT). Hence 

_!_, <J+"(")",;, ~ I+ o( (xfn)" )· 
211~ n w Tlogxjn 

c-iT 

If n > x we argue similarly with -oo replaced by +oo, and there is 
no residue term. We therefore obtain a similar result without the term 1. 

Multiplying by ann-sand summing, 

If n < !x or n > 2x, llogxfnl >A, and these parts of the sum are 

o(~ Ia. I)_ o( 1 ) :{=
1
n"tc - (u+c-l)o: • 

If N < n:::;; 2x, letn = N+r. Then 

log;~ log:t;> ~> ~-
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Hence this part of the sum is 

o{t~s(2x)xl-a--c L ~} = O{tf(2x)x1-0'-Il}ogx}. 
l<(r<;;z 

A similar argument applies to the terms with !x ~ n < N. Finally 

_l_aN_I _ _ of .f(N) ) _ o(.f(N)x'-•~) 
N·~llogx(NI - \N·~Iog(1+(x-N)(N) - Tx=Ni . 

Hence (3.12.1) follows. 
If x is an integer, all goes as before except for the term 

~c+JiT~=~lo c+~T =~(i1f+o(.!.)). 
211tx' w 2mx" g c-~T 21Ttx" T 

c-iT 

Hence (3.12.2) follows. 

3.13. THEOREM 3.13. We have 

I ~~(a) 
,(8)= .. ~ n;-

at all points of the line a = 1. 

Take a .. = p.(n), a:= 1, u = I, in the lemma, and let x be half an odd 
integer. We obtain 

2 ~(a)~~ 'J+<T_1_x" dw+o(c&'_)+o(logx). 
n<>:: nw 21ft c-iT '(s+w) w Tc T 

The theorem of residues gives 

~ T {('~w) ~ dw ~~+zk cr + 7T + r) 
c-iT c-iT -8-iT -li+iT 

if 3 is so small that {(s+w) has no zeros for 

R(w) ;;> -o, ll(s+w)l <;:; lti+T. 
By§ 3.6 we can take 3 =A log-9T .. Then 

-li+iT T 

J '(s:w) ~ dw = o( x-
11

log
7
T J ~(O~~v2)) 

-ll-iT -T 

T" 
=0{x---lllog7T f ..J( 1~v2)} = O(x---lllogl'T), 

-Till 
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and 

'J+iT _1_ x" dw ~ o(log'T I' . d ) - o(x'log''l') 
-ll+iT {(s+w) w T -ll x u - -T-}' 

and similarly for the other integral. Hence 

.~ ~~~~-~ ~ o(fo)+o0T)+o("'I~'T)+o0o~T)· 
Take c = lflogx, so that X'= e; and take T = exp{(Iogx)l/10}, so that 
logT = (logx)1110, 8 = A(logx)-9110, xll = TA., Then the right-hand side 
tends to zero, and the result follows. 

In particular ~1 p.~n) = 0, 

3.14. The series for ~'(s)j{(s) and log {(s) on a= I. 
Takingt a,.= A(n) = O(logn), o: = 1, a= I, in the lemma, we obtain 

2 A(n) ~ -~ 'J+iT{'(,+w)x"dw+O(c&'_) oflog'x) 
n<:c nB 2mc-iT {(s+w) w Tc + r T . 

In this case there is a pole a.t w = 1-s, giving a residue term 

~~~~)- ;~ (s ;/:: 1), a-logx (s = 1), 

where a is a constant. Hence if s =1=- 1 we obtain 

-.;;' A(n) + {'(') _ x'-• ~ o(c&'_) + 0 (log'x) oflog'"'l') (''log'T) 
,.~ ns {(s) 1-s Tc r T + r ~-,+O -T-7 
Taking c = 1/logx, T = exp{(logx)l/10}, we obtain as before 

-.;;' A(n) {'(') x'~ 6 --;;-+ {(s) - 1_ 8 = o(l). (3.14.1) 

The term x1-'/(l-s) oscillates finitely, so that if R(s) = 1, s =1=- 1, the 
series ~A(n)n-8 is not convergent, but its partial sums are bounded. 

If s = I, we obtain 

6 A~n) = logx+0(1), (3.14.2) 

or, since 

-.;;' A(n) ~ -.;;' logp + ~ -.;;' Jogp ~ -.;;' Iogp 
6 n f<;c P f,:2 p~:c pm f<;c P +0(1), 

,L logp = logx+O(l). (3.14.3) 
P<:c p 

t See (l.l.S). 
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SinceA1(n) = A(n)flogn, and lflogn tends steadily to zero, it follows 
that 

is convergent on u = I, except for t = 0. Hence, by the continuity 
theorem for Dirichlet series, the equation 

log C(s) = ~ AI(n) 
£=2 ns 

holds for a = l, t oF 0. 
To determine the behaviour of this series for s = I we have, as in the 

case of 1/C(s), 

where c = !flogx, and Tis chosen as before. Now 

b T1og{(w+1)~dw~bC'r + -r + T)+b f. 
c-iT c-iT -/l-iT -ll+iT C 

where 0 is a. loop starting and finishing at s = -0, and encircling the 
origin in the positive direction. Defining 0 as before, the integral along 
a= -0 is O(x-llJog10T), and the integrals along the horizontal sides 
are O(xcT-llog9 T), by (3.6. 7). Since 

~{loge(w+l)-log~} 

is regular at the origin, the last term is equal to 

------; log--dw. 1 I 1 xw 
Zn-t ww 

Since 
a 

I I l dw I 2 ------; log--= -"L:'A0 log w 
2m ww ..-;n 

a 

this term is also equal to 

I I lx"'-1 2;i logw----w- dw-log8. 
a 

Take 0 to be a circle with centre w = 0 and radius p (p < 8), together 
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with the fiegment ( -0, - p) of the real axis described twice. The 
integrals along the real segments together give 

l I' ( l )·-·-! l I' ( l )·-·-I ---: log --,--.-,-- -- du-------; log - -- du 
2m ue-•17 -u 2m uei17 -u . ' 
=- j x-:-1 du =- llfue-v;l dv 

p plog:~: 

= Jr~e-t> dv-

11

T"'~ dv+log(Ologx) 
p]OKZ 1 

~ r+1og(81ogx)+o(l) 

if plogx -Jo. 0 and 3logx ~co. Also 

flog~ x"';;l dw = o(plog~logx). 
)u:)-p 

Taking p = lflog2x, say, it follows that 

~ A~n) = loglogx+r+o(I). 

The left-hand side can also be written in the form 

2:~+ 2: 2: m
1
•· 1><:~: p m;;.z P"'<z p 

As x -+ oo, the second term clearly tends to the limit 

Hence """.!. = loglogx+r- ~ """~+o(l). 
P~P f=z 7mpm 

(3.14.4) 

(3.14.5) 

3.15. Euler's product on a = I. The above analysis shows that 
for u = I, t -=;6 0, 

where p runs through primes and q through powers of primes. In fact 
the second series is absolutely convergent on a = 1, since it is merely 
a rearrangement of 
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which is absolutely convergent by comparison with 

Hence also 

Taking exponentials, 

= ""'log~1 - (o = 1, t:? 0). 7 1-p-<' 

•(•) = n ,_~p~· 
p 
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(3.15.1) 

i.e. Euler's product holds on u = I, except a.t t = 0. 
At s = 1 the product is, of course, not convergent, but we can obtain 

an asymptotic formula for its partial products, viz. 

( ') ,_,. TI l-p '"'""Iogx" ... 
To prove this, we have to prove that 

f(x) = -log n ('-~) = loglogx+r+o (I). 
P<• 

Now we have proved that 

Also 

g(x) = ,£,A17~n) = loglogx+r+o(I). 

oo I 

<~6,mpm' 
P"'>.:ll 

(3.15.2) 

which tends to zero as x-+ co, since the double series is absolutely 
convergent. This proves (3.15.2). 
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It will sJso be useful later to note that 

n(1+~)- 6eY~~s·. 
p.;;z p >r 

(3.15,3) 

For the left-hand side is 

n l-l/p
2 

,_,eY}o xn(~-.!_) _ eY!ogx = 6eY}ogx 
p.;;x 1-l/p g P pZ - "2) 17"1 • 

Note also that (3.14.3), (3.14.5) with error term 0(1), and (3.15.2) 
can be proved in an elementary way, i.e. without the theory of the 
Riemann zeta-function; see Hardy and Wright, ThE Theory of Numbers 
(5th edn), Theorems 425 and 427-429. Indeed the proof of Theorem 427 

yields (3.14.5) with the error term o(_l_). 
logx 

NOTES FOR CHAPTER 3 

3.16. The original elementary proofs of the prime number theorem 
may be found in Selberg {2] and ErdOs [1 ], and a thorough survey of the 
ideas involved is given by Diamond (1]. The sharpest error term 
obtained by elementary methods to date is 

x(x) = Li(x)+ O[x exp{ -(log x)l-e} ], (3.16.1) 

for any e > 0, due to Lavrik and Sobirov [1]. Pintz [1] has obtained a 
very precise relationship between zero-free regions of ( (s) and the error 
term in the prime-number theorem. Specifically, if we define 

R(x) = max{IJt(t)-Li(t)l: 2 ~ t ~ x}. 
then 

log R;x)""' m!n { (1- p)logx +log lyl}. (x ..... oo), 

the minimum being over non-trivial zeros p of ((s). Thus (3.16.1) yields 

(1-fJ)log x+log jyj p (log x)l~t 

for any p and any X. Now, on taking log X= (1- f1)- 1 loglyl we deduce 
that !-p,.(loglyl)_5 _, •• 

for any e' > 0. This should be compared with Theorem 3.8. 

3.17. It may be observed in the proof of Theorem 3.10 that the bound 
((s) = O(e.P(t)) is only required in the immediate vicinity of s 0 and sO. It 
would be nice to eliminate consideration of sO and so to have a result of 
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the strength of Theorem 3.10, giving a zero-free region around 1 +it 
solely in terms of an estimate for { (s) in a neighbourhood of 1 +it. 

Ingham's method in §3.4 is of special interest because it avoids any 
reference to the behaviour of ((s) near 1+2iy. It is possible to get 
quantitative zero-free regions in this way, by incorporating simple sieve 
estimates (Balasubramanian and Ramachandra [1]). Thus, for exam
ple, the analysis of § 3.8 yields 

L logp{l+cos(mylogp)}.:::; ..2._-~~p+O(logy). 
P•m p"'a u-1 (1-

However one can show that 

L {l+cos(ylogp)}" 
1 

X X 
X<p<;;.2X og 

for X:;.: y2, by using a lower bound ofChebychev type for the number of 
primes X <p ~ 2X, coupled with an upper bound O(h/log h) for the 
number of primes in certain short intervals X' <p:%; X' +h. One then 
derives the estimate 

L lo:p{l+cos(ylogp)}~y 2U-a)' 
p;.y2 p u-1 

and an appropriate choice of cr = 1 +(A/logy) leads to the lower bound 
1-fJ'P (logy)- 1• 

3.18. Another approach to zero-free regions via sieve methods has 
been given by Motohashi [1 ]. This is distinctly complicated, but has the 
advantage of applying to the wider regions discussed in § § 5.17, 6.15 and 
6.19. 

One may also obtain zero-free regions from a result of Montgomery 
[1; Theorem 11.2] on the proliferation of zeros. Let n(t, w, h) denote 
the number of zeros p = fJ+iy of ((8) in the rectangle 1-w:%; fJ ~ 1, 
t- !h ~ y :%; t +!h. Suppose p is any zero with fJ > !. y > 0, and that b 
satisfies 1 - p ~ {J ~ (log y) - i. Then there is some r with b ~ r ~ 1 for 
which ,, 

n(y, r, r) + n(2y, r, r) 'P {}2 (
1

- fJ). (3.18.1) 

Roughly speaking, this says that if 1 - fJ is small, there must be many 
other zeros near either 1+iy or 1+2iy. Montgomery gives a more 
precise version of this principle, as do Ramachandra (1] and 
Balasubramanian and Ramachandra [3 ]. To obtain a zero-free region 
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one couples hypotheses of the type used in Theorem 3.10 with Jensen's 
Theorem, to obtain an upper bound for n(t, r, r). For example, the bound 

((s)«(l+T'-")logT, T~ 1tl+2, 

which follows from Theorem 4.11, leads to 

n(t, r, r) ~ rlog T+loglog T+log~. (3.18.2) 

On choosing b = (loglog y)/(log y), a comparison of (3.18.1) and (3.18.2) 
produces Theorem 3.8 again. 

One can also use the Epstein zeta-function of §2.18 and the 
Maass-Selberg formula (2.18.9) to prove the non-vanishing of ((8 ) for 
u = 1. For, if 8 =!+it and ¢(8) = 2((28) = 0, then 

l~(l:+it)l' ~ ,P(s)~(l-s) ~ ¢(s)¢(1-s) ~ l¢(l:+ i~l' ~ 0, 

by the functional equation (2.19.1). Thus (2.18.9) yields 

If - - dxdy 
D B(z, 8)B(z, w) ~ = 0 

for any w f 8, 1-8. This, of course, may be extended to w = 8 or 
w = 1-8 by continuity. Taking w =!-it= 8 we obtain 

~fiB<•. •ll' d~~y ~ o 

so that B(z, s) must be identically zero. This however is impossible since 
the fourier coefficient for n = 1 is 

according to (2.18.5), and this does not vanish identically. The above 
contradiction shows that ((28) =F 0. One can get quantitative estimates 
by such methods, but only rather weak ones. It seems that the proof 
given here has its origins in unpublished work of Selberg. 

3.19. Lemma 3.12 is a version of Perron's formula. It is sometimes 
useful to have a form of this in which the error is bounded as x---+ N. 
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LEMMA 3.19. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 3.12 one has 

'~=~ crTf(s+w):::_dw+O{T(a::-1)~} 
'-- n• 2ttt J w 

n ,;;x c-iT 

+0{~(2x)x~•logx }+o{~(N)x-•min(Tix"-Ni' 1) }· 
Th" f llows at once from Lemma 3.12 unless x- N = O(xjT). In the 

latte;sca':e one merely estimates the contribution from the term n = N 

~ 0{ ~(N)N-•), 

and the result follows. 

IV 

APPROXIMATE FORMULAE 

4.1. IN this chapter we shall prove a number of approximate formulae 
for ((B) and for various sums related to it. We shall begin by proving 
some general results on integrals and series of a certain type. 

4.2. LEMMA 4.2. Let F(x) be a real differentiable function 81.Wh that 
F'(x) is monotonic, and F'(x);;::: m > 0, or F'(x) ~ ~m < 0, throughout 
the interval [a, b ]. Then 

(4.2.!) 

Suppose, for example, that F'(x) is positive increasing. Then by the 
second mean-value theorem 

b ' 

f (F( )} dx ~ f F'(x)cos(F(x)) dx 
a COS X a F'(x) 

~ F':a) f F'(x)cos(F(x)) dx 
sin{F(fl}-sin(F(al) 

F'(a) ' 

and the modulus of this does not exceed 2/m. A similar argument 
applies to the imaginary part, and the result follows. 

4.3. More generally, we have 

LEMMA 4.3. Let F(x) and G(x) be real functions, G(x)JF'(x) monotonic, 
and F'(x)JG(x) ~ m > 0, or ~ -m < 0. Then 

11 G(x)ei1'1x) dx I~~-
The proof is similar to that of the previous lemma.. 

The values of the constants in these lemmas are usually not of any 
importance. 

4.4. LEMMA 4.4, Let F(x) be a real function, tun:ce differentiable, and 
let FH(x) ~ r > 0, or F"(x) ~ -r < 0, throughout the interval [a, b]. 
Then 

(4.4.1) 
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Consider, for example, the first alternative. Then F'(x) is steadily 
increasing, and so vanishes at most once in the interval (a, b), say at c. 

Let b c-8 c+8 b 

I= I eiFf;c)dx =I+ I+ I= I 1+I2+I3 , 

a a c-8 c+8 

where 0 is a positive number to be chosen later, and it is assumed that 
a+O ~ c ~ b~O. In I3 

F'(x) = f F~(t) dt > r(x~c) ;;:::. rS. 

Hence, by Lemma. 4.2, 

I
1 

satisfies the same inequality, and 112 1 ~ 28. Hence 

j/j <;;~+28. 

TakingS= 2r-l, we obtain the result. If c < a+S, or c > b~S, the 
argument is similar. 

4.5. LE.MMA 4.5. Let F(x) satisfy the cowiitions of the previous lemma, 
ami let G(x)JF'(x) b~ monotonic, ami IG{x)l ~ M. Then 

/j G(x)eiF<x>dxl < ~· 
The proof is similar to the previous one, but uses Lemma 4.3 instead 
of Lemma 4.2. 

4.6. LEMMA4.6. Let F(x) be real, with derivatives up to the third order. 
Let 

and 

0 < ..\2 < -F"(x) < A..\2, 

jF"(x)j <;;AA,, 
throughout the interval (a, b). Let F'(c) = 0, where 

a ~c ~b. 
TMn in the case (4.6.1) 

(4.6.1) 

(4.6.2) 

(4.6.3) 

(4.6.4) 

In the case (4.6.2) the factor eti" is replaced by e-li"'. If F'(x) does not 
vanish on [a, b] then (4.6.5) holds without the leading term. 

APPROXIMATE FORMULAE 

If F'(x) dOes not vanish on [a, b] the result follows from Lemmas 4.2 
and 4.4. Otherwise either (4.6.1) cr (4.6.2) shows that F(x) is monotonic, 
and so vanishes at only one point c. We put 

assuming that a+S < c < b-S. By (4.2.1) 

AJ.o 
c+8 c+8 

J ~ J exp[i{F(c)+(x-c)F'(c)+!(x-c)'F"(c)+ 
c-8 c-8 

+1(x-c)'F"(c+8(x-c))] dx 
o+a 

= eiFfe) I e·}l(x·-<">'F"(c)[I+O{(x-cf..\3}]dx ,_, 
o+8 

= eiF(c) I eii(x--c)"F6 (c)dx+O(S"'t\). ,_, 
Supposing F"(c) > 0, and putting 

i(x-c)'F.(c) ~ u, 

the integral becomes 

i8'.F'(c) «> 

(F~!)}t I ~du~(F~!))l(f~du+0(8~~) 
' ' 

~ (2tr)fe.¥• a(_!_\ 
{F'(c)jl + SA;}' 

Taking S = (-\A3 )---i, the result follows. 
If b-8 < c < b, there is also an error 

o+8 

eiF(c) I ef-i(x--cl'F"(r)dx = o(-1-l = o(-1 -) and also O(A-t)• 
0 

(b-c)AJ iF'(b)j ' ' 

and similarly if a < c ~ a+S. 
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4. 7. We now turn to the consideration of exponential sums, i.e. sums 
of the form I eZ...U(n.J, 

wheref(n) is a real function. If the numbersf(n) are the values taken 
by a functionj(x) of a. simple kind, we can approximate to such a sum 
by an integral, or by a sum of integrals. 

LEMMA 4.7.t Letf(x) be a real function witA a cantin1UJU8 and steadily 
decreasing derivativef'(x) in (a, b), amf,letf'(b) = o:,j'(a) = [3. Then 

' a~.o;;b et1r(f(n) = .. -.,2:<fi+'IJ e2"i{f(a:J-v~J dx+O{log(,B-o:+2)}, (4.7.1) 

wMre '1'J is any positive WMtant less than I. 

We may suppose without loss of generality that 1)-1 < o: ~ "'• so 
that v ;<: 0; for if k is the integer such that TJ-l < a.-k ~ "'• and 

h(x) ~ /(x)-kx, 
then (4.7.1) is 

' a<~.;:b et:rrih(n> = "''-'l)<v~k<.ot+'lj etriiA<zHv-k);zJ dx+O{log(.,8' -o:' +2)}, 

where o:' = o:-k, {3' = /3-k, i.e. the same formula for h(x). 
In (2.1.2), let fjJ(x) = eh-!.f(.o;:J. Then 

' ' a<?;.;behif<n> = j e2"if(zldx+ 1 (x-[x]-f)2nij'(x)e21rif<z>dx+0(1). 

Also 

if x is not an integer; and the series is boundedly convergent, so that 
we may multiply by an integrable function and integrate term-by-term. 
Hence the second term on the right is equal to . ' -2iL fsin~I"'TXe'l.trif(zlj'(x)dx 

v-la . ' 
= L ~I (e-2rriv:r:_e2trivz)e2'1rlf(z)j'(x) dx. 

v-l a 

The integral may be written 

' ' _!.._ J f'(x) d(e2'1rl{/{2:)-v:r:l) _ _!_ J _!.J3:)__d(el'lrl{f<z>+vzJ) 
.,; • /'(z)-> - 2m • J'(x)+• . 

t van W!r Coxput (1). 
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Since 1{~\~v is steadily decreasing, the second term is 

o(l+-;). 
by applying the second mean-value theorem to the real and imaginary 
parts. Hence this term contributes 

o(~,r/+,J ~ o(~~)+o(~~) 
~ O{Jog(~+Z)}+O(l). 

Similarly the first term is O{ftf(v-{3)} for v ~ {3+1), and this contributes 

Finally 

and the integrated terms are O{log(f3+ 2)}. The result therefore follows. 

4.8. As a. particular case, we have 

LEMMA 4.8. Let f(x) be a real differentiable function in the interval [a, b ], 
letf'(x) be monotonic, and let 1/'(x)l ~ 8 < 1. Then 

' 
a<*<;;be2"i/(n) = J e'lfri/(zldx+O(l). (4.8.1) 

Taking 'I < 1-8, the sum on the right of (4.7.1) either reduces to the 
single term v = 0, or, ifj'(x) ~'I or ~ -'I) throughout [a,bJ, it is null, 
and ' 1 e'lfrif(z) dx = 0(1) 

by Lemma 4.2. 

4-9. THEOREM 4.9. t Let [(x) be a real function with ckriuatives up to the 
third order. Let {'(x) be steadily decreasing in a~ x ~ b, and ['(b)= a, 
['(a)= {3. Let x. be ckfined by 

/'(•.) ~ ' (• < ' ,;;; ~). 
t van der Corput (2). 
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L<t A,,;; lf"(x)l < A.l,, IJ"'(x)l <A.I,. 

Then 
I e21rif(n) = e--1-m L: e2"i~(xvl-~;'l + O(Azl)+ 

a<.n4:b a<v.;;fJ jj {x.)jo 

+O[Iog{2+(b-a).I,)]+O{(b-a).lf.I!J. 

We use Lemma 4. 7, where now 

~-a~ O{(b-a).\,). 

Also we can replace the limits of summation on the right·hand side by 
(a:+I,,B-1), with error 0(.\;ai). Lemma 4.6. then gives 

' "" f "" •'""'"''~·~) L... e~·b•i{/(x)-vxJ dx = cii" L ---+ 
«+l<v<fil-1 a «+l<v<,B-1 Jj"(x.)ji 

+ L O("•*"~l+ L; (o(_I_)+o(,i_)J· 
<>+I<v<,B-1 o:+l<v<,B-l V-~ ,_.-v 

The second term on the right is 

0{(~-a).l;!,\f) ~ O{(b-a)At ,\f), 
and the last term is 

O{log(2+P-a)} ~ O[log{2+(b-a).I,)J. 

Finally we can replace the limits {rx+I,,B-1) by (o:,,B] with error O(~t). 

4.10. LEMMA 4.10. Letj(x) satisfytheaameconditiansasinLemma 4.7, 

and let g(x) be a real positive decreasing function, with a continuous 
derivative g'(x), and let jg'(x)j be steadily decreasing. Then 

' a<.~;;;;bg(n)e21Ti/(n) = a-TJ<~<P+'I f g(x)e21Ti(/(:c)-Px) dx+ 

+O{g(a)log(~-o+2))+0{Ig'(a)l). 

We proceed as in § 4. 7, but with 

¢.(x) = g(x)e21Ti/(x). 

We encounter terms of the form 

' f g(x)~d(e2"iU(:c)±Pxl) • f'(x)±v ' 

' and also f ~d(e2ri{f(x)±PX)). 
4 

f'(x)±v 
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The former'lead to O{g(a)log(,8-a+2)} as before. The latter give, for 
example, 

~ lg';~)l ~ O(lg'(a)l), 

and the result follows. 

4.11. We now come to the simplest theoremt on the approximation 
to {(s) in the critical strip by a partial sum of its Dirichlet series. 

THEOREM 4.11. We have 

(4.11.1) 

uniformly for a~ a 0 > 0, jtj < 2nxf0, when 0 is a given constant 
greater than l. 

We have, by (3.5.3), 

((s) ~ ~ .!,_ N'~• +•f"[uJ-u+!du-tN~ 
~ ns l-s us+l 
n-1 N 

~ ~ .!._ N'~• +o(1.1)+ow~•). .6i n' 1-s Nu 
(4.11.2) 

The sum 

is of the form considered in the above lemma, with g(u) = u- 0
, and 

Thus 

Hence 

Hence 

j(u) ~ _tl~!"• f'(u) ~ -2',. 

If'(•) I ,;; 2:. < ~· 

= Nl-_xl-+ O(x-o). 
1-s 

Making N ~ oo, the result follows. 

t Hardy and Littlewood {3). 
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4.12. For many purposes the sum involved in Theorem 4.ll contains 
too many terms (at least Altl) to be of use. We therefore consider the 
result of taking smaller values of x in the above formulae. The form 
of the result is given by Theorem 4.9, with an extra factor g(n) in the 
sum. If we ignore error terms for the moment, this gives 

Taking 

~ g(n)e2'1Ti/(:n),....., e-l<ri ,2: e2'11"i~(:J:.l-v:•l g(x.). 
a<no;;b "'<v,;fl 1/ (xv)l• 

g(u) = u-a, f(u) = tl~!u• 

f'lu) ~ 
2
!,, f"(u) ~ - .:,_,, 

x. = ~· j"(x.) = - 21r/'2, 

Now the functional equation is 

(i,)~xl•l(ll-,), 

where 
In any fixed strip IX :o;;; a:::;;; fJ, as t~oo 

logr(a+it) = (u+it-!)log(it)-it+flog27T+O(D· (4.12.1) 

Hence r(a+it) = tu+il-ie-1-m-it+ttma--l->(Zn)i{ 1 +o(n }· (4.12.2) 

xi•) ~ (~f"-te«+l•>(I+O(nl· (4.12.3) 

Hence the above relation is equivalent to 

2; ~ ~ xi•) 2; ;h· 
x<n.;;N l/2•N<v"-l/2m: 

The formulae therefore suggest that, with some suitable error terms, 

{(s)-- 2: ~+x(s) 2: ~· 
.... ., """ where 2""11 ~ 111. 
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Actually the result is that 

{(s) = L ~+x(s) L n:_8 +0(x-")+O(It1~-"y"-1) (4.12.4) 
n;;;x n;;;y 

for 0 < u < 1. This is known as the approximate functional equation. t 
4.13. THEOREM 4.13. If his a positive constant, 

0 < u < I, 27TXY = t, x > h > 0, y > h > 0, 
th<n 

{(s) = L ~+ x(8) L n:_" + O(r"loglti)+O(Itl{-ay"-1). (4.13.1) 
n.;;;x n,;,v 

This is an imperfect form of the approximate functional equation in 
which a factor logltl appears in one of the 0-terms; but for most 
purposes it is quite sufficient. The proof depends on the same principle 
as Theorem 4.9, but Theorem 4.9 would not give a sufficiently good 
0-result, and we have to reconsider the integrals which occur in this 
problem. Let t > 0. By Lemma. 4.10 

2 ~ ~ 2 [''::• du+O(x~•Jog(~-~+2)). 
x<n.;;;N i/2TrN-'1<v;;;i1+'1x 

and thelaatterm is O(x-"logt). lf21TN"' > t, the first term is v = 0, i.e. 
N 

J ~ = -!'!:-s-xl--8' 
us 1-8 

Hence by ( 4, 11.2) 

{(s) = "".!..+ "" JN e2n-ivu du+O(x-"logt)+O(tN-"), L. ns L. us 
n<.;:r 1;;;v;;;v+q., 

since x1-•j(l-8) = O(:r") = O(x-"logt). 

Now [ •'::·· du ~ r(l-,)("J'"('. 
and by Lemma 4.3 

J• u~",-'"""''"'~·~••> du ~ a(~) ~ o(N~•). 
"' N v--.,(tj27TN) v 

J u-8ebivudu = [u1
-s e~!.>rivu]"' _ 2-nivf u1-Be2,.ivudu 

0 l-8 0 l-80 

~ o(x',-")+o(i.-7:;-;,x))-
t Hardy and Littlewood (3), (4), (6), Siegel (2). 
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Hence 

There is still a possible term corresponding to y-7] < v .::;;; y+ 7J; for this, 
by Lemma 4.5, 

giving a term 

Finally we can replace v .::>;; y-"1 by v ~ y with error 

a([("y'y-'r(l-,)[y"-') ~ O(tl-•1f'-'). 

AlsO fort> Q x(s) = 2S~-lsint81Tr(l-8) 

= 2sn-"-1{ _ e-:"" + O(e-t""t)}r(I-s) 

~ ("rt'P(1-,)(1+0(e-•')). 

Hence the result follows on taking N large enough. 
It is possible to prove the full result by a refinement of the above 

methods. We shall not give the details here, since the result will be 
obtained by another method, depending on contour integration. 

4.14. Complex-variable methods. An extremely powerful method 
of obtaining approximate formulae for {(s) is to express b(s) as a contour 
integral, and then move the contour into a position where it can be 
suitably dealt with. The following is a simple example. 

Alternative proof of Theorem 4.11. We may suppose without loss of 
generality that xis half an odd integer, since the last term in the sum, 
which might be affected by the restriction, is O(x-a), and so is the 
possible variation in xt-w/(1-s). 

APPROXIMATE FORMULAE 

Suppose finrt. that 0 > 1. Then a simple application of the theorem 

of residues shows that 
x+i"" 

{(s)- I n-w = In-s= - ~ f z-8 cot1TZ dz 
n<x n>:r 2t 

:r-i"" 

1 J' 1 •s+i<» . xl-8 
= _2l (cot 17z-i)z-•dz-2i (cot?TZ+l)z-sdz- 1_ 8. 

:r-i"" X 

The final formula holds, by the theory of analytic continuation, for all 
values of s, since the last two integrals are uniformly convergent in any 
finite region. In the second integral we put z = x+ir, so that 

[cot?Tz+il = I+2e2"• < 2e-2"r, 

and [z-sl = [z[-aelargz < z-aellll'IN:i:an(r/x) < z-aelllr/z. 

Hence the modulus of this term does not exceed 

x-•J e-2"r+llr/xdr= ~. 
0 

27T-[t[/x 

A similar result holds for the other integral, and the theorem follows. 
It is possible to prove the approximate functional equation by an 

extension of this argument; we may write 

-cot1TZ-i = 2i ~ e2v<Tiz+2ie2(n+l~U. :::1 l-e2mz 

Proceeding as before, this leads to an 0-term 

a(x-· I",-"""""-'"·!· d,) ~ a( x-· )· 2(n+l)7T- [l[/x 

" and this is O(x-a) if 2(n+1)77-[t[Jx >A, i.e. for comparatively small 
values of x, if n is large. However, the rest of the argument suggested 
is not particularly simple, and we prefer another proof, which will be 
more useful for further developments. 

4.15. THEOREM 4.15. The approximate functional equation (4.12.4) 

holds for 0 <a:(; l, x > h > 0, y > h > 0. 
It is possible to extend the result to any strip -k <::: a< k by slight 

changes in the argument. 

l•'or a> l b(s) = ~ __!_+_!___ s""x"-le-m" dx. 
n~ln" r(s)o e""-1 
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Tra.naforming the integral into & loop-integral as in§ 2.4, we obtain 

~ 1 e-.:"8r(l-s) J w-te-mw 
'(a)= 61 ns+~ a ew-1 dw, 

where 0 excludes the zeros of e10-1 other than w = 0. This holds for 
all values of s except positive integers. 

Let t > 0 and x .:!( y, so that x :::;;: ..j(tj27r). Let a~ I, 

m ~ [x], y ~ tj('kx), q ~ [y], "~ 2"1J. 

We deform the contour 0 into the straight lines q, 02, 03 , 04 joining oo, 
cTJ+i7J(l+c), -CTJ+i1J(l-c), -cTJ-(2q+l}ni, co, where cis an absolute 
constant, 0 < c ,;; f. If y is an integer, a •mall indentation is made ~ 
above the pole at w = iTJ. We have then 

<(s) ~%.. ~+x(•) ~ n'1~+ ,-, .. ;~-•)( J + J + J + J )· 
c. c, c. c. 

Let w = u+iv = pei</> (0 < tfo < 21T), Then 

/W-1) =pa-le--It/>, 

On 04 , rp;;:, in", p > A1), and /e"'-11 >A. Hence 

I f I ~ a( "•->d•• r ,-m• du) ~ O(e""1-l•') ~ O(e"•-!»l). 
c, -"'1 

On Ca, rp ~ in+ arctan 1 ~c > !1r+c+A where A > 0, since 

' ' arctano=J~>J~- 8 
I+,u2 (l+p.)2 - 1+8' 

' ' Hence 
w-1e-mw = 0("17"-Ie--t(j-n-+<'+4l+"""') = 0(7J"-te-t(V+-4l) 

and jew-11 >A. Hence 

j = 0(7J"e--t<l,.+.dl), 
c, 

On q, je"'-11 > Aeu. Hence 

w'-'e-mw [ f (I + ) ) ~ = 0 7J"-1expl-tarctan~-(m+I)u ]· 

Since m+I ~ x = tf7J, and 

!!__farctan(I+c)7J+~)= -~+.!_ 0 
du\ u 7J u2+(I+c)27J2 7J > • 
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we have 
arctan (I+c)TJ+~ ~ arcta.nl+c +c 

u " ' 

= !'"+c-arctan 1 ~c = i'"+A, 
sincefor0<8<1 8 

f d~ e 
arctan6 < 

0 

(l-,u)2 = 1_ 6. 

Hence 

= 0(7J"e-<f,.+-4lt)+0(7J"-1e-"'P') = 0(7J"e-<Vr+4 lt). 

Finally consider 0 2• Here w = i7J+.:%.e-li", where~ is real, j.:\j < ../2C7J· 

Hence 

w'-' ~ exp((s-l){!i~+Iog("+Arl;•))] 

= exp((s-l){!i'"+logTJ+~e-li"-~ ~e-fi"+0(~)}] 

Also 

e:::7 = oe7:-e-::) (u ~ 0), = o(:::~ 
which is bounded for u < -P,. and u > !'"; and 

je-"""1 = e-M/1!-Jz. 

Hence the part with juj > }1r is 

(u < 0), 

= o{7Ja-Ie-!"~l e-A>.•'I-•tt'L\} = 0(7Jat-\-e-llrl). 

The argument also applies to the part juj <!'"if je"'-11 >A on this 
part. If not, suppose, for example, that the contour goes too near to 
the pole atw = 2tpi. Take it round an arc of the circle jw-2q1Tij = P,.. 
On this circle, w = 2q1Ti+-fnet0 
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and 
log(w"-le-m"') = -!m:rre'~ll+(s-1){fi7T+log(2qn+f"7re111ji)} 

teiO 
= -!m'ITe10-}7Tt+(s-l)log(2q7T)+4q+0(1). 

Since 

this is 

Hence 

1117T-~ = 
2~-t = 0(1), 

-!•t+(s-I)log(2qo)+O(l). 

[ws-te-m"'l = O(qo--te-i"l). 

The contribution of this part is therefore 

0(7]<1-le-l<rl). 

Since 

we have now proved that 

C(s) = ~ ~+x(s) ~ nL.+O{ti--o-(e-AI+1"/o-t-i+ 71o--l)}. 

The 0-terms are 

O(c")+OIW"•-")+o(tt-o(~)"-') 
= O(e-A1)+0(x-o-)+0(t-ix1-o-) = O(x-o-). 

This proves the theorem in the case considered. 
To deduce the case x ~ y, change 8 into l-8 in the result already 

obtained. Then 

{(1-s) = _L nL,+x(1-8) _L ~+O(xo--1). 
.... , ""'" 

Multiplying by x(s), and using the functional equation and 

x(s)x(l-s)~ I, 

we obtain 

Interchanging x andy, this gives the theorem with x ~ y. 

4.16. Further approximations.t A closer examination of the 
above analysis, together with a knowledge of the formulae of§ 2.10, 
shows that the 0-terms in the approximate functional equation can be 
replaced by a.n asymptotic aeries, each term of which contains trigono
metrical functions and powers oft only. 

t Siegel (2). 
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We shall sconsider only the simplest case in which x = y = ,j(tj21T), 
1"/ = .j(2rrt). In the neighbourhood of w = iTj we have 

(s-I)log7 ~ (s-l)log I+-.-w ( w-i•) 
i7J ITj 

~ (a+it-l)(w-:i" _!(w-:i•)' + ... J 
''1 2 l7J 

= f,;(w-i1"/)+~(w-i7J)'+···· 
Hence we write 

e(l-l)log(w/i1J) = e(1J/21rXw-i'1)-t(i/4,.XW-i1J)'.P(4-;:1)• 

where 

say. Now 

~ = (-8-~ -i-Vt+iz)tfo(z) = a-+l~izZ,P(z). 
dz z+-.t z -.t 

Hence (z+-.'t) I na,.zn-l = (a-I+iz2) i a .. zn, 
n=l n-o 

and the coefficients an are detennined in succession by the recurrence 
formula 

(n+Ib't.an+l = (a-n-l)a .. +ian-2 (n = 2, 3, ... ), 

this being true for n = 0, n = I also if we write a_2 = a_1 = 0. Thus 

(a-l}(a-2) 
a2 = --2-, ,--, 

It follows that (4.16.1) 

(not uniformly inn); for if this is true upton, then 

a,.+t = OWln+linl-i)+O(t-l<"-tJ+Ii(n-2Jl-}) = O(t-i<n+lJ+I}(,.+Ill). 

Hence ( 4.16.1) follows for all n by induction. 

Now let 

Then 

N-> 
rfo(z) = .. ~0a,.z"+rN(z). 

rN(z) = _..!.__ f tfo(w)zN dw, 
2ml' ur"(w-z) 
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where r is a contour including the points 0 and z. Now 

log<f(w) = (s-l)log(l+~)+!iw2-iw.Vt 

= (a-l)log(l +~)+iw2 ~ {~~:-~(~f· 
Hence for jwj ~ ~,.,It we have 

R{log,l(w)) <:; la-lllog~ + lwl'· ~ Lf,. 

Chap. IV 

Let jzj < f'\i't, and let r be a circle with centre w = 0, radius PN> where 

Mjzj ~ P.v ~ ~,lt. 

Then t:v(z) = O(jzj·Yp_yNe5P116>1). 

The function p-N&J"/6VIhas the minimum (5ej2N'\i't)~N for p = (2N..Jtf5)l; 
PN can have this value if 

2lii«(2N'\I't)t 3.y 
20 z__,~ ~ 5 t. 

Hence 

( ( 
5, )IN) r.v{z) = 0 jzjN 2N'\i't (N :'2, 1,1 ,;:: ~(2Nvt)l)· ~50, '""'21 5 

~ o("·-•d·'('¥TJ 
for N < At. The case where the contour goes near a pole gives a similar 
result, as in the previous section. 
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In the firSt N terms we now replace 0 2 by the infinite straight line 
of which it is a part, 0'2 say. The integral multiplying a,. changes by 

o{ '7"-le-~11"1 I e-(,\'fb)+(').\!211",'2) -(m+IX.\1~2)(J(k) n d>..}. 

b 
Since m+I "";;;:- t/'7 = '7/(277), this is 

ok•e-l·• J"e-''J•"CI,;nr d+ 
h 

We can write the integrand as 

e-A'/8" X e-A•fe"(~)" 
.j(2n) ' 

and the second factor is steadily decreasing for >.. > 2.j(n7T), and so 
throughout the interval of integration if n < N < At with A small 
enough. The whole term is then 

o("l'j"-le-i"t-<'l'/3271"')(-"-)") = 0{'7"-le-i"f-(l/167r)(!.Vt)n} 
2.j(2n) · 

Also a .. = (r~~-rn+l)z-n = o{(2~~~Y"}· 
Hence the total error is 

o{'7"-te-i-"t--(f/ts">~ (}Vt)n(2~1)~~~} = o{'i"-te-l"t--(t/ta"> ~: (
1
5;!)1

"}· 

Now (tfn)l-"' increases steadily up ton= tje, and so if n <At, where 
A< 1/e,itis O(eft.Alogl/A). 

Hence if N < At, with A small enough, the whole term is 
O(e-<f,.+All). 

We have finally the sum 

. _
1 
N~l a., I e(i/47rXW-i'))'+{')/27rXw-i'l)-mw • 

(t"l'j)" L.... in(21T)in ew l (W-t"l'j)n dw. 
n-o Ci 

The integral may be expressed as 

-I exp(i_ (w+2m1Ti-i1j)2+.!L(w+2m1Ti-i1j)-mw) x 
L 47T 27T 

X (w+~::~;i7J)" dw, 

where Lis aline in the direction argw = f1T, passing between 0 a.nd 27Ti. 
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This is n! times the coefficient of go~ in 

_ f exp{i;(w+2m1Ti-i1))2+ 

" .. I .. 1) dw +-(w+2mm-t1J -mw+e(w+2m1Tt-HJ .,-------1 2'" e-

~ -exp(i(2mn-"1(~-tm+<)) f exp(~+w(;-2mH)),::l 
L 

where 'Y(a) = COS1T~8
2::-aa-kl, 

= 21T( -1 )m-Ie-ttt-<si,.,./Sl'f"(~ _ 2m+e)ei'"~· 

= 217(-l)m-Ie-lil-<&i,.,./8) i 'YV'>(;!-2m)~! (}i:f'lv, 
,..~o IL P-o 

Hence we obtain 
N-1 1 'v-n 

di1l'(s-ll(2n-t)is-i21T(-l)m-Ie-tll-<5i,./8l L L v!{:~2v)!2"X 
n~o v.;;fn 

(2)'·-· ( ) X ; ~ a,.'J"(n-2vl ;-2m. 
Denoting the last sum by SN, we have the following result. 

THEOREM 4.16. If 0:::,;; a::;;;; 1, m = [.J(t/27T)], and N <At, where A 
is a 8'Ujficiently small constant, 

t(s) = ~ ~+x(s)! n~-s+ 
+ ( -1 ~::le-}i1T(s-l)(;:tl)ls-le-lii--{i1f/8Jr(I-s){SN+ o{ (~)iN}+ O(e-.41) }· 

4.17. Special cases 
In the approximate functional equation, let u =land 

X ~ y ~ {t/(2.))1. 
Then (4.12.4) gives 

'(!+it)= .~ .. n-i-tt+xn+it)"'*"'n-i+ii+O(t--1-). (4.17.1) 
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This can· also be put into another form which is sometimes useful. 
We have 

so that 

Let 

so that 

Let 

Since 

xH+it)x(!-it) ~ 1. 

lx(Hitii~L 

{) = {)(t) = -!argx{!+it), 

x(f+it) = e-zi~. 

Z(t) ~ •"1ii+it) ~ {xl!+it))-lc(t+it). 

{ (Hit))-!~ .-l•(r(H!it))l ~ .-l•frt+titl 
X f(i-!it) I r(j+jit)l ' 

we have also 

The function Z(t) is thus real for real t, and 

IZ(t)l~lb(Hit)l. 

Multiplying (4.17.1) by e1~, we obtain 

Z(t) = eiiJ L n-f-il+e-i~ L n-i+>t+O(t-1) 
no;;z n,;;"' 

= 2 L n-icos(!9--tlogn)+O(t-l). 
n<z 

Again, in Theorem 4.16, let N = 3. Then 

~ 'l'(;-2m)+O(rl) 

~ eo,{t-(2m+I),I(2n!)-1•} O( -I) 
eo...j(2nt) + t • 

(4.17.2) 

(4.17.3) 

(4.17.4) 

and the 0-term gives, for {(s), a term ou-ta-t). In the case a = ! we 
obtain, on multiplying by e•8 and proceeding as before, 

Z(t) = 2 ~ cos(Oo-tlogn) + 
6'1. nl 

+(- 1)m->("'c)ho,{t-(2m+I),I(2nt)-i•} O(d. (4.17_5) 
t cos...j(2wt) + ) 
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4.18. A different type of approximate formula has been obtained by 
Meulenbeld. t Instead of using finite partial sums of the original 
Dirichlet series, we can approximate to C(s) by sums of the form 

~c/>(:~z), 

where rfo(u) decreases from I to Oas uincreases from 0 to 1. Thisreduoes 
considerably the <D.'der of the error terms. The simplest result of this 
type is 

C(s) = 2 L ~~~/z +x(s} L n:_,-
"""' n<¥ 

-x(s) L n:_,+ 2
x<:-l) L nL.+o(Ja+k+xa~lt)• 

¥<n.<:.l!l ¥<n<2u 

valid for 27TXY = Jtj, Jtl ~ (x+I)t, -2 < u < 2. 
There is also an approximate functional equation:j: for {C(s)}1. This is 

{((•)}' ~ L d~~) +x'(s) L :\"!.+O(xl-•Iogt), (4.18.1) 
"'"'"' .... v 

where 0 ~ u ~ 1, xy = {t/2w)2, z ~ h > 0, y ~ h > 0. The proofs of 
this a.re rather elaborate. 

NOTES FOR CHAPTER 4 

4.19. Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4 can be generalized by taking F to be k times 
differentiable, and satisfying IF'<11>(x)l ~ .1. > 0 throughout [a, b]. By 
using induction, in the same way that Lemma 4.4 was deduced from 
Lemma 4.2, one finds that 

' f eiF(x)dx4
11

A-IIk, 

The error term O(A 2-!.1.
3
-!) in Lemma 4.6 may be replaced by 

0(..1.:J 1 Aj), which is usually sharper in applications. To do this one 
chooses 6 = A3-t in the proof. It then suffices to show that . f. e""'(eif(x) -1) dx «(H)- '• (4.19.1) 

iff has a continuous first derivative and satisfies /(x) 4 x 3 0- 3 , 

t Menlenbeld ( 1 ). 
t Hardy and Littlewood (6), Titchmareh (21). 
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{'(x) 4 x 2'0- 3 . Here we have written A= !F'(c) and 

f(x) ~ F(xH)- F(c)-!x'F"(c). 

H 0 ~ (AO) 1 then (4.19.1) is immediate. Otherwise we have 

(l0)-1 d 

+ f + f . 
-(A0)-1 (A0)-1 

" 

The second integral on the right is trivially O{(A0)-1 }, while the third, 
for example, is, on integrating by parts, . 

f . 
2 

eif(xl_I 
(2i..tzeilx )-.-dx = 

2tA.x 
().0)-1 

[ ., ···"·'-'J' s· ., . d (·'"''-') e'"x -- - e'"x - -- dx 
2i.b (~<>)-• dx 2i..tx 

().0)-1 

l
f(x)l s· lxi{'(x)e'"''-<·'""-1) I ~ max -+ dx 

x = (l<>)-1,0 Ax 2iAx2 
().0)-1 

«(H)-'+ j,1;:1~:jdx 
«(H)-' 

as required. Similarly the error term 0{ (b- a)AtAf} in Theorem 4.9 may 
be replaced by O{(b-a)Ai}. 

For further estimates along these lines see Vinogradov [2; pp. 86-91] 
and Heath-Brown [11; Lemmas 6 and 10]. These papers show that the 
error term O((b-a)AiAb can be dropped entirely, under suitable 
conditions. 

Lemmas 4.2 and 4.8 have the following corollary, which is sometimes 
useful. 

LEMMA 4.19. Let {(x) be a real differentiable function on the interval 
[a,b],let{'(x) be monotonic, and letO<A:%; lf'(x)l:%; 9 < 1. Then 

L e2><if{n) 4sA-t. 
a<n<>l> 
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4.20. Weighted approximate functional equations related to those 
mentioned in §4.18 have been given by Lavrik [1] and Heath-Brown [3; 
Lemma 1], [4; Lemma 1]. As a typical example one has 

ns)k = ~d,.(n)n-sws(~)+x(s)" ~d,.(n)ns-lwl-8(;) 
+ O(x 1 -"log"(2 + x)e -~'14) (4.20.1) 

uniformly fort~ 1, Ia I,:::;; !t, xy = (t/2rr.)", x, y ~ 1, for any fixed positive 
integer k. Here 

W (U) = ~ Cf+i"'(<tt)-z/2 r{t(s+z)} )" u-zez2~ 
• h• ~~ z 

(c > max(O, -a)). 

The advantage of (4.20.1) is the very small error term. 
Although the weight W

8
(u) is a little awkward, it is easy to see, by 

moving the line of integration to c = ± 1, for example, that 

W
8
(U)= 

{ 

O(u-') (u ~ 1), 

l+O(u)+ o{u"(log~)\-lt'} (O<u~l), 

uniformly for 0 ~ a ~ 1, t ~ 1. More accurate estimates are however 
possible. 

To prove (4.20.1) one writes 

fd,.(n)n-sw (")=~ c+f'"((~t)-t"r{t(s+z)} ((s+z>)" x"e"'~ 
1 • x 21n r(!s) z 

(c > max(O, 1-a)), 

and moves the line of integration to R(z) = - d, d > max(O, a), giving 

2xi 

+((s),.+Res(z = 1-s). 

The residue term is easily seen to be O{x1 -a log"(2+x)e-t'/4}. In the 
integral we substitute z = -w, x = (t/2x)"y- 1, and we apply the 
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functional· equation (2.6.4). This yields 

-d+•"'' 

f ((tt)-"12 r{l(s+z)} ((s+z>)" x"e"'~ 
2xi -d-•"" r(~s) z 

as required. 

Another result of the same general nature is 

l((!+it)12" = m.t= 1 d,.(m)d,.(n)m -t-itn -!+itWt(mn)+ O(e-t'f2) 

(4.20.2) 

for t ;<: 1, and any fixed positive integer k, where 

1+1"" 

W(u)~_l_ f (•_,r(l:<!+it+z))r{!<!-it+z)) )' _, ,,dz 
' rri ,_,. r(!<!+it)) r{!<t-it)) u e -;-· 

This type of formula has the advantage that the cross terms which 
would arise on multipling (4.20.1) by its complex conjugate are absent. 
By moving the line of integration to R(z) = ±tone finds that 

W1(u)=2+0{ul}og"(~)} (O<u.::;:I), 

and W1(U) = O(u -!)for u ;3 1. Again better estimates are possible. The 
proof of (4.20.2) is similar to that of (4.20.1), and starts from the formula 

t mJ= 
1 

d,.(m)d,.(n)m -!-itn-!+itW
1
(mn) 

~ --'-o 'f··· (·-· r{l:(t+ it+z)) rwl:-it+z)) 
2rro ,_,. r{l:(t+it))r{!<!-it)) 

C<t+it+z)C(!-it+z) r e"'~. 
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4.21. We may write the approximate functional equation (4.18.1) in 

the form 
((s)2 = S(s, x) + x(s)2S(l-s,y)+R(s,x). 

The estimate R(s, x) ~ x!-<>Iogt has been shown by Jutila (see I vic [3; 
§ 4.2]) to be best possible for 

t!~ lx-~1 ~ tf. 
Outside this range however, one can do better. Thus Jutila (in work to 
appear) has proved that 

R(s, x) ~ t!x-"(log t)log ( 1 +-7-)+ t- 1 x 1 -"(y"+log t) 

for 0 ~ u ~ 1 and x p t p 1. (The corresponding result for x ~ t may be 
deduced from this, via the functional equation.) For the special case 
x = y = tj2n one may also improve on(4.18.1). Motohashi [2], [3], and in 
work in the course of publication, has established some very precise 
results in this direction. In particular he has shown that 

where .&(x) is the remainder term in the Dirichlet divisor problem (see 
§ 12.1). Jutila, in the work to appear, cited above, gives another proof of 
this. In fact, for the special case u = -!, the result was obtained 40 years 
earlier by Taylor (1). 

v 
THE ORDER OF {(s) IN THE CRITICAL STRIP 

5.1. THE main object of this chapter is to discuss the order of ~(a) as 
t-+-oo in the 'critical strip' 0.:::;;; a.:::;;; l. We begin with a general dis· 
cussion of the order problem. It is clear from the original Dirichlet 
series (1.1.1} that {(a) is bounded in any half-plane a~ 1+8 > I; and 
we have proved in (2.12.2) that 

'(•) ~ 0(111) (a;;,!). 

For a < f, corresponding results follow from the functional equation 

'(•)~x(s)W-s). 

In any fixed strip lX.:::;;; a:::;;; (3, as t-+ oo 

by (4.12.3). Hence 

and 

lx(•)l ~ (~t· 

'(•) ~ 0(11-•) (a ,;; -S < 0), 

'(•) ~ 0(11") (a;;, -S). 

Thus in any half-plane a ~ a0 

'(•) ~ 0(111'), k ~ k(a0 ), 

(5.l.I) 

i.e. C(a) is a function of finite order in the sense of the theory of Dirichlet 
series.t 

For each a we define a number fL(a) as the lower bound of numbers e 
such that '(a+il) ~ 0(1111). 

It follows from the general theory of Dirichlet seriest that, as a function 
of a, p;(a) is continuous, non-increasing, and convex downwards in the 
sense that no arc of the curve y = p;(a) has any point above its chord; 
also p;(a) is never negative. 

Since ((a) is bounded for a~ 1+8 (8 > 0), it follows that 

!'(a)~ 0 (a> 1), (5.1.2) 

and then from the functional equation that 

J'(a) ~ !-a (a < 0), (5.1.3) 

These equations also hold by continuity for a = 1 and a = 0 respec
tively. 

t See Titchmarsh, Theory of FunelionB, §§ 9,4, 9.41. 
t Ibid.,§§5.65,9.41. 
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The chord joining the points (0, i) and (1, 0) on the curve y = p.(u) is 
y = l-tu. It therefore follows from the convexity property that 

~(a) ~ l-!a (0 <a< 1). (5.1.4) 

In particular, fL(i):,;;;;; -!,i.e. 

((!+it)~O(t!+<) (5.1.5) 
for every positive E. 

The exact value of p,(a) is not known for any value of a between 0 
and I. It will be shown later that p.( l) < t, and the simplest possible 
hypothesis is that the graph of p.(a) consists of two straight lines 

~(a)~ !-a (a~ !), 0 (a> tl· (5.1.6) 

This is known as LindelOf's hypothesis. It is equivalent to the state
ment that ((!+it)~OW) (5.1.7) 

for every positive "· 
The approximate functional equation gives a slight refinement on the 

above results. For example, taking a= f, x = y = ,J(tj21T) in (4.12.4), 
we obtain 

((Hit)~ L nJ,.+O(l) L j:.+O(t-l) 
n<;;.J(t/2,.) n<;;4(1/21t) 

~ o( L ~)+ort-11 
n.;;>'(t/i11') 

~O(tl). (5.1.8) 

5.2. To improve upon this we have to show that a certain amount 
of cancelling occurs between the tenns of such a sum. We have 

' ' L n-s = L n-oe-Ulog,. 
n~a+l n-a+l 

and we apply the familiar lemma of 'parti!tl summation'. Let 

bl ~ b2 ~ ••• ~ b.._ ~ 0, 

and Bm = a1+a2+ ... +am 

where the a's are any real or complex numbers. Then if 
Js,..j.:;;;;M (m=l,2, ... ), 

ja1 b1+a2 b2+ ... +anbnl.:;;;; Mb 1• 

For 

a1 b1+ .. +a,.b11 = b1 s1+b2(B:a-s1)+ ... +b.,(s.._-s.,_1) 

(6.2.1) 

= s1(b1-b:a)+s11(b2-b3)+ ... +s,._1(b,._1 -b,.)+s.._b,.. 

5.2 IN THE CRITICAL STRIP 

Hence 

latbt+ ··+a,.bnl ~ M(b1-b2+ ... +b..__1-b,+b11 ) = Mb 1• 

If 0 .:;;;; b1 ~ b2 ~ ••• ~ b., we obtain similarly 

ialbl+···+anbnl ~ 2Mb11 • 

If a,.= e-Uloa-n, b .. = n-a, where u ~ 0, it follows that 

i n-8 = o(a-a max I I e-itlognj). (5.2.2) 
n~a+l a<c.;;b n-a+l 

This raises the general question of the order of sums of the form 

' :E = n~~+l e2rri/(nl, (5.2.3) 

whenj(n) is a real function of n. In the above case, 

j(n) = -t~:gn. 

The earliest method of dealing with such sums is that of Weyl,t 
largely developed by Hardy and Littlewood.+ This is roughly as follows. 
We can reduce the problem of :E to that of 

' S = n-f+I e2rriO(nl, 

;::e g(n) is a. polynomial of sufficiently high degree, say of degree k. 

jSj 2 = LLe21ri(q(m)-u(n)) = ,L,Le21fi{u(n+~)-u(n)) 
m ,. ~ n 

(5.2.4) 

with suita~le limits for the suiDB; and g(n+v)-g(n) is of degree k-1. 
By repeatmg the process we ultimately obtain a sum of the form 

' Sk= L e2wi(An+~<l. 
n=a+t 

We can now actually carry out the summation. We obtain 

S -~1-e2wi<b-a)AI 1 
I kl- l-e2,.u- ~ jsin?T,\j' (5.2.5) 

lfjcosec?T.\j is small compared with b-a, this is a favourable result, and 
can be used t~ give a non-trivial result for the original sum S. 

An alternative method is due to van der Corput.§ In this method we 
approximate to the sum :E by :he corresponding integral 

J e21fif~ldx, 
t Weyl (1), (2). u + Littlewood (2), Landau (15). 
§van dt!r Corput (1}-(7), van der Corput and Kokama (1), Titeluna.nili (8HI2). 
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and then estimate the integral by the principle of stationary phase, or 
some such method. Actually the original sum is usually not suitable 
for this process, and intermediate steps of the form (5.2.4) have to 
be used. 

Still another method has been introduced by Vinogradov. This is in 
some ways very complicated; but it avoids the k-fold repetition used 
in the Weyl-Hardy-Littlewood method, which for large k is very 
'uneconomical'. An account of this method will be given in the next 

chapter. 

5.3. The Weyl-Hardy-Littlewood method. The relation of the 
general sum to the sum involving polynomials is as follows: 

LEMMA 5.3. Let k be a poaitive integer, 

t ~ 1, b-:a ~ tt-lJ(k+ll, 

and ~~1exp{-it(~-~~+···+(-l~::
1

mk)}\ ~ M (~<:; b-a). 

Then l .. ~t+l e-ttlognl <AM. 

For 

~I'~ exp(-it("':a- (-1)'-'m')-. (1-I)'mk+' )JI 6:
1 

··+ kak d (k+l)ak+l +··· 

<:;2M~ le.(t)l e:")' 
[ ( 

(b-a)'+' )] 
~ 2Mexp t (k+I)ak+t+··· 

( (b-a)'+'/( b-a)) ~ 2Mexp t~ 1-----a ,:::;:_; 2Mez. 
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~.4. Tile simplest case is that of {(!+it), and we begin by working 
folio~ We require the case k = 2 of the above lemma, and also the 

LEMMA. Let 

Then 

Putting m' = m-r, this takes the form 

I ! e2:rri(2amr---<»""+,8r) ,;:: ~~~ I ~ 4:rrfu:nvl 
m,. ""' .. ~~~t+l ii'e ' 

t~he~,tecorrespoHnding to each value of r, m runs over at most"· consecu-
Ive m gers. ence, by (5.2.5}, ' 

e-• 
= P-+2 ,.~1 min(,u, jcosec21ro:rj). 

5.5. THEOREM 5.5. m+it) ~ O(tl!oglt). 

Let 2ti .:::; a < At, b ~ 2a, and let 

By§ 5·3• Lv = O(M), where M is the maximum of 

S ~ ! exp(- ·1( m I m' )) 
v m-l ~ a+v,u =2 (a+yp.)2 

for p.' ~ ,u. By§ 5.4 this is 

o[(~+~'min(~·leosee-'-'" f))Jl. 
r-1 2(a+vp.)2 
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Hence 

L ~ O{(N+I)~l)+O[('f I Nf 'f min(~, \oo,ec 21.:,~)•1Wl 
v~l v~l r~l 

~ O{IN+I)~:}+o[(N+I)l(~%min(~·l•o•ec 210:,~)'1Wl 
Now tr tr trp,{2a+(2v+I)p:} 

2(a+vJL)2. 2{a+(v+l)p}2· 2(a+vp.)2{a+(v+l)~-t}2 ' 

which as v varies lies between constant multiples of tr~-t/a3 , or, by 
(5.5.1), ofrffl-2· H:nce for the values ofv for which !trj(a+vp.)2 1ies in 
a certain interval {l-rr,(l±!)1T}, the least value but one of 

[sin2(a~·vfL)2 1 
is greater than Arfp,2, the least but two is greater than 2Ar/f-1-2,,the least 
but three is greater than 3ArfJL2 , and so on to O(N) = O(ta) terms. 
Hence these values of v contribute 

fL+o(~+~+ ... ) = JL+o(~togt) = o(~logt). 
The number of such intervals {l1T, (l±il1r} is 

o{(N+I)~+l}. 
Hence the v-sum is 

Hence 

O{(N +I)logt}+O(~logt). 

[ ,_,( . )]' 
L = O{{N+l)JLl}+O(N+I)l ~ (N+l)logt+t;:-Iogt 

~ O{(N +l)~l)+O{(N+I)~tloglt}+O{(N +l)l~Iogt} 

= O(a!t1-Iogit)+O(at-flogt). 

If a = O(ti), the second term can be omitted. Then by partial summa· 

tion b L n:+il = O(tilogit) (b ~ 2a). 
n~a+l 

By adding O(log t) sums of the above form, we get 

L ntl+it = O(t! lo~t). 
21h;n<;(t/21r)i 
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2: ;;} .. ~ o( 2: ;!,) ~ O(tl). 
n<2ti n<21i 

Also 

The result therefore follows from the approximate functional equation. 

5.6. We now proceed to the general case. We require the following 
lemmas. 

LEMMA 5.6. Let f(x) = ~+ .. 
be a polytWmial of degree k with real coefficients. Let 

B=Ie2-rrif(m) 

where m ranges over at most p. consecutive integers. Let K = Zk-1. Then 
for k;;;-.2 

[S[K ~ zzx,u.K-t+zKp.K-k,.,,.~!-•min(p., [cosec(1Takl r1 ... rk_1 )1) 

where each r varies from 1 to JL-1. Fork = l the sum is replaced by the 
single term min(J.', [cosec ?Tal). 

We have 
[8[2 = *~e2Ri{J(m)-/(m1l 

= ~f:e2Ri[/(m)-/(m-riJ} (m' = m-r
1

) 

~ "i_
1 

!Btl• 
r,~-1'+1 

where 8
1 

= ~ e1hri{/(m)-/(m-~iJ) = ~ e21ri(O£k1-,mt-•+···> 

and, for each r1, m ranges over at most 1-' consecutive integers. Hence 
by HOlder's inequality 

[8[2,;;; C.~"tl+lly-2/K(,.,:~,.~~ISII}Kr'K 

~ (2JL)l-2/K(p.fK+ 'I} [81[~K)21K, 
r,=-~<+1 

where the dash denotes that the term r 1 = 0 is omitted. Hence 

IBIK ~ (2t-t)iK-t(JLiK+ ,.,:~:+IIStf}K). 
If the theorem is true for k-1, then 

j81j}K ~ 2Kp.fK-t+ 

+2}KJL!K-k+lr,,.~.-•min(JL,Icosec{7T(akr1)(k-l)!r1 •• rk_1}[). 
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Hence 

ISJK :S; 2-!K-I,uK-1+ 

+ 2{KJ.tK-I+2Kp.K-k ..... ~k-'min(,u,j cosec(m:l':k! r 1 ... rk_1) 1), 

and the result fork follows. Since by§ 5.4 the result is true fork= 2, 
it holds generally. 

5.7. LEMMA 5.7. For a< b ~ 2a, k ~ 2, K = 2k-I, a= O(t),t > l0 , 

L = n~+ln-il = O(ai-t/Ktt/((k+tlKliogl/Kt)+O(at-1/((k+IJKlJogkiKt). 

If a ,;;; 4tli(k+IJ, then 

I; = O(a) = O(ai-tJKtlf((k+IlKl) 

as required. Otherwise, let 

JL = [fat-1/(k+IJ], 

a.nd write 

Then I;v = O(M), where M is the maximum, for p,' ,;;;;; ll'· of 

Sv = •~t exp{-it(a.:v~-~(a;:JL)2+···+(-I)k-tk(a~:JL)k)}· 
By Lemma 5.6 

S = O(,ul-IIK)+O[t.ti-k/K( "" min(JL.Icosec~£k-1)!rl ... rk-ti)J"Kl· 
v ,.,,:Sk-• I 2(a+vfl)k 

Hence 

~ ~ O{(N+i)~>'-""J+ 

+0[,.1->/K I ( L minHcosect(k~~~:~);• 'llrKJ 
v~l ,.,, •• ,rl-I 

[ (
NH ( I t(k-I)'' ' lll'IK] +0 JLI-k/K(N+I)l-I!K ~ _L min JJ-, cosec~-f_v~)·"k-l 
v-lr, ... ,rk-1 

by HOlder's inequality. 

5.7 

Now as V varies, 
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t(k-l)lr1 ... rk-l t(k-1)lr1 ... rk 1 

2(a+v,u)" 2{a+(v-1)p.}" 

103 

lies between constant multiples of t(k-I)!r1 ... rk_1 p.a-k-t, i.e. of 
(k-I)!r1 ... rk-tf'-k. The number of intervals of the form {l11, (l±f)7T} 
containing values of ft(k-I)!r1 ... rk_1(a+vp.)-k is therefore 

O{(N+I)(k-1)!rr .. rk_1 p.-k+I}. 

The part of the v-sum corresponding to each of these intervals is, as in 
the previous case, 

p.+O((k-1)~;1 .. rk_J+o(2.(k-~;r1 ... rk_J+ .. 

= p.+O( p.klogt . \ = o(~-'k logl\ 
(k-l)!r1 ... rk_J rr .. rk_J 

Hence the v-sum is 

O{(N +I)logt}+O(~~.~~=-tJ 
Summing with respect to r 1, ... , rk-t• we obtain 

O{(N +I ),.'-1 logt}+O(,.'Iog't). 
Hence 

:!: ~ O{(N+I),.1-•K)+O{(N+I),.1-UK]og"KtJ+O{(N+I)1-•K,.Jog'IKt). 

The first term on the right can be omitted, and since 

N+I = o(b:a +I)= O(t1/(k+l)) 

the result stated follows. 

5.8. THEOREM 5.8. If l ia a :fixed integer greater than 2, and L = 2l-1, 

then ~(B)= O(tl/W+IJL)logl+I/Lt) (u = 1-1/L). 

The second term in Lemma 5. 7 can be omitted if 

Taking k =land applying the result O(logt), times we obtain 

I n-•1 = O(Nl-1/Ltlf{(l+IJL}logl/Lt), 
n,;;N 

for N;,;;; t21Cl+ ll}ogi-It. Similarly, fork< l, we find 

I n-•1 = O(Nl-1/Kt1/l(k+l)K)logl!Kt) 
t•~••2llog-kt <11,;; N 

(5.8.1) 

(5.8.2) 
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for t21(11+2)}0 g-Rt < N,:::.;; t21{k+lllog1- 11 t. The error term here is at most 
O(Nl-1/Lf"}og' t) with 

(
1 1) 2 1 ( 1 1) 1 "~ L-K k+2+(k+1)K' p~- L-K k+K-

Thus p ~ 1/L. When k = l-1 we have 

(
1 2) 2 2 2 1 

tl= L-L i+l+IT=l(l+l)L <(l+t)L' 

and for 2:::.; k ~ l-2 we have 

( 
1 1) 2 1 k-1 1 

a:::.; 4K.-K k+2+(k+1)K= 2(k+l)(k+2)K:::.;O<(l+l)L' 

It therefore follows, on summing over k, that (5.8.2) holds for 
N:::.; tilog- 1 t. Hence, by partial summation, we have 

L n-s = O(tl/{(l+l)LJiogl+l/Lt), 

n.;(t/211)! 

L n•-I = O(t2u-l+l/({l+l)L)Jogl/Lt), 
n,;;(t/2n)l 

and the theorem follows from the approximate functional equation. 

5.9. van der Corput's method. In this method we approximate 
to sums by integrals as in Chapter IV. 

THEOREM 5.9. If f(x) is real and twice differentiable, and 

o < >., ,;;; J"(x) ,;;; 1M, ("" ~. ,;;; -r<•) ,;;; IM,) 

throughout the interval [a, b], and b ;:-.a+ 1, then 

•<f'<, '"''"'' ~ O{h(b-a)~tJ+ O(.l;t). 

If ,\~ ;;;.:: 1 the result is trivial, since the sum is O(b-a). 
Lemmas 4.7 and 4,4 give 

0{(~-•+1).\,-lJ+O{Iog(~-•+2)}, 

where ~-• ~ f'(a)-f'(b) ~ O{(b-a)IM,}. 

Since log(~-•+2) ~ 0(~-•+2) ~ O{(b-a)IM,}+0(1) 
~ O((b-a)hAl)+0(1), 

the result follows. 

Otherwise 
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5.10. )'uEmu. 5.10. Let f(n) be a real functiun, a< n ~ b, and q 
a positive integer not exceeding b-a. Then 

I L e'"'""'l <A~~+A(b-a:fl L e"""""'-"""IJI. 
a<n.«b q q r-1 a<n,.b-r 

For convenience in the proof, let e21rlf<nl denote 0 if n ~ a or n > b. 
Then 

the inner sum vanishing if n ~ a-q or n > b-1. Hence 

I L e"if<•JI,;;; I L:l! e'•;J!m+•ll 
n q n m-1 

,;;; H~ 1 ~l~:""'m+·'I'J'-
Since there are at most b-a+q ~ 2(b-a) values of n for which the 
inner sum does not vanish, this does not exceed 

Now 

= q+ !!e2.,.i{f(nHn)-/(l'+nll+ !!et:rri{f(m+,.J-/(f.'+")}· 
J<<m m<JJ-

Hence 
~ ,, 

~ lm.;l e21Ti/(m+n)l ,;; 2(b-a)q+ 21 ~ ~'* e2"i{/(m+n)-/(f.'+"))l· 

In the last sum, j(m+n)-f(p,+n) =f(v+r)-j(v), for given values 
ofv and r, 1 ~ r ~ q-1, just q-rtimes, namely p, = 1, m = r+I, up 
top, = q-r, m = q, with a consequent value of n in each case. Hence 
the modulus of this sum is equal to 

1:~:(q-r) f e217M~+~J-/(v))l ~ q:~:~ ~ e2ni{J(v+r)-Mlj. (5.10.1) 

Hence 

I~ e"""''l,;;; H<(b-a)'q+<(b-a)q ~I~ e••<U<•+•H<•"Il'· 
and the result stated follows. 
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5.11. THEOREM 5.11. Letj(x) be real and have continwus derivatives 
up to the third order, and let .\3 ~ f'"(x) ~ hA3 , or .\3 ~ -J"'(x) ~1M3, 
and b-a ~ I. Then 

a<'*..;l> e2"il<nl = O{ht(b-a)At}+O{(b-a)lA;l}. 

Let g(x) ~ f(x+,)-f(x). 

Then 

where x < ( < x+r. Hence 

r..\3 :::;;; g"(x) :::;;; hrA3 , 

or the same for -g"(x). Hence by Theorem 5.9 

a<n~-/21riU(nl = O{h(b-a)rfA}}+O(r-lA;i). 

Hence, by Lemma 5.10, 

I ''"'""' ~ o("c;")+o[b::-" ~ {h(b-a),!,\!+d,HJ]! 
a<nO::l> q~ q ;f1 3 3 

~ o(b;;")+O{h(b-a)'ql,\t+(b-a)q·l,\01)! 

~ O{(b-a)q·l)+O(hl(b-a)ql,\[)+O((b-a)tq·!,\0!). 

The first two terms are of the same order in .\3 if q = fA;lJ provided 
that .\3 :::;;; l. This gives 

O(ht(b-a )Al )+ O{(b-a)!,\;i) 

as stated. The theorem is plainly trivial if ,\3 > I. The proof also 
requires that q :::;;; b-a. If this is not satisfied, then b-a = 0(..\;t), 

b-a ~ O((b-a)!,\;i), 

and the result again follows. 

5.12. THEOREM 5.12. 

m+it) ~ O(tllogt). 

Takingf{x) = -(277)-1tlogx, we have 

f"(x)~-~. 

Hence if b ::::; 2a the above theorem gives 

~ O(altt)+O(ad), 
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and the seoo"nd tenn can be omitted if a ::::; tf. Then by partial summa-
tion 

(5.12.1) 

Also, by Theorem 5.9, 

I n·" ~ O(ti)+O(ad), 
a<n.-;b 

and hence by partial summation 

L n:,.~ o((WJ+o((~)!j. 
a<n.-;b 

Hence (5.I2.1) is also true if tt <a< t. Hence, applying (5.I2.I) 
O(log t) times, we obtain 

.L nAu= O(t-1-Iogt), 
•« 

and the result follows. 

5.13. THEOREM 5.13. Letf(x) be real and have continuous derivatives 
up to the k-th order, where k ~ 4. Let -'k ~ J<kl(x) ~ h>.k (or the same 
for -j<kl(x)). Let b-a ~I, K = 2k~t. Then 

I elhrif(nl = O{h21K(b-a)i\~{2K-2l}+O{(b-a)1~2/Ki\,t0K~2J}, 
a<noO:b 

where the constants implied are independent of k. 

If i\k ~ I the theorem is trivial, as before. Otherwise, suppose the 
theorem true for all integers up to k-1. Let 

g(x) ~ j(x+,)-f(x). 

Then g(k-l)(x) =J<k~l'!(x+r)-j<kl(x) = rj<kl(f), 

where X < e < x+r. Hence 

ri\k ~ g(k-l)(x) ~ hri\k. 

Hence the theorem with k-l for k gives 

la<ntb-r eZlriQ'(n)j < Atk'fK(b-a)(ri\k)tJ<K-2J+A2(b-ap~41K(ri\k)~tJ(K~2) 

(writing constants A1 , A 2 instead of the O's). Hence 

:~:~a<~b-relhrig(n)/ < Alk'IK(b-a)q1+1/(K-2)i\kl{(K~2)+ 
+2Az(b-a)l~'fKq1~1/(K-2)i\klf(K~2) 

since ' _l r~l/(K~2) < r~l/(K-2) dr _ ---- ::;::: 2ql~l/(K~2) 
o-> f ql~l/(K-2) 

r~t 
0 

- l-1/(K-2)""' 
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forK~ 4. Hence, by Lemma 5.10, 

I ell"il<nl~Aa(b-a)q-l+A,(b-a)-l-q-i{Ath4JK(b-a)q1+1/(K-2J,\,V<K-2)+ 
a<n.;;b 

+2A11(b-a)l-41Kq1-1/<K-2l,\il/(K-2)}t 

:::;;; A3(b-a)q-i+A,A[h21K(b-a)ql/l2K---4.l,\l~2K--'l+ 
+A,(2A2)i(b-a)t-1/Kq-li<2K-4.l,\_kl/(2K-4.l. 

To make the first two terms of the same order in Ak, let 

q = [A_;;ll<K-l)J+I. 
Then Aj;ll<K-1) ~ q.::;;; 2..\_;;lf(K-1), 

ql/(2K-4l,\fU2K-4) :( 2l/(2K-4l,'\,~/(2K-4.){1-l/(K-l)}.::;; 2..\l/(2K-2), 

q-I/(2K-4))._i;l/(2K-4) ~ ..\_;;1/(2K-2l, 

and we obtain 

I a<~<;be2"i/(n)l ~ (A 3+2A4Af)h21K(b-a)AlJ@tK-2l+ 
+A,(2A 2)f(b-a)t-2/K,\,;;I/(2K-2l. 

This gives the result fork; the constants are the same fork as for k-I 

if A 3+2A4 Af ~ A1, A,.(2A2)t ~ A2, 

which are satisfied if A1 and A 2 are large enough. 
We have assumed in the proof that q :::;;; b-a, which is true if 

2.\,;-ll<K-1) ~ b-a. Otherwise 

1a<~..;;be2"'i/(n)l ~ b-a ~ (b-a)l(2A,i;lf(K-ll)i ~ 2i(b-a)1-2/K,\k1/(l!K-2J, 

and the result again holds. 

5.14. THEOREM 5.14. If l ~ 3, L = 21-1, a= 1-l/(2£-2), 

~(s) = O(t1/{llL-2llogt). 

We apply the above theorem with 

f(x) ~ _tiogx, 
2rr 

If a< n ~ b ~ 2a, then 

(-l)'(k-l)!t 
27Txk • 

(k-l)!t"' If"'( II"' (k-l)!t 
211(2a)k """' x """' 2111lk ' 

and we may apply the theorem with 

Ak = ~1T(;,})!kt' h = 2k. 

(5.14.1) 
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Hence 

! n-il= o[22k/Ka((k-l)!t)l/(2K-2)]+0[ai-2/K((k-l)!t)-l/(2K-ll)l 
a<n..;;b 211(2a)k 21T(2a)k 

= O(al-k/(2K-2JtiJ<2K-2l)+O(ai-2/K+k/(2K-ll}t-IJI2K-lll). (5.14.2) 

The second term can be omitted if 
a< AtKJ<kK-2K+2J. (5.14.3) 

Hence by partial summation 
,L n-.. = O(al-a-k/(2K-2Jtl/<2K-2l) 

a<n<;;b 

subject to (5.14.3). Taking a= l-l/(2L-2), 

_L n-.. = O(al/<2L-2J-k/12K-llJtik2K-2l). 
a<n.;;;b 

First take k = l. We obtain 

Hence 

L n-.. = O(tli<2L-2l) (a < AOLJ(IL-llL+lll). 
a<n.;;;b 

n.<;;tLI*-2LH)n-8 =ijL/(IL-~LH)<~,_;;tL/(IL-2L+2l +•• 
= O(tl/(2L-2))+0(t1/(2L-2l)+ .. 

= O(t11<2L-llllogt). 

Next L ~~ L + L +--·• 
tLIUL-1L+O)<n.<;;t it<n<;;t ll<n,;;}t 

and to each term ! corresponds a k < l such that 
2-"'t<no;;;l!l-'"j 

tKJ{(k+l}K-2K+I) < 2-mt ~ tK/(kK-2K+2). 

Then ,2 ~ = O{t11/<llL-2J-k/<2K-2llK/IIk+l)K-2K+Il+l/12K-llJ}. 

2-"'l<n..;;:l-'"t 

The index does not exceed that in (5.14.6) if 

( 
l k ) K I I 

2L-2-2K-2 (k+I)K-2K+I +2K-2 <;; 2L-2' 

which reduces to L-K ~ (l-k)K, 

i.e. 21-k_I ~ l-k 

which is true, Since there are again O(log t) terms, 

L ~ = O(tl/12L-2>Iogt). 
jL/(IL-2L+"l}<n.._:;t 

(5.14.4) 

(5.14.5) 

(5.14.6) 

The result therefore follows. Theorem 5.12 is the particular case 
l = 3, L = 4. 
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5.15. Comparison between the Hardy-Littlewood result and 
the van der Corput result. The Hardy-Littlewood method shows 
that the function p.(a) satisfies 

P-(1 - 2L~) ~ (k+:)zk-t' 

and the van der Corput method that 

P-(1 -21~2) ~ 21~2· 
For a. given k, determine l so that 

l-zlz_-;~2 < l-2L1 ~ l-21~2· 
Then (5.15,2) and the convexity of p.(a) give 

1 l-1 1 

(5.15.1) 

(5.15.2) 

( 
1 ) 2f=i-2f=2 I 2f=L2- 2f<=i I 

p.I-zk-1:::;;; z 1 l 211 2+ l-1 l 21-2 
zl-t_z- zl_z 21-1=2- zi_z 

2}-k-1 1 
= l2l-1_2f+2:::;;; (k+l)2k-l 

if (k+I)(2f-t_zk-1) .:s;;; (l-2)2l-1+2. 

Since zk-t > (21-1-2)/(l-1), this is true if 

(k+I)(zl-t_ zl-t_z):::;;; (l-2)2'-1+2, 
l-1 

i.e. if k+l ~l-1. 

Now zk-t ~ zl72 <~:::;;; 2f-3 

if l ~ 8. Hence the Hardy-Littlewood result follows from the van der 
Corput result if l ~ 8. 

For 4 ::s;; l :::;;; 7 the relevant values of I- a are 

H.-I~. 

v. d. c. 

The values of k and lin these cases are 3, 4, 5 and 5, 6, 7 respectively. 
Hence k,;;::; l~2 in all cases. 
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5.16. THEOREM 5.16. 

W+i<)~o(~). 
loglogt 

We have to apply the above results with k variable; in fact it will 
be seen from the analysis of§ 5.13 and§ 5.14 that the constants implied 
in the O's are independent of k. In particular, taking a= I in (5.14.4), 
we have ,2: nll+it = O(a-k/(2K-2Jtl/(2K-2l) (a < b ~ 2a) 

a<n-<;;b 

uniformly with respect to k, subject to (5.14.3). If 

tK/{(k+l)K-2K+l) <a,;;;;; tK/(kK-2~+2) 
it follows that 

,L: nll+tt = O(t11<2K-2l-kK/I\2K-2)\kK-K+l)l) = O(t-l/{2\k-UK+2l). 

a<n,;:b 

Writing 

and applying the above result with k = 2, 3, ... , orr, we obtain, since 
there are O(logt) terms, 

2 nt~u = O(t-Iil2(r-l)R+2llogl}. 
jR/(!•-llB+l}<n.;;l 

Let r = [Ioglog t]. Then 

and 

(5.16.1) 

tl/12(r-1lR+2} :>-: ( logt ) { '} A 
<Y exp (logt)'D~t2Joglogt+2 > exp (logt)~ > logt. 

Hence the above sum is bounded. Also 

2 Lu = O(logtR/{(r-l)R+ll) =of~) 
n,.;IBI{!•-llB+In \(r-l)R+l 

~ a(Iog~ ~ a(.~). 
r } loglogt 

This proves the theorem. 
The same result can also be deduced from the Weyl-Hardy-Little

wood analysis. 
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5.17. THEOREM 5.17. Fort> A 

{(s) = O{logat), u ~ 1-(lof~:~w·, 

{(s) of=- 0, a :;3: 1-Allol~;~~ 

(with some A 1), and _I_ ~ o(~). 
{(l+it) loglogt 

('ll+i•l~o(~) 
{(l+it) loglogt · 

Chap. V 

(5.17.1) 

(5.17.2) 

(5.17.3) 

(5.17.4) 

We observe that (5.14.1) holds with a constant independent of l, and 
also, by the PhragmCn-LindelOf theorem, uniformly for 

a;;, 1-!/(2£-2). 

Lett be given (sufficiently large), and let 

Then 

and similarly 

Hence 

l = [lo~2log(lol;.!~~)l 
L::;::: 2(Iil0&'2)log(logtjloglogtJ-1- 1 logt 

""" - 2Ioglogt' 

L~!~. 
4loglogt 

_l_ >- _i_ >-loglogt-logloglogt-log2loglogt >- (loglogt)2 

2L-2 <>- 2L:? log2 logt ,.... logt 

for t >A (large enough). Hence if 

then 

u ;:<: 1_ (loglog t)2 

logt 

u;?: l-2Ll_2. 

Hence (5.14.1) is applicable, and gives 

{(s) = O(t11<2L-2>Iogt) = O(t11LJogt) 

= O(t<'loglogtflogt>logt) = O(logst). 

This proves (5.17.1). The remaining results then follow from Theorems 
3.10 and 3.11, taking (fort> A) 

8(1) ~ (lof!;~'l', f(l) ~ 51oglogt. 
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5.18. Jn,this section we reconsider the problem of the order of 
'(!+it). Small improvements on Theorem 5.12 have been obtained by 
various different methods. Results of the form 

((!+it)~ O(t"loglt) 

163 27 229 19 15 
ct = 988' 164' 1392' il6' 92 with 

were proved by Walfisz (1), Titchmarsh (9), Phillips (1), Titchmarsh 
(24), and Min (l) respectively.t We shall give here the argument which 
leads to the index fj4• The main idea of the proof is that we combine 
Theorem 5.13 with Theorem 4.9, which enables us to transforyt a given 
exponential sum into another, which may be easier to deal w1th. 

THEOREM 5.18. 

(!Hit)~O(t'""'l· 
Consider the sum 

l:l = Z n-il= Z e-illogn, 
a<n..;;b a<n"'b 

where a< b ~ 2a, a< A"/t. By§ 5.10 

1:,~ o(~)+o((~~I:E,I)l). (5.18.1) 

where q ~ b-a, and 
1:2= z e-if{log(n+r)-logn). 

a<n,;;b-r 

We now apply Theorem 4.9. to 1:2. We have 

f(x) = - ~{log(x+r)-logx}, j'(x) = 
2
-rrx::+r)' 

f'"(x) = ~ 3x~ix3;risr2. 

We can therefore apply Theorem 4.9 with .:\2 = tra-3 , As= tra-4 • Thus 

:E, ~ e-l•' 2: 1J:;:•~:1 +o(~)+o(log(2+~))+o(~). a.<v.:.{J ,. 
(5.18.2) 

where f(') ~ f(x,)-,.., " ~ j'(b-,), p ~ f'(a). Actually the log-term 
can be omitted, since it is O(t!ria-~). 

Consider next the sum 

L e2m</><~) (rx < r ~ {3). 
a.<v..;:y 

t Note that the proof of the lemma. in Titchmarsh (24) is incorrect. The !l!lllDl& 
ahould be replaced by the corresponding theorem in Titchrnarsh (16). 
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The numbers xp are given by 

tr _ . I( 2 2tr)l 
21Txp(x~+r)- v, I.e. x~ = 2 r +;; -fr. 

Hence 
tf,'(v) = {f'(x~)-v}~-x~ = -x, = !r-Mr2+~)l, 

since rv ,;; rf'(a) = 21Ta~:
2

+r) ,;; 2::2 ,;; ~;. 
It follows that 

where K1, K 2, ... , and tk depend on k only. We may therefore apply 
Theorem 5.13, with h = 0(1), and 

Hence 
Ak = K3(tr)i(trfa2)~-k = K3(tr)1-ka2k-1. 

~ e2rr;~(y) = of~( ~2k~l )I/12K"-2)) o((~)l-2/K( a2k-l )-1/(2K-2)) 
n<~,;;y la2 tk-¥-1 + a2 tk-Irk-1 · 

Also IJ"(x,)l-i is monotonic a.nd of the form O(t-lr-iaf). Hence by 
partial summation 

L e:rri<j.{")1 = O{(tr)f-<k-t)/{2K-2Ja(:>.k-t)/(2K-2J-l-}+ 

"<•<~ 1/ (x,) I • 
+ O{(tr)}-2/K +{k-IJI(2K-2la4/K-}-<2k-IJI(2K-2>}. 

Hence 
I q-t - ,L II:21 = O{(tq)f-<k-l)/(2K-2la12k-t)/(2K-a>-i}+ 
q r-1 

+O{(tq)l-2/K+{k-l)/(2K-2Ja4/K-f--{2k-1J/(2K-2l}+0{(tq)-fa-l}+0{(tq)fa-f}. 

Inserting this in (5.18.1), and using the inequality 

we obtain 
(X+Y+ ... )t,;; Xt+YI+··· 

I:1 = O(aq-l)+O{(tq)1--<k-tJI(4K-4Ja<2k-l.W<tK-4l+l}+ 

+O{(tq)f-l/K+(k-t)/(4K-4la2/K+:l-<2k-tJ/(4K---4l}+O{(tq)-lafJ+0{(tq)fafoJ. 

The :first two terms on the right are of the same order if 
q = [ai3K-2k-2)/(3K-k-2>t--{K-k)/(3K-k-2)], 

and they are then of the form 
O(acaK-2)JI~K-k-lllt(K-.tlii~K-k-SJl) = O(t<'K-Zk-t)'{'<SK-.1:-Z)}) (a< Av't). 

5.18 IN THE CRITICAL STRIP 

Fork= 2~.3, 4, 5, 6, .. , the index has the values 
1 3 5 17 73 
2' 7' 12' 41' ffi•••• 

and of these H is the smallest. We therefore take k = 5, 

q ~ [aHt-ll] (a> tH), 
and obtain 

I:
1 
= O(aH·tH)+O(aU~tlh)+O(aHti--H)+O(a-i-k!c). 

This also holds if q ~ b-a, since then 
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L, ~ O(b-a) ~ O(q) ~ O(a!lt--ll), 
I 

which is of smaller order than the third term in the above right-hand 
side. 

It is easily seen that the last two tenns are negligible compared with 
the first if a = 0( -./t). Hence by partial summation 

2: n:+U = O(aloti~)+O(a-ill\-tJ.'oir) (a> tU). 
a<n"b 

Applying this with a= N, b = 2N-1; a= 2N, b = 4N-1, .. until 
b ~ [A"J, we obtain 

L ;;k, ~ O(tlt•)+O(N--h~tlh) 
N<n<;;.1<11 

~ O(th'<) (N > th). 
We require a subsidiary argumentfor n,;; t;."¥-, and infaot (5.14.2) with 

k = 4 gives 
! n-" ~ O(altl<) 

a<n.;;:b 

2: n~\u = O(a-.'dl'.r), 
a<.ll<::b 

and by adding terms of this type as before 

(a<At1), 

L n!1+il= O(tl£171"+-l.-) = O(tN..-) = O(tN,). 
,...;;11/17 

The result therefore follows from the approximate functional equation. 

NOTES FOR CHAPTER 5 

5.19. Two more completely different arguments have been given, 
leading to the estimate (5.19.1) 
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Firstly Bombieri, in unpublished work, has used a method related to 
that of §6.12, together with the bound 

r r1 L. exp{2:n:i(a.x+,Bx2)}1
6

da.d{3.:o;:P3JogP, 
J J lO<>P 
0 0 

to prove (5.19.1). Secondly, (5.19.1) follows from the mean-value bound 
(7.24.4) oflwaniec [1]. (This deep result is described in §7.24.) 

Heath-Brown [9) has shown that the weaker estimate ~J(f) ~ ft 
follows from an argument analogous to Burgess's [1] treatment of 
character sums. Moreover the bound ,u(!) ,;: fr,;, which is weaker still, 
but none the less non-trivial, follows from Heath-Brown's [4] fourth
power moment (7.21.1), based on Weil's estimate for the Kloosterman 
sum. Thus there are some extremely diverse arguments leading to non
trivial bounds for .u(!). 

5.20. The argument given in §5.18 is generalized by the 'method of 
exponent pairs' of van der Corput (1), (2) and Phillips (1). Let s, c be 
positive constants, and let.'F(s,c) be the set of quadruples (N, I, f,y) as 
follows: 

(i) Nand yare positive and satisfy yN-s;:: 1, 
(ii) I is a subinterval of (N, 2N], 

(iii) f is a real valued function on I, with derivatives of all orders, 
satisfying 

(5.20.1) 

for n ;:.0. 
We then say that(p, q)isan 'exponentpair'ifO ~p ~! ~ q ~ 1andif 

foreachs > Othereexists asufficientlysmallc = c(p, q, s) >Osuch that 

(5.20.2) 

uniformly for (N, I,{, y)e!F(s, c). 
We may observe that yN-s is the order of magnitude of f'(x). It is 

immediate that (0, 1) is an exponent pair. Moreover Theorems 5.9, 5.11, 
and 5.13 correspond to the exponent pairs(!, f), (!,f), and 

(
_1_ 2'-k-1)· 
2"-2' 2"-2 
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By using Lemma 5.10 one may prove that 

A(p ) = (-p- p+q+1) 
'q 2p+2' 2p+2 

is an exponent pair whenever (p, q) is. Similarly from Theorem 4.9, as 
sharpened in § 4.19, one may show that 

B(p, q) ~ (q-J:,p+J:) 

is an exponent pair whenever (p, q) is, providing that p + 2q ;:: f. Thus 
one may build up a range of pairs by repeated applications of these A 
and B processes. In doing this one should note that B2(p, q) = (p, q). 
Examples of exponent pairs are: 

B(O, 1) ~ (J:, J:), AB(O, 1) ~(#,f), A'B(O, 1) ~ <rr. ttl. 
A'B(O, 1) ~ (,/,. *), BA'B(O, I)~ (f, f), A•B(O, I)~<.,;,.. H). 

BA'B(O, 1) ~(it,~), ABA'B(I, O) ~ (-/lr. Jt), 

BA•B(O, I)~ (!j-, if), ABA'B(O, 1) ~ (!J-, it), 

A'BA'B(O, 1) ~ (Jlr, H), BABA'B(O, 1) ~ (,',-, ft). 
To estimate the sum~~ of §5.18 we may take 

f(x) =/;log x, ' Y=2;• 8= 1, 

so that (5.20.1) holds for any c ;:: 0. The exponent pair (it, §t) then yields 

L, ~tl!a!t 

whence 

L n -f-it~ t-M-a-& 4: rM-
a<n<>:t> 

for a 4: ti. We therefore recover Theorem 5.18. 
The estimate p(!) ~ ~of Phillips (1) comes from a better choice of 

exponent pair. In general we will have 

"(J:) "J:(p+q-J:), 

providing that q ;:: p + !- Rankin [1] has shown that the infimum of 
fr<P + q -! ), over all pairs generated from (0, 1) by the A and B processes, 
IS 0·1645106~ .... (Graham, in work in the course of publication, gives 
further details.) Note however that there are exponent pairs better for 
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certain problems than any which can be got in this way, as we shall see 
in §§6.17-18. These unfortunately do not seem to help in the estimation 
of"(>J. 

5.21. The list of bounds for p(!) may be extended as follows. 

m ~ 0·164979 .. Walfisz(l), 

& ~ 0·164634 .. Titchmarsh (9), 

,w,- ~ 0·164511 ... Phillips (I) 

0·164510 .. Rankin [1] 

& ~ 0·163793 .. Titchmarsh (24) 

<t ~ 0·163043 ... Min(1) 

:1\- ~ 0·162162 .. Haneke [1] 

,\/,/,- ~ 0·162136 .. Kolesnik [2] 

;',',- ~ 0·162037 .. Kolesnik [ 4] 

m~ (}162004 ... Kolesnik [5 ]. 

The value J.r was obtained by Chen [1 ], independently of Haneke, but a 
little later. 

The estimates from Titchmarsh (24) onwards depend on bounds for 
multiple sums. In proving Lemma 5.10 the sum over r on the left of 
(5.10.1) is estimated trivially. However, there is scope for further savings 
by considering the sum over rand 1' as a two-dimensional sum, and using 
two dimensional analogues of the A and B processes given by Lemma 
5.10 and Theorem 4.9. Indeed since further variables are introduced 
each time an A process is used, higher-dimensional sums will occur. 
Srinivasan [1] has given a treatment of double sums, but it is not clear 
whether it is sufficiently flexible to give, for example, new exponent 
pairs for one-dimensional sums. 

VI 

VINOGRADOV'S METHOD 

6.1. STILL another method of dealing with exponential sums is due to 
Vinogradov.t This has passed through a number of different forms of 
which the one given here is the most successful. In the theory of the zeta
function, the method gives new results in the neighbourhood of the line 
U=l. 

Let 

be ~ polynomial of degree k ;;:: 2 with real coefficients, and let a and q 
be mtegers, 

S(q)= L e2rri/(nl, 
a<n.;;a+q 

' ' 
J(q, l) = J ... J I S(q) 121 da1 .. dak, 

" ' 
;:ee !:::.~~~of the order of J(q,l) as a function of q is important in 

Since S(q) = O(q) we have trivially J(q, l) = O(qtl). Less trivially, 
we could argue as follows. We have 

{S(q)}k = L e2"i'9nl+-·+np+ ... 
n,, ... ,n~; 

On integrating over the k-dimensional unit cube, we obtain a zero factor 
if any of the numbers 

mt+ ... +m:-nt-... -ni (h = 1, ... , k) 

is different from zero, Hence J(q, k) is equal to the number of solutions 
of the system of equations 

mt+ ... +mZ = nt+ ... +ni (h =I, ... , k), 

where a < mp ~ a+q, a < n~ ~ a+q. 
But it fol1ows from these equations that the numbers n~ are equal (in 

some order) to the numbers mp. Hence only the mp can be chosen 

t Vinogradov (1}-{4). Tchudakoff (1H5), Titchmarsh (20), Hua (1). 
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arbitrarily, and so the total number of solutions is O(qk), Hence 

J(q, k) ~ O(q') 

and J(q, !) ~ O{q"-"J(q, k)) ~ O(q"-'). 

This however is not sufficient for the application (see Lemma 6.8). 
F~r any in~ger l, J(q, l) is equal to the number of solutions of the 

equations m~+ ... +mf = n~+ ... +nf (h = 1, 2, ... , k), 

where a < m,. ~ a+q, a < n,. ~ a+q. Actually J~q, l) is independent 
of a; for putting M,. = m.,-a, N,. = n,.-a, we obtam 

± (M,+a)' ~ ± (N,+a)' (h ~ I, .. , k), 
v=l ,.~1 

which is equivalent to 

±Mz~INZ (h~I, ... ,k), 
v=l ,.-1 

and 0 < M,.:::;;; q, 0 < N,.:::;;; q. 
Clearly J(q, l) is a non-decreasing function of q. 

Le n n be two sets of integers, let 
6.2. LEMMA 6.2. t ml•'~' mk, t•··:• k k ll 

sh = .. ~1m!, s11 = .. ~1n,., 
and let uh, u',.. be the h-th elementary symmetric Ju.rwtions of the m,. and n,. 

respectively. If [m,.[ :::;;; q, ln .. I :::;;; q, and 

th£n 

Clearly 

and 

Now 

Hence 

[s~~-s~l::::.;; qA-t (h =I, ... , k), (6.2.1} 

la,-a~l <;; f(2kq)'-1 (h ~ 2, ... , k). (6.2.2) 

[sAl :::;;; lcqh, [s~[ ~ kq", 

ioAI ~ (~)q":::;;; lchqll. 

o1 = !(s~-s1). 

[oa-o;[ = !l(s~-Ba)-(s~~-s~)[ 

~ ![(s1 -s~)(s1 +s~)l+!lsa-8;[ 
<;; kq+!q <;; jkq, 

the result stated for h = 2. 
Now suppose that (6.2.2) holds with h = 2, .. ,j-1, where 3 :s;;;j ~ 1:, 

so that loA-o}.[ ::::.;,; (21cq)A-t (h = 1, .. ,j-1). 

By a. well-known theorem on symmetric functions 

8;-o1s1_1+oa8J-I--"'+(-1)ijoJ = 0· 

VINOGRADOV'S METHOD 

Hence 

[o1-uj[::::.;; ~[s1-s)J+~I [ohsi-h-a~sj_hj 
J J A=t 

js1-sj[ 1 1~ , , , 
~ -

1
-. -+J f:t )(oh-oh)s;-A+uh(s;-h-s;-h)i 

:s;;; qi~l +~ ~ {(2kq)h-lkqi-h+(kq)hqi-h-1} 
J J h-1 

~ qH(I+ ~ (2'-'+I)k') 
J h-t 

qi-t~ qi-1(2k)i-1 
:s;;; T 6o 2hk'' = T 2k-z 

:s;;; (2kqJi-tj( 2:~ 1 l :s;;; H2kq)i-t::::.;; f(2kq)i-t 

since 2kf(2k-l) :s;;; 2 andj ~ 3. This proves the lemma. 
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6.3. LEMMA 6.3. Let 1 < f} < q, and let g1, ... , gk be integers satisfying 

1 < Ut < g2 < ... < gk :s;;; G, g,.-g,._1 > I. (6.3.1) 

For each value ofv (1.:::;;; v :s;;; k) let m., be an integer lying in the interval 

-a+(g,-l)q/G < m, <;; -a+g,qJG, 

where 0.:::;;; a :s;;; q. Then the number of sets of suck integers m
1

, ... , mkfor 
which the values of 8 11 (h = 1, ... , k) lie in given intervals of lengths not 
exceeding qk-t, is .:::;;; ( 4kG)ik(k-ll. 

If xis any number such that )xi .:::;;; q, the above lemma gives 

' i(x-m1) ... (x-mk)-(x-n1) ... (x-nk)l :s;;; ... ~1)a11 -a~Jix)k-A 
:s;;; qk-t[ l+fht(2k)h-t} 

( 
3 (2k)'-2k) = qk-1 1 + 42k=l ~ (2kq)k-l 

since k ~ 2. If n1, ... , nk satisfy the same conditions as m
1

, ... , mk, then 
/mk-n,.l ~ qfG for v = 1, 2, ... , k-1. Hence, putting x = nk, 

(q/G)k-tlmk-nkl .:::;;; (2kq)k-t, 
i.e. 

Thus the number of numbers m, satisfying the requirements of the 
theorem does not exceed 

(2kG)k-t+1.:::.;; (4kG)k-t. 
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Next, for a given value of mk, the numbers m1, •.. , mk-t satisfy similar 
conditions with k-1 instead of lc, and hence the number of values of 
mk-t is at most {4(k-I)G}k-11 < (4kG).t-1• Proceeding in this way, we 
:find that the total number of sets does not exceed 

(4kQ)(k-l)+(.t-2)+-M = (4kG)ik(.t-t), 

6.4. LEMMA 6.4. Under the aame conditions aiJ in Lemma 6.3, the 
number of sets of integers m 1, ... , m.~:for which the numbers 8,. (h = 1, ... , k) 
lie in given intervals of lengths not excwling cqh(1-llk>, where c > 1, does 

not exceed (2c)k(4kG)i~>-Oq!<>-o. 

We divide the hth interval into 

1 + [~~:.1:] ~ 2cql-h/k 

parts, and apply Lemma 6.3. Since 

llt (2cqt-hlk) = (2c)kq-i<.t-1) 

we have at most (2c)"'q-i<k-1) sets of sub-intervals, each sa.tisfying the 
conditions of Lemma. 6.3. For each set there are at most (4kG)ik<k-t) 

solutions, so that the result follows. 

6.5. LEMMA 6.5. Let k < l, let f(n) be as in §6.1, and let 

' ' I= [ ···f1Zm.r~, ... Zm,u*I2JS(qt-ll.t)lt(l-.t> do:t ... do:.~~:, 

where zm.tJ~ = (u~-1)1-"'q~n.;;u..a-"'Q e2wif(n) 

and the g. satisfy (6.3.1) with 1 < G = 2"' < q. Then 
I~ 23k+<m+2J!li.t-U-mk(l-k)kkilik-1Jqf.t-}J(q1-l/k,l-k). 

Wehave 1 1 

I = N,~,Na"'Y(N1 , ••• , Nk) f···l ebiCNta.t+.-+N•«•lj S(ql-1/k)jW-kJ drx1 ••• drx.k 

' ' ~N.~,N&'J!(Nl, ... ,Nk) [ ,,, f IS(ql-1/k)Jt(l-kJ drx.l ... drx.t, 

where 'Y(N
1

, ... , N.~~:) is the number of solutions of the equations 

m~+ ... +ml-n~- ... -ni = N,. (h = 1, ... , k) 

form. and n. in the interval (g.-1) 2-"'q < x ~ g.2-"'q. Moreover N,. 
runs over those integers for which one can solve 

N11 = n;"+ ... +n.J~.~~:-m?- ... -m'1~.t• 

6.5 VINOGRADOV'S METHOD 

where m:' and n~ lie in an interval (a,a+qi-tlk]. As in §6.1 we 
can shift each range through -a, i.e. replace a by 0. Then Nh ranges 
over at most 2(1-k)qhO-tlk> values. Hence by Lemma 6.4, for given 
values of n 1 , ... , nk, the number of sets of (mw .. • m..,) does not exceed 

{4(l-k)}k(2"'+2k)fk(k-llq}(k-1). 

Also (n 1, ... , n..,) takes not more than (1 +2-"'q)k,;,;;,; (21-mq)k values. 
Hence 

N,,!:,N&'Y(~, ... , Nk) ~ {4(l-k)}kk-lk(k-1)2(m+2Jfk(k-1)-mk+kq!k-!, 

and the result follows. 

6.6. LEMMA 6.6. The result of Lemma 6.51wlds whether the g's satisfy, 
(6.3.1) or not, if m has the value 

Since 

M~ [log1_J· 
klog2 

j ZM,u, ... ZM,uaj2 ~ (21-Mqf~k, 

it is sufficient to prove that 

(21-Mq)2k ~ 23k-t{.li+2Jik(k-l)-Mk(l-k)kkfk(k-t)qlk-t, 

or that 

or that (ik+i)logq ~ ik(k+I)Miog2+!k(k~I)Iog4k, 

or that logq ~ kMlog2+~~;1
1 )Iog4k. 

Since 

this is true if 

which is true fork ;;::: 2. 

M ~ kl~!gq2-l, 

klog2 ~ k~k;1
1 )Iog4k, 

log2 ~ !~~log4k, 

(6.6.1) 

6.7. LEMMA 6.7. The sd of integers (g1, ... , g1), where k < l, and each g., 
ranges over (I, G], is Baid to be weU-spaced if there are at least k of them, 
say gh, ... , g11 , satisfying 

g1. -gi•-• > I (v = 2, ... , k). 

The number of sets which are not well-spaced is at moat, lt 3lGJ<-1. 
Let g;_, ... , gl denote g1, ... , g1 arranged in increasing order, and let 

f. = g~- g~_ 1 • If the set is not well-spaced, there are at most k ~ 2 of 
the numbers f., for which f.,> 1. 
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Consider those sets in which exactly h (0,;; h,;;; k-2) of the numbers 
J., are greater than 1. The number of ways in which these hf.'s can be 

chosen from the totall-1 is r~1). Also each of the h//s can take at 

most G values, and each of the rest at most 2 values. Since g~ takes 
at most G values, the total number of sets of ifv arising in this way is 

at most (1, 1
) G'<+tzi-k-t. 

The total number of not well-spaced sets g~ is therefore 

~ 'f e~l) 0"+121-h-1 ~ Qk-1 'f (--,: 1)z1-h-1 
h-o h~o 

'(; Qk-1(1-f--2)1-t < 31Gk-t. 

Since the number of sets g, corresponding to each set g', is at most l!, the 

result follows. 

6.8. LEMMA 6.8. If l;;;::: !P+~k and M is defined by (6.6.1), then 

J(q,l) ~ max(l,M)482l(l\)lllkk{k<k-tlq'li.l-kl/k+:k-}J(ql-l/k,l-k). 

Suppose first that M is not less than 2, i.e. that q ;;?: 22
k. Let p. be 

a positive integer not greater than JJ<I -1. Then 

P. ~ kl~~gq2 -1, i.e. 21-'+1 ~ qtlk. 

2~ p 

Let S(q) ~ I I ''"'""' ~ I z", 
o~1 (0-1)2-'''t<n>:;:Ul!-Pq o~t 

say. Then {S(q)}' = L zf'.Ul ... ZNJr' 

where each Uv runs from 1 to 21-', and the sum contains 21-'1 terms. 
We denote those products Z~".o' ... Zf',11, with well-spaced g's by Z~. 

The number of these, Mf' say, does not exceed 21'-i. In the remaining 
terms we divide each factor into two pn.rts, so that we obtain products 
of the type Zf'+l,o, ... Zf'+t,o,, each g lying in (I, 21-'+1). The number of 
such terms, M

11
+1 say, does not exceed l! 312f'<k-ll21 = l! 612f'(k-1l, by 

Lemma 6.7. The terms of this type with well-spaced g's we denote by 
Z~+t• and the rest we subdivide again. We proceed in this way until 
finally Z~ denotes all the products of order M, whether containing 
well-spaced g's or not. We then have 

(S(qJY ~ I I z~. 
m~f' 

[S(qJI",;; M! 1 I z;,.t',;; M I M,,I tz;,.t•. (6.B.t) 
na~p. m~p. 
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where M,. 'is the number of terms in the sum ,L z .... By Lemma 6.7, 
Mm ~ l! 312(m-1Xk-1l,21 = l! l)l2(m-1Xk-I) (m > f'). 

Consider, for example,! 1 Z~)2 • The general z~ can be written 

z~<.o• ... z~<>hz.u.oH• ... z~<.O•' 
where g1, ••• , gk satisfy (6.3.1) with G = 2~-<. Now, since the geometric 
mean does not exceed the arithmetic mean, 

)Zf'.Oh• ... z,...OI)t ~ l~k .i )Z,u.o.l2(l-k>, 
p~k+l 

We divide these Zf'.o• into parts of length qt-1/k_I (or less). The number 
of such parts does not exceed 

[ 
2-P.q J 2-~<q 2-JJq 

ift-1/k_I +1 ~ qi-1/k_I +2-~<-lqtfk < fql-I/k+2-~L-lqtfk ~ 21-f<ql/k, 

since ql-1/k ~ ql!k ;;?: 2M ~ 4. Each part is of the form S(ql-l/k), or with 
qt-l/k replaced by a. smaller number. Hence by HOlder's inequalityt 

)Z,u,o,.)2(l-k) ~ (21-pqtlk)2(1-kH! )S(ql-Ifk))2(l-kl, 
Hence 
~ (21-JJqllk)2{l-k)-l""' 1 
.krz~r~ ~ z k L.. 1z,.,g, ... z,..otla ~ L JS(ql-1/k))2{1-k). 

(h p-t"+l 

Hence by Lemma 6.5, and the non-decreasing property of J(q, l) as a 
function of q, 

' ' [ ···j.L) Z~) 2 dcx1 ••• dcxk ~ (21-p.ql/k)~l-kl-tMJJ 21-JJqtlkx 

X 23k H/'+2l}kfk-D-.uk(l-k)kkik(k-Ilqik-iJ(ql-l/k, l-k) 

= 2P*'+lk-2lJ+2l+k'+k .Jl,.(l-k)kkik(k -1lq2(l-kJik+ik-{J(q1-tJk, l- k). 

A similar argument applies to z:n, with p. replaced by m. Hence 
-" 

J(q,l) ~ M ,l: 2m(fk'+!k-2l)M~x 
m-p 

X 22l+k'+k(l-k)kk¥<rk-1lq2(l-kllk+\k-1J(ql-1/k, l-k). 
A],o 

M 
m"'%:p. 2"'ffk'+lk-2lJM~ 

~ 2P(-I-k'+fk-2l)+2J'l+ f 2m(lk"+fk-2l)(l!)262l22(m-l)(k-l) 
m-p.+l 

= 2fl'<k"+kl+(l!)262l f 2m(fk'+fk-2l-2)-2{k-1) 
m~p.+l 

~ 22JJI+(l!)262l ~ 2(l!)262l, 
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smce we can start with an integer p. such that 2"1 < l!. (Indeed we may 

tfike Jl = 1.) Hence 

J(q, I>.:%; Mz21+k•+k+l(l!)2B2'Ikktk<k-llq2<l-kJ!k+!k-!JJ(q'-ltk, 1 ~k), 

and since 

the result follows. 
If M < 2, i.e. q < 22k, divide S(q) into four parts, each of the form 

S(q'), where q' :( iq::;;; qt-tik. By HOlder's inequality 

IS(q)l21::;;; 421-1 L IB(q')l2l::;;; 42l-lq2k(l-l/k) 218{q')l2(1-kl_ 

Integrating over the unit hypercube, 
J(q,l) ~ 42z-tq2k<t-tlk> L J(q',l-k) 

~ 42lq2k(l-l/k)J(ql-I/k,[-J.:), 

and the result again follows. 

6.9. L~MMA 6.9. lfr is any non-negative integer, and l ~ !k2+ !k +kr, 

then J(q,l) ~ K'1ogrq.q21-~k<k+tJ+Ii, 

where S, = ~k(k+Il(l-~r. 1\. = 482l(l!) 2lkk~"'<k-1)_ 

This is obvious if r = 0, since then S0 = }k(k+l) and J(q,l) ~ fjlJ. 
Assuming then that it is true up to r-1, Lemma. 6.8 (in which M ~ logq) 

gives 
J(q,l) ~ Klogq.qZ(t-kl/k+~k-LKr-IJog-l(ql-1/k)X 

X qU-1lkl{2(/-kl-lk(k+lJ+..!i,-,l, 

and the index of q reduces to 21-!l·(k+ I)+ST. 

6.10. LEMMA 6.10. lfl = [k2 log(k2+k)+fk2 -f-~k]+I, k ~ 7, 
J(q, l) ,;;; eWkiog'klogl11q .q'l.l-~k(k+l)+}, 

we have sr ~ t if k(k+l)(I-~r,;;; 1, 

i.e. if 

This is true if 

or if 

log{k(k+1)} ~ rlog k~I' 
log{k(k+II},;; rfk, 

r ~ [klog(k'+kl]+L 

Since r < klog3k+ 1 < 4klogk, l < J..,--3, 

o.nd 
logK < 2llog48+2llogl+klogl+Jk(k-1)logk 

< 5llogl+llogk < 16llogk, 

the result follows. 

6.11 VINOGRADOV'S METHOD 

6.11. LEMMA 6.11. Let M and N be integerB, N > 1, and let tfo(n) be. 
a real function of n, defined fur M :::;;;; n !( M + N -1, suck that 

S !( tfo(n+l)-tfo(n):::;;;; cS (M,;;; n !( M+N-2), 

where S > 0, c;;;::: I, cS <f. Let W > 0. Let i denote the difference 
betwee~ and the neare8t integer. Then the number of valuu of n for 
which tfo(n) ,;;; JVS is less than 

(N,8+I)(2W+I). 

Let a be a given real number, and let G be the number of values of n 
for which 

for some integer h. To each h corresponds at most one n, so that 
G ~ h2-ht+I, where h1 and h2 are the least and greatest values of h. 
But clearly 

~(M),;; o+h,+!, •+h, < ~(M+N-1), 
whence h,-h,-8 < ~(M+N-1)-~(M),;; (N-1),8, 

and 

The result of the lemma now follows from the fact that an interval of 
length 2JVS may be divided into [2JV+I] intervals of length less than 
0 (< tJ. 

6.12. LEMMA 6.12. Let k and Q be integers, k;;;::: 7, Q;;;::: 2, and letf(x) 
be real and have continuous derivatives up to the (k+1)th urder in 
[P+l. P+QJ; let 0 <A< 1 and 

A j'k+D(x) 
,;;; (k+I)! < 2.\ (P+I ~X:::;;;; P+Q) (6.12.1) 

or tlte same fur -J<k+1l(x), and let 

T/um 

where 

Let 

so that 

and write 

,\-1 !( Q:::;;;; ,\-1. 

L:~: 1 e2wif(nJJ < Ae33k!og'kQl-p}ogQ, 

p = (24k 2 logk)-l. 

q= [J-II(k+llJ+l, 

2,;;; q < [Q4f(l<+l)J+I < Q, 
P+O 

8= ! e2'17if(nl, 
n=P+l 

T(n) = m~ 1 e2'1ri/f(m.+n)-f(nl) (P+l <n < P+Q-q). 

(6.12.2) 

(6.12,3) 
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Then 
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q[SI = ~m~l ~t~r/2,-if(n)] 

~ ~m~l:::~:::ebi/(n)]+ m~lq 

= ~m~l ::~::e21ri/(m+>•>]+q2 

= c:::: m~l e2rri/(m+n>]+q2 

~::~::[T(nll+q2 

~ Ql-l/(21lc:~:: 1 T(n)[21Jl/{2l)+q2, 
by Holder's inequality, where lis any positive integer. 

Ctap. VI 

(6.12.4) 

We now write A.= A.(n) = f<•>(n)jr! for 1 ~ r ~ k, and define the 
k-diroensional region n .. by the inequalities 

la,-A,I«tq-• ('~1, ... ,k). (6.12.5) 

If we set 

then, by partial summation, we will have 

' 
T(n) = S(q)e2..t~<q>- 2ni f S(p)O'(p)e2•t~ll..p>dp. 

0 

However, by Taylor's theorem together with the bound (6.12.1) we obtain . 
o'(p) ~ f'(p +nl- I '",P'-' 

' pk-1 pk k 
=f'(n)+pf"(n)+ .. + (k-l)!f<k>(n)+k!{C"+l)(n+8p)- tra.,.P•-I . 
~ L .-(A,- a,)p•-' + 2(k + 1)l8' p', 

' where 0 < 8, 8' .:;,;; 1. If (6.12.5) holds it follows that . 
IO'(p)l ~ L>fq-rqr-1 +3kAqk ~ fkllq 1 +3k..lq" :>;; 2k+3kq-I, 

' by our choice of q. We therefore have 

IT(n)l :«; 211 + 4kn:(JS(q)l +~ J IS(p)ldp) = 211 + 4knS0(q), 

0 
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say. Integrating over the region nn, and dividing by its volume, we 
obtain 

IT(n)j21 :«; (2"'+4kn)21q!li!(II+D f..· JISo(q)l21da:t ... dcxll. (6.12.6) 

" The integral of IS0 (q)l 21 over n .. is equal to its integral taken over the 
region obtained by subtracting any integer from each coordinate. We 
say that such a region is congruent (mod 1) ton,.. Now let n, n' be two 
integers in the interval [P + 1, P + Q- q ], and let Qn, 0:~ be the corre
sponding regions defined by (6.12.5). A necessary condition that n .. 
should intersect with any region congruent (mod 1) to Q'n is that 

(6.12.7) 

Let t/>(n) = Adn)-A~.(n'). Then 

,P(n-j-1)-t/>(n) = ~{f(l<l(n-J-1)-JCkl(n)} =j(k:I!l(g), 

where n < g < n+ 1. The conditions of Lemma 6.11 are therefore 
satisfied, with c = 2 and S = ;\(k-J-1). Taking W = qf(k+1), we see 
that the number of numbers n in [P+ 1, P+ Q-q] for which (6.12.7) is 
possible, does not exceed 

{2Q,\(k+l)+ll(_2<t-+l) <;; (2k+3>(_2<1'_+1) <;; 3kq. 
k+l k+l 

Since this is independent of n', it follows that 

::~:: J. .. JIS0(q)l21dcx 1 .. da:,. :«; ~kq J .. J jS0(q)l 21 dcx 1 ... dcx11 

since " ' :«; 3kq2 21J(q,l), (6.12.8) 

S0(q)21 :«; 221-t(jS(q)j21 +~ J IS(p)j2Ldp). 

0 

Defining l as in Lemma 6.10, we obtain from (6.12.4), (6.12.6), (6.12.8) and 
Lemma 10 

~ 2k+5knQt-"h{3ke64tklog"kqf}"hlogq+q. 

Now q ~ 2A. tl<k+ n ~ 2Q41<k+H. Hence 

lSI~ Ae33klog"kQt-ir-+3fl<k+t)IJtogQ+ZQ4/(k+1l 
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and the result follows, since !r-3/{(k + l)l} -;:. Jr and l < 3k2 logk. 

6.13. LEMMA 6.13. /f/(x) satisfies the ccmditionsof Lemma 6.12 in an. 

interval [P+l, P+N], where N ~ Q, and 
>.-1::;;; Q ~ ).-1, (6.13.1) 

then \ .. ~t:1 e2•if<nl\ < Ae33klogtkQ1-Plog Q. (6.13.2) 

If >.-i ,;;;;; N, the conditions of the previous theorem are satisfied 
when Q is replaced by N, and (6.13.2) follows at once from (6.12.3). 
On the other hand, if >.-l > N, then 

f..~t: 1e2•if(nll ~ N < >.-i ~ Qi:::;;; Ql-P, 

and (6.13.1) again follows. 

6.14. THEOREM 6.14. 

((I+it) ~ O{(logtloglogt)l). 

Let j(x) = _tt;;x, pk~ll(x) = (-2;~::~~t. 
Let a< x ~ b:::;;; 2a. Since (-l)k~tpk+ll(x) is steadily decreasing, we 
can divide the interval [a, b] into not more thank+ 1 intervals, in each 
of which inequalities of the form (6.12.1) hold, where..\ depends on the 
particular interval, and satisfies 

21T(k+:)(2a)k+l :::;;;: ,\:::;;;: 41T(k: l)ak+t' (S.l4.l) 

Let Q =a~ t, log a> 2log!t, and 

k ~ [logt] +I. 
log a 

Then Q < ak+lt-1 ..::;;; Q2, 

Clearly,\..::;;; Q-t, while,\~ Q-3 if Q ~ 2k+'n(k+l), or if 

loga ~ (logt +3)log2+log(
1
10

gt +2)+log1T, 
loga oga 

and this is true if tis large enough. It follows from Lemma 6.13 that 
2 e-illlllfB = O(ke33klog"kal-P}oga), 

u<no;;b 

where p is defined as in § 6.12. Hence 

2: nk = O(ke33klor1~a-Ploga) 
a<•.;;b 

= o{togtexp(aaklog2k-24i~:gk)}· 

6.15 

Suppose that 
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klogk < Alog~a, 
with a sufficiently small A, or 

loga > A(logtloglogt)l 
with a sufficiently large A. Then 

"' 1 o(I t ( -Alog'a )) 
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.. ~bn1+11 = og exp log2tleglogt 

~ O[log t exp{-A loglt(Ioglog !)1)]. 

and the sum of O(Iog t) such terms is bounded. 
Since k ~ 7, we also require that a< tf. Using (5.16.1) with r = 8, 

and writing {3 = t128/(7 " 128+1), we obtain 

b(l+it) = 2: ntl+il+O(l) = O(log~J~)+ L ntl-.-u+O(I). 
•"'-13 ct<n">f3 

The last sum is bounded if 

Jog01 = A(logtloglogt)i

with a suitable A, and the theorem follows. 

6.15. If 0 < u < I, we obtain similarly 

,L n"l+il = O[a1-"exp{-Aloglt(loglogt)'!Jlogt], 
<>-<n,;;;{3 

and this is bounded if 

l-u < :i_~glogt)i = 1-uo 
logtt ' 

with a sufficiently small A. Hence in this region 

'lsi~ o(~;;k)+Oi11 

~ o( 01
-·')+0(1) 

l-u0 

[ 
log't l = 0 exp{Aloglt(loglogt)l}~, 

(loglogt)t 

We can now apply Theorem 3.10, with 

8(!) ~ A(loglogt)l "It)~ A logl!(loglog!)l. 
~·'I' 

Hence there is a region 
A 

a~l 
loglt(loglog t)i 

(6.15.1) 
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which is free from zeros of {(s); and by Theorem 3.11 we have also 

((l~il) = O(loglt(loglogt)l), rg:::; = O(loglt(loglogt)l). 

NOTES FOR CHAPTER 6 • 

(6.15.2), (6.15.3) 

6.16. Further improvements have been made in the estimation of 
J(q,l). The most important of these is due to Karatsuba [2] who used a 
p-adic analogue of the argument given here, thereby producing a 
considerable simplication of the proof. Moreover, as was shown by 
Steckin [1], one is then able to sharpen Lemma 6.9 to yield the bound 

J(q, !) ~ ck'logkq21-fk(k+l) +" .. 
for l ~ kr, where k ~ 2, r is a positive integer, Cis an absolute constant, 
and Jr = fk 2(1 - l/kY. Here one has a smaller value for br than formerly, 
but more significantly, the condition l ;::. fk 2 + l-k + kr has been relaxed. 

6.17. One can use Lemma 6.13 to obtain exponent pairs. To avoid 
confusion of notation, we take [to be defined on (a, b], with a< b ~ 2a 
andA.-!~a~A.- 1.Then 

I 
L e2" if(n) I ~ Ae33k log"ka 1- P log a. 

a<n.;;l> 

Now suppose that (N, I, [, y) is in the set fF (s, t) of § 5.20, whence 

ftx,.x-~-k ~ l/(~:
1

~~7)l ~ ftx,.x-s-k 

with 
s(s+1) ... (s+k-1) 

(lk =y (k+1)! 

We may therefore break up I into O(s+k) subintervals (a, b] with 
b ~ (!)il(s+~<>a, on each of which one has 

1/(IHll(x)l 
A. ~ (k+ij! ~ 2A., 

with A= §-tx,.a-~-k. Wenowchooseksothatl -!-~ N ~ 2N ~ ,t-Iforall 
a in the range N ~ a ~ 2N. To do this we take k ~ 7 such that 

N~<-t N~< 
--<!N1-~~-. 
rx,._1 rxk 

(6.17.1) 
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Not~ that N"!rxk tends to infinity with k, if N ~ 2, so this is always 
posstble, providing that 

(6.17.2) 

The estimate (6.17.1) ensures that 2N ~A. t, and hence, incidentally, 
that A. < 1. Moreover we also have 

if N ~2s+l<+ 2 , and so ..t-+~ N. It follows that 

L e2~•f(n)~ske33k'\ogkN1-PlogN 
•<I 

for N ~ 28 +1<+2, subject to (6.17.2). 
We shall now show that 

(p,q) ~ ( I ,1---'-) 
25(m-2)m21ogm 25m2logm 

(6.17.3) 

(6.17.4) 

is an exponent pair whenever m ~ 3. If yN2-s-m ~ 1 then (yN-s)PN" 

~N, and the required bound (5.20.2) is trivial. If (6.17.2) fails, then 
yN-s ~sN" and, using the exponent pair (!h-, HB-> = ASB(O, 1) (in the 
notation of §5.20) we have 

L e2~i[(n)~8(yN-s)rh-Ntit~8Nill-~ N<J ~ (yN-s)PN<J 
•<I 

as required. We may therefore assume that yN2-s-m < 1, and that 
(6.17.2) holds. Let us suppose that N ~ max(28 +m+2, 2(ts+ 1)m). Then 
(6.17.1) yields 

N" 1 <~·i·s;1.s:2 .... s+:-2yN1 

~!(max(i,1)y- 1 yN1-s <2(ts+1)k lNm-1, 

whence 

(ts:
1

y-m <2(!s+1)m-l. 

Since N ~ 2(~-s + l)m we deduce that k ~ m. Moreover we then have 
N ~ 2B+m+ 2 ~ 2B+k+ 2

, so that (6.17.3) applies. Since k is bounded in 
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terms of p, q and s, it follows that 

L e2"<f(n) ~P•<~·• Nt-Plog N 4p.q•s N<~ 

"'' 
if N y.P'<l•BI, and the required estimate (5.20.2) follows. 

Chap. VI 

6.18. We now show that the exponentpair(6.17.4) is better than any 
pair (o:, fJ) obtainable by the A and B processes from (0, 1), if m ~ 106

• By 
this we mean that there is no pair (IX, fJ) with bothp ~ 1:1. and q ~ (3. To do 
this we shall show that 

(6.18.1) 

Then, since 5425m2 log m < (m- 2)3 for m ~ 106 , we have q + 5pi- < 1, 
and the result will follow. Certainly (6.18.1) holds for (0, 1). Thus it 
suffices to prove (6.18.1) by induction on the number of A and B 
processes needed to obtain (o:, {J). Since B 2(o:, (3) = (oc, {3) and A(O, 1) 
= (0, 1), we may suppose that either (o:, {J) = A(y, b) or (IX, {J) = BA (y, 0), 
where (y, 0) satisfies (6.18.1). In the former case we have 

l y+b+1 ( ' )t }'+2~5yl ( ' )! 
fJ+OO. = 2y+2 + 5 2y+2 :;::-2y+2 + 5 2y+2 :;::: 1 

for 0 ~ y ~ t. and in the latter case 

2y+1 ( b )! 2y+1 ( • )! 
fJ+ 5a:i=2)'+2+ 5 2y+2 :;::2y+2+ 5 2y+2 :;::: 1 

for 0 :::;; y :::;; !- This completes the proof of our assertion. 
The exponent pairs (6.17.4) are not likely to be useful in practice. The 

purpose of the above analysis is to show that Lemma 6.13 is sufficiently 
general to apply to any function for which the exponent pairs method 
can be used, and that there do exist exponent pairs not obtainable by the 
A and B processes. 

6.19. Different ways of using J(q, l) to estimate exponential sums 
have been given by Korobov {1] and Vinogradov [1] (see Walfisz {1; 
Chapter 2) for an alternative exposition). These methods require more 
information aboutfthan a bound (6.12.1) for a single derivative, and so 
we shall give the result for partial sums of the zeta-function only. The 
two methods give qualitatively similar estimates, but Vinogradov's is 
slightly simpler, and is quantitatively better. Vinogradov's result, as 
given by Walfisz [1), is 

L n-fr 4':at-P 
a<n.,b 

(6.19.1) 
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for a < b :::;; 2a, t :;;::: 1, where 

k:;;::: 19, and 

1 
p = 60000k"2· 

The implied constant is absolute. Richert [3] has used this to show that 

((a+ it)~ (1 + t 100{1 -"1~(log t)i, (6.19.2) 

uniformly for 0 :::;; a :::;; 2, t :;;::: 2. The choices 

O(t) = ( loglog t )i, ¢(t) = loglog t 
100log t 

in Theorems 3.10 and 3.11 therefore give a region 

a:;;::: 1 ~A (log t)-i(Ioglog t)-l 

free of zeros, and in which 

('(s) 
((s) -<(log t)l(loglog t)l, 

((~) .. (log t)l(loglog ol. 

The superiority of (6.19.1) over Lemma 6.13 lies mainly in the elimi
nation of the term exp(33k 2 log k), rather than in the improvement in 
the exponent p. 

Various authors have reduced the constant 100 in (6.19.2), and the best 
result to date appears to be one in which 100is replaced by 18.8(Heath
Brown, unpublished). 

6.20. We shall sketch the proof ofVinogradov's bound. The starting 
point is an estimate of the form (6.12.4), but with 

' L ehi{f(uv+~•J-t<nJJ 

u.v-1 

in place of T(n). One replaces f(uu + n) ~ f(n) by a polynomial 

F(uv) = A 1uv+ ... +Akukvk 

(6.20.1) 
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as in §6.12, and then uses HOlder's inequality to obtain 

~~:>2,.iF(uvJI 1 ~ ql-1 ~~~e2"iF(uv)l' 

= ql-1 ~'1(v)( ~e2"iF(uv))' 

=ql-1 L n(al' ... ,a,)L'1(v)e2"iG(,.,, ... ,,..;.,), 
,.,, ....... 

Chap. VI 

where l11(v)l = 1, n(ap ... ,ak) denotes the number of solutions of 

u 1h+ ... + u1h = ah (1 ~ h ~ k), 

and 

Now, by HOlder's inequality again, one has 

Here 

L n(ap .. ,ak) = q1, ...... 
and 

.. , ....... . 
Moreover 

where 

and n*(tp ... , •~o> is the sum of 11(v1 ) ... '7(v21) subject to 

vth+ ... +v,h-v,+th_ ... -v2,h = 'h (1 ~ h ~ k). 

VINOGRADOV'S METHOD 

Since ln*(-r1 , .. ,Tk)l;:;; J(q, l), it follows that 

I
L;e2"iF(uvJI

212 
~ q41'-41J(q, [)2 (I (IILexp(2ttiAhah-rh)l) 

h- 1 ~ ..... 

~ q4l"-41J(q,l)2 fJ (L min (lqh, lcscttAh-rnl)). 
h~t tn 

!37 

At this point one estimates the sum over -rh, getting a non-trivial bound 
whenever q- 2 h ..:(!A hi..:( 1. This leads to an appropriate result for the 
original sum (6.20.1), on taking l = [ ck2 ] with a suitable constant c. If we 
use Lemma 6.9, for example, to estimate J(q, l), then 

(K2r)(21•)-'<(1. 

One therefore sees that the implied constant in (6.19.1) is indeed 
independent of k. 



VII 

MEAN-VALUE THEOREMS 

7.1. The problem of the order of ((s) in the critical strip is, as we have 
seen, unsolved. The problem of the average order, or mean-value, is 
much easier, and, in its simplest form, has been solved completely. The 
form which it takes is that of determining the behaviour of 

~,![((a+it)['d' 
as T --lo- oo, for any given value of u, We also consider mean values of 
other powers of '(s). 

Results of this kind have applications in the problem of the zeros, and 
also in problems in the theory of numbers. They could also be used to 
prove 0-results if we could push them far enough; and they are closely 
connected with the 0-results which are the subject of the next chapter. 

We begin by recalling a general mean-value theorem for Dirichlet 
series. 

• b 
g(s)=k~ 

be absolutely convergent for a> a1, u >a~ respectively. Then for a:> a1, 

{3 >u2, T w 

lim___!_T Jf(a:-1--it)g(fi-it)dt= "anbi:"· 
T__.,2 Ln~X+~' 

-T n~I 

(7.1.1) 

For 

the series being absolutely convergent, and uniformly convergent in any 
finite t~range. Hence we may integrate term~by~term, and obtain 

T 

__!__ f f(a:+it)g({j-it) dt = ~ a.,b,.+"" "ambn 2sin{Tlogn/m). 
2T_T f=1 n~X+ft Li;,.,~~ 2Tlogn/m 

The factor involving Tis bounded for all T, m, and n, so that the double 
series converges uniformly with respect to T; and each term tends to 
zero as T ~ oo. Hence the sum also tends to zero, and the result follows. 

7.1 MEAN·VALUE THEOREMS 

In particular, taking b,. = ii,. and a: = f1 = a, we obtain 

I IT "' 2 J.~2T lf(u+it)j 2 dt = 2: ~:~ (u > u1 ). 

-T n~l 

(7.1.2) 

These theorems have immediate applications to {(s) in the half~ plane 
a > 1. We deduce at once 

T 

~.~~-I l"u+it)j2 dt = "2u) (a> I), (7.1.3) 

and generally ,. 
J;i!!,~~~ ~~l(a+it){(vl({3-it) dt = ~+•l(a:-j-{1) (a:> l, f1 >I). (7.1.4) 

Taking a .. = dk(n), we obtain 
T 

lim.!-- f [((a+it)["' dt ~ .:;;- dl(n) (a> 1). (7.1.5) 
T....,.,.,2T L., n2a 

~T n~I 

By (1.2.IO), the case 1.: = 2 is 
T 

lim~ f [((a+it)[' dt ~ ('(Za) (a> 1). (7.1.6) 
'1'--..,2'1 -'1' {(4a) 

The following sections are mainly concerned with the attempt to 
extend these formulae to values of a less than or equal to 1. The 
attempt is successful for k ~ 2, only partially successful for k > 2. 

7.2. We require the following lemmas. 
LEMMA. We have 

L 2: tnUnal~gnfm = O(T2-2aJogT) (7.2.I) 
O<m<n<T 

for!~ a< I, and uniformly for!~ u ~ u 0 < 1. 
Let~~ denote the sum of the terms for which m < .fn, ~2 the remain~ 

der. In ~1 , lognfm >A, so that 

~~ < Amtn~T m-an-<>< ACtT n-ay< AT2-2o, 

In ~2 we write m = n-r, where 1 ~ r ~ tn, and then 

Hence 
lognfm = -log(1-rfn) > rjn. 

~! < A 2 2 (n-;}:an-a <A 2 nl-2a 2 ~ < AT2-2a}og T. 
n<T r<>f>• n<T •·<>!" 
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LEMMA. (7.2.2) 

Dividing up as before, we obtain 

:E1 = o[(~n-ue-hrJ = O(S2u-2), 

( • '" I) ( I) :E2 = 0 _L nl-2ae-Sn L T = 0 Q2a-2log 8: • 
n~l r~t 

and 

THEOREM 7,2. T 

lim -T
1 J l((a+it)l' dt ~ ((2u) (a> j). 

T-• 
' We have already accounted for the case u > I, so that we now sup-

pose that!< u ~ 1. Since t ~ I, Theorem 4.11, with x = t, gives 
((s) ~ 2 n-•+O(t-•) ~ Z+O(t-•), 

11<1 
say. Now 

JT IZI2 dt = J [~m-a-il L n-a+il] dt 

' ~ '~"~ m-:n°0 J (~)" dt (T1 = max(m, n)) 

m<T n<T 7., 

= L n-2a(T-n)+"" '\;m-an-" (nfm?'1'-{n/m)iTo 
n<T -4.:.-7 dognjm 

= T .. t1'n-2u_ nfTnl-2o+O( L L m"n"l~gnjm) 
O<tn<n<T 

~ T{((2a)+O(T'-'"))+O(T'-'")+O(T'-'" log T), 

provided that a< 1. If a= I, we can replace the a of the last two terms 
byj,say. Ineithercase -1• 

Hence 

f IZI' dt ~ T((2a). 
i 

f l((s)l'dt ~ f IZI'dt+O(JIZ!t-•dt)+o(lt-'" dt) 
1 1 l l 

= {tZI'dt+o([IZi2dt {e-2"dtY+O(log1') 

~ r!ZI'dt+0((7'logT)l)+O(Iog7'), 

and the result follows. 

7.2 MEAN-VALUE THEOREMS 

It will be useful later to have a result of this type which holds 
uniformly in the strip. It ist 

THEOREM 7.2 (A). 

[l{(u+it}l2dt < ATmin(logT, u~i) 
uniformly for t :s;;;; u :s;;;; 2. 

Suppose first that l ,:::;;; u ,:::;;; !- Then we have, as before, 
T 

r IZ12dt < T L n-2o+O(T2-2UlogT) 
i n<T 

uniformly in u. Now 

2 n~2u,:::;;; 2 n-1 < AlogT 
n<T n<T 

• A 
and also ,:::;;; I+ f u-?.u du < a-f 

Similarly 1'2-2uJog T,:::;;; Tlog T, 

and also, putting x = (2u-l)log T, 

p2-2ulog T = !Txcl'j(u-!),:::;;; fT/(a-f). 

This gives the result for u :s;;;; f, the term O(t-") being dealt with as 
before. 

If 1 :s;;;; u :s;;;; 2, we obtain 

fiZI'dt < T 1;n-l+O(TllogT), 
i n<T 

and the result follows at once. 

7.3. The particular case u = ! of the above theorem is 

{rm+it)l'dt ~ O(TiogT). 

We can improve this 0-result to an asymptotic equality.t But Theorem 
4.11 is not sufficient for this purpose, and we have to use the approxi
mate functional equation. 

THEoREM 7.3. As T--+ oo 

T f l(l!+it)l'dt ~ TlogT. 

f Littlowood (4). t Hardy and Littlewood (2), (4). 
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In the approximate functional equation (4.12.4), take u = f, t > 2, 
and x = t/(21T-v'logt), y = .Vlogt. Then, since x<!+it) = 0(1), 

((!+it)~ J. n+"+O( .~, n-l)+O(dloglt)+O(log-lt)· 

= "~"' n-i-«+O{logl:t) 

~ Z+O(loglt), 
T 

say. Since I (logh)' dt ~ O(TlogiT) ~ o(TlogT), 

it is, as in the proof of Theorem 7.2, sufficient to prove that 

T 

[1Zi 2 dt--TlogT. 

T T 

Now J [Z[2dt = f m~,m-f-itn~xn-~+ildt. 
In inverting the order of integration and summation, it must be 

remembered that x is a function oft. The term in (m, n) occurs if 

x > max(m,n) = T1/(21T-v'logT1) 

say, where T1 = T
1
(m,n). Hence, writing X= Tj(2n..JJogT), 

(tZ[ 2 dt = L~ r m-{-iln-i+ildt 
0 m,n<"X T, 

-T' 1 o('T,(n,n))+o(''-1-)· - .. -:S. n + \.~ n f<,.{x_"')(mn)lognfm 

The first term is 

TlogX+O(T) ~ TlogT+o(TlogT). 

The second term is 

Olfx ,llogn) ~·O(X,IlogX) ~ O(T), 

and, by the first lemma of§ 7 .2, the last term is 

O(XlogX) ~ O(NlogT). 

This proves the theorem. 
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7.4. We shall next obtain a more precise form of the above mean
value formu1a. t 

THEOREM 7.4. 
,. 
[ l(l!+it)l'dt ~ TlogT+(2y-1-log2~)T+O(Tl+<). (7.4.1) 

·we first prove the following lemma, 

LEMMA. If n < Tj27T, 

'+iT 

~ ~J x(t-s)n~8 da = 2+0(nHog(~/2nn))+oC0!t~· (7.4.2) 
!-•T 

If n > Tj27r, c > !. 

.k}: xl1-*-' d, ~ o(,,1;~;nfT))+o(T~; 1 ). 
We have 

This has poles at s = -2v (v = 0, 1, ... ) with residues 

(-1)~21+2~71"2~ 

~ 
Also, by Stirling's formula, for -7r+S < arg(-s) < 7T-S 

xl1-s) ~ (~t'2 ,~~'~ (1+0(~))· 
The calculus of residues therefore gives 

.k ( T+ !r+ 7")xl 1 -*~d, 
-oo~tT, !-iT, !+iT, 

(7.4.3) 

= ~ (-ljV2H·2P7r2Pnb 

;S (2v)! 

= 2cos2trn = 2. 

Also, since elnrlf(--a) = O(e!"l), 

t Ingham (I) Obtained the errQr term O(T11og T); the method given here is due to 
Atkinson(!). 
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7'\(1-s)n-• ds ~ o[ j ( 1 a~:T,t• ,-•n-• dal 
!+iT1 -oo 

! 

~ o[n-l J (2~;l' dal ~ o(nf!og(;,12.-n))• 

and similarly for the integral over ( -c:o-iT1, !-iT1). 

Again, for a fixed a, 

Hence 

where 

x(1-s) ~ ('ft•-• ,-•<-!••(1+0(~)) (t ~ 1). 

f+iT 1 T, I x(1-s)n-!ds = n-ie-li11" I eiF(lldt+O(n-llogTl), 
!+iT T 

F(t) ~ tlogt-t(log2~+1+logn), 

F'(t) = logt-log217'n. 

Hence by Lemma 4.2, the last integral is of the form 

0(tog(;/2~)) 
uniformly with respect to T1. Taking, for example, T1 = 2eT > 411en, 
we obtain (7.4.2). Again 

TTx(1-s)n~& ~ n~d•• [(.J;t'•"""'dt+O(n~ J ~-ldt), 
c+i 1 1 

and (7.4.3) follows from Lemma 4.3. 
In proving (7.4.1) we may suppose that Tf211 is half an odd integer; 

for a change of 0(1) in T alters the left-hand side by O(Tl), since 
{(f+it) = O(tl), and the leading terms on the right-hand side by 
O(log T). Now the left-hand side is 

1 [iciHi•ll'dt ~ t [m+i•lm-it)dt 
-T -T 

!+iT jHT 

~ 1 I ,(,)((!-•) d.~_~, I x(1-•lC'I•) ds 
2t 2l 

-l-iT f-lT 

i-+iT i+i1' 

~ I xl1-s) " d(n)ds+~ I x(1-s)(c'l•)- " d(n)) & 
2' Lns 21- L..ns 

4-iT n<;;TJ2tr l-iT n.;;T/2,. 

= 11+11 , say. 

7.4 MEAN-VALUE THEOREMS 

By (7.4.2), 

11 ~ 2~ I d(n)+O( 2: ntlo dl(~/'~))+o(tog T 2: d~7))· 
n<>T/2,. n<;;T/2,. g n<;;T/2,. 

The first term ist 

2~('!_tog'!_+(2y-I)'!_+ O(Tl)) 
211 211 271 

~Tlog T +(2y-1-log 2~)T+O(Tl). 
Sincet d(n) = O(n~), the second term is 

0(..«~4,.n1-:.)+0{Tth T/47r~TI2•(Tj2-!)-n} = O(TfH). 

The last term is also clearly of this form. Hence 

11 = TlogT+(2y-l-log271)T+O(TiH). 

Next, if c > 1, 

I,~f.( T + r)x(l-s)(c'(s)- 2: d~~))ds+ 
}-iT c·HT .... T12" 

c+iT 

+~ L d(n) I x(I-sJn-Bds-A, 
n>T/2,. c-iT 

A being the residue of 11x(l-sg2(s) at s = l. 

146 

Since x{l-s) = OW-l), and {2(u+iT) and L d(n)n-s are both of 
the form n<;;T/2• 

O(T'-"'') (a,;;; 1), O(T•) (a> 1), 

the firstt.enn is 

By (7.4.3), the second term is 

o( T•-t 2: d~~) (tog(2:,/T) -j-1)) 
n>T/21f 

~ o(Tt•• 2: n- ~~2~)) + o(T•-t 2: nL.) 
T/211"<n~T/,. ( n>TI• 

=O(T{H). 

Since c may be as near to I as we please, this proves the theorem. 

A more precise form of the above argument shows that the error
term in (7.4.1) is O{Ttlog2T). But a more complicated argument,§ 

t See§ 12.1,or Hardy and Wright, An Introduction to the Theory of Numbers, Theorem320. 
1 Ibid.Theorem315. 
§ Titchmarah (12). 
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depending on van der Corput's method, shows that it is O(T1\-Iog2 T); 
and presumably further slight improvements could be made by the 
methods of the later sections of Chapter V. 

7.5. We now pass to the more difficult, but still manageable, case of 
l'(s)j4 • We first provet 

THEOREM 7.5. ,. 
lim_!_ I i ((u+it)j 4 dt = {"(2a) (a>!). 

T---+ro T 
1 

((4u) 

Take x = y = .j(tj21T) and a > ! in the approximate functional equa
tion. We obtain 

{(s) = _L ~+x(s) _L -;t~+O{t~l) = Z1+Z2+0(t-i), 

say. Now 
7V<I(I/21t) n<<l(ll2:rr) ( 7.5.1) 

= 2: (mn~v)u (~r 
where each variable runs over {l,.J(t/21T)}. Hence 

IT IZ,i'dt ~IT '-1
- (e)" dt 

1 1 
L.- (mnfLv)"' mn 

'" ",.f:!T"•l (mn~v)' f (~)" dt, 

where T1 = 21Tmax(m2,n2,,u.2,"2) 

The number of solutions of the equations mn = p.v = r is {d(r)}2 if 
r < ..j(Tj21T), and in any case does not exceed {d(r)}2• Hence 

T 2: m! ,, ~ T 2: (d;;!l' + o(r 2: (d;~.r) 
mn~~~~( ) f'<-'(T/2-Ir) ,t(T/21r);;;r<T!27T 

~ T ~ {d(r))' ~ T('(2a). (7.6.2) 
6_ r2u {(4a) 

t Hardy and LittlewQod (4). 
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Next 2 (m~\2a < 2 27T(m2~::~~2+v2) • 
mn~p.~ mn-p.~ 

and the right-hand side, by considerations of symmetry, is 

87T L (m::v)a ~ 87T L m(:::~;:> = O(T€ L m2-2a L n-2<>) 
mn-JW 

~ O(T•(Ti<>~'"'+I)logT) ~ O(TI~•+•)+O(T•). 

The remaining sum is 

o( ' __'ilqj<l(rL)- o(r· 2: ~-1-) ~ O(T•~••+•) 
O<o<~T/'" (qr)" log(r/q) - (qr)"log (r/q) ' 

by the lemma of§ 7 .2. Hence 
T 

Now let 

I [Z ['dt ~ T ('(2a) 
1 1 {(4a) 

j(T) ~ fj I n•~'j' dt. 
1 

n<,(l/21r) 

The calculations go as before, but with a replaced by 1-a. The term 
corresponding to (7 .5.2) is 

T 2 ~2(~;; = O(T2a+€), 

r<AT 

and the other two terms are 0( Ti+ a+€) and O(Jl2a+€) respectively. Hence 

j(T) ~ O(T"'+•), 

and, since x(s) = O(tf-a), 
T T f 1 Z2 i4 dt < A f t2-4aj'(t) dt 

T 

=-o A[t2-4aj(t)]~ +A(4a-2) [ tl-4aj{t) dt 

= O(T2-2a+€)+0( l tt-20" f-€ dt) = O(T2-2a+E). 

The theorem now follows as in previous cases. 

7.6. The problem of the mean value of j((f+it)j 4 is a little more 
difficult. If we follow out the above argument, with a = }, as accurately 
as possible, we obtain 

fl((!+it)['dl ~ O(Tiog'T), 
i 

(7.6.1) 
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but fail to obtain an asymptotic equality. It was proved by Inghamt 
by means of the functional equation for {{(s)}2 that 

T 

f !((!+it)i' dt ~ Tiog'T +O(Tiog'T). (7.6.2) 
2~' 

' 
The relation (7.6.3) 

is a consequence of a result obtained later in this chapter (Theorem 7.16). 

7.7. We now pass to still higher powers of {(s). In the general case 
our knowledge is very incomplete, and we can state a mean-value 
formula in a certain restricted range of values of u only. 

THEOREM 7. 7. For every p08itive integer k > 2 
T 

J.~ ~ J J'(u+it)j 2
kdt = ~ d!~) (a> 1-1)· (7.7.1) 

1 n~l 

This can be proved by a straightforward extension of the argument of 
§ 7.5. Starting again from (7.5.1), we have 

1Zti2k ="" 1 (nt···nk)". 
~ (m1 ... mkn1 ... nda m1 ... mk 

where each variable runs over{1,,.j{t/2Tr)}. The leading tenn goes in the 
same way as before, d(r) being replaced by dk(r). The main 0-tenn is 
of the form 

o(T• 2: 2: - 1
-) ~ O(T~'-•1+•). 

O<'l<r<ATt! (qr)u logrjq 

The corresponding term in 

j(T) ~ J I '5' n•-'1" dt 
1 n<~ti:'2>t) 

is O(Tka+•), 

and since lx12k = O(tk-2ka), we obtain O(Tk(t-a}+') again. These terms 
are o(T) if u > 1-1/k, and the theorem follows as before. 

7.8. It is convenient to introduce at this point the following notation. 
For each positive integer k and each u, let P.k(u) be the lower bound of 
positive numbers ' such that 

T 

~ r i((a+it)l"dt ~ O(TI). 

t Ingham (I). 

7.8 MEAN-VALUE THEOREMS , .. 
Each P.k(u) has the same general properties as the function p.(u) 

defined in§ 5.1. By (7.1.5), P.k(u) = 0 for a> I. Further, as a function 
of u, ftk(a) is continuous, non-increasing, and convex downwards. We 
shall deduce this from a. general theorem on mean-values of analytic 
functions.t 

Let f(s) be an analytic function of s, real for real s, regular for a ~ a 
except pos8ibly for a pole at s = s0 , and O(e•l11) asltl ~ oofor every positive o: 

and a ~ a. Let ex < {3, and suppose that for all T > 0 
T 

f 1/(o+it)j'dt,;; C(T"+l), 

" 
(7.8.1) 

!1/(~+it)i' dt,;; C'(T'+l), (7.8.2) 

where a ~ 0, b ~ 0, and G, C' depend on j(s). Then for ex < u < {1, 
T ~ 2, T I IJ(a+il)l2 dt:::;; K(CT"1fJ-oXI{3-C<l(C'Tb)(a-e<)}(/1-e<l, (7.8.3) 

~T 

where K depends on a, b, o-:, fJ only, and is bounded if these are bounded. 

We may suppose in the proof that o-: ~ f, since otherwise we could 
apply the argument toj(s+i-ex). Suppose first thatj(s) is regular for 

a~ ex. Let u+i» 

~ f r(s)f(s)z-s ds = <fo(z) (a~ o-:, Jargzl < ~7T). 
o-i"' 

Putting z = 'ixe-18 (0 < 8 < l1r), we find that 
r(a+it)j(o+it)e-i<a+ilXf,.-81, <fo(ixe-iS) 

are Mellin transforms. Let 

Then, using Parseval's formula and HOlder's inequality, we obtain 

f(a) = 21T ll<fo(ixe-i8) 12x2.u-1 dx 

( • )'~-·><~-~( • )'•-·J!~-·· ::;; 2TT I l¢>[2x~-I dx [ l¢>12x2fJ-t dx 

~ {J(o)}$-•li$~>{I(~))'"-"'$-•J. 

t Hardy, Ingham, Bnd POlya (1), Titchma.rsh {23). 
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T 

Writing F(T) ~I lf(•+;t)l'dt,:;; C(T"+l) 

we have by Stirling's theorem (with various values of K) 

J((X) < K j (t2«-1 +l)jf((X+it)l2r2
S

1 dt 

= K I F(t){23(t2a:-1 + l)-{2(X-l)t2"'-2}e-2& dt 

<KG I (t<~+I)23(t2<>:-l+l)e-2&dt 
<KG I (t<1+2"'-1+1)3e-2&dt 

< KG{S-<~-2"'+ 1 +1) < KGS-1•-2<>:11. 

Similarly for i{f3). Hence 

Also 

J{u) < K(GS-a-2"'+1)(~-oJ~~-"'l(G'S---t>-2~+lyo-"')/(fl-"'l 
= KS-2o+I(GS-a)(~-a)f(~--"')(G'S-bj(a-"')f(~-"'l. 

Chap. VII 

1/5 t/5 

J(u) > K J" J/(u+it)j2J2<7-l dt > KS-2o+1 J jf(u+it)l! dt. 
1/25 1 128 

Putting 3 = 1fT, the result follows. 
Ifj(s) has a pole of order kat s0, we argue similarly with (s-s0 )kj(s); 

this merely introduces a factor T2k on each side of the result, so that 
(7.8.3) again follows. 

Replacing Tin (7.8.3) by fT, !-T, .. , and adding, we obtain the result: 

If T T I lfl•+;t)l'dt ~ O(T"), f lfl~+;t)l'dt ~ O(T'), 

T f jf(u+it)j2dt = O{Tla(,B-a)+b(a-O<))!<,B-n)}. 

Takingf(s) = {k(s), the convexity of J.t~;(u) follows. 
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7.9. An alternative method of dealing with these problems is due to 
Carlson, t His main result is 

THEOREM 7.9. Let uk be the lower bound of numbers u such that 

Then 

forO<a:<l. 

T 

~ [ l{(u+it)j 2kdt = 0(1). 

- (! 1-a ) uk "'-:,max - 1 +~-tda)' j, rt 

We first prove the following lemma, 

(7.9.1) 

LEMMA. Letf(s) = "~1a, n-8 be absolutely convergent for a> 1. Then 

ro c+iro 

L ~e~" = ~ J f(w-s)f(w)Ss-"' dw 
n~t c-iro 

for S > 0, c > 1, c > u. 

For the right-hand side is 

1 'J+im ro "' c+i, 

;;-;;; r(w-') 2: O.,.a•-wdw~ 2: <>,_I_ J r(w-s)(on)•-wdw 
.. c-ioo n~l n"' n~l ns 21Tic-ioo 

c-u+i<» 

= ~~ ~-bc_.,.L, f(w')(On)-w'dw' 

= ~~e~n. 
,6n' 

The inversion is justified by the convergence of 

jwrc-a+;lv-t))l i l:;la·~av. 
-oo n~l 

Taking a,.= dk(n),f(s) = {k(s), c = 2, we obtain 

~ dk(n) ~ I 
2

J+f"" L. ----:;;;-e- "=------; f(w-s){k(w)Ss-t~ dw (a< 2). 
n=l 21Tt2-ia> 

Moving the contourtoR(w) =a, where u-1 <a:< u, we pass the pole 
of r(w-s) at w = s, with residue {k(s), and the pole of {k(w) at w = 1, 
where the residue is a finite sum of terms of the form 

Km,n['<"'l(I-s)lognO.Ss-1. 

t Ca.rlson (2), (3). 
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This residue is therefore of the form 0(8a-lHe-..t 111 ), and, if 8 > It[-""', it 
is of the form 0(e-A111). Hence 

«+i<X> 

{k(s) = ~~-~e~n-~ f r(w-s){k(w}88-Wdw+0(e-AIII). 
L... n• 2:rn 
n-1 «-i<X> 

Let us call the first two terms on the right Z 1 and Z2• Then, as in 
previous proofs, if a > !, 

JT ( "' d%(n) -38n) (""" """dk(m)dk(n)e-(m+n>8) 
1Ztf2dt = 0 T 61 ~e +0 ~ .. ~ mana[Iogmjn[ 

,,. ~ O(T)-t- 0(~.~ m•-·~;'_~~l:gffl/nl) 
~ O(T)-t-0(8'•-'-•) 

by (7.2.2). Also, putting w = o:+iv, 

IZ,I,;; S•-• I" lr(w-s)('(w)l dv 
2rr 

,;; 
3~(_[ lr(w-s)l dvllr(w-s)("(w)l dvy. 

The first integral is 0(1), while for [t[ ~ T 

(T + f)lr(w-s)("(w)l dv ~ cr + J)cAIHiviA'dv ~ O(e-AT). 
-ao 2T -ao 2T 

Hence 
T 2T T ) J [Z

2
[2dt = o{o2a-2« J [~(w)[2k dv J [r(w-s)[ dt +0(02a-2«) 

iT -2T IT 

Hence 

= o{o2a-2<r:J:l~(a+iv)[2kdv}+0(820-2c>) 
= 0(82a-2«ptwt<«lH). 

J [~(s)[U: dt = O(T)+0(82a-2-~)+0(82a-2c>p1+f't<«lH). 
Let 8 = ~-lll+f'.t<«ll/ll--<ol, 80 that the last two terms are of the same order, 
apart from €'s. These terms are then O(T) if ,_, 

a>l-l+p.~o:(a:)" 
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For such values of a, replacing T by !T, !T, ... , and adding, it follows 
that (7.9.1) holds. Hence ak is less than any such a, and the theorem 
follows. 

A similar argument shows that, if we define ak to be the lower bound 
of numbers a such that 

T 

~ f [~(a+it)[ 2kdt = O(T€), (7.9.2) 

then actually a~ = ak. For clearly a~ ~ ak; and the above argument 
shows that, if o: > aA,, and a < o:, then 

T 

J "(a+it)[ 2kdt = O(T)+0(02<r-2 -€)+0(020"-to:T1+<). 
IT 

Taking 8 = T-ll, where 0 <A< lj(2-2a), the right-hand side is O(T). 
Hence ak ~ o:, and so ak ~ a~. 

It is also easily seen that 

~JTI{(a+it)l 2kdt......, ~~~<nJ (a>ak). T L n2a 
1 n~1 

For the term 0( T) of the above argument is actually 

i-T i d!~~) e-2Sn = JT i: d!~~) +o (T), 
n=1 n~l 

and the result follows by obvious modifications of the argument. This 
is a case of a general theorem on Dirichlet series. t 

THEOREM 7.9 (A). If p.(a) is the p.1unction defined in§ 5.1, 

1-ak ~ ~:~7::~1) 
fork= I, 2, .... 

Since ~(a+it) = O(tf'{O")+£), 

T T 

[ [~(a+it)[2kdt = o{T2
fL(O")H f "(a+it)jllk-2dt}, 

and hence 

Since P.k-1(ak_1) = 0, this gives P.k(ak_1) ~ 2p.(ak_1), and the result 
follows on taking o: = ak_1 in the previous theorem. 

t See E. C. Titchmarsh, Tluwry of Function8, § 9.51. 
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These formulae may be used to give alternative proofs of Theorems 
7.2, 7.5, and 7.7. It follows from the functional equation that 

P.k(1-a) = P.k(a)+2k(a-!). 

Since P.k(ak) = 0, P.k(1-ak) ~ 0, it follows that ak ~f. Hence, putting 
a:= 1-ak in Theorem 7.9, we obtain either uk =for 

i.e. 

Hence a~.;= !. or 

ak ~ 1-1+2k~:k-!l' 
2ak-1 ~ 2k(ak-!)(l-ak). 

(7.9.3) 

For k = 2 we obtain a2 = f, but for k > 2 we must take the weaker 
alternative (7.9.2}. 

7.10. The following refinementt on the above results uses the 
theorems of Chapter Von ,u{a). 

THEOREM 7 .10. Let k be an inteyer greater than 1, and let vbe determined 
by (7.10.1) 

Then (7.10.2) 

The theorem is true fork= 2 (v = 1). We then suppose it true for 
alll with 1 < l < k, and deduce it for k. 

Take l = (v-1)2v-2 +1, where vis determined by (7.10.1). Then 
p.1(a:) = 0, provided that 

a:> I- 2l+2~-l-2 = l-2V~l' 
Taking a:= 1-2-v+1 +t:, we have, since 

T T 

-T
1 f l~(a:+it)l 2kdt ~max l~(a:+it)1 2k-:>.I_T1 f l{(a:+it)l:>.ldt, 

1 
I.;;t.;;T 

1 

P.k(x) ~ 2(k-l),u(a:)+,u1(a:) 

~ 2(k-!)!'(o) 

~ 2{k-(~;1t,~:~~1-1} 
t Davenport (l),Ha$elgrove (1). 
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by Theorem 5.8. Hence, by Theorem 7 .9, 

a ~ l-2-v+l(2k+2"-2)-l = 1--~ 
k -.c::; (v+l)2v-I 2k+2"-2' 

The theorem therefore follows by induction. 
For example, if k = 3, then v = 2, and we obtain 

a3 ~ i 
instead of the result a3 ~ i given by Theorem 7.7. 

!55 

7.11. For integral k, dk(n) denotes the number of decompositions of n 
into k factors. If k is not an integer, we can define dk(n) as the coefficient 
of n-w in the Dirichlet series for ~k(B), which converges for a > 1. 

We can now extend Theorem 7.7 to certain non-integral values of k. 

THEOREMt 7.11. For 0 < k ~ 2 

(7.11.1) 

This is the formula already proved for k = 1, k = 2; we now take 
0<k<2. Let 

(N(s) ~ [I 1 _~~· "N(•) ~ ((•)/(N(•). 
P<N 

The proof depends on showing (i) that the formula corresponding to 
(7.11.1) with ~N instead of~ is true; and (ii} that ~N(B}, though it does 
not converge to {(a} for a ~ 1, still approximates to it in a certain 
average sense in this strip. 

We have, if.\ > 0, 

{(N(s))' ~IT (1-p-•)-> ~ ~d>{n), 
P<N .61 n' 

sa.y, where the series on the right converges absolutely for a> 0, and 
d~(n) = d.\(n} if n < N, and 0 ~ d~(n) ~ d.\(n) for all n. Hence 

T 

1im-T
1 f I(N(a+it)j-'dt ~ ~ {d>{n)}' (a> 0), (7.11.2) 

T__, ~ nZo 
1 n-1 

and 

(7.11.3) 

t Ingham (4); proof by Davenport (I). 
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We shall next prove that 
T 

Chap. VII 

lim lim.!,Ji~(u+it)-~,v(a+itJJ 2kdt=0 (a>t). (7.11.4) 
N->'1>T_..rol 

1 

By HOlder's inequality 

~ J r ,_,Nr" dt ~ (~ J r"rll' d·)"(~ j'rc.,r""'-" d,r-·'. 
1 l 1 (7.11.5) 

Now {7J,y(s)-I}2 is regular everywhere except for a pole at s = 1, and 
is of finite order in t. Also, for q > .f, 

T T 

J I"N(a+it)-!['dt ~ J {l+2"[((a+i<)i)'dt ~ O(T). 
' 1 

Hence, by a theorem of Carlson, t 
T oo ' 

r !c.Jr ( +it)-If'dt~ ''"(n) 
:7~ '1' 1 7b a f:-t n2" 

for a > !, where PN is the coefficient of n -s in the Dirichlet series of 
{1JN{s)-I}2. Now PN(n) = 0 forn < N, and 0 :( PN(n) ~ rl(n) foralln. 
Since! d2(n)n-2" converges, it follows that 

T 

lim lim.\ J 11Js(a+it)-Ij4 dt -=.c 0; (7.11.6) 
.v-oo'-'_,.""1

1 

(7.11.4) now follows from (7.11.5), (7.11.6), and (7.11.3). 
We can now deduce (7.11.1) from (7.11.3) and (7.11.4). We have+ 

([r<r"d•r ~([r<v+HNi"d<J" 

,;: (Jrc,r"def +(TrH,I"dtJ". 
1 ' 

where R = 1 if 0 < 2k ~ 1, R = lj2k if 2k > 1. Similarly 

(TrcNi"df ~ (!r(i"df +Uic-c":"de)". 
' ' ' 

and (7 .11.1) clearly follows. 

t See Titchmarsh, Tl11my of F'uncliona, § 9.51. 
t Hardy, Littlewood, and P6lya, Inequaliliu, 'fhoorem 28. 

7.12 MEAN-VALUE THEOREMS 

7.12. An alternative set of mean-valne theorems.t Instead of 
considering integrals of the form 

T 

I(T) ~ f il(a+it)j"dt 

where T is large, we shall now consider integrals of the form 

J(3) ~ ( j((a+it) l"e-• dt 

' where S is small. 
The behaviour of these two integrals is very similar. If J(S) = 0(1/S), 

then 
T 

I(T) < e f )~(a+it)) 2ke-tl 1' dt < eJ(ljT) = O(T). 

Conversely, if I(T) = O{T), then 

J(3) ~ ll'(t)e-•dt ~ [I(t)e-&J~+Ol I(t)c&dt 

~ o(3 J•·-•dt) ~ O(I/3). 

Similar results plainly hold with other powers of T, and with other 
functions, such as powers of T multiplied by powers of log T. 

We have also more precise results; for example, if l(T) ,_, CT, then 
J(S) ,.._. CjS, and conversely . 
If l(T) ,.._. CT, let )I(T)-CT) ~ f.T forT~ T0 • Then 

~ 00 00 

J(3) ~ 3 J I(t)e~•dl+3 J {I(t)-Gt)e-•dt+G3 J te-"dt. 
0 ~ ~ 

The last term is Ce...ST•(T0+ 1/S), and the modulus of the previous term 
does not exceed £(T0 +l/8). That J(8) ,_, CJS plainly follows on choosing 
first T0 and then 8, 

The converse deduction is the analogue for integrals of the well~known 
Tauberian theorem of Hardy and Littlewood,:j: viz. that if an ~ 0, and 

then 

n~oanx" .- l~x (x ....,..J) 

N 

n~oan'""N• 

t Titchmarsh(l),(19). 
t Soo Titchm&nlh, Theory of Functions,§§ 7.51-7.53. 
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The theorem for integrals is as follows: 
lff(t) ;;>Of.,. all t, and 

as S-+ 0, then 

as T-+ oo. 

l f(t),-· dl - ~ 

[f(t)dt"' T 

We first show that, if P(x) is any polynomial, . ' l f(t)e-& P{e-&) dt,....., ~ [ P(x) dx. 

Chap. VII 

(7.12.1) 

(7.12.2) 

It is sufficient to prove this for P(x) = x". In this case the left-hand 

side is . ' 
f f(t)e--{k+llBt dt ,.._,_I_ =! f x" dx. 

0 

(k+I)O 0 
0 

Next, we deduce that 

[j(t)r''g(e-") dt- ~! g(x) dx (7.12.3) 

if g(x) is continuous, or has a discontinuity of the first kind. For, given 
E, we cant construct polynomials p(x), P(x), such that 

p(x) ,; g(x) ,; P(x) 

and j {g(x)-p(x)} dx ~ «, l {P(x)-g(x)} dx :os;; £. 

Then 

rrms J j(t)e-&g(e-&) dt,:;;;; Hills Tj(t)e---&P(e-&) dt 
s-o 0 S-->-o 0 1 1 

= [ P(x) dx < [ g(x) dx+£, 

and making ~~:-+ 0 we obtain . ' 
~S [ j(t)e---&g(e-&) dt :( J g(x) dx. 

Similarly, arguing withp(x), we obtain 

~8 JJ(t)e---&g(e---&) dt;;;:::. J g(x) dx, 

._.." " and (7.12.3) follows. 
t See Titchmarsh, Thwry of FunctWns, § 7 .53. 
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Now let 

g(x) ~ 0 (0::::;;; x < e-1), = 1/x (e-1::::;;; x::::;;; 1). 

Then 
"' 1/li J f(t)e-"g(,-") dl ~ J f(t) dl 

" " 
and j g(x)dx~ j'!i~ 1. 

0 1/'-

"' Hence [fit) dt- ~· 

which is equivalent to (7.12.2). 

If f(t) ;:. 0 for all t, and, for a given positive m, 

J j(t)e-" dt- ~logm~, (7.12.4) 

T 

then j f(t) dt- TlogmT. (7.12.5) 

The proof is substantially the same. We have 

f j(t)e-<k+1)/ildt-.,_1_1o m(_I_)_, I ml 
, (k+I)B g (k+I)B (k+I)Blog li' 

and the argument runs as before, with~ replaced by ~logm~. 
We shall also use the following theorem: 

If f!it)e-•.u- ca~ 1• > o), (7.12.6) 

then ! t-lj(t),-• dt- c r~~-:t aft-• (0 < ~ < o). (7.12.7) 

ob~~~tiplying (7.12.6) by (8-'I]).B-t and integrating over (?],CO), we 
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Now r e-&(8-1)).8-1 d8 = e-'l)t I e-21x.B-1 dx = e--'l)tt-.Br(f3), 

' ' 

f
• f• x~-1 P(fi)P(•-fi) 3-•(o-nW-1 do~ --dx ~ ,~-· _r_(_)_' 

-, (1J+x)n: (1. 

' ' and the remaining term is plainly o (1111-«) as 7J-+ 0. Hence the result. 

7.13. We can approximate to integrals of the formJ(3) by means of 
Parseval's formula. If R(z) > 0, we have 

2+i<ll a> 2+ioo "' 

_I__ f P(s)('(s),~ ds ~ 2 d,(~) J P(s)(nz)-• ds ~ I d,(n)e-=, 
2-ni :1-ioo n~l 21T~ 2-i<» n~l 

the inversion being justified by absolute convergence. Now move the 
contour to u = (1. (0 < o: < 1). Let Rk(z) be the residue at 8 = I, so 

that Bk(z) is of the form 

Let 

Then 

~(a~kl+a~klJogz+ .. +akk~llogk-lz). 

tf,k(z) = n~tdk(n)e-'1111-Rk(z). 
a+i<o 

_I__ J f(s)('(*-• ds ~ ~,(,). 
2wl 

a-i<>O 

Putting z = ixe-i&, where 0 < 8 < !-'"' we see that 

q,k(ixe-i8), r(sgk(s)e-ilf.r-3~ 

are Mellin transforms. Hence the Parseval formula gives 

(7.13.1) 

(7.13.2) 

.;;. j [f(a+it)Ck(a+it)[2e(,.-2S;~ dt = j lrfok(ixe-i8 )1 2x 20'-l dx. 

-- ' (7.13.3) 

Now as It I-+ oo 
lf(a+it)l ~ .-1<1"1W-l"(2w){1+0(t-')}. 

Hence the part of the t-integral over ( -oo, 0) is bounded as 8-+ 0, and 

we obtain, for ! < u < 1, 

j tll0'-l{I+O(t-l)}l{(u+it)12ke-281 dt = j lrfok(ixe-i8)1 2x20'-l dx+O(l). 

0 ° (7.13.4) 
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In the case u = f, we have 

lr(f+it)l2 = r.sech11t = 27Te-.,ili+O(e-3"'111). 

The integral over ( -oo, 0), and the contribution of the 0-tenn to the 
whole integral, are now bounded, and in fact are analytic functions of 8, 
regular for sufficiently small 181. Hence we have 

7.14. We now apply the above fonnulae to prove 

THEOREM 7.14. As 0-+ 0 

! l((!+i<)i'e-" dt ~~log~. 
In this case R 1(z) = 1/z, and 

rfot(z) = .. ~~e-~~~-~ = e~~~-~· 
Hence (7.13.5) gives 

(7.13.5) 

(7.14.1) 

f•l((!+it)l'e-"'dt~J·r (" 1 ~) 
1 

~~'dx+0(1). 
exp txe txe-

' ' ~~~ 
The x-integrand is bounded unifonnly in 8 over (O,r.), so that this part 
of the integral is 0(1). The remainder is 

dx ~ f• _____ d_x ______ +iei8 f• I 
.. {exp(ixe-18)-l}{exp(-ixei8)-1} .. exp( ixei8) 1 x 

. "I"' 1 dx +I"' dx (7.14.3) 
-te- .. exp(ixe-i8)-l X .. Xi' 

The last term is a constant. In the second tenn, turn the line of integra
tion round to (7T, ?r+ioo). The integrand is then regular on the contour 
for sufficiently smalliOI, and is O{x-1 exp(-xcos8)} as X-+00. This 
integral is therefore bounded; and similarly so is the third tenn. 
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The first term is 

Jmtln~l exp(-imxe-11l+inxe
111

) dx 

_ ~ ~ exp{ (tn+n)1Tsin8-i(m-n)7TCOsS} 
- ,fb

1
.6_ (m+n)sinS+i(m n)cosO 

_ ~e-2mr6lnll 
2 
~ "~e(m+n)sinScos{(m-n)l'fCosS}e-<"<+"matnll_ 

- L.. 2nsin0 + L.. .L.. (m+n)2 sin28+(m-n)2 cos28 
#~I m~2 n~l 

., ~ '~1 (m-n)co~_sin{(m-nl':~~~ e-(m+>~Prsiu& 
-~ ;£;:

2 
{=

1 
(m+n)2sin28+(m-n)2cos20 

=:Et+:E2+:E3, 
the series of imaginary parts vanishing identically. Now 

:El = 2s:nslog-l-e-12,.stnll,..._,~Jog~, 

I~ I< 2 ~ m~ 2m sinS __ e-"'"''"' ~ o(s I me-•"''"') ~ o(~). 2 
11
f':;

2 
(;:

1 
(m-n)2cos23 m~2 8 

and, since jsin{(m-n)7Tcos8}1 = jsin{2(m-n)7Tsin2 l8}j = O{(m-n)82
}, 

:!:, ~ o(s• I mf ,-"'"''"') ~ o(s• I me-"'"'"')~ 0(1). 
m-2 n-1 m~z 

This proves the theorem. 
The case!< a< 1 can be dealt with in a similar way. The leading 

term is 

f• • I"" x2"-l L c-21l.tSinllx2a-ldx = e2.t:~in3_J dx 

'" n~l '" 

I I"' y2a-l 1 s"' y211-l 
= (2sin8)2" elf-1 dy,...., (28)2" eY-1 dy 

21rsinli 0 

= (~)'w f(2u)"2a). 

Also (turning the line of integration through -}1r) 

1 e-{(nHn)alu li+i{m-n)cos lilzx2a-l dx 

= o(e--<m+n)1rslnli [ e--<m-n)ucosli(1T2a-l+y2a-1) dy} 

~0---, (
e-<m+n}>rsluli) 

m-n 
(7.14.4) 
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and the terms with m =F n give 

o(~ e-"'"'"'~m~.)~ o(~log~)· 

Hence J"' t2"-1j {(u+it)j2e-2& dt"' r(2a){(2a) 
22"820" . (7.14.5) 

' Hence by (7.12.6), (7.12.7) 

Jl((a+it) l'e-" dt ~ ((:•) . (7.14.6) 

7.15. We shall now show that we can approximate to the integral 
(7.14.1) by an asymptotic series in positive powers of 8. 

We first requiret 

THEOREM 7.15. As z-+ 0 in any angle jargzj ~A, wher-e A< !n", 

(7.15.1) 

where the b,. are conatanta. 

Nears= 1 

r(s){'(•)•~ ~ {1-y(s-1)+ .. J(_I__+r+···)' ~{1-(s-1)1og•+···l 
s-1 z 

= z(s~ip+y-~ogz s~1 +· 
Hence by (7.13.1), with k = 2, 

f d(n)e-n~ = y-logz +_!_. a.f+i<X> f{8){2(s)z-s da (0 < Cl < 1). 
n=l Z 27Tl 

<>.-i<X> 

Here we can move the line of integration to u = -2N, since 
f{8) = O(jtjKe-t,.~l), {2(8) = O(jtjK) and z-2 = O(r-ae>.l). The residue 
at 8 = 0 is {2(0) = !- The poles of r(s) at a= -2n are cancelled by 
zeros of {2(s). The poles of f(a) at 8 = -2n-1 give residues 

---=-!:___ {2(-2n-1)z2n+l = ---~z2•HI 
(2n+1)! (2n+1)!(2n+2)2 · 

The remaining integral is O(jzj 2·v), and the result follows. 
The constant implied in the 0, of course, depends on N, and the 

series taken to infinity is divergent, since the function I d(n) e-= 
cannot be continued analytically across the imaginary axis. 

tWigert(l). 
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We can now provet 

THEOREM 7.15 (A). Aa 3-+ 0, for every positive N, 

f"' j{(!+it)j2e-2&dt = y-l~g 47T8 + f cn8"+0(1:W+1) 

0 
2sm8 n=O 

the constant of the 0 depending on N, and the c .. being con&tants. 

We observe that the term 0(1) in (7.14.2) is 

" ' ! J j{(!+it)[2e-(w+'1l~sech7Tt dt-! _[ j{(!+it)j 2e(.,.-2~;llsech7Tt dt, 

and is thus an analytic function of 8, regular for j8j < 1r. Also 

f• (-1 ___ 1 )( I +___!___) dx 

0 
exp(ixe-ia)-1 ixe-W exp(-ixe'~.S)-1 ixei1l 

is analytic for sufficiently small j8j. We dissect the remainder of the 
integral on the right of (7.14.2) as in (7.14.3). As before 

"' 7f+i<» 

f I dx f I d' 
.,. exp(-ixei.S)-1 x =.,. exp(-izei.S)-1 '-' 

and the integrand is regular on the new line of integration for sufficiently 
smalljS[, and, if 8 = f+i7J, z = '"+iy, it is O{y-1 exp(-ycosfe-'1)} as 
y-+ oo. The integral is therefore regular for sufficiently small )OJ. 
Similarly for the third term on the right of (7.14.3); and the fourth 
term is a constant. 

By the calculus of residues, the first term is equal to 

. {; 1 1 2
m 6 irifl exp{ -2in1Te2i0)-1 + 

f
. dy 

+ ' [exp((i~-y)e-;'}-1][ exp(( -i~+y)e")-1 r 
As before, they-integral is an analytic function of 8, regular for 101 

small enough. Expressing the series as a power series in exp(2i11'eli&), 
we therefore obta.in 

J i{(f+it)l2e-2& dt = 21reUl i; d(n)exp(2in1Te2ifl)+ ~anOn (7.15.2) 
o n-1 n-o 

for llil small enough and R(O) > 0. 
t Kober (4), Atkinaon {1). 
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Let z = 2i1T{l-c21&) in (7.HU). Multiplying by 21rea, we obtain 

21rea n~1 d(n)exp(2in11'e2i&) = y-lo~~=~0 sin0) +~+ 

N-< 
+ n?;O bn{2i1T(1-e21&)}2n+I+0(02-<Y), 

and the result now easily follows. 
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7.16. The next case is that of j{(f+it)j". 
In (7 .14.2) the contribution of the x-integral for small x was negligible. 

We now take (7.13.5) with k = 2, and 

t/>2(z) = ! d(n)e-n:_y-logz_ 
·~=1 z (7.16.1) 

In this case the contribution of small x is not negligible, but is sub
stantially the same as that of the other part. We have 

"'+ioo 

1>2(~) = ~"'1"' r(s}{
2
(s)z

8 d<~ (0 < o: < I) 

_!_ I-f"'+ia:~ r(l-s){2(1-s)z1-•ds 
21Ti 

1-<>:-ia:~ 

Now 

r(I-s)/x2(s) = 22- 287T-28 COs2!s1Tr2(s)r(l-s) 

= 21- 2111T1- 28 cotts1Tr(s) 

= 21
-

28111- 28(-i+O( ~-t~rl )) r(s) (t ~ ±oo). 
[sm!...,.l 

If z = ixe-i& (x > x0 , 0 < li < !1r), the 0 term is 

( 

1

-f<>:+ia:~ e-tm ) 
0 ",_,_;., [sin!s~l[r(s)[e<l•-"(l+ftf)x"-1dt ~ O(x"). 

uniformly for small 8. Hence 

4>sG) = ;~z 
1

7Ha:~ 21- 281T1- 28P(s){2(s)z-. ds+O(x"') 
1-.. -i<o 

~ -2m"J'>,(4n',)+O(x"), 

where o: may be as near zero as we please. 
(7.16.2) 
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We also use the results 

• (I I) L d2(n)e-'"'l = 0 ~log3-, 
n-1 'T/ TJ 

(7.16.3) 

i n2d2(n)e-"'~ = a(~ logs!) 
n-1 7J TJ 

(7.16.4) 

as 7J ~ 0, By (1.2.10) 
2+i"' 2+i<X> 

~ f r(•) ('(') "-· d• ~ -~ ~ d'(n) f r(•)(n")-• a, 
2m 

2
_

1
, {(2s) 2m ,.= 1 2_;"' 

= .. ~1 d2(n)e-n'l. (7.16,5) 

Hence 
c+ioo 

~ d'(n)c''~R+__!_, J r(•) f('2('))"-•d• (! <c <I) 
n~l 27T~ ':> 8 

c-1"' 

~ R+O("~), 

where R is the residue at s = 1; and 

R = ~ (alog3 !+blog2!+clog!+a), 
1J TJ TJ 7J 

where a, b, c, d are constants, and in fact 
I I 

a = 3!,(2) = ~-

This proves (7 .16.3); and (7 .16,4) can be proved similarly by first 

differentiating (7 .16.5) twice with respect to "'· 
We can now provet 

THEOREM 7,16. As 8--)- 0 

Jtm+it)['c-«dt~~~log'~· 
Using (7.13,5), we have 

f [((!+it)['e-"'dt ~ f!Uixe-")i'dx+O(l), 

' ' and it is sufficient to prove that 

J[~,(ixe-")i'dx ~,b ~log'~· 
t Titchrn&nh (1). 
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For then, by (7.16.2), 

T~~.(ixe-'')l'dx~ JHi·~"ll'~~ Ji~·(ox?ll'~ 
0 1/2,. 1/21f 

~ J"' I27Txe-11i,P2(47T2ixe-i8)+0(x"')[2~ (0 <a<!) x' 
l/21r 

= Jlr$2(ixe-a)+O(x"'-1)[2dx 

= I lr$2{ixe-i8)12dx+O( I lr$2(ixe-t.'l)[ 2dx I x2
"'-

2 dx)l+ 
21r lt1t 21T 

-
1 1

1 '
1
+0(

1
1 •

1
) 0() -g;;>)log)l :J!og)l+ I, 

and the result clearly follows. 
It is then sufficient to prove that 

,[ 1%/(n)exp(-inxe-<>) I' dx ~ ,b ~log'~, 
for the remainder of (7.16.1) will then contribute 0(8-ilog11/ll). 

As in the previous proof, the left-hand side is equal to 

~ 2 e-h,.sin/1 

~~d(n) 2nsinS+ 

+ 2 ~ ~
1 
d{m)d(n) (m+n)sinllcos{2(m-n)1TCOS8} e-!(m+n)Jrsinll_ 

,6
2 

£=1 {m+n)'sin2ll+(m n)2 cos28 

_ 2 ~ m~ld(m)d(n) (m-n)cosllsin{2(m-n)1TCOsS} e-2(m+n)lrslnll 
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~2 f='1 (m+n)1sin2ll+(m-n)2cosZll 
=l:l+I:z+I:s. 
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j:E2j ~ 2 i "i1d(m)d(n} m~:~~!~se-2mnalnll 
m=lln~l ( 

= 4sinS ~ d( ) -llmnslnllm~ld(m~r) 
cos'S .6a m m e r~ rll 

= 4sinli~ .!:_ ~ md(m)d(m-r)e-a,.mslnll. 
cos23 6 rll m6+1 

The square of the inner sum does not exceed 

m.%+1 m2d2(m)e-2,.msln3 m-~+l d2(m-r)e-2:rrmsi.D.II 

:::,;; m~l m2d2(m)e-ll,.mslnll m~l d2(m)e-2mnslnll 

~ o(~log'~)o(~Iog'~) ~ o(~Iog'~) 
by (7.16.3) and (7.16.4). Hence 

l:, ~ o(~Iog'~)· 
Finally (as in the previous proof) 

l:3 = o(sz m~Z m1+~e-2m1rslnll) = 0(3-~). 
This proves the theorem. 

It has been proved by Atkinson (2) that 

fit(Hilll'<-"dt 

' ~ HA!og'~+Blog'~ +Olog'~+Dlog~+E)+o((~)*+'). 
where A=~· B = -~{2log271-6y+ 24

:;
2>). 

A method is also indicated by which the index H could be reduced to a. 
7.17. The method of reRidues used in§ 7.15 for j~(f+it)j 2 suggests 

still another method of dealing with j{(!+it)i4. This is primarily a 
question of approximating to 

j 1 .. ~~ d(n)exp( -inxe-'11) ~~ dx = J I ~ exp(in:e-ta)-lls dx 
2'11' 2'11' n~l 

= i i j {exp(imxe i8) l~xp( inxe'~3) 1r 
m~l n~1 1,. 
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In the terms with n ;;::. m, put x = g{m. We get 

~1~s· d< 
~tmn~ {exp(ige i3)-l}{exp(-inm tge'~3)-lf 

- ·~ 
Approximating to the integral by a. sum obtained from the residues of 
the first factor, as in§ 7.15, we obtain as an approximation to this 

"'I~"" l 
211

eiB ~~ m n~ r~ exp{ -2i(nrfm)JTe2~=-i 

= oGv~d
2

;v)e-2•<r 9in23) = o(ilog'~)· 
The remaining terms are 

o( ~ ~ ~ Id(km+l)~-:'"''"'""'~ 
m-1 k-tl-1 / 

( - __, ..... , - ) = 0 ~ -' -~- L: d(v)d(v+l)e-{2v-l}>ralu z3 • 
l-1 v-l 
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Using Schwarz's inequality and (7.16.3) we obtain 

o(~ e-1~;
1

n
23 

~ log3 ~} = o(~ log'~)· 
Actually it follows from a theorem of Ingham (1) that this term is 

oalog3~)· 
7.18. There are formulae similar to those of§ 7.16 for larger values 

of k, though in the higher cases they fail to give the desired mean-value 
formul&.t 

We have 

Now 

= 2k-ks:rri-.tRcosk}s11cosec1Tsrk-1(s). 

For large s rk-t(s) ,..._. a(k-1X1-{le--<.t-t1s(217)ilk-tJ. 

Now r{(k-l)s-fk+l} ,_ {(k-l)s)<k-tls-Jk+{e--<k-Il•(211)L 

Hence we may expect to be able to replace rk-l(s) by 

(k-1)-<>->»!>-1(2~JIIk-Or((k-1)8-!k+1}. 

Also, in the upper half-plane, 

cos":ts?Tcosecs71 ,...., (!e-i1•")k ~.:: = -2'-kie-ism~k-Il, 

We should thus replace r(I-s)x-k(s) by 

-i. 21-ks11t-kBe-ismik-ll(k-l )--<k-l)s+i-t-~(211Wt-2lr{(k-l )s- !k+ 1 }. 

Hence an approximation to ~,~;(1/z) should be 

ifik(~) = -i(211)ik! dk(n)inx 
1-a+ioo n=l 

X l-ii<o r{(k-l)s-fk+l}(k-I)-<k-06+lk-~e-il1r(ik-1)(2k.,..tnz)-• d8. 

t Soo also BeUman (3). 
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Putting 8 = (w+!k-1)/(k-I), the integral is 

-i(211)lk~J r(w)(k-l)-w-te-i17\4-k-tXw+}k-ll!lk-1)(2k1Tknz)-<w+~k-1W<-t>dw 

= -i(21T)fkz(k-1 )-ie-i17\}k-I)"f<k-t>(2k1Tknz)-<ik-I)/(k-t> x 

x exp{ -(k-1 )eimik-t)!(k-l>zkllk-t)~f<k-Il(nz)tllk-U}. 

Putting z = ixe-i8, we obtain 

(211)kl12k-2>(k-I)-·bf~112<k-tlln--<ik-tl/lk-tJx 

X ck exp{- (k-1 )el--l,.2k{(k-I)11k/(k-I)(nx)lllk-I)e-i81<k-1)}, 

where jCki = 1. 
We have, by (7 .13.5), . . 
j I ((f+it)["e-"' dt ~ J l~,(ix.-''JI' dx+a(1) 

' ' ' . =I l<fok(ixe-i8)J 2 dx+ I l<fok(ixe-i8)12 dx+0(1). 

' ' As in the above cases, the integral over (A, co) is 

~ e-2.\naln8 
(::

1 
dl(n) 2nsin0 + 

+2 i m~t dk(m)dk(n) (m+n)si~Ocos{A(m-n)cosO} e-,\(m+n)alnli_ 

.,= 2 ,.~ (m+n)2sm20+(m n)2 cos20 

_ 2.~ "~
1 

d (m)d (n)(m-n)cosOsin{A(m-n)cosO}e-,\(m+n)slna 
6 26 k "' (m+n)2sin20+(m-n)2cos20 

~ ~,+~.+~.. (7.18.1) 
Using the relation dk(n) = O(nE), we obtain 

~, ~ a(~ l-'!l')' 
and, since (m+n)2sin23+(m-n)2cos20 > AO(m+n)(m-n), 

( 
" m-> 1 ) ~.~a 'm•e-''"''"''- ~a( f m•e-''"''"') ~a(-_!_) ,f;:2 ~ m-n m~l (,\O)IH ' 

~.~a(~ m•e-'••1
•' ~'-1 ) ~ a(-1 

)· 
m-2 n~t m-n (AO)IH 

Hence, for ,\ < A, 

J-1~ (ixe-")l'dx ~ a(-1-). 
,\ k (..\0)1+< 
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' . f lf,(ix.-")1' dx ~ f I +•(ixe'_,.) I'~· 
o t/A 

Also 

and by the above formula this should be approximately 

(27T)kf(k-l) 
~X 

X jl.! <!~~~:~_11 exp{-(k-1)i(27T)kf(k-IJ(nx)l/\k-IJe-ilit(k-Il}l 2 
__!,!?____. 

11 ,~. n=l n xll-k/(k-tJ 

Putting x = fk-1, this is 

(27T)kl<k-t>x 

f. I ~ d,(n) I' X A-•t•~-u ,6 n<fk-IJI<k-IJ exp{-(k-1)i(27T)kl(k-tlntttk-1lfe-illl<k-1l} df, 

and we can integrate as before. We obtain 

K ~ ~ d,(m)d,(n) 
:f:t f=t (mnj(!k-1}1\k-IJ X 

exp[(k-1 )(27T)kl<k-IJ{ (nl/ik-t>-mtl\k-tl)i cos 8J(k-1 )-

X (nl/(k 11 mtl<k ll)icos~~;t/\:~
1

J~:~:~:~)!:~~~(kll)s:~};~~<~~~· 
where K depends on k only. 

The terms with m = n are 

(
l • d'l ) 

0- '-~exp(-K8ntAA-1l,\-lAA-lJ)) = 0~~ ____!___) 
8.ft n S(AO)•. 

The rest are 
a("" __ I __ exp(-K0ml/(k-1J).-l/(k-1l)) 

~>...;:. (mn)l-~k-1JI<k-IJ mtl<k 1J_nt~k-1J · 

Now 
m-• 
.L n<ik IJ/\k-ll(m!Ak-tJ_nl}(k-11) ·-· 

!m I m-1 

= o{ L n(tk-1)/(k l)ml/(k l)+ L m<fk I)J(k I)+~ 1) 1( )) 
n-1 fm m-n 

= O(mt--<-lk-tJt<k-tJ-ti<k-IlH) = O(mlik-tlllk-t>H). 
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Hence we obtain 

oL~~~ m•cxp(-KSmtl<k-1>.\-ll<k-t>)} = o{[ x•exp(-KSxW·-1}..\-l/{k-u)dx} 

Altogether 

J lei Hit) I"•-"' dt ~ a(1"8;,,.)+a((8:_,)"'). 
and taking,\ = Mk-t, we obtain 

[ l'(f+it);2ke-281 dt = O(O-ik-•) (k ~ 2). 

This index is what we should obtain from the approximate functional 
equation. 

7.19. The attempt to obtain a non-trivial upper bound for 

[ rm+itW'e-• at 

for k > 2 fails. But we can obtain a lower boundt for it which may be 
somewhere near the truth; for in this problem we can ignore .f,k(ixe-ili) 

for small x, since by (7.13.5) 

(7.!9.1) 

and we can approximate to the right-hand side by the method already 
used. 

If k is any positive integer, and a > 1, 

('(a)~ n ('--'-)-' ~ n ~ ij,+m-I)' _I_~~ d,(n) 
P P8 P 6a (k-l)!m! pms ;S-1 ns 

If we replace the coefficient of each term p-nu by its square, the 
coefficient of each n-s is replaced by its square. Hence if 

Fk(.s) = ~ df~:), 

then F. 8 ~ n ~ (lk+m-l)!)' l - ~ 
k() P ~' {k-l)!m! pmi -l}ik<P ), 

t Titehma.rsh(4.). 
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say. Thus 

and 

Hence the product 

IJ (t-f.)"t,(f.) 
is absolutely convergent for a>-}, and so represents an analytic 
function, g(s) say, regular for u > L and bounded in any half-plane 

u ~ !+S; and· Fk(s) = SA.'(.s)!J(s). 

Now i a:(n)c-2" 81n8 = ~ 
2

J+i"'r(s)Fk(.s)(2sinS)---a ds. 
n=I 21Tt 

2-ir.c 

Moving the line of integration just to the left of u = I, and evaluating 
the residue at 8 = I, we obtain in the usual way 

since here there is a pole of order k2+ 1 at 8 = 0. 
We can now prove 

THEOREM 7.19. For any fixed integer k, and 0 < 8 ~ 8
0 

= 8
0
(k), 

! j((J+it)j"'-"dt;:, ~log'' i· 
an!he integral on the right of (7.19.1) is equal to (7.18.1) with A= l; 

2::1 "'j~Iogk' ~· 

while kz+2::s = aGlog"'-1~)· 
The result therefore follows. 
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER 7 

7 .20. When applied (with care) to a general Dirichlet polynomial, the 
proof of the first lemma of § 7.2 leads to 

' f ~~a.,n-•tl 2 

dt = ~ la.,I2 {T+O(nlog2n)}. 

0 

However Montgomery and Vaughan [I] have given a superior result, 
namely 

' f ~~a.n-'f dt ~ ~ I•.I'{T+O(n)) (7.20.1) 

Ramachandra [2] has given an alternative proof of this result. Both 
proofs are more complicated than the argument leading to (7.2.1). 
However (7.20.1) has the advantage of dealing with the mean value of 
((s) uniformly for u ~ !· Suppose for example that r1 = !· One takes 
x = 2T in Theorem 4.11, whence 

((!+it)~ L n-1-"+0(T-1) ~ Z+O(T-~, 
.,,;2T 

say, for T:::;: t :<::;; 2T. Then 

" f IZI'dt~ L n-'{T+O(n)) ~ TlogT+O(T). 
T .,,;2T 

Moreover Z <:g T~. whence 

Then, since 

[ O(T-I)'dt ~ 0(1), 

we conclude that 

" J K(f+it)l2 dt = TlogT+O(T), 
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and Theorem 7.3 follows (with error term O(T)) on summing over 
t T, t T, ... . In particular we see that Theorem 4.11 is sufficient for this 
purpose, contrary to Titchmarsh's remark at the beginning of §7.3. 

We now write 

JI((J:+it)l'dt ~ Tlog(~)+(2y-1) T+E(T). 

0 

Much further work has been done concerning the error term E( T). It 
has been shown by Balasubramanian [1] that E( T) ~ T t + '. A different 
proof was given by Heath-Brown [4]. The estimate may be improved 
slightly by using exponential sums, and lvic [3; Corollary 15.4) has 
sketched the argument leading to the exponent -fo\- + s, using a lemma 
due to Kolesnik [ 4 ). It is no coincidence that this is twice the exponent 
occurring in Kolesnik's estimate for Jl(f), since one has the following 
result. 

LEMMA 7.20. Let k be a fixed positive integer and lett )'c 2. Then 

log 2 t 

((f+it)k~(logt)(1+ f IC(f+it+iu)l"e-l"ldu )- (7.20.2) 

-log' I 

This is a trivial generalization of Lemma 3 of Heath-Brown [2 ], which 
is the case k = 2. It follows that 

C(!+it)2 4: (logt)4+(logt)maxE{t±(logt)2 }. (7.20.3) 

Thus~ if ll is the infimum ofthoseo: for which E(T) 4: r~, thenp(f)::;; ill· 
On the other hand, an examination of the initial stages of the process
for estimating ((f+it) by van der Corput's method shows that one 
is, in effect, bounding the mean square of C (f +it) over a short range 
(t- ~. t + ~). Thus it appears that one can hope for nothing better for 
Jl(f), by this method, than is given by (7 .20.3). 

The connection between estimates for C(! +it) and those for E( T) 
should not be pushed too far however, for Good [1] has shown that 
E(T) = Q(T!). Indeed Heath-Brown [1] later gave the asymptotic 
formula 

f' E(t)' dt ~ f(2n) -I((!)' Tl + O(Thog'T) (7.20.4) 
((3) 

0 

from which the above Q..result is immediate. It is perhaps of interest to 
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note that the error term of (7 .20.4) must be 0{ T f(log T)- I}, since any 
estimate O{F(T)} readily yields E(T)~{F(T)logT}t, by an argu
mentanalogous to that used in the proof of Lemma o: in 14.13. It would be 
nice to reduce the error term in (7.20.4) to O(T l+') so as to include 
Balasubramanian's bound E(T) 4: rt+•. 

Higher mean-values of E(T) have been investigated by I vic [I] who 
showed, for example, that 

' f E(t)Bdt4: TH•. (7.20.5) 

0 

This readily implies the estimate E(T) ~ Ti+•. 
The mean-value theorems of Heath-Brown and Ivic depend on a 

remarkable formula for E(T) due to Atkinson [1]. Let 0 <A <A' be 
constants and suppose AT ::;; N:::;; A' T. Put 

N~N(T)~'!._+f>!-(NT +!'!'_)'. 
2Jt 2 2Jt 4 

Then E(T) = !: 1 +I:2+0(log2T), where 

!:1 = 2-:1 "~N (-1)"d(n)(~+~ )-t {sinh 1 (~ y}- 1 

sin{(n) 

with (7.20.6) 

(••)' {(n) = tn+2Tsinh- 1 2T +(n2n 2 +2nnT)l, (7.20.7) 

and 

!:2 = 2 L d(n)n -t log- sing(n) ( 
T )-' 

,.,N 2nn 

where 

g(n) = Tlog 2~n- T-tn. 

Atkinson loses a minus sign on {1; p 375 ]. This is corrected above. In 
applications of the above formula one can usually show that !:2 may be 
ignored. On the LindelOf hypothesis, for example, one has 

n~x d(n)n -J-•T ~ T• 
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for x ~ T, so that :E2 ~ T' by partial summation; and in general one finds 
I:

2 
4 T2s<(!}+•. The sum :E 1 is closely analogous to that occuring in the 

explicit formula (12.4.4)for .&(x) in Dirichlet's divisor problem. Indeed, if 
n = o(Ti) then the summands of (7.20.6) are 

(-l)nc~;yd~~) cos( 2j(2xnT)-~)+o( r.d~;>). 
7.21. Ingham's result has been improved by Heath-Brown [4] to give 

T 

Il((t+it)l'dt~ J, c0 T(IogT)"+0(TI+<) (7.21.1) 

where c4 = (2n:2) t and 

c3 =2{4y-l-log(2x)-12('(2)n: 2}x-2. 

The proof requires an asymptotic formula for 

n~N d(n)d(n+r) 

with a good error term, uniform in r. Such estimates are obtained in 
Heath-Brown (4] by applying Weil's bound for the Kloosterman sum 
(see §7.24). 

7 .22. Better estimates for a k are now available. In particular we have 
u 3 ~-&and u4 :::; §-.The result on u4 is due to Heath-Brown [8]. To 
deduce the estimate for u 3 one merely uses Gabriel's convexity theorem 

(see § 9.19), taking a = i• f3 = i . ..l = t. p. = t. and u = -i2-· 
The key ingredient required to obtain u 4 ::;; i is the estimate 

[l((t+it)l"dt-< T'(IogT)" (7.22.1) 

of Heath-Brown [2]. According to (7.20.2) this implies the bound 
p.(!)::;; l In fact, in establishing (7.22.1) it is shown that, if IC(!+ itr)l 
~ V(> O)for 1::;; r::;; R, whereO <lr::;; Tand tr+l-tr ";:31, then 

R <t T 2 V- 12 (log T)lG, 

and, if V ";:3 T h-(log T)2, then 

R<t TV- 6 (logT)B. 

Thus one sees not only that C <! + it) <t tl (log t)!, but also that the number 
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of points at which this bound is close to being attained is very small. 
Moreover, for V "d3 T h-(log T)2, the behaviour corresponds to the, as 
yet unproven, estimate 

T f K<!+it)IGdt <t T 1+•. 

0 

To prove (7.22.1) one uses Atkinson's formula for E(T) (see §7.20) to 
show that 

r,o ,L l((t+i~l'dt-<GiogT+ 
K 

G~(TK)-l(IS(K)I+K-> I IS(x)ldx )e-G'Ktr, (7.22.2) 

where K runs over powers of2 in the range Ti::;; K::;; TG-2logaT, and 

S(x) = S(x, K, T) = K<n~K+>: (-1)nd(n)etHn> 

withf(n) as in (7.20. 7). The bound (7.22.2) holds uniformly for log2 T::;; G 
::;; Th. In order to obtain the estimate (7.22.1) one proceeds to estimate 
how often the sum S(x, K, T) can be large, for varying T. This is done by 
using a variant of Halitsz's method, as described in §9.28. 

By following similar ideas, Graham, in work in the process of 
publication, has obtained 

T 

I I((~+ it)l"'dt-< T" (log T)"'. (7.22.3) 

Of course there is no analogue of Atkinson's formula available here, and 
so the proof is considerably more involved. The result (7 .22.3) contains 
the estimate p.(t) ::;; h (which is the case l = 4 of Theorem 5.14) in the 
same way that (7.22.1) implies p(!)::;; !· 

7.23. As in §7.9, one may define u,., for all positive real k, as the 
infimum of those u for which (7.9.1) holds, and 11',. similarly, for (7.9.2). 
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Then it is still true that a k = a~, and that 

T f l((a+it)l 2kdt = T~d,.(n)2n 2"+0(TI-~) 

Chap. VII 

for a> a,., where b =(a, k) > 0 may be explicitly determined. This may 
be proved by the method of Haselgrove [1 ]; see also Turganaliev [1 ]. In 
particular one may take O(a, f) = t(a -!)for l < u < 1 (I vic [3; (8.111)] 
or Turganaliev [1 ]). For some quite general approaches to these 
fractional moments the reader should consult Ingham (4) and Bohr and 
Jessen (4). 

Mean values for u = ! are far more difficult, and in no case other than 
k = 1 or 2 is an asymptotic formula for 

T f I((J:+it)l"dt ~ I,(T), 

0 

say, known, even assuming the Riemann hypothesis. However Heath
Brown [7) has shown that 

T(logT)""~Ik(T)4T(IogT)k" (k=~). 

Ramachandra [3), [4] having previously dealt with the case k = !· 
Jutila [ 4] observed that the implied constants may be taken to be 
independent of k. We also have 

l"(T)p T(logT)"" 

for any positive rational k. This is due to Ramachandra [ 4] when k is 
half an integer, and to Heath-Brown [7] in the remaining cases. 
(Titchmarsh (I; Theorem 29] states such a result for positive integral k, 
but the reference given there seems to yield only Theorem 7.19, which is 
weaker.) When k is irrational the best result known is Ramachandra's 
estimate [5] 

l"(T) p T(log T)k"(loglog T)-k'. 

If one assumes the Riemann hypothesis one can obtain the better results 

and 
111 (T)-tT(logT)k' (O~k~2) 

(7.23.1) 
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for which see Ramachandra [ 4] or Heath-Brown [7 ]. Conrey and Ghosh 
[1] have given a particularly simple proof of (7.23.1) in the form 

with 
I,(T);, {C,+o(1)} T(logT)'', 

c, ~ {r(k'+1)}-' ~ {( 1-~ r .t (r~~;(~))' p-• }· 

They suggest that this relation may even hold with equality (as it does 
when k = 1 or 2). 

7.24. The work of Atkinson (2) alluded to at the end of §7.16 is of 
special historical interest, since it contains the first occurence of 
Kloosterman sums in the subject. These sums are defined by 

S(q;a,b)= ± exp(~(an+bii)), 
n.~l q 

(7.24.1) 

{n..q)=l 

where nft = 1(mod q). Such sums have been of great importance in 
recent work, notably that of Heath-Brown [ 4] mentioned in §7 .21, and of 
Iwaniec [1] and Deshouillers and lwaniec [2], (3] referred to later in 
this section. The key fact about these sums is the estimate 

IS(q; a, b)l <; d(q)ql(q, a, b)l, (7.24.2) 

which indicates a very considerable amount of cancellation in (7.24.1). 
This result is due to Weil [1] when q is prime (the most important case) 
and to Estermann [2] in general. Weil's proof uses deep methods from 
algebraic geometry. It is possible to obtain further cancellations by 
averaging S(q; a, b) over q, a and b. In order to do this one employs the 
theory of non-holomorphic modular forms, as in the work of 
Deshouillers and lwaniec [1 ]. This is perhaps the most profound area of 
current research in the subject. 

One way to see how Kloosterman sums arise is to use (7 .15.2). Suppose 
for example one considers 

J I((J:+it)l' l.~u u-•f e-•!Tdt. (7.24.3) 

0 

Applying (7.15.2) with 2b = 1/T+ilog(v/u) one is led to examine 

• (2ninu ) I d(n) exp -u e•IT . 

""' 
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One may now replace e'1Tby 1 +(i/T) with negligible error, producing 

J. d(n) •• pc·~·")··P(-2:;") ~ zk .'f n·>(2~:)· nH)d· 
where 

D(s.~)= n~t d(n)exp(2tt~nu)n-s. 
This Dirichlet series was investigated by Estermann [1 ], using the 
function {(s, a) of §2.17. It has an analytic continuation to the whole 
complex plane, and satisfies the functional equation 

n(e ") ~ 2v'_,,r(l-•)' {n(l-e, ii)-coe(ns)D(l-•, _ii)} 
'V (2n)2-2s U V 

providing that (u, v) = 1. To evaluate our original integral (7.24.3) it is 
necessary to average over u and v, so that one is led to consider 

for example. In order to get a sharp bound for the innermost sum on the 
right one introduces the Kloosterman sum: 

(
2 · -) " (2ninm) Lexp..!!!:!!!!.=Lexp-- L 1 

u«V V 111 , 1 V 11 .;U 
(..,u)-1 (m•u)-1 """'(modu) 

=I exp __ t... -L..exp---" (2ninm) '<' {' .(', (2nia(m-u))} 
m"'t V .. ,.u Va=t V 

(m.u)=I 

=! f S(u;a,n) L exp(-
2n:iau). 

U n= 1 u.;:U V 

and one can now get a significant saving by using (7 .24.2). Notice also 
that S(u; a, n) is averaged over u, a and n, so that estimates for averages 
of Kloosterman sums are potentially applicable. 

By pursuing such ideas and exploiting the connection with non
holomorphic modular forms, Iwaniec [1] showed that 

~. 's·· "' l((i+i41'dt .. (RA+TRIA-I)T' 

'· 
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for 0 :s:; tr,.;; T, tr+ 1 - tr ~ l\ "d3 Ti. In particular, taking R = 1, one has 
T+Ti f l((j+it)l'dt .. T!., (7.24.4) 

T 

which again implies Jt(!) :s:; t. by (7.20.2). Moreover, by a suitable choice 
of the points tr one can deduce (7.22.1), with T 2 +< on the right. 

Mean-value theorems involving general Dirichlet polynomials and 
partial sums of the zeta function are of intP.rest, particularly in 
connection with the problems considered in Chapters 9 and 10. Such 
results may be proved by the methods of this chapter, but sharper 
estimates can be obtained by using Kloosterman sums and their 
connection with modular forms. Thus Deshouillersand lwaniec [2], [3) 
established the bounds 

T 

fl((t+it)l 4
1 L ann 11 1

2

dt4;T'(T+TiNZ+TfNt) L ja11 12 
n<:;N no>;N 

0 

(7.24.5) 

and 

Jrl((j+i41'1 L a.m"l'l L b.n"l7

dl 
mo>;M n<:;N 

0 

.. T'(T+T!MiN+T!MNl+MINi)( L la.l')( L lb.l')(7.24.6) 
mo>;M n<:;N 

for N :s:; M. In a similar vein Balasubramanian, Conrey, and Heath
Brown [1] showed that 

fl((j+il)l'l.t•(m)F(m)m-!-•'1' d! ~ CT+O,(T(log T)-'), 

0 

(7.24.7) 

JJ(m)tt(n) - ( T(m, n)2 ) 
C= .... ~M~F(m)F(n)(m,n) log 

2
n:mn +2y-1 

forM :s:; Tilr-•, where A is any positive constant, and the function F 
satisfies F(x) 4; 1, F'(x) 4; x- 1• The proof requires Weil's estimate for the 
Kloosterman sum, ifT!:s:; M:s; T11r-•. 



VIII 

!l-THEOREMS 

8.1. Introduction. The previous chapters have been largely con
cerned with what we may call 0-theorems, i.e. results of the form 

<(•) ~ O(j(t)}, 1/((s) ~ O{g(t)) 
for certa.in values of a. 

In this chapter we prove a corresponding set of 0-theorems, i.e. results 
of the form 

<(•) ~!l{~(t)}, lf'(s) ~ !l{~(t)), 
the 0 symbol being defined as the negation of o, so that F(t) = O{,P(t)} 
means that the inequality iF(t)l > A,P(t) is satisfied for some arbitrarily 
large values of t. 

If, for a given function F(t), we have both 

F(t) ~ O(j(t)}, F(t) ~ !l(j(tl}, 

we may say that the order of F(t) is determined, and the only remaining 
question is that of the actual constants involved. 

For a> I, the problems of {(a+it) and 1/{(a+it) are both solved. 
For ! ~ u ~ l there remains a considerable gap between the 0-results 
of Chapters V-VI and the 0-results of the present chapter. We shall 
see later that, on the Riemann hypothesis, it is the D:-results whtch 
represent the real truth, and the 0-results which fall short of it. We 
are always more successful with D:-theorems. This is perhaps not 
surprising, since an 0-result is a statement about all large values oft, 
an D:-result about some indefinitely large values only. 

8.2. The first D: results were obtained by means of Diophantine 
approximation, i.e. the approximate solution in integers of given equa
tions. The following two theorems are used. 

DIRIOHLET's THEOREM. Given N real numbers a1, ~ •••• , aN, a positive 
integer q, and a positive number t0 , we can find a number tin the range 

t,,;;; t,;;; t,qN, (8.2.1) 
aM integers x1, .x2 , ••• , xN, 8UCh tOOt 

)tan-xnJ ~ Ifq (n = I, 2, ... , N). (8.2.2) 

The proof is based on an argument which was introduced and employed 
extensively by Dirichlet. This argument, in its simplest form,.is that, 
if there are m+ I points in m regions, there must be at least one region 
which contains at least two points. 

D-THEOREMS 

Consider the N -dimensional unit cube with a vertex at the origin and 
edges along the coordinate axes. Divide each edge into q equal parts, 
and thus the cube into qN equal compartments. Consider the qN+I 
points, in the cube, congruent (modi) to the points (ua1,ua2, ... ,uaN), 
where u = 0, t0 , 2t0 , ••• , qNt0 • At least two of these points must lie in the 
same compartment. If these two points correspond to u = u1 , u = u2 

(u1 < u2), then t = u 2-n1 clearly satisfies the requirements of the 
theorem. 

The theorem may be extended as follows. Suppose that we give u 
the values 0, t0 , 2t0 , ••• , mqNt0 • We obtain mqN+I points, of which one 
compartment must contain at lea.st m+ I. Let these points correspond 
to u = u1, ••• , um+1· Then t = u 3-u1, ••• , um-u1, all satisfy the require
ments of the theorem. 

We conclude that the interval (t0, mqNto) contains at least m solutions 
of the inequalities (8.2.2), any two solutions differing by at least t0 • 

8.3. KRONECKER'S THEOREM. Let a1, a2, ... , aN be linearly independent 
real numbers, i.e. numbers such that there is no linear relation 

•\a1+---+ANaN = 0 

in which the coeificients ,\1>··· are integers rwt aU zero. Let b1 , ... , bN be any 
real numbers, and q a given positive number. Then we can find a number 
t and integers x1, ••• , xN, such that 

ltan-b ... -x,.) ~ Ifq (n = 1, 2, ... , N). (8.3.I) 

If all the numbers b ... are 0, the result is included in Dirichlet's 
theorem. In the general case, we have to suppose the a,. linearly 
independent~ for example, if the a ... are all zero, and the b ... are not all 
integers, there is in general no t satisfying (8.3.I). Also the theorem 
assigns no upper bound for the number t such as the qN of Dirichlet's 
theorem. This makes a considerable difference to the results which 
can be deduced from the two theorems. 

Many proofs of Kronecker's theorem are known. t The following is 
due to Bohr (15). 

We require the following lemma 

LEMMA. If cfo(x) is pruitive and contimwus for a ~ x <:;;; b, then 

lim ( J {cfo(x)}n dx)t/n = max cfo(x). 
n->«> a a,;;z.;;b 

A similar result holds for an integral in any number of dimensions. 

t Bohr (lfi), (16), Bohr and Jossen (3), Eatermann (3), Lettenmeyer (I). 
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Let M = max¢(x). Then 

( 1 {~(x))• dx)"" <;; {(b-a)M•)I/• ~ (b-aJ'''M. 

Also, given o:, there is a.n interval, (a,fJ) say, throughout which 

cfo(x) ~M-o:. 
Hence 

( 1 f~(•lJ' dx)"';;;, f(~-·HM -•l"l''" ~ (~-·l'''(M -•). 
and the result is clear. A similar proof holds in the general case. 

Proof of Kronecker'B theorem. It is sufficient to prove that we can find 
a number t such that each of the numbers 

e2"i(a.l-b,.) (n= 1,2, ... ,N) 

differs from 1 by less than a given E; or, if 
N 

F(t) =I+ .. ··~:}2"t<a..t-b..l, 

that the upper bound of JF(t)l for real va.luesoftisN +I. Let us denote 
this upper bound by L. Clearly L .:::;;;; N +I. 

Let G(cfot,r/J2, ... ,¢N) = 1+ n~1e27Ti</>., 
where the numbers ¢v r/>2, ... , 4>N are independent real variables, each 
lying in the interval (0, 1). Then the upper bound of JGJ is N+l, this 
being the value of jGj when rfo1 = ¢1 = ... = ¢N = 0. 

We consider the polynomial expansions of {F(t)}k and {G(,P1 , ... ,,PN)}I:, 
where k is an arbitrary positive integer; and we observe that each of 
these expansions contains the same number of terms. For, the numbers 
a1, a 2, ••• , aN being linearly independent, no two terms in the expansion 
of {F(t)}k fall together. Also the moduli of corresponding terms are 
equal. Thus if 

then 

{G(.Pt•···• .PN)}k = I+ L Cqe2,.i{.\o.•~•+···+>.. . .v~.vl, 
{F(t)}k = I+ I Cqe2,.i{.\0•1(a 11-bJ+···+-\ .• 'I'(a.,l-b.v)) 

= 1+ICqe2n«.c..t-fl.l, 

say. Now the mean values 

Fk= lirn_!:__TfTiF(t)j2kdt 
T-2 

-T 
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and Gk = j j ··) IG(¢1 , ••• ,¢_v)j2kd.pl .. df.v 

are equal, each being equal to 

I+}.;C:. 
This is easily seen in each case on expressing the squared modulus as 
a product of conjugates and integrating term by term. 

Since N + 1 is the upper bound of I G I, the lemma gives 

!,~G!I2k=N+J. 

Hence also ¥~FJf2k = N+I. 

But plainly 

forallva.luesofk. HenceL~N+I,andsoinfactL=N+I. This 
proves the theorem. 

8.4. THEOREM 8.4. If u > l, t!ten 

j{(s)j <;;((a) 
for all values of t, while 

i((s)l;;;, (1-•)((a) 

for some indefinitely large values oft. 

We have l((s)j ~I~ n-•1 <;;I n-• ~((a), 
n=l n~l 

(8.4.1) 

(8.4.2) 

so that the whole difficulty lies in the second part. To prove this we 
use Dirichlet's theorem. For all values of N 

~(s) = f n-"e-illogn + f n-<>-if, 
tt~l n~N+l 

and hence (the modulus of the first sum being not less than its real part) 

N • 
j{(s)l ~ n~1n-"cos(tlogn)-n~~+In-". (8.4.3) 

By Dirichlet's theorem there is a number t (t0 .:::;;; t .:<( t0 q"") and integers 
X1 , .•• , xN, such that, for given Nand q (q ~ 4), 

l tl~gn -xnj-"(! (n = 1, 2, ... , N). 
-n q 

Hence cos(tlogn) ~ cos(2n/q) for these values of n, and so 
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Hence by (8.4.3) 

I((•) I ;;, oos(2nfq)((a)-2 }; n-o. 
NH 

Now . I , {(a)= In-"> u-"du = -, 
n=l a-l 

' 
and ! n-" < Ju-"du = Nl-a. 

N+l _v a-l 

Hence l{(s)l ~ {cos(27T/q)-2N1-"}{(a), (8.4.4) 

and the result follows if q and N are large enough. 

THEOREM 8.4 (A). The function {(s) is unbounded in the open region 

a> I, t >8 > 0. 

This follows at once from the previous theorem, since the upper bound 
{(a) of {(s) itself tends to infinity as a-+ I. 

THEOREM 8.4 (B). The function {(l+it) is unbounded as t-+00. 

This follows from the previous theorem and the theorem ofPhragmCn 
and LindelOf. Since {(2+it) is bounded, if {(l+it) were also bounded 
{(s) would be bounded throughout the half-strip I ~ a ::;;_ 2, t > S; and 
this is false, by the previous theorem. 

8.5. Dirichlet's theorem also gives the following more precise result.t 

THEOREM 8.5. However large 1-t may be, there are values of s in the 
region a > I, t > 1-t, for which 

l((s)l > Aloglogt. (8.5.1) 

Also ((!+it) ~ l2(loglog t). (8o5.2) 

Take t0 = I and q = 6in the proof of Theorem 8.4. Then (8.4,4) gives 

l((s)l;;, (!-2N'-")/(a-l) (8.5.3) 

for a value oft between I and 6N. We choose N to be the integer next 
above 81/(a-Il, Then 

I((•) I;;, _ _!___;;, log(N-1) > AlogN (8.5.4) 
4(a-I) 4log8 

for a value oft such that N > Alogt. The required inequality (8.5.1) 
then follows from {8.5.4). It remains only to observe that the value oft 
in question must be greater than any assigned t1 , if a-1 is sufficiently 
small; otherwise it would follow from {8.5.3) that {(s) was unbounded 

f Bohr and Landau (1). 
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in the region a> I, I < t ~ t1 ; and we know that {(s) is bounded in 
any such region. 

The second part of the theorem now follows from the first by the 
PhragmCn-LindelOf method. Consider the function 

/(•) ~ lo!~=~•' 
the branch ofloglogs which isreal fora> I, and is restricted to lsi > I, 
a> 0, t > 0 being taken. Then f(s) is regular for I ~a~ 2, t > S. 
Also I log log sl ,...... log log t as t --+ oo, unifonnly with respect to a in the 
strip. Hence f(2+it)-+ 0 as t-+ oo, and so, if f(l+it)-+ 0, f(s)--+ 0 
unifonnly in the strip.t This contradicts (8.5,1), and so (8.5.2) follows. 

It is plain that arguments similar to the above may be applied to all 
Dirichlet series, with coefficients of fixed sign, which are not absolutely 
convergent on their line of convergence. For example, the series for 
log {(s) and its differential coefficients are of this type. The result for 
log {(s) is, however, a corollary of that for t(s), which gives at once 

llog{{s)l > Iogloglogt-A 
for some indefinitely large values oft in a > l. For the nth differential 
coefficient oflog{(s) the result is that 

I(~)" log((•)! > A,.(loglogt)" 

for some indefinitely large values oft in a> l. 

8.6. We now turn to the corresponding problems! for 1/{(s). We 
cannot apply the argument depending on Dirichlet's theorem to this 
function, since the coefficients in the series 

_ _!__= ~~-t{n) 
{(s) n~ ns 

are not all of the same sign; nor can we argue similarly with Kronecker's 
theorem, since the numbers (logn)/27T are not linearly independent. 
Actually we consider log {{s), which depends on the series L p-8

, to 
which Kronecker's theorem can be applied, 

THEOREM 8.6. The function lj{(s) iB unbounded in the open region 
a> I, t > 8 > 0. 

We have for a~ 1 

I II I . l I . I I jlog{(s)-~p; = .f~2mpm• o::;.f,~2pm=.fp(p-l)=A. 
t See e.g. my Theory of Functions,§ 5.63, "ith tho angle transformed into a strip. 
~ Bohr and Landau (7). 
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Now 

R( L _I) ~ ! oo•(tl~gp,) ~ I co•(tl~Jll'>J + ! _1,. 
p p' n~t Pn :n~l Pn n~X+lp,. 

Also the numberslogp,. are linearly independent. For it follows from the 
theorem that an integer can be expressed as a product of prime factors 
in one way only, that there can be no relation of the form 

P~'p~• ... p;'" = I, 

where the A's are int<>gers, and therefore no relation of the form 

A1 logp1 +-·-+"-.vlogp.v = 0. 

Hence also the numbers (logp .. )/27T are linearly independent. It follows 
therefore from Kronecker's theorem that we can find a number t and 
integers x1, •• , X,v such that 

!t 10;:"-l-x,! ~ t (n =I, 2, ... ,N), 

1tlogp,.-1T-27TX,\,;;; 17T (n =I, 2, ... , "K). 

Hence for these values of n 

cos(tlogp,.) = -cos(tlogp,.-1T-2?Tx,),;;; -cos!11 = -!, 

andhenoe R(L ~)~-~I~+ ! -~. 
p p n~t1n n~.\"+1 p,. 

Since !Pn-1 is divergent, we can, if His any assigned positive number, 
choose u so near to I that! pna > H. Having fixed u, we can choose N 
so large that 

Then 

Since H may be as large as we please, it follows that R(L p-8 ), and so 
logl{(s)l, takes arbitrarily large negative values. This proves the 
theorem. 

THEOREM 8.6 (A). The function tg(l+it) is unbounded as t-+ oo. 
This follows from the previous theorem in the same way as Theorem 

8.4 (B) from Theorem 8.4 (A). 
We cannot, however, proceed to deduce an analogue of Theorem 8.5 

for 1/{(s). In proving Theorem 8.5, each of the numbers cos(tlog n) has 
to be made as near as possible to I, and this can be done by Dirichlet's 
theorem. In Theorem 8.6, each of the numbers cos(tlogp,.) has to be 
made as near as possible to -I, and this requires Kronecker's theorem. 
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Now Theorem 8.5 depends on the fact that we can assign an upper limit 
to the number t which satisfies the conditions of Dirichlet's theorem. 
Since there is no such upper limit in Kronecker's theorem, the corre
sponding argument for 1/{(s) fails. We shall see later that the analogue 
of Theorem 8.5 is in fact true, but it requires a much more elaborate 
proof. 

8. 7. Before proceeding to these deeper theorems, we shall give another 
method of proving some of the above results. t This method deals 
directly with integrals of high powers of the functions in question, and 
so might be described as a short cut which avoids explicit use of 
Diophantine approximation. T 

We write M{lf(s)l 2} =lim__!__ J lf(a+it)! 2 dt, 
T-+oo2T 

-T 
and prove the following lemma. 

LEMMA. Let 
w b 

g(s)=~~~· 
be absolutely wnvergentfor a given value of u, and let every m with bm 'I= 0 
be prime to every n with c,. :f=. 0. Then for such u 

M{jg(s)h(s)l'} ~ M{lg(sii'}M{jh(s)l'}. 

By Theorem 7.1 

M{jg(s)l'} ~ .~, !!:;;', ~f{!h(s)l'} ~! 

Now 
ro d 

g(s)h(s)= 6-;=;· 
where each term dr r-1< is the product of two terms bm m -s and c .. n -s. 

Hence 

N{lg(s)h(s)l'} ~ ~ r;;;' ~ L L li:::)",;· ~ M{lg(s)j')N{Ih(s)l'). 

We can now prove the analogue for 1/{(s) of Theorem 8.4. 

THEOREM 8.7, fju > l, then 

for all values of t, while 
I I I,;: ((a) 
[(8) """{(2a) 

I I I>- (I ) ((a) 
~ ,_.- -€ {(2a) 

for some iru:Uifinirely large values of t. 
f Bohr and Landau (7). 

(8.7.1) 

(8.7.2) 
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We have, for u > 1, 

Since 

we have also 

~ l~l•ll ~ Il (1+_!_) ~ Il (1-p-'") ~ lM, 
;S n° P ]P P I-p-0 ~(2a) 

and the first part follows. 
To prove the second part, write 

dsJ ~ IT ( 1-~l,,,,). 

{((!)}'~IT (1-~)'hv(s)}'. 
By repeated application of the lemma it follows that 

M(l((:)l") ~IT M([(1-Pi.)[")M{I"v(s)l"). 
Now, for every p, 

M1r1-~ 1 .. 1 ~ ~lTr1-~1 .. d •• 

since the integrand is periodic with period 21Tflogp; and 

M{l,v(s)l"} ;;.1, 

Cha;. VIII 

since the Dirichlet series for {7JN(a)}k begins with I+ .... Hence 
N 2,./]ogp. 

M(-1-)>-Illogp. f 11-_l_l"dt 
l{(a)j2k "'"' 27T p~ . 

»=1 0 

(
2,./logp )'I" 

Now lim f [1-.2_1 2

k dt = max 11-J:.[ =I+_!_, 
k---+cto 

0 
P 8 o;;;:!o:;;2or/logp p 8 pu 

Hence ~[ M(111:l 1,.Jt';;. IT (t+Jkl· 
Since the left-hand side is independent of N, we can make N -+ ao on 
the right, and obtain 

. [ ( 1 )]"" {Ia) ~ M l{(s)j2k ~ {(2o)" 
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Hence to any E corresponds a k such that 

[M(I((:)I',Jr > (!-•)(~~~)' 
and (8.7.2) now follows. 

Since {(a)/{(2o-)-+ co as a-+ I, this also gives an alternative proof of 
Theorem 8.6 

It is easy to see that a similar method can be used to prove Theorem 
8.4 (A). It is also possible to prove Theorems 8.4 (B) and 8.6 (A) directly 
by this method without using the Phra.gmt'in-LindelOf theorem. This, 
however, requires an extension of the general mean-value theorem for 
Dirichlet series. 

8.8. THEOREM 8.8. t However large t0 may be, there are values of s in 
the region a> I, t > t0 for which 

I dsJI > A loglogl. 

Also W~il) ~ !l(loglogl). 
As in the case of Theorem 8.5, it is enough to prove the first part. 

We first prove some lemmas. The object of these lemmas is to supply, 
for the particular case in hand, what Kronecker's theorem lacks in the 
general case, viz. an upper bound for the number t which satisfies the 
conditions (8.3.1). 

LEMMA a. If m aM n are different positive integers, 

Forifm <n 
llogn>[ > - 1

-. 
n max(m,n) 

log~~logn~I =~+~~+ .. >~· 
LEMMA {1. Ifp1, ... ,pN are thefirstN primes, andJl1, ... , P.N are integers, 

not all 0 (not necessarily positive), then 

N lloghl~·I>PN~N (p.=maxjp.,.j). 

For IT p~ = uJv, where 

·-• u ~ II Pi:'. v ~ II Pi:'. 
~ .. >o ~ .. <o 

t Bohr and Landl!.u (7). 
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and u and v, being mutually prime, are different. Also 

max(u,v) <-QP:. ~~. 
and the result follows from Lemma a::, 

Chap. vm 

LEMMA y. The numbe1- of aolutiDn8 in positive or zero integers of the 

~ 

For N = 1 the number of solutions is k+I, so that the theorem holds. 
Suppose that it holds for any given N. Then for given vN+l the number 
of solutions of 

does not exceed (k-vN+l+I)N ~ (k+I)N; and vN+l can take k+I 
values. Hence the total number of solutions is~ (k+I)N+l, whence 
the result. 

LEMMA 0. For N >A, there exits a t satisfying 0 ~ t:::;; exp(N6) for 
which 

cos(tlogp,.) < -1 + ~ (n ~ N). 

Let N > 1, k > I. Then 

where 

l~0x,.)k = };c(v0, ... ,vN)~ ... x"z:, 

c(p0, ... ,v,.,.) = ;o!.~.~N!' ! v,. = k. 

The number of distinct terms in the expansion is at most (k+ 1 ).v < k2N, 
by Lemma y. Hence 

so that 

Let 

so that 

c~: c)'.; :~:c· I I < k"' I c', 
l;c2 > k-2.V(,!c)l = k-L'V(N+I)2k. 

N 
F(t) = 1 - .. f:}itlOilP~, 

{F(t)}"" =I c(v0, •.. ,11N)(-l)~•+···+~aexp(it ~ 11,)ogp .. ), 

jF(I)["' ~ ~Jcc'(-l)~•.+''"'•xp(it~ (•.-V.Jlogp,) 

=l::l+:I:., 

where I:1 is taken over values of (11,11') for which 111 = v;, v1 = v;, ... , and 
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1:2 over the rema.inder. Now 
T 

~ f et<V dt = I (a = 0), 

II JT I let"'T-11 2 T' •'"' dt ~ i•T .; !•IT (• # 0). 

T 

_TI JiF(t)l"'dt;;,~,c'-~,II( _•<;<;! IT. 
o v,. "n ogpw 

Hence 

By Lemma fJ, since the numbers~~ .. -~~~ are not all 0, 

Hence T >N 

~ f IF(t)l"' dt;;, I c'- 2PT 2; 2; cc' 

' ;;,k-"'(IcJ•- 21/'(IcJ' 

= (k-2N_ 2~V")(N+I)2k. 
In this we take k = N4, T =eN', and obtain, for N >A, 

Hence 

(~ !IF(I)I"'dt)''"' ?(N+I)e-1110NINH>>>N+I-fz.,. 

Hence there is a tin (0, eN") such that 

!F(t)l >N+I-4. 

195 

Suppose, however, that cos(tlogp11 ) ~ -I+lfN for some value of n. 
Then 

IF(t)l =::;;; N-I+!I-eiHogp~l = N-1+"'2(1-costlogp .. )t 

( 
l)l N I :::;;; N-1+"'2 2-N .:::;;; +I-2N, 

a contradiction. Hence the result. 
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We can now prove Theorem 8.8. As in§ 8.6, for u > I 

log](~~- 2co*;.gp,)+O(l). 

Let now N be large, t = t(N) the number of Lemma 8, 8 = 1/logN, and 
u = 1+8. Then 

log_.:!_>-- :z:~(~~~ >- (1-.!.)i _!__! ~ 
j{(s)j ~ p~ ~ N 1 Pi. N+tp'J. 

( 
') l w l ( ') • l > 1-N 2 -;;-2 2 <i > 1-N Vog((c)-A)-2 2 (Anlogn)• 

p N+lp.,._ .V+l 

AS 11 ANt-u 
logmsJT > -A-Nlog3-logN u-1 >-A, 

I(~)[>~~ AlogN > Aloglogt. 

The number t = t(N) evidently tends to infinity with N, since 1ms) is 
bounded in jtj ~A, u ~ 1, and the proof is completed. 

8.9. fu Theorems 8.5 and 8.8 we have proved that each of the 

inequalities 

IW+it)[ > Aloglogt, 1/IW+it)[ > Aloglogt 

is satisfied for some arbitrarily large values of t, if A is a su~table 
constant. We now consider the question how large the constant can be 
in the two cases. 

Since neither I {( l +it) [floglog t nor I {(I +it) j-1jloglog t is known to be 
bounded, the question of the constants might not seem to be of much 
interest. But we shall see later that on the Riemann hypothesis they 
are both bounded; in fact if 

A~ jjffiiW+it)l, ~ ~ linll/l((l+it)i, (8.9_1) 
t--><» loglog t 1-->oo loglog t 

then, on the Riemann hypothesis, 

.\ ~ 2eY, JL ~ .geY, (8.9.2) 

where y is Euler's constant. 
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There i~J therefore a. certain interest in proving the following results. t 

THEOREM8.9(A). E!lf~~~~t~j ~eY. 

THEOREM 8.9 (B). E!!! 1 /~~~~~i:)j ~ ~eY, 

Thus on the Riemann hypothesis it is only a factor 2 which remains in 
doubt in each case. 

We first prove some identities and inequalities. AB in§ 7.19, if 

F,(,) ~ ~ <P,(n) (c > l) (8.9.3) 
... ~ ns 

and (8.9.4) 

then (8.9.5) 

Now for real x 

-'f. d~ 'f. d1 
-; 

0 

ll-x!ei.f>j 21.:"""""; 
0 

(l-2Vxcos4+x)k' <8·9·6) 

Using the familiar formula 

}',,)~!f. ~~<11 ___ _ 
n 71' 

0 
{z-.J(z2-1)cosP}"+l 

(8.9.7) 

for the Legendre polynomial of degree n, we see that 

(8.9.8) 

Naturally this identity holds also for complex x; it gives 

F,(s) ~ IJ (I-~-•)A'(:~;:) ~ ''(') IJ P,_,(:~;:). 
A similar "'t of formulae holds for lfns). We have (

8
.
9

"
9

) 

g(~))'~ IJ(·-~)' ~ Q(•-?+"-'~:-;')p',.- ·+'~~)')· 
t Littlewood (5}, (6}, Titclunanili (4}, (14). 
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Hence (8.9.10) 

where the coefficients b~;(n) are determined in an obvious way from the 
above product. They are integers, but are not all positive. 

The form of these coefficients shows that 

g,(x) ~ ~ f•l i __ k!_xlme<m;l'd~ 
21r _,. ... ~o m!(k-m)! 

~ ~ fll+xle'0i"df ~ ~ J(t+2xlws~+x)'~· 
' ' 

Comparing this with the formula 

we see thatt 

Hence 

P,(z) ~ ~ J {z+,(z'-l)eos~)·d~ 
gk(x) = (1-x)kPk(l+x). 

1-x 

G,(a) ~ n (1-p-')'P,(l+p-•) ~_I_ n p,(l+p-'). 
P 1-p__, ~"(s) P k 1-p"""" 

We have also the identity 

(8.9.14) 

Fk+I(s) = ~llk+ 1(s)Gds). (8.9.15) 

t This formula is, essentially, Murphy's well-known fonnula 
Jl(oos8) = eos .. i8F(-k, -k; 1; -tan'i8) 

with :r: = -tan1i6; cf. Hobson, SphericalandEUipMlidal Harmcmics, pp. 22, 31. 
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AgainforO<x<! 

"'"' l f d~ 
f.t(x) >;(I u-=-zvxcos,P+x)"' 

•I' 

= n(l.!~x)2k f { 1 -1~v;~~~:s0;~xr !Up 

•lk 

= n(l_!v'x?"' f {1+0(~)r d,P > 2k(1~~x)2k (8.9.16) 

if k is large enough. Hence also 
( ) - (l )" " ( ) (l +Jx)"•' (l+Jx)" (8.9.17) 

gk X- -X + fk+l X>~> -3k--

for k large enough; and 

g,(x) .;;~! (l+'•J"~ ~ (l+'xJ" (8.9.18) 

for all values of x and k. 

8.10. Proof of Theorem 8.9 (A). Let a> I. Then 

fT(t-l'!)11<•+it)j"dt~ JT(1-l'!) ~d,(m) ~d,(n)dt 
T T L. m"+it L.., na-if 

-T -T m~l n-1 

~ !~\~) J(~-~)dH- LLd''(:!~~n) J(~-~)(~)"dt 
n=l -T ,.,..,. -T 

~ T ~ dl(n) + "" d,(m)d,(n) 4sin'{!Tlog(n/m)) 
,.-'S n2a £;'F-f (mn)a Tlog2(n/m) 

~ di(n) ~ T 
6 
~ = TF~.:(2a). (8.10.1) 

Since (from its original definition) f.t(p-k) ;;;::. 1 for all values of p, 

( 1 ( 1 )-") F,(Zu) ;;, IT f,(p-'') ;;, n 2k 1---. 
p,;;z p<;;z p 

(8.10.2) 

for any positive x and k large enough. Here the number of factors is 
n(x) < Axflogx. Hence if x > Vk 

n~ (')'''"' _ ( Axlog2k) _._ 
p.;;;:r: Zk;;;::. 2k - exp - logx > e . (8.10.3) 
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Also 

n 1-p-• " l-p-• " (I I) log ~= L.log~= L0 17--
p<;_x p p.;;x p p.;;x P P 

~ L o(Jogp f ~) ~ o(cu-l) L logp) ~ O((u-I)logx). 
p.;;x 1 p p.;;x p (8.I0.4) 

Fd2a) > e-.dX-.1k(a-I)Iogx Il (1-!)-2
"', 

po>;x p 
Hence 

and 

(~ J (~-~)l({u+it)l"dt)"" > e-A<I'-A<•-''0'" n (~-~r 
-T po>;x 1 

as x-+ co, by (3.15.2). 
> {eY+o (l)}e-A:rlk-A(a-t)louJogx 

Letx = fJk, wherek-t < 8 < I,a.ndu = I+TJflogk,whereO < TJ <I. 
Then the right-hand side is greater than 

{eY+o {l)}e-Aa-A'7(logk-log~)-

Also, if ma,T = max l{(a+it)j, the left-hand side does not exceed 
to>;lllo>;T 

(~ f (~-~)("~r af" +(~ [(~-~)m::Tdf" 
' ' 

Hence 
(2)'"' 2 < T a-I+2112kma,T· 

ma,T > 2-li2k{eY+o (I)}e .Ja-A'l(]og k-log~)- 2Jog k 
S TII2kTJ. 

LetT= 7]-41<, so that 

Then 

loglog T = logk+log(4log~)· 

ma,T > 2-112k{eY-j-o (I)}e-Aa-A11{loglog T-log(4log~)-log~}

-21]{loglog T-log( 4log~) }· 

Giving 8 and 'I arbitrarily small values, and then making k-+ co, i.e. 
T -+ co, we obtain 

lini~L>-eY 
loglogT"'"" ' 

where, of course, a is a function of T. 
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The result now follows by the PhragmCn-LindelOf method. Let 

f(s) ~ loglo~\~+hi) 
where h > 4, and let A~ Tim I((I+it)l. 

loglogt 

201 

We may suppose.\ finite, or there is nothing to prove. On a = I, t ?:::: 0, 
we have 

Also, on a = 2, 

If(•) I ,;; ll((ls)l < A+• (t > t,). 
og ogt 

If(•) I~ o(l) < A+• (t > t,). 

We can choose h so that lf(s)l < "-+~' also on the remainder of the 
boundary of the strip bounded by a = I, a = 2, and t = I. Then, by 
the PhragmCn-LindelOf theorem, lf(s)j < A+E in the interior, and so . 

Tim JM!_ ~ Tim _jf(s)L__ <;; A. 
loglogt loglog(t+h) 

Hence A ;;::: eY, the required result. 

8.11. Proof of Theorem 8.9 (B). The above method depends on the 
fact that dk(n) is positive. Since bk(n) is not always positive, a different 
method is required in this case. 

Let a> I, and let N be any positive number. Then 

~IT I ~b,(n) I' dt ~ ~IT " b,(m) " b,(n) dt 
T n 8 T L ma+iJ L..... na-iJ 

0 
n.;;. 

0 
mo>;N n.:;N 

Now 

~ " bl(n) +~" "b,(m)b,(n) IT(")" dt 
L...., n2a TL.....L..... mana m 

n.:;N m+N o 

>- "'b~(n)_!_ "'~lbk{m)bk(n)j_2_ 
:::--- n..:fJv n2a T Li;:+~ mana llognfmj' 

I 
n I n+I I I log- ?:::: log- ?:::: - ;;::: -N, 
m n 2n 2 

so that the last sum does not exceed 

Since {{a),..... I/(a-I) as a-+ I, and ,(2) >I, we have, if a is sufficiently 
near to I, 
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Hence the above last sum is less than 

4N 
T(u-I)2k" 

Also 

1

__1;__ ~ b,(n)l,;:: ~ )b,(n)) <_I_" )b,(n)) 
{k(s) .. 7N ns """ .. ~· n" Niu-t .. .tfN nF+f 
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I (m•Hl)' I ( 2 )' < NTa=t {(a+ I) < N"Ta=I C1-l 

for a sufficiently near to 1. Since for a > 2 

G,(a),;; IJ (I+pF)" ~ IJ u~:-~:r ~ (~'tf)". 
we have simil&rly 

G (2u)- ' bi(n) = ..;;;;:' bi(n) < ___!____ ~b:(n) 
k L., n2o L.. n2u Na-1 n"+l 

n.;;.N n>N "> 

< G,(a+Il < _l_(m•Hl)" < -'-(~)'"'· 
Na-1 Na-1 {(a+I) Na-1 u-1 

These two differences are therefore both bounded if 

N--- ( 2 )"'"-" 
a-1 

With this value of N we ha.ve 

by (8.9.17). Now 

log TI :!~~: ~ O((a-l)logx) 
•<• 

as in (8.10.4). Hence, as in (8.10.3) and (3.15.3), 

T1 {~(l+~t'} > e-.A.x-Ak(a-l)lolll'"'{b+o(l)}2klog2kx 
p<x 

where b = 6erj-rr2, 
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Choosing x and u as in the last proof, 

N (2logk)2klogkJTJ+2k 
(u-1)2k< -"- • 

and we obtain 

T 

_I_ J 1___!_+0(1)12 
dt > e-A3k-ATJk{b+o(J)}2klog2k8k

T 
0 

~?(s) 

4 (2logk)2klogk/TJ+2k 
-T -"- +O(I}. 

Finally, let 

Then 

(
2logk ) 0 logk loglogT =-= logk+log -"-+2 +Ioglog~ < (l+£)logk 

fork> k1 = k1(£, 1)). Hence 

T 

-~ J I____!___+ O{l) 12 dt > e-ASk-A11k{b+o(l)}2kf!oglog T -log~)2k +0{1). 
T

0 
'k(s) \ I+t 0 

Let 

Since the first term on the right of the above inequality tends to infinity 
with k {for fixed 0, 1), and t) it is cleartha.tM~.T tends to infinity. Hence 

j,"~sl+O(Ill < 2M!,T 

if k is large enough, and we deduce that 

4~T > 1e-ASk-A11K{b+o<IwkC0~~:T -log~r~ 
for k large enough. Hence 

M _!__. -AS-.i'l(b+ (I)'(loglogT -l !). 
a,T>Bll2ke o J l+t" og0 

Giving 0, £, and 1J arbitrarily small values, and then varying T, 
we obtain 

The theorem now follows a.s in the previous case. 
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8.12. The above theorems are mainly concerned with the neighbour
hood of the line a= I. We now penetrate further into the critical strip, 
and provet 

THEOREM 8.12. Let a be a .fixed number in the range l ~a< I. Then 
the inequality l{{a+it)l > exp(log•t) 

iB satisfied for some irulefinitely large vq,lues oft, provided that 

a< I;-a. 

Throughout the proof k is supposed large enough, and 8 small 
enough, for any purpose that may be required. We take l < a < I, 
and the constants C1 , C2, ••• , and those implied by the symbol 0, are 
independent of k and S, but may depend on a, and onE when it occurs. 
The case a = lis deduced finally from the case a > f. 

We first prove some lemmas. 

LEMMA a. Let 
k-1( l)m ! (k) 

rt•l''(•) ~ ' - m.a;;; + 6o (s=I)"Hl 

in the neighbourhood of s = I. Then 

jaJ:JI < e0 •k (I ~ m:::;;; k). 

The~) are the same as those of§ 7.13. We have 

r(s) =,J
0
c,.(s-l)", ~k(s) = (s-1)-kn~oe~kJ(s-1)", 

where jc,.j :s;;,; c;, je~lj :s;;,; C; (C2 > I, C3 > I). 

Hence e;_kJ is less than the coefficient of (s-I)" in 

L~o D;(s-IJ"t = {l-(7a(s-t)}-k = ~o fk!:;~!r G;(s-l~". 
Hence 

ml(a(kll ~~k-~-lc e(kJ/ <k-~-I Ck-n~->•-t~+n-l)!m 
· m n~o k-m-n-1 n 6 2 (k-l)!n! 3 

LEMMA/3. 

< kC[c~d!~~~l}12 < ea,k, 

~ llr{a+it)('(a+it)ol•-"1' dt 

> [I,J
1
ddn)exp(-inxe-ia)/

2
x2u-1 dx-exp(C,klogk). 

t Titchm1U'&h(4). 
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By (7.13.3} the left-hand side is greater than 

2 J j<f.k(ixe-ifJ)I2x2u-1 dx;:;, Jl,~ 1dk(n)exp(-inxe-,.8)j 2x2u-t dx-

' ' 

Since jlog(ixe-ifJ)j:::;;; logx+!1T, 

I Rk(ixe-i8)j .:::;;; ~{la~klJ+ ja~klj(logx+!7T)+ .. +a~k_!_l(logx+f7T)k-t} 

:::;;; keC,k(log:+i1T)k-I, 

and 

J (logx+!7T)2k-2x2<>-3 dx < r (2logx)2k-2x2u-3 dx+ .r 1T2k-2x2<>-3 dx 
1 i 1 

- r(2k-l) + 1T2k-2. 
- 2(1-u)2k-I 2-2a 

The result now clearly follows. 

LEMMA y. 

l!n~ldk(n)exp(-inxe-ill)j2x2u-t dx 

t "'dl:() I"" 
> ~~ L -~~e-2nalnll_C6 Jog"8 L di(n)e-nsln8. 

n'"l u~1 

The left-hand side is equal to 

"~ 1 n~1dk(m)dk(n) J exp(imxe"8-inxe-;8)x2u-l dx 

' ~ 2 + 2 ~ l:, + l:,. 
m~n m;£n 

~OW Je-2nxsinfJx2<>-1dX = (2nsin0)-2U r e-Yy2<>-ld!J, 
1 2n;inS 

and for 2nsin0:::;;; 1 
ro ro f e-Yy2u-l dy ~ J e-Vy2<>-l dy = C, > ('7 e-2n sin 8, 

2nsln8 1 

while for 2nsin0 > 1 

I e-lly2u-ldy> J e-Vdy=e-2nsin8. 

2nslnll 2nSLnll 
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Hence 

:tl = ! dl(n) I"' e-2n.:cslnllx2<>-l dx > !l!_ ~ di,(n) e-2nslnll 
n~I 1 ,32<>6-t n2<> -

Also, using (7.I4.4), 

~ e-i~~rnll "' 
= 0 8 ~ ~,-. - ,L dk(m)e-:"uinll dk(m-r)e-{<m-~)•lnll 

~~1 m~r+1 

~e-1rf<ln81 • • 
~ Gs L-' ,~ L d~(m)e-mslnll 2: di{m-r)e--<m-r)llfn/l)l 

r~l m~r+l m~r+l 

"' e-t~slnll "' "' 
<Gs _L -,-2: di(m)e-m•ln8 < 08 log~ ""di(m)e-miln8, 

,.~1 m~t .S rf=t 
This proves the lemma. 

LEMMA .S. For q > I 

exp(os(lo:kr"} < Fk(a) < exp(010 k21")

lt is clear from (8.9.6) that 

fk(x) ~ (I-Yx)-2k (0 < x <I). 

Also it is easily verified that 

(
(k+m-1)1)' (k'+m-1)! 
(k-l)!ml ~ (k2 -I)!m!

Hence, for 0 < x < I, 

, ~ (k'+m-1)' 
Jk(x) ~ L. (k2-I)! Txtn = (1-x)-k'_ 

m-o m. 
Hence 

logFk(a) = P"~k'logik(p-")+ rh.k"logfJ,p-<>) 

::;;;;: 2k ~k'log(I-p-l<>)-I+k2~k•log(I-p-<>)-1 

~ O(k,_J,rl•)+O(k',.~.,p-•) 
~ O{k(k••)•-l•)+O{k'(k••)•-•) ~ O(k"•). 
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On the other hand, (8.10.2) gives 
logFk(a) > 2k! log(l-p-~")-1-! log2k 

P<"' p<z 

> 2k !p-l"-011 ~log2k 
pq: logx 

w-t" x 
> 012 klogx -Oulogxlog2k. 

Taking X- 12 (c k )'" 
- 20

11
logk 

the other result follows. 

Proof of Theorem 8.12 for ! < u < 1. It follows from Lemmas f3 and 
y and Stirling's theorem that 

f"' )~(a+it))2ke-2&t2<>-l dt > 5.:! ~ di,(n) e-2naJn8_ 
Oll" L.. n2" 

0 n-1 

I~ -Ou)ogb 6 di(n)e-nsln8_Q15eC•klogk, 

Now, if 0 <.: < 2a-1, 

~~(n) > Fk(2a)-016 .fS ?;2a(?M)~ 
= Fk(2a)-q6 8(Fk(2a-.:) 

> exp{ 09(lo: k) 11
"} -016 8~ exp{010 k21(2<>-€l}, 

and I di(n)e-nBinll < 0 11 ! fil(n)(n0)~--2<> = 011 0€-2<>Fk(2a-f) 
n~l n-1 

< Ol18€-2<>exp{qok2/(2a-~)}. 

Let .S = exp{ -~k2J<2u-(>}. 
Then 

J fb{a+it)f"e-"'t'•-• dt > f,.[c,exp(c.(1o:k)"")-c,c,.-
-Ouq,~k21<2<>-€)]-o~5ea.klogk 

> ~exp{o,Co:kt"}· 
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Suppose now that 

[C(a+it)[ <;; exp(log"t) (t ;:> t,) 

where 0 < o: < 1. Then 

! I C(a+it)f",-'•t'•-' dt ,; cg + J ,,.,,,.,_,.,,,_, dt. 

If t > k2JS2, k > k0 , then 

~ < Vt < !__!____ 
8 21og"-t 

Hence 

Chap. VIII 

~ ~~ ~ J e2klol('l-2&t2"-l dt .:s;; e2ki<>I('(AN8'> J e-2&t2o--I dt+ J e-&t2a-l dt 
1 1 k•JlJ• 

<e2kii)ga(k't\)'J~. 

Hence (--"--)l/u = o(klog"-~) = O(kl+(2<t)f(2"-~l), 
Iogk S 

Hence !~I+~• 
a 2a-E 

and since E may be as small as we please 

~~~+;. o:;?;l-cr. 

The case u = f. Suppose that 

m+it) ~ O(exp(logPt)) (0 < fl < tl· 
Then the function /(s) ~ C(s)exp(-log"a) 

is bounded on the lines u = f, a = 2, t > t0 , and it is O(t) uniformly 
in this strip. Hence by the Phragmen-Linde!Oftheoremf(s) is bounded 
in the strip, i.e. 

for! < u < 2. Since this is not true for!< a< 1-fJ, it follows that 
fl;:;, •. 

NOTES FOR CHAPTER 8 

8.13. Levinson (1] has sharpened Theorems 8.9(A) and 8.9(B) to show 
that the inequalities 

f((l+it)l ~e1 loglogt+0(1) 

8.13 

and 

0-THEOREMS 

--
1
-. - ~ ~ (loglogt -logloglog t) + 0(1) 

1((1+tt)/ n: 2 

209 

each hold for arbitrarily large t. Theorem 8.12 has also been improved, 
by Montgomery [3 ]. He showed that for any a in the range ! < a < 1, 
and for any real 9, there are arbitrarily large t such that 

R{e'.9log((a+it)} ~ !'n-(a-!)- 1(log t) 1 -a(Joglog t)-a. 

Here log ((s) is, as usual, defined by continuous variation along lines 
parallel to the real axis, using the Dirichlet series (1.1.9) for a > 1. It 
follows in particular that 

((a+ it)= n{exp(_isr__ (logt)l-a )} <!<a< 1), 
a-t (loglogW 

and the same for ((a+it)- 1• For a=t the best result is due to 
Balasubramanian and Ramachandra [2], who showed that 

( 
(logH)l ) 

r.,~:~+HI((!+it)/ ~ exp f (loglogH)i 

if(log T'f ~ H ~ Tand T ~ T(r5), whereJisanypositiveconstant. Their 
method is akin to that of§ 8.12, in that it depends on a lower bound for a 
mean value of /((!+it)/ 2k, uniform ink. By constrast the method of 
Montgomery [3] uses the formula 

(logl)2 

~ f e-i8 Jog((a+it+iy)(
8
in/yY {1+cos(9+ylogx)}dy 

-(logl)2 

~ L A(n) .-·-"(l:-flog"f)+o{x(logt)-'). (8.13.1) 
liogn/xl><flogn X 

This is valid for any real x and 9, providing that ((s) -=f. 0 for R(s) ~a and 
/I (s) - t 1 ~ 2(log t )2_ After choosing x suitably one may use the extended 
version of Dirichlet's theorem given in § 8.2 to show that the real part of 
the sum on therightof(8.13.l)is large atpointst1 < ... < tN~ T,spaced 
at least 4(1og T)2 apart. One can arrange that N exceeds N(a, T), 
whence at least one such tn will satisfy the condition that ((s) * 0 in the 
corresponding rectangle. 



IX 
THE GENERAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE ZEROS 

9.1. In § 2.12 we deduced from the general theory of integral functions 
that '(s) has an infinity of complex zeros. This may be proved directly 
as follows. 

We have 

I l l 1 I 1 (I I) (I I) 3 v+32+··· < 22+2.3+u+··· = :;;+ 2=a + a-4 + ... = 4· 
Hence for u ~ 2 

I((•) I,;;!+.,!.+~+···,;;!+~+···<~' (9.1.1) 

and l{(s)[ ~ 1-~- ... ~ 1-~- ... > ~- (9.1.2) 

Also Rg(s)} =I+ cos(t;~g2) +··· ~ 1-~- ... > ~· (9.1.3) 

Hence for a > 2 we may write 

log{(s) ~ log[{(s)[+iarg{(s), 

where arg ~(s) is that value of arcta.n{IC(s)/RC(s)} which lies between 
-!7T and !11. It is clear that 

[log{(•)l <A (u;, 2). (9.1.4) 

For u < 2, t -=1=- 0, we define log '(s) as the analytic continuation of 
the above function along the straight line (o+it, 2+it), provided that 
((s) # 0 on this segment of line. 

Now consider a system of four concentric circles 010 02, 03 ,. 04, with 
centre 3+iT and radii 1, 4, 5, and 6 respectively. Suppose that {(a) # 0 
in or on Of. Then log {(a), defined as above, is regular in Of. Let M1 , 

M2, M3 be its maximum modulus on 011 02 , and 03 respectively, 
Since {(a) = O(t""'), R{log {(a)} <A log T in Of, and the Borel

" Caratheodory theorem gives 

M3 ~ 6
2~~A1ogT+ :~:logl{(3+iT)I < AlogT. 

Also M1 <A, by (9.1.4). Hence Hadamard's three·circles theorem, 
applied to the circles 01 , 02, 03, gives 

M2 ~ M~MC <AlogPT, 

where 1-cr: = p = log4jlog5 < 1. 
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Henoe {(-!+iT)~ O(exp(logiT)) ~ O(T'). 

But by (9.1.2), and the functional equation (2.1.1) with u = 2, 

1{(-l+iT)[ >AT!. 

We have thus obtained a. contradiction. Hence every such circle Of 
contains at least one zero of {(a), and so there are an infinity of zeros. 
The argument also shows that the gaps between the ordinates of 
successive zeros are bounded. 

9.2. The function N(T). Let T > 0, and let N(T) denote the 
number ofzeros ofthe function {(a) in the region 0 ~ a ~ 1, 0 < t ~ T. 
The distribution of the ordinates of the zeros can then be studied by 
means of formulae involving N(T). 

The most easily proved result is 

THEOREM 9.2. As T --+ co 

N(T+I)-N(T) ~ O(logT). (9.2.1) 

For it is easily seen that 

N(T+I)-N(T),;; n(,l5), 

where n(r) is the number of zeros of {(a) in the circle with centre 2+iT 
and radius r. Now, by Jensen's theorem, 

' " f *) d' ~ 2. J logi{(2+iT+3e")l dO-logl{(2+iT)[. 
' 2~ 

' ' 
Since l{(s) 1 < t""' for -1 ~ u ~ 5, we have 

log[{(Z+iT+3e")l <AlogT. 

' 
Hence f n~)dr <AiogT+A < AlogT. 

' ' ' J n~) dr ~ J n~) dr ~ n(~5) J ~ = An(~5), 
0 -.'6 •'5 

Since 

the result (9,2.1) follows. 
Naturally it also follows that 

N(T+h)-N(T) ~ O(log T) 

for any fixed value of h. In pa.rticula.r, the multiplicity of a multiple 
zero of {(a) in the region considered is at most O(log T). 
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9.3. The closer study of N(T) depends on the following theorem.t 
If Tis not the ordinate of a zero, let S(T) denote the value of 

'IT-Iarg((!+iT) 

obtained by continuous variation along the straight lines joining 2, 
2+iT, i+iT, starting with the value 0, If Tis the ordinate of a. zero, 
let S(T) ~ S(T+O). Let 

L(T) =]; TlogT-
1 +~:; 27TT+~· 

THEOREM 9.3. As T ~ rx; 

N(T) ~ L(T)+S(T)+O(I/T). 

(9.3.1) 

(9.3.2) 

The number of zeros of the function E:(z) (see § 2.1) in the rectangle 
with vertices at z = ±T±~i is 21V(T), so that 

2N(T) ~ _l_ f ?:'(')a, 
21T'i E(z) 

taken round the rectangle. Since E:(z) is even and real for real z, this 
is equal to 

'l'+fi ~' ?.+iT !+iT 

~iu + n~·(~:J,~~u + I )~(~:d· 
T T+ii :a 2+iT 

= ~dargg(s), 

where d denotes the variation from 2 to 2+iT, and thence to !+iT, 
along straight lines. Recalling that 

we obtain 

Now 

and by (4.12.1) 

<t•l ~ !•t•-1)·-l•rt!•)((.•J, 

Llargs(s-1) = arg(-l-T2) ="-" 1r, 

darg1r-t8 = Lla.rge-!slog,. = -!Tlog1r, 

l;.,gr(}a) ~ Ilogr(!+ji7') 

~ 1((-!+JiT)log(jiT)-!iT+O(I/T)} 

~ jTiog!T->•-!T+O(IfT). 

Adding these results, we obtain the theorem, provided that Tis not the 
ordinate of a zero. If T is the ordinate of a. zero, the result follows from 

t Backlund (2), (3). 
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the definitions and what has already been proved, the term 0( 1/T) being 
continuous. 

The problem of the behaviour of N(T) is thus reduced to that of S(T}. 

9.4. We shall now prove the following lemma. 

LEMMA. Let 0:::::;; a< fJ < 2. Letf(s) be an analytic function, real for 
reals, regular for a~ a: except ats = 1; let 

iR/(2+i!)l ;;, m > o 
and 1/(a'+it')I:::,;;MaJ (a'~a, I:::,;;t':::,;;t). 

Then if T is not the ordinate of a zero of f(s) 

largf(a+iT)I..::;; fOg{(2_:)/( 2-fJ)}(logM"'T+2+log~)+~ (9.4.1) 

fora ~fJ. 
Since argf(2) = 0, and 

I If(•)) argf(s) = arctanlRf(s) , 

where Rf(s) does not vanish on a = 2, we have 

l-'gf(2+iT)I < !•· 
Now if Rf(s) vanishes q times between 2+i7' and fJ+iT, this interval 
is divided into q+ I parts, throughout each of which R{f(s)} ~ 0 or 
R{f(s)} ..::;; 0. Hence in each part the variation of argf(s) does not 

exceed 7T. Hence largf(s)l ..::;; (q+i)1T (a~ fJ). 

Now q is the number of zeros of the function 

g(') ~ Hf(,+iT)+f(,-iT)) 

for I(z) = 0, {3:::::;; R(z):::::;; 2; hence q:::::;; n(2-fJ), where n(r) denotes the 
number of zeros of g(z) for lz-21 ..::;; r. Also 

2-a< 2-a< f n~)dr~ J n~)dr ~n(2-fJ)log!=~· 
0 2-{3 

and by Jensen's theorem 
1-a< 2rr 

f n(r) dr ~_I_ f loglg(2+(2-a)•''JI d8-loglg(2)1 
r 2• 

' ' < logM,.,T+2+log 1/m. 
This proves the lemma. 
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We deduce 

THEOREM 9.4. As T -+ oo 

S(T) ~ O(log T), 

i.e. N(T) = __!__ Tlog T- I+log 2" T+O(logT). 
277' 277' 

Chap. IX 

(9.4.2) 

(9.4.3) 

We apply the lemma with j(s) = {(s), ox = 0, p = !, and (9.4.2) 
follows, since {(s) = O(tA). Then {9.4.3) follows from (9.3.2). 

Theorem 9.4 has a number of interesting consequences. It gives 
another proof of Theorem 9.2, since (0 <8 <I) 

L(T+I)-L(T) ~ L'(T+B) ~ O(IogT). 

We can also prove the following result. 

If the zeros fl+ir of ~(s) with y > 0 are arranged in a sequence 
Pn = fln+irn. so that Yn+1 ;<: Yn• then as n-+ 00 

IPnl......, Yn"' 1~":. · (9.4.4) 

Wehave N(T),....., 2~TlogT. 
Hence 27TN(y,±I)......, {r,.:.!:::l)log(y,.±l),....., y,.logy,.. 

Also 

Hence 

Hence 

and so 

N(y,.-1) ~ n ~ N(rn+I). 

211n,....., y,.logy,. 

logn......, Iogyn, 

2.
Yn"'logn" 

Also IPnl,....., Yn• since {1,. = 0(1). . 
We can also deduce the result of§ 9.1, that the gaps between the 

ordinates of successive zeros are bounded. For if jS(t)l ~ Clogt (t;;:: 2), 

N(T+H)-N(T) ~ _1_ TJ+Hlog.'...dt+S(T+H)-S(T)+O(I_) 
21T T 21T T 

If T (') ;;:: 2;log2;-0{log(T+H)+IogT}+O T, 

which is ultimately positive if H is a constant greater than 4tr0. 
The behaviour of the function S(T) appears to be very complicated. 

It must have a discontinuity k where T passes through the ordinate of 
a zero of ~(s) of order k (since the term 0(1/T) in the above theorem is 
in fact continuous). Between the zeros, N(T) is constant, so that the 
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variation of S(T) must just neutralize that of the other terms. In the 
formula (9.3.1), the term tis presumably overwhelmed by the variations 
of S( T). On the other hand, in the integrated formula 

T T 7' f N(t) dt ~ f L(t) dt+ f S(t) dt+O(Iog T) 

' ' ' 
the term in S(T) certainly plays a much smaller part, since, as we shall 
presently prove, the integral of S(t) over (0, T) is still only O(log T). 
Presumably this is due to frequent variations in tl>e sign of S(t). Actually 
we shall show that S(t) changes sign an infinity of times. 

9.5. A problem of analytic continuation. The above theorems on 
the zeros of {(s) lead to the solution of a curious subsidiary problem of 
analytic continuation.t Consider the function 

P(s) ~ L 1_, (9.5.1) 
p P' 

This is an analytic function of s, regular for a > 1. Now by (1.6.1) 

P(s) ~ ~ ~~)log((ns). (9.5.2) 
n~l 

As n-+ oo, log {(m) ,.._, 2-ns. Hence the right-hand side represents an 
analytic function of s, regular for a > 0, except at the singularities of 
individual terms. These are branch-points arising from the poles and 
zeros of the functions {(ns); there are an infinity of such points, but they 
have no limit-point in the region a > 0. Hence P(s) is regular for 
a > 0, except at certain branch-points. 

Similarly, the function 

' ~ ('Ins) 
Q(s) ·~ -P (s) ~- ~.~(n) ((ns) (9.5.3) 

is regular for a > 0, except at certain simple poles. 
We shall now prove that the line a= 0 is a natural boundary of the 

functions P(s) and Q(s). 
We shall in fact prove that every point of a = 0 is a limit-point of 

poles of Q(s). By symmetry, it is sufficient to consider the upper half
line. Thus it is sufficient to prove that for every u > 0, 8 > 0, the 
square 

0 <a < 8, u < t ~ u+ll (9.5.4) 

contains at least one pole of Q(s). 

t La.ndauaodWalfisz(l). 
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Asp -+ oo through primes, 

N{p(u+8)} ......_-I; (u+8)plogp, N(pu),...., -kuplogp, 

by Theorem 9.4. Hence for all p ~ p0(8, u) 

N{p(u+O)}-N(pu) > 0. (9.5.5) 

Also, by Theorem 9.2, the multiplicity v(p} of each zero p = f3+iy with 
ordinate y ~ 2 is less than A logy, where A is an absolute constant. 

Now choose p = p(15, u) satisfying the conditions 

P>i. p;;,~, p;;,p,(o,u), p>Aiog{p(u+o)). 

There is then, by (9.5.5), a zero p of ,(8) in the rectangle 

i ~ u < I, pu < t ~ p(u+l3). (9.5.6) 

Since y > pu ~ 2, its multiplicity v(p) satisfies 

v(p) <A logy<;; Alog(p(u+o)} <p, 
and so is not divisible by p. 

The point pjp belongs to the square (9.5.4). We shall show that this 
point is a. pole of Q(s). Let m run through the positive integers (finite 
in number) for which '(mpjp) = 0. Then we have to prove that 

2: ~~)·(Sf) # 0. (9.5. 7) 

The term of this sum corresponding tom= pis -v(p)fp. No other m 
occurring in the sum is divisible by p, since form ;;:::: 2p 

Hence 

R('!'i')~"'f.;;,."P..:l~I. p p p 

'-" ~(m) v('!'l') ~ ~- v(p) 
L... m p b p ' 

where a and b are integers, and p is not a factor of b. Since p is also 
not a factor of v(p), ap =F bv(p), and (9.5. 7) follows. 

There are various other functions with similar properties. For 
example,t let "' {dk(n)}l 

fr.k(s) = 61 ----n;-• 

where k and l are positive integers, k;;:::: 2. By (1:2.2) and (1.2.10), 
/,.k(s) is a meromorphic function of 8 if l = I, or if l = 2 and ~ = 2. 
For all other value, of land k, f 1.k(s) ha8 u = 0 as a natural boundary, 
and it has no singularities other than poles in the half-plane u > 0. 

t Eatermann (I). 
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9.6. An approximate formula for t'(s)fb(s). The following approxi
mate formula for rf8)g(8) in terms of the zeros near to 8 is often useful. 

THEOREM 9.6 (A). If p = f:J+iy runs throw;h zeros of {(8), 

{'(s) ~ L _I__+O(logt), 
{(8) )l-yl08-p 

(9.6.1) 

uniformly for -1 :>;;; u :>;;; 2. 
Take f(8) = {(8), 8u = 2+iT, r = 12 in Lemma a: of § 3.9. Then 

M = A log T, and we obtain 

f'_(s) ~ L _I__+O(logT) (9.6.2) 
{(s) lp-s.I<>:s 8-p 

for [8-8ul ~ 3, and so in particular for -I :>;;; u ~ 2, t = T. Replacing 
T by tin the particular case, we obtain (9.6.2) with error O(Iogt), and 
-I ~ u ~ 2. Finally any term occurring in (9.6.2) but not in (9.6.1) is 
bounded, and the number of such terms does not exceed 

N(t+6)-N(t-6) ~ O(logt) 

by Theorem 9.2. This proves (9.6.1). 
Another proof depends on (2.12.7), which, by a known property of 

the r-function, gives 

{'(a)~ L (-'-+~)+O(logt). 
{(8) P s-p p 

Replacing 8 by 2+it and subtracting, 

{'(s) ~ '-" (_I__ __ I_)+O(logt), 
{(s) "7 s-p 2+tt-p 

sinoe {'(2+it)f{(2+it) ~ 0(1). 
Now 

_L 2+~t-p = ll-~nO(l) = O(logt) 
)1-y)<>:I 

by Theorem 9.2. Also 

2: (,~ -2 :,_ ) ~ 2: ,_ 2;;;i,-
l+n<y"l+n+l P + p t+n<y'(t+n+l ( p)( p) 

~ '-" of-'-) ~ L o(..!.) ~ oflog(t+nl) 
t+n<y~+n+l \(y-t)2 t+n<y.;:t+n+l nZ \ n2 ' 

again by Theorem 9.2. Since 

! 1~;-n) < 2 Io!
2
2t + L: lo!;n = O(Iogt), 

n=l n<;:t n>l 
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it follows that 2: (-'---1
-) ~ O(logl). 

y>l+l 8-p 2+~t-p 

Similarly 2: (-'---1
-) ~ O(logl) 

yd-1 8-p 2+tt-p 

and the result follows again. 
The corresponding formula for log t(s) is given by 

THEOREM 9.6 (B). We have 

logt(s) =11 _~,,_}og(s-p)+O(logt) (9.6.3) 

uniformly for -I _,;;; q ::;;; 2, where log {(s) has its usual meaning, and 

-1r < Ilog(s-p) ::;;; '"· 
Integrating (9.6.1) from s to 2+it, and supposing that tis not equal 

to the ordinate of any zero, we obtain 

log{(s)-log{(2+il) ~,.-~.,{log(s-p)-log(2+il-p)}+O(logl). 

Now logt(2+it) is bounded; also log(2+it-p) is bounded, and there 
are O(log t) such terms. Their sum is therefore O(log t). The result 
therefore follows for such values of t, and then by continuity for all 
values of s in the strip other than the zeros. 

9.7. AsanapplicationofTheorem 9.6 (B) weshallprovethefollowing 
theorem on the minimum value of {(s) in certain parts of the critica.l 
strip. We know from Theorem 8.12 that i{(s)l is sometimes large in 
the critical strip, but we can prove little about the distribution of the 
values of t for which it is large. The following resultt states a much 
weaker inequality, but states it for many more values oft. 

THEOREM 9.7. There is a coMtant A suck that each interval-{T, T+I) 
contains a value oft for whick 

i{(s)l > 1-A (-1 <;;a<;; 2). (9.7.1) 

Further, if His any number greater than unity, then 

1{(•)1 > T-•H (9.7.2) 

for -1.::;;;: u ~ 2, T.::;;;: t ~ T+1, except possibly for a set of values oft 

of measure If H. 
Taking real parts in (9.6.3), 

logl{(s)l =11 _~,./ogls-pi+O(logt) 
;;;::: 11_~0Ioglt-yi+O(logt). (9.7.3) 

t VWiron (I), La.nda.u (8), (18), Hobeiael (3). 
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Now 

T+l IPln(y+t,T+l) 

J ~ logl<-rl d< ~ ~ J logl<-rl dl 
T 11-Yf'.-;t T-t,;;y.-;T+t ma:s:(y-l,T) 

, .. 
;;;, ~ J Iogl<-rl dl 

T-t..;;y.-;T+2 y-l 

~ (-2) > -A!ogT. 
T-t..;;y<;;T+i 

Hence ll-~•.a loglt-yl > -A log T 

for some tin (T, T+1). 
Hence logl{(s)l > -A log T for some t in (T, T+1) and all u in 

-1 ~ u ~ 2; and 
logi{(•)l > -AH!ogT 

except in a. set of measure 1/H. This proves the theorem. 
The exceptional values oft are, of course, those in the neighbourhood 

of ordinates of zeros of {(s). 

9.8. Application to a formula of Ramanujan.t Let a and b be 
positive numbers such that ab = 1r, and consider the integral 

_I_ J a-28 ~ ds = __!_ f ~ r(}-s) ds 
21ri {(1-2s) 21ri ..;1T {(2s) 

taken round the rectangle (l±iT, -!±iT). The two forms are equiva
lent on account of the functional equation. 

Let T~oo through values such that IT-yl > exp(-A1 yflogy) for 
every ordinate y of a zero of {(s). Then by (9. 7.3) 

Iogl{(a+iT)I;;;,- ~ A,yf!ogy+O(!ogT) > -A,T 
IT-yl<t 

where A 2 < }1r if A1 is small enough, and T > T0• It now follows from 
the asymptotic formula for the r -function that the integrals along the 
horizontal sides of the contour tend to zero as T ~ oo through the above 
values. Hence by the theorem of residuest 

-f+ia> l+i<o 

_I_ J a-211 ~ds-_!_ J ~r(}-s)ds 
21T'i {(l-2s) 21ri ..;1T {(2s) 

-f-ioo 1-ioo 

~ _ _I_" bP r(t-!P). 
2"'""f {'(p) 

t Hardy a.nd Littlewood (2), ll'.i6-9. 
t Iu forming the aeries ofresidue9 we have supposed for simplicity that the zeros of ((.t) 

e.re aU simple. 
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The first term on the left is equal to 
m -!ti:<J "' 

'"(n) ~ f (~)'' q,) d, ~ - '11":2 {I-clol•>') 
L.n2wt a L...n 
n-1 -}-ioo n~l 

= n~~~~e--ialn>', 
Evaluating the other integral in the same way, and multiplying through 
by ._Ia, we obtain Ramanujan's result 

\ 1a ~ ~-t(n) e-(a/nl'_,,b ~ (:~ c--i.l>.'nl' = __ !____ 'bP !1l-.:::-te2 ,tS n "~ n z,'b L... ~'(p) · 
(9.8.1) 

We have, of course, not proved that the series on the right is con
vergent in the ordinary sense. We have merely proved that it is conver
gent if the terms are bracketed in such a way that two terms for which 

]y-y'l < exp(-A1 y/logy)+exp(-A 1 y'jlogy') 

are included in the same bracket. Of course the zeros are, on the average, 
much farther apart than this, and it is quite possible that the series may 
converge without any bracketing. But we are unable to prove this, 
even on the Riemann hypothesis. 

9.9. We next prove a general formula concerning the zeros of an 
analytic function in a. rectangle.t Suppose that cfo{s) is meromorphic in 
and upon the boundary of a rectangle bounded by the lines t = 0, 
t = T, u = o:, u = {3 ({3 > o:), and regular and not zero on a= {3. The 
function logcfo{s) is regular in the neighbourhood of a= {3, and here, 
starting with any one value of the logarithm, we define F(s) = logcfo(s). 
For other points s of the rectangle, we define F(s) to b~ the value 
obtained from logcfo(,B+it) by continuous variation along t =constant 
from ,B+it to a+it, provided that the path does not cross a zero or 
pole of cfo(s); if it does, we put 

F(s) = }~~0 F(a+it+i£). 

Let v(a', T) denote the excess of the number of zeros over the number 
of poles in the part of the rectangle for which a > a', including zeros 
or poles on t = T, but not those on t = 0. 

~ 

Then J F(s) ds = -27ri J v(a, T) da, (9.9.1) 

the integral on the left being taken round the rectangle in the positive 
direction, 

t Littlewood(4). 
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We may suppose t = 0 and t = T to be free from zeros and poles of 
cfo(s); it is easily verified that our conventions then ensure the truth of 
the theorem in the general case. 

We have 
~ ~ T 

J F(s)ds ~ J F(a)da- J F(a+iT)da+ J {F(~+it)-F(a+itl)idt. 
" " () (9.9.2) 

The last term is equal to 
T {J fJ o+iT 

f i dt f f(a+it) da ~ f da f f.0) ds 
o\(a+it) ,S(s) ' 

() " " 0 

and by the theorem of residues 
o-+iT fJ fJ+•T fJ+iT f !;~;a, ~ (f + J -,L ) !;~; M- z.i,(a, T) 

= F(a+iT)-F(a)-21Tiv(a, T). 

Substituting this in (9.9.2), we obtain (9.9.1). 
\Ve deduce 

T 

THEOREM 9.9. If S1~T) = J S(t) dt, 

then S1(T) = ~ J log"(a+iT}i da+O(I}. {9.9.3} 

! 
Take cfo(s} = {(s), a:= f, in the above formula, and take the real part. 

\Vc obtain 
~ T ~ 

J log:((a)l do- J a,g((~+it) dt- J logl((a+iT)I da+ 
l 0 ~ T 

+ 1 .,g((}+it) dt ~ 0, (9.9.4) 

the term in v(a, T}, being purely imaginary, disappearing. Now make 
f3 ~ oo. We have 

log((s) ~ log(t+},+ .. .) ~ 0(2-•) 

as a~ oo, uniformly with respect tot. Hence arg {(s) = 0(2-""}, so that 
the second integral tends to 0 as ,B ~ oo. Also the first integral is a 
constant, and 

1 log! ((a+iT)i <h ~ J 0(2-•) <h ~ 0( I). 

' ' 
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Hence the result. 

THEOREM 9.9 (A). S1(T) = O(log T). 
By Theorem 9.6 (B) 

j logl{(s)l da = "5' j logls-pl dcr+O(logt). 
t lt-Yk:Ij 

The terms of the last sum are bounded, since 

' ' ~log(~+ I)~ J log{(cr-,8)2+(y-t)2}dcr ~ 2 J loglcr-,81 dcr >~A. 

Hence 

l l 

J log[ ((s) I da ~ O(log t), 
l 

and the result follows from the previous theorem. 
It was proved by F. and R. Nevanlinna (I), (2) that 

T f SJjl dt ~ A+O\~•!) 

(9.9.5) 

(9.9.6) 

This follows from the previous result by integration by parts; for 
T T "'' 

f S(t) dt ~ [~(t)]T + J s,(t) dt ~ A+S,(T)_ s~(t)dt. 
t t 1 t2 T t2 

> ' T 

Since S1(T) = O(log T), the middle tennis O(T-IJog 'I'), and the last 
termis "" ~ 

o(j 1j~'a•) ~ o( _ ["'~{+ J ~i) ~ 0(Io~1'). 
Hence the result follows. A similar result clearly holds for 

T f S~t) dt (0 <IX< l). 

It has recently been proved by A. Selberg (5) that 

S(t) ~ !l±{(logt)l(Ioglogt)-l} (9.9.7) 

with a similar result for S1(t); and that 

S,(t) ~ n.{(logt)l(Ioglogt)-'}. (9.9.8) 

9.10. THEOREM 9.IO.t S(t) ha8 an infinity of changes of sign. 
Consider the interval (y,., Yn+l) in which N(t) = n, Let l(t) be the 

t Tirehmo.rsh{l7). 
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linear function oft such that l(y .. ) = S(y,J, l(Yn+l) = S(y,.+1 -0). Then 
for y,. < l < Yn+l 

l(t)-S(t) ~ {S(y.H-0)-S(y.)} t-y. -{S(t)-S(y,)} 
Yn+l-Yn 

~ -{L(y.H)-L(y,)} _l=:r,_ + { L(t)-L(y,)J+O(~). 
Yn+l-Yn y,. 

using (9.3.2) and the fact that N(t) is constant in the interval. The first 
two terms on the right give 

-L'(<)(t-y.)+L'(o)(t-y.) (y, < 0 < t, y" < g < y,H) 
= L~(f1 )(7]-t)(t~y,.) (t1 between g and 7]) 

~ 0(1/y.) 
since y,.+I~y, = 0(1). Hence 

y.,, ,.,, 

J S(t)dt~ J Z(t)dt+o(rn:~~r") 
Y• ~ !{y.H-y,){S(y.)+S(y.H-O)}+O(Y"H=J'-")· 

y, 
Suppose that S(t) ~ 0 for t > t0 • Then 

gives 
Hence 

Hence 

N(y,);;, N(y,-0)+1 

B(y11 ) ~ S(y,.-O)+I ~I. 
,._, 
f S(t) dt;;, }(y,H-y.)+O(b<"~~y") 
Y• 

r S(t) dt;;, !lr.v-r.,), 

'·· contrary to Theorem 9,9 {A). Similarly the hypothesis S(t) ,;;;; 0 for 
t > t0 can be shown to lead to a contradiction. 

It has been proved by A. Selberg (5) that S(t) changes sign at least 
T(log T)~e-.1'\og\og T 

times in the interval (0, T). 

9.11. At the present time no improvement on the result 
S(T) ~ O(log T) 

is known. But it is possible to prove directly some of the results which 
would follow from such an improvement. We shall first provet 

THEOREM 9.11. The gaps between the ordinates of successive zeros of 
C(s) tend to 0. 

t Littlewood (3). 
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This would follow at once from {9.3.2) if it were possible to prove that 
S(t) ~ o (log t). 

The argument given in§ 9.1 shows that the gaps are bounded. Here 
we have to apply a similar argument to the strip T-0 ~ t ~ T+O, 
where 8 is arbitrarily small, and it is clear that we cannot use four 
concentric circles. But the ideas of the theorems of Borel-CarathCodory 
and Hadamard are in no way essentially bound up with sets of concentric 
circles, and the difficulty can be surmounted by using suitable elongated 
curves instead. 

Let D, be the rectangle with centre 3+iT a.ndacornerat -3+i(T+S), 
the sides being parallel to the axes. We represent D4 conformally on the 
unit circle D~ in the z-plane, so that its centre 3+iT corresponds to 
z = 0. By this representation a set of concentric circles lzl = r inside 
D~ will correspond to a set of convex curves inside D4 , such that as 
r-+ 0 the curve shrinks upon the point 3+iT, while as r-+ 1 it tends 
to coincidence with D4• Let D~, D'2, Ifa be circles (independent, of course, 
of T) for which the corresponding curves D1, D2, D3 in the s-pla.ne pass 
through the points 2+iT, ~I+iT, -2+iT respectively. 

The proof now proceeds as before. We consider the function 

/(')~log({*)}, 

where s = s(z) is the analytic function corresponding to the conformal 
representation; and we apply the theorems of Borel-Caratheodory and 
Hadamard in the same way as before. 

9.12. We shall now obtain a more precise result of the same kind.t 

THEOREM 9.12. For every large positive T, "s) has a zero P+iy 
satisfying A 

lr-TI <logloglogif'" 

This was first proved by Littlewood by a detailed study of the con
formal representation used in the previous proof. This involves rather 
complicated calculations with elliptic functions. We shall give here two 
proofs which avoid these calculations. 

In the first, we replace the rectangles by a so.ccession of circles. Let 
T be a. large positive number, and suppose that {(s) has no zero P+ir 
such that T-8 ~ y ~ T+8, where 8 < !. Then the function 

j(s) ~ log ((s). 

where the logarithm has its principal value for a > 2, is regular in the 

rectangle _ 2 ~a~ 3, T-8 ~ t ~ T+S. 

t Littlewood {3}; proof8 given here by TiWhma.rah {13), Kra!ru18Chke (1). 
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Let c~, ell, C", r~ be four concentric circles, with centre 2-fvS+iT, and 
radii lS, 1$. f8, and 8 respectively. Consider these sets of circles for 
v = 0, I, ... , n, where n = (12j8J+I, so that 2-lM ~-I, i.e. the 
centre of the last circle lies on, or to the left of, a = -1. Let mv, Mv, 
and M~ denote the maxima of ]f(s) 1 on ell, e", and C" respectively. 

Let A 1, A2, ••• denote absolute constants (it is convenient to preserve 
their identity throughout the proof). We have R{J(s)} < A

1
log T on 

all the circles, and 1/(2+iT)] < A 2 • Hence the Borel-Caratheodory 
theorem for the circles c(l and ro gives 

3+18 
Mn <g_~8 (A 1 logT+A 2) = 7(A 1 logT+A2), 

and in particular 
1/(2-)o+iT)i < 1(A,logT+A,). 

Hence, applying the Borel-Carath€odory theorem to C
1 

and r
1

, 

M 1 < 7{A 1 logT+i/(2-!S+iT)I} < (7+72)A 1 logT+72A
2

• 

So generally M~ < (7-j- ... +7"+1)A1 IogT+7v+tA
2

, 

or, say, Mll < 1vA3 1ogT. (9.12.1) 
Now by Hadamard's three-circles theorem 

.Mv ~ 1n~M~, 
where a and b are positive constants such that a+b = 1; in fact 
a = log i/log 3, b = log 2/log 3. Also, since the circle 0~_1 includes the 
circle cv, mv ~ M~_1 • Hence 

M~ ~ M~_ 1 Mt (v = 1, 2, ... ,n). 
Thus lf/1 ~ MgMt, 11f2 ~ M~M~ ~ Mg'MfM~, 
and so on, giving finally 

Hence, by (9.12.1), Mn ~ Mff'Mf-'l>Mr-•~.> ... M~. 

Now 
Mn ~ Mg"1a"-'b+2a"-'b+ ... +nb(Aalog T)«"-'b+a"-'b+ ... +b. 

an-Ib+2a"-2b+ ... +nb < n 2, 

an-1b+an-2b+ ... +b = b(J-an)/(1-a) = 1-an. 

Hence Mn ~ Mff'7n'(A3 log T)l-a" < A 4 7n'(log T)l-a", 
since Mn is bounded as T <--+ oo. 

But l'(s)l > tA• for a~ -1, t > t0, so that M" > A
5
logT. Hence 

45 <A,. 7n'(log T)-"", 

loglogT < {~f(n2 log7-log~)· 
logloglogT < nlog~+A 6 logn, 
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so that s <__!_!__ < __ A __ • 
n-1 logloglog T 

a.nd the result follows. 

9.13. Second Proof. Consider the a.ngula.r region in the a-plane 
with vertex at a= -3+iT, bounded by straight lines making angles 
± !IX(O < o: < tt) with the real axis. 

Let w = (s+3-iT)wfcx. 

Then the angular region is mapped on the ha.lf-pla.ne R(w) ~ 0. The 
point 8 = 2+iT corresponds to 

w=5'"'"'· 

Let 

Then the angular region corresponds to the unit circle in the z-pla.ne, 
and s = 2+iT corresponds to its centre z = 0. If s = a+iT corre
sponds to z = -r, then 

(a+3)•*• = w = 5"/01 ~~;, 

i.e. 

Suppose that t(s) has no zeros in the angular region, so that log t(s) is 
regular in it. 

Let a= i+iT, -l+iT, -2+iT correspond to z = -r1, -r1v -r8 

respectively. Let M10 M:!, M3 be the :rna.xima. of llog C(a) I on the a-curves 
corresponding to lzl = r1 , r1, r3 . Then Hadamard's throo-circles theorem 

gives lo M. ~ lografrslo M + logr2/r1Jo M.. 
g 2 """ logr

3
{r

1 
g 1 logr

8
{r

1 
g 8 

It is easily verified that, on the curve corresponding to jzj = r1, 

u > J. For if w = f+i1J, then 

u = -3+(f2+1J2)o:<l2"'cos(;arctan~)· 
which is a. minimum at 1J = 0, for given g, if 0 < re < -fn'; and the 
minimum is -3+f"'"', which, as a function of e. is a minimum when f 
is a minimum, i.e. whenz = -r1• It therefore follows tha.t logM1 <A. 

Since R{log {(s)} <A log T in the angle, it follows from the Borel
Ca.ra.tbeodory theorem tha.t 

Ma < l~ra (AlogT+A) <All~gr~· 
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Hence logMs ~A+ logr2/~log(Alog T)· 
logr3/r1 l-r3 

Now if r1, r2, and r8 are sufficiently near to I, i.e. if re is sufficiently small, 

log(l + r2-rt) 
logr2/r1 = r1 ,::: (r2-r1)! 
logr3/r1 log( 1+ ra r

1 

r1) """""' ra-r1 ' 

l-r1 l-r2 
and r2-r1 = I+r1 -l+r2 I+r2 < (/o)"'"'-(i)"l« 

ra-r1 1-r1 _ 1-ra I+r3 (/u)"''"'-·W,.'"' 
I+r1 I+ra 

< 1-A(U"''"'· 

Hence 

Also 1/(l-r3) < A5 ... '"'· 

Hence logM2 <A+{I-A(8)"'«}{loglogT+~log5+A}. 

Let a = 11/(clogloglog T). Then 

logM2 < A+{I-A(loglog T)-<' 1<m!}{loglog T+clog5logloglog T+A} 

< loglog T -(loglog T)t 

if clog! < l and T is large enough. Hence 

M2 < logTe-(l<mlogT)I <£ logT (T > T
0

(..:)). 

In particular 
logl((-l+iT)) < ,]ogT, 

)((-!+iT))< T•. 

But 1((-l+iT)) ~ )x(-!+iT){(2-iT)i > KTi. 

We thus obtain a contradiction, and the result follows. 

9.14. Another resultt in the same order of ideas is 

THEOREM 9.14. For any fixed h, however small, 

N(T+h)-N(T) > K!og T 

fo' K ~ K(h), T > T,. 
This result is not a consequence of Theorem 9.4 if h is less than a 

certain value. 

Consider the same angular region as before, with a. new a: such that 

t Not previoU8ly published. 
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tan o: ~ f, and suppose now that "s) has zeros p1 , p2, •• , Pn in the 
angular region. Let 

F(') ~ (•-p-;~•-p,). 
Let C be the circle with centre i+iT and radius 3. Then ls-pvl ~ I 
on C. Hence IF(s)l ~ l'(s)l < TA 

on C, and so also inside 0. 
Let f(s) = log F(s). Then f(s) is regular in the angle, and 

Rf(•) <A log T. 
Also 

j(2+iT) ~ log((2+iT)- J,log(2+iT-p,) 

~ 0(1)+ f 0(1) ~ O(n). 
v~l 

Let M
10 

M
2

, and M3 now denote the maxima of 1/(s)l on the three 
s-curves. Then A 

M3 <-(log 7'+n). 
l-r3 

Also M1 < An, as for /(2+iT). Hence 

loglf(-l+iT)I,;;; logM, 

< logr~(A+logn)+~r2frt 10g(~~±~~L~) 
logr3fr1 logr3/r1 l-r3 

< A+logn+~-'-1 log-+log --log';, ( I (log T)) 
logr3fr1 l-r3 n 

< A+logn+{l-A(!)'i•)(~log5+log(10~ T)) 
as before. But 

1/(-l+iT)I ~ [log((-l+iT)-J,log(-l+iT-p,)l 

;;, logl((-!+iT)I- I 0(1) 
v~l 

> A 1 log T-A2 n, 

say. If n > }(A
1
fA 2) log T the theorem follows at once. Otherwise 

1/(-l+iT)I > }A,logT, 
and we obtain 

toge0
: r) < A+{l-A(~)"I"'}{~~og s+IogC

0
: ~}· 

A(l)'i•log('o~T) < A+{l-A(I)'i•);;log5, 
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and hence loglog- <-log-+log-+A <-, (log~ '" 9 I A 
n <X 4 <X <X 

n > e~"'~Iog T. 
This proves the theorem. 

9.15. The function N(a, T). We define N(a, T) to be the number 
of zeros fJ+iy of the zeta-function such that fJ > u, 0 < t :::;;,; T. For 
each T, N(u, T) is a non-increasing function of u, and is 0 for u ~ l. 
On !he Riemann hypothesis, N(u, T) = 0 for u > f. Without any 
hypothesis, all that we can say so far is that 

for!<u<l. 
N(a, T) ,;;; N(T) <AT log T 

The object of the next few sections is to improve upon this inequality 
for values of u between l and I. 

We return to the formula (9.9.1). Let ~(s) = {(s), <X= u0 , p = 2, 
and this time take the imaginary part. We have 

v(u, T) = N(u, T) (u <I), v(u, T) = 0 (u ~ 1). 

We obtain, if Tis not the ordinate of a. zero, 
> T T 

21T J N(u, T) du = J logl{(u0 +it)1 dt- J logl{(2+it)j dt+ 

"• 0 0 

+ j arg,(u+iT) du+K(u0), 

where K(u0 ) is independent ofT. We deducef 

THEOR.EM9.I5. ljf:::;;_;u0 :::;;_; I,andT-+oo, 
' T 

2TT 1 N(u, T) du = J logl{(u0+it)1 dt+O(logT). 

We have 
T 

J logl((2+it)ldt~R iA,~n)n-~~-i ~ 0(1). 
o n~2 n -1- ogn 

Also, by§ 9.4, arg "u+iT) = O(log T) uniformly for u ~ f, if. T is 
not the ordinate of a zero. Hence the integral involving arg {(u+iT) 
is O(log T). The result follows if T is not the ordinate of a zero, and 
this restriction can then be removed from considerations of continuity. 

t Littlewood (4). 
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THEOREM 9.15(A).t For any fixed a greater than!, 

N(a, T) ~ O(T). 

For any non-negative continuousf(t) 

' ' b~a j logf(t) dt <;; log(b~a j j(t) dt). 

Thus, for! <a< l, 
T T j logl{(a+it)l dt ~! pogl{(a+it)l'dt 

<;; !Tlog(~ !l{(a+it)l'dt) ~ O(T) 

by Theorem 7.2. Hence, by Theorem 9.15, 

J N(a,T)da ~ O(T) 

for a0 >f. Hence, if al = l+!(u0-!), 
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N(a,, T) ,;;; _I_ s·· N(a, T) da,;;; ~I' N(a, T) da ~ O(T), 
ao-ul o, ao-"! a, 

the required result. 
From this theorem, and the fact that N(T) ,..._,AT log T, it follows 

tha.t all but an infinitesimal pr<>portit:m of the zeros of {(s) lie in the strip 
l-3 < a < !+8, however small 8 may be. 

9.16. We shall next prove a number of theorems in which the O(T) 
of Theorem 9.15(A) is replaced by 0(1'8), where 8 < Lt We do this by 
applying the abO\'e methods, not to '(s) itself, but to the function 

{(s)Mx(s) ~ {(s) 2: ~~~)· 
n<X 

The zeros of C(s) are zeros of t(s)Mx(s). If a> I, Mx(s)-+ 1/{(s) as 
X-+ oo, so that t(s)Mx(s)--+ I. On the Riemann hypothesis this is also 
true for 'i < a ~ 1. Of course we cannot prove this without any 
hypothesis; but we can choose X so that the additional factor neutralizes 
to a certain extent the peculiarities of {(a), even for values of a less than I. 

Let fx(a) ~ {(s)M,(a)-1. 

t Bohr and Landau (4), Littlewood (4). 
~ Bohr and Landau (5), Carlson (I), Landau (12). Titchma1'8h (5), Ingham (5). 
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We shall' first prove 

THEOREM 9.16. If for some X= X( a, T), pt-l(q):::;;; X< TA, 
T f 1/x(•)l' dt ~ O(T"•'log"T) 

jT 

231 

as T -+CC, uniformly for a ;;;;:= o:, where l(a) is a positive non-increasing 
function with a bounded derivative, and m ia a comtant ;;;;:= 0, then 

N(a, T) = O(Tl(qllog"'+IT) 

uniformly for a ;;;;:= o:+ 1/log T. 

We have fx(s) = {(s) L: f.!~~)-1 = L:an~-:l, 
n<X 

where a1{X) = 0, 

and 

a,(X) ~ "2: ~(d) ~ 0 (n <X), 
'I• 

la,(X)I ~ lL ~(d)l <;; d(n) 

"" <X 
for all nand X. 

Let 1-f}_ = {Mx(2-{Mx) = {(s)g(s) = h(s) 

say, where g(s) = gx(s) and h(a) = hx(s) are regular except at s = 1. 
Now for a ;;;;:= 2, X > X 0 , 

lj" .(a)''< ( "'.;' d(n))' ~ O(X"-') <_I_< 
1

, 
-' I ""-" L.., n2 2X 2 

n)<X 

so that h(s) o:j=- 0. Applying (9.9.1) to h(s), and writing 

we obtain 

' T 
21T I v(u,fT,T)du= J {logjh(u0 -f-it)j-logllt(2-f-·it)l}dt+ 

"• lT 

-1- j {argh(u·i-iT) -argh(u-1-~iT)} du. 

Now loglh(a)l <;; log{I+:fx(')l'},:; 1/x(s)l', 

so that, if a0 ;;:=a, 
T T 

I log !h(u0-f-it)l dt:::;;; I ifx(u0 +it)j2 dt = O(TfC<>ollogmT). 
lT fT 

Next 
-logjh(2+it)l:::;;; -log{l-lfx(2-l-if)[ 2} ~ 2lfx(2-Ht): 2 < X- 1 
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- Jloglh(2+it)l dt < £ ~ O(T"••). 
jT 

Chap. IX 

Also we can apply the lemma. of§ 9.4 to h(s), with a = o, {3 ;;::: f, 
m;;::: }, and M,.,~ = O(XAT4 ). We obtain 

for a ~ f. Hence 

! 

a<gh(') ~ O(logX+logt) 

.[ {a.gh(o+iT)-.,gh(u+fiT))du~ O(logX+logT) ~ O(logT). 

' Hence .[ .(u,iT,T)du~ O(T'"''logmT). 

Also 

j ll(u,fT, T) du > J N(a,fT, T) du;;:, (u1-a0 )N(u1 ,}T, T) 
"• "• 

ifu0 < a1 ,.,;;; 2. Taking u1 = a0 +I/logT, we have 

pll..ao) = '['l(a>)+O(<Tt-ao) = O(Tlfa•>), 

Hence N(a1 , fT, T) = O('['l(aVIogm+lT). 

Replacing T by fT, lT, ... and adding, the result follows. 

9.17. The simplest application is 

THEOREM 9.17. Forany:fixedain f <a< 1, 

N(u, T) = O(T4tr(1-alH). 

We use Theorem 4.11 with x = T, and obtain 

fx(') ~ L ;;l. L ~(~)-I+O(T-'IMx(s)l) 
m<T n<X n 

~ Lb"~~)+O(T-•X•-•), (9.I7.I) 

where, if X < T, bn(X) = 0 for n < X and for n > XT; and, as for 
a.,, )b11(X)j ~ d(n) = O(n•). Hence 

fi"L b.~~Td• ~iT 2: !b.~~) I'+ 2:2: t::!;. [(~)" dt 
~ ~ 

~ o( T .~ .L.) + o(.f.;<~T (mn)• .\ogmjn) 

= O(TXt-2aH)+O{(XT)2~ItuH} 
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by (7.2.1). These terms are of the same order (apart from E's) if 
X = p2a~l, and then 

J 
1

2: b·~:r dt ~ O(T •• ,_.,,.). 

jT 

The 0-term in (9.17.1) gives 
O(T1 - 217X 2- 217 ) = O(T1 - 217X) = 0(1). 

The result therefore follows from Theorem 9.16 • 
9.18. The main instrument used in obtaining still better results for 

N(u, T) is the convexity theorem for mean values of analytic functions 
proved in § 7.8. We require, however, some slight extensions of the 
theorem. If the right-hand sides of (7.8.1) and (7.8.2) are replaced by 
finite sums I C(T"+I), I C'(T'+I), 
then the right-hand side of (7 .8.3) is clearly to be replaced by 

K ~ ~ (CTayP--al/(fl-~l(C'Tb)<"-~)/<fJ-~l. 

In one of the applications a term pa}og'T occurs in the data instead 
of the above Ta. This produces the same change in the result. The only 
change in the proof is that, instead of the term 

f (u)"""-' K o 8 e-2u du = (5a+2~-l' 

we obtain a term 

f (it+t~-1

log'ie-2u du 

J"(u)•+••-'( I I ) -••d K l ,I = 0 8 log's+4log33logu+ .. e u < sa+2~-l og s· 
THEOREM 9.18. If ~(!+it)= O{flogc't), where c' ~ J, then 

N(a, T) = O(T1<1+2cXt-alJog5T) 

uniformly for ! :::;;; a :::;;; I. 
IfO < 8 < 1, 

T T 

f If (I+S+it)i'dt ~ ' 'ax(m)ax(n) J ("')"dt x L..., L..., mt+8nl+B n 
0 

m;;>Xn;;>X 0 

= T 2 :~l~l +2 2 2 a~;j::+\n) sin\~:r::/~jn) 
n;;>X Xo;;;m<n 

:::;;; T 2 ::~nJ+2 2 2 ~:j:~:!. 
n;>."\: Xo;;;m<n 
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(putting x = Xyllf) 

Hence 2 ::~~ < Al~~f < X~3 .,x 
since Xall = e2Slogx > i(28logX)3. 

Also, since 1 < log.\+A-1 < logA+A-i 
forA> 1, 

"" d(m)d(n) "" d(m)d(n) "" d(m)d(n) 
ft.m~ (mn)1+flognfm < ftm-f.. (mn)1+f + ftm4::. mfnH.t'(mn)flognjm 

T 

( 
~ d(n))' +"" d(m)d(n) J"1+f dx 

< .:f1 n 1+f ~f;: (mn)ilognfm .. ~ 

< ('(l+fl+ J•l+f L" d(m)d(n) dx 

1 
X

2
-t{ m<n~ (mn)•lognfm 

< ,.11 +')+ J"(l+f)Aiog'x d _:! 
o, ~ 1 ~X<~t' 

Hence f lfx(l+8+it)1 2 dt < A(f+ 1 )o-'. (9.18.1) 

For u = i we use the inequalities 

1/xl' <;; 2(1(1'1Mxl'+1), 
T 

J
IM lt+it)('dt« T L l''(n)+2 LL ll'(m)!'(n)( 

u x ....,. •<X n m<n<X(mn)llognjm 

<;; T" ~+2""-~1-
.. .fxn f<nfg(mn)llognfm 

by (7.2.1). 
< A(T+X)IogX, 

t The first result follow~ eaeily from (7.16.3); for the second, see Ingham (1); the 
argument of§ 7.21, and the first result, give an W~:trn log :I'. 
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T 

Hence J l/x(i+it)l 2 dt < AT2c(T+X)log2c'(T+2)logX. (9.18.2) 

T The convexity theo:_em therefore gives 

J 1/x(a+it)(' dt 
jT 

= o{ (f+ 1 )a-4r--lll(j+llJ{T2c(T+X)log2c'(T+2)log X}(1+3-oll(i+8> 

~ o(~+X pfc(t-al (XTZc)((2a-I)Illf(f-tal(8"log3(T+2)logX)(l-t3-aJICi-t3>). 
84 X2a-1 

Taking 8 = 1jlog(T+X), we obtain 

O{(T+X)T''"-•'X'-~Iog'(T+X)). 

If X = T, the result follows from Theorem 9.16. 
For example, by Theorem 5.5 we may take c = !, c' = f. Hence 

N(a, T) ~ O(Tl<•-•>log'T). (9.18.3) 

This is an improvement on Theorem 9.17 if a > i-
On the unproved LindelOf hypothesis that ~(l+it) = O{tf), Theorem 

9.18 gives N(a, T) = O(T2<1-alH). 

9.19. An improvement on Theorem 9.17 for all values of u in 
! < u < 1 is effected by combining (9.18.3) with 

THEOREM 9.19(A). N(u, T) = O(Tf-oJogST). 
We have 

T T f lfxiHit)('dt <A f lm+it)I'(Jfxit+it)('dt+AT 

' ' 
T T l 

<A (I I'IHit)('dt f iMxiHit)('dt l+AT. 

' ' 
Now Mi:(s) = 2 ~· len I~ d(n). 

n<X' 
Hence 

T 

f IM (!+it)(' at<;; T L d'(n)+2 LL d(m)d(n) 

0 
x n<X' n m<n<X'(mn)ilognfm 

< ATlog'X+AX2Jog3X. 
T 

Hence f lfx(l+it)l 2 dt < ATl(T+X2)ilog2(T+2)log2X. (9.19.1) 
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From (9.18.1), (9.19.1), and the convexity theorem, we obtain 
T 

J l/x(a+it)l 2 dt 

jT ((T ) )<•-l>l<l-><1> = 0 :x+l 8-4 {Ti(T+X2)tlog2(T+2)log2X}M~-a>llt+~>. 

If X= T}, 8 = lflog(T+2), the result follows as before. 
This is an improvement on Theorem 9.17 if l < u < £. 
Various results of this type have been obtained, t the most successful+ 

being 

THEOREM 9.19(B). N(u, T) = 0(TJ(I-a)l{2-o:ol}og5T). 

This depends on a two-variable convexity theorem;§ if 

J(a,A) ~ ([IJ(a+i!)l'"dt)'. 

then J(a,pA+q~) ~ O{JP(o,A)J•(p,~)) (o< a< p), 

where P=~~· q=~=-:· 
We have 

[l!xl!+i!)ll dt <A J'lcil+i!)lliMxll+it)lldt+AT 

" " 
< A(J'Icl!+it)l' dt)

1
(/Wxll+it)1' dt); +AT 

< A{Tlog'IT+2IP{IT+X)logX)l+AT 

< A(T+X)log'(T+X). (9.19.2) 

In the two-variable convexity theorem, take o: = t, f1 = l-1-8, A= !, 
JL =!,and use (9.18.1) and (9.19.2). We obtain 

T f lfx(a+it)I 11K dt 

< A{(T+X)log2(T+X)}!<t-a+.5>1<t-~a-+jlll{ (f+ 1 )s-'t-{l/(t-}a+!lll, 

where K = pA+q,u lies between! and~. Taking X= T, S = I flog T, 
we obtain T 

[ Jfx(u+it)jl/K dt < AT3<1-a)/(2-allog'T. 

t Titchiil3I'!Ih (5), Ingham (5), {6). t Ingham (6). §Gabriel {1). 
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The result now follows from a. modified form of Theorem 9.16, since 

logll-.f11,;; log(l-1'1/xl') <Aifxi'1K. 

A. Selbergt has recently proved 

THEOREM 9.19(C). N(u,T) = O(Tl-!la-lllogT) 

uniformly for 

This is an improvement on the previous theorem if u is a. function ofT 
such that u-f is sufficiently small. 

9.20. The corresponding problems with u equal or nearly equal to! 
are naturally more difficult. Here the most interesting question is that 
of the behaviour of 

J N(a,T)du 
t 

as T --l- oo. If the zeros of {(s) are fl+iy, this is equal to 

' n 
f I I 1) du ~ I J da ~ I IP-!). 
t \9>a,O<y.-;T ,8>J,o<r.-;T t ,8>l,O<y<;;T 

Hence an equivalent problem is that of the sum 

(9.20.1) 

I IP-!1· (9.20.2) 
O<yo(T 

There are some immediate results.t If we apply the above argument, 
but use Theorem 7.2(A) instead of Theorem 7.2, we obtain at once 

' J N(a, T) da < ATlog(min(logT,log 00~!)) (9.20.3) 

for f ~ u 0 ~ 1; and in particular 

' f N(a, T) du ~ O(TloglogT). (9.20.4) 

l 
These, however, are superseded by the following analysis, due to 

A. Selberg (2), the principal result of which is that 

f N(a, T) du ~ O(T). 
l 

We consider the integral 

Julm+it)~l!+il)l'dt, 
t Selberg {5). t Littlewood {4). 

(9.20.5) 
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where 0 < U ~ T and t/1 is a function to be specified later. We use the 
formulae of §4.17. Since 

•'' ~ {x(!+it))-t ~ (~t·-•·'(t+oGJ)· 
we have Z(t) ~ z(t)+i(t)+O(d), (9.20.6) 

where z(t) = (_!_)1"e-l'" I n-l-il 
21Te n.;;:c 

and x = (t/27T)f. LetT~ t.:::;;; T+U, T = (T/21T)!, -r' = {(T+U)j211}t. 

Let 
zl(t) = (~tu e-f:rri 6 n-~-it. 

Proceeding as in§ 7 .3, we have 
T+U f [z(t)-z,(t)l'dt~ o(u 2: ~)+O(TI!ogT) 
'1' 1'<n...;1" 

~ o(uT';:-T)+O(Tt!ogT) 

~ O(U'fT)+O(TI!og.T). (9.20.7) 

9.21. LEMMA 9.21. Let m and n be positive integera, (m, n) = 1, 
M = max(m, n). Then 

The terms with miL = nv contribute 

u2:2: I _ U 2: I _ U 2: 1 
m,..~1w ~- ......... rm,:;1'(rn.rm)l- (mn)!,. .... ,Mr 

The remaining terms are 

0(~ .. ~ (~·)l[lo:(n•/m~)l) ~ o(~ .. ~ (m~n·)l[l~(n•/m~)l) 
~ o(M <<~.JM• (<.l)ljl!g.I/J ~ O(MO,.log(MT)}, 

and the result follows. 
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9.22. LEMMA 9.22. Defining m, n, M M before, and supposing 

Tl<U>;;T, 

T+U 
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f zl(t)(~r dt ~ ~ L ~+O(MTI)+O(U'JT)+O(Tk) 
T </mo<r,;tfn (9.22.1) 

if n ~ m. If m < n, the first term on the right-hand side is to be omitted. 
The left-hand side is 

The integral is of the form considered in§ 4.6, with 

F(t) = tlog~, 27Tp..vm 
c~-n-. 

Hence by (4.6.5), with~= (T+U)-1, As= (T+U)-2, it is equal to 

(2nc)!el•'~ '" + 0( Tl) + o{min(--1-, Tt)} 
llogc/TI 

+ o{ minCogi(T~ U)/cl' T!) }· (9.22.2) 

with the leading term present only when T ~ c ~ T + U. We therefore 
obtain a main term 

(9.22.3) 

where p.. and v also satisfy 

T2njm ~ p..v ~ T'2njm. 

The double sum is clearly zero unless n .::.:; m, as we now suppose. The 
v-summation runs over the range v1 ~ v.::.:; v1l' where v1 = <2 njmp and 
v2 = min(<'2 njmp, <),and p runs over •nfm ~ p ~ •· The inner sum is 
therefore v2 - v1 + O(n) if nip., and O(n) otherwise. The error term O(n) 
contributes O{(mn)h} = O(MTi) in (9.22.1). On writing p = nrwe are 
left with 

2•("')t L (v2-vl). 
n •fm.;;r.;;r;fn 

Let v3 = •'2 jmr. Then v2 = v3 unless r < <' 2 /m-c. Hence the error on 
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replacing v2 by v3 is 

o{("')' I (~~,)} ~ o{("')!(~~~+1)("'~,)} 
n •fm.;;r<r'"/mt mr n mr m t 

{ - (''2~'2)2} {(m)!('''~'2)} = 0 (mn) ! -- +0 - --
' n ' 

~ O(U'T-')+O(MlUT-l). 

Finally there remains 

~~ I 1 
(mn) tfm<;;r.;;tfnr 

Now consider the 0-terms arising from (9.22.2). The tenn O(Ti) gives 

Next 

""'·( 
1 rl) L.., L, ~ mm jlog(2trp.vmfnT) I' 

~ .... ~.;; .. 
~o(r·" ',min(-1-,rl))· L,r~" jlog(rmjnT2)j 

"'' 
Suppose, for example, that n < m, Then the terms with r· < !nT2jm or 
r > 2nT2 jm are 

o(r• L ~) ~ O(T'r) ~ O(Tl+<). 
r.;;T• 

In the other terms, let r = [nT2jm]-r'. We obtain 

o(r• ~ (nr';m)lj,' 01/~m'Jm)) (I OJ < 1
) 

~ o( r·('if)ltog r) ~ O(Tl+•), 

omitting the term.s r' = -1, 0, 1; and these are O(TfH), 
A similar argument applies in the other cases. 
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9.23. LEMMA9.23. Let (m,n)=l with m,n-:o:;;X-:o:;; r!.I[TH--:<.::; u~ T, 

then 
T+U f Z2(t)(~rdt= (m~)!{log 2!n +2y)+ O(UiT-HogT). 

Let Z(t) = z 1 (t) +z1 (t) +e(t). Then 
,.u 
[ {z 1 (t)+z 1 (t))'(~)"dt 

T+U T+U T+U 

~I Z(t)'(~)"dt+O( I IZ(t)e(t)idt)+o( I Je(t)i'dt} 

We have 
' ' ' 

f~e(t)1 2 dt~ O(U'/T)+O(Tllog T) ~ O(ll'/T) 

' 
by (9.20.7), and 

"" I IZ(t)l'dt ~ O(Ulog T)+O(T!+•) ~ O(Ulog T), 

' 
by Theorem 7.4. Hence 

]"IZ(t)e(t)jdt ~ O{(U'/T)l(Ulog T)l) 

' 
by Cauchy's inequality. It follows that 

"" ~ [ (z,(t)2 +z,(t) 2 +2z 1 (t)z,(t)}(~)"dt+O(UIT-!loglT). 

By Lemmas 9.21 and 9.22 the main integral on the right is 

~m~) ( I 'c+ I ")+O{T!X'tog(XT))+O(XTI)+ 
r!!<T/nr r!!<T/mr 

+0(U2JT)+O(Tfo) 
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whether n ~ m or not. The result then follows, since 

I -+ I -~log-+2r+o- . 1 1 ,, (X) 
r,;;~fnr r,;.•fmr mn 't 

and since the error terms O{T!X2 log(XT) }, O(XT!), 0(U2jT), O(Tfo) 
and O(UXT-!) are all O(UiT-Hog T). 

9.24. THEOREM 9.24. 

f N(a, T) da ~ O(T). 

• Consider the integral 

where 

Clearly 

T+U T+U 

I~ J l((!+it)~(!+it)['dt ~ J Z2(t)[~(l+it)['dt, 

ifJ(s) =,6-8,r1-s 

fxl'(f")p.(p}N(f") p.(,),.<.J,,,, ,l''(p)/</>(p) 

,1"'(p)/</>(p) "''') ,ix"'(p)N(p) 

[S,[<;;.p:,) 

for all values of r. Now 

(9.24.1) 

where m = qj(q, r), n = rj(q, t). Using Lemma 9.23, the main term 
contributes to this 

For a fixed q <X, 

Now 
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Hence the. second factor on the right is 

2:2: p.(f")p.(p) 2: </>(•)~ 2:<~>(•) 2:2: p.(p,)p.(p)' 
r<X,pr<X t/J(pr} ~lq,vlr vlll f'<X,('<X tfo{pr) ,,, 

Put pr = l. Then pvjpr, pv[l, i.e. p[(l/v). Hence we get 

2: </>(•) 2: ~ 2: p.(p). 
viii l~lf pl(lfv) 

The p·sum is 0 unless l = v, when it is 1. Hence we get 

Hence 

( 
"p.'(p))-' ( " p.'(p))-' ~ I s,o,(p) ~ L. :;:--' l s, ~ L. :;:--' l 

11<-.Xr<X p<X 'f' p p<X 't' p 

and 2 2 OqO,(q,r)logq = ( 2 j 2
(p))-

1
01 1og 1 = 0. 

q<Xr<X p<X 'f'(p) 

Let 4>a(n) be defined by 

~ </>.(•)- ~-a-!) 
6_ n• - '(a) ' 

so that "'(n) ~ •""" p.(m) ~ .... n (1-_1_)· 
a ~ ml+a p[n pl+a 

Let if(n) be defined by 
~~(·)~ _('(•-_l_l, 

Then 

and hence 

Hence 

and 

{=
1 

n' '(s) 

-('(s-1) ~ ((s)%, ~~~). 

nlogn ~I ~(d). .,. 

q~ ,.fx.OqO,(q,r)log(q,r) =d"{.x.f(d)ql~'1tx0q0r 

=db if.(d)clq.~X Oqt 

243 



Now 

Hence 

Since 

we have 
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~(n) ~ [~ <1.1•1] ~ <ll•)(logn+ L lo~~)· 
Ba amO pin P 

1" ~'(p))-' z '5'8,S,(p)log(q,,),;; 2logX L.., -;,:---() . 
q<Xr~ p<X 't' p 

•~ ~~~2. ~ IJ (I+~;;~.)~ IJ (I+(p-ll)po) 

~ ((,+!) IJ (I-PL.)(l+(p__Il)p')' 

L p.-
2
(p) ,_.AlogX. 

p<X c/J(p) 

The contribution of aJl the above terms to I is therefore 

o (u log T\ + O(U) ~ O(U) 
log X} 

on taking, say, X = Trh-. 

The 0-term in Lemma 9.23 gives 

O(UlT-IIog T) L L ~ 
q<:X ,<Xfj>(q)4J(r) 

~ O(UlT-IJog T)O(X) 

~ O(UIT-&!og T). 

Taking say U = T-H, this is O(U). Hence I= O(U). 
By an argument similar to that of§ 9.16, it follows that . f (N(a, T+U)-N(a, T)}da ~ O(U). 

! 
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Replacing T by T+U T+2U, ... and adding, O(TJU) terms, we 
obtain f {N(a, 2T)-N(a, T)) da ~ O(T). 

I 
Replacing T by fT, fT, ... and adding, the theorem follows. 

It also follows that, if } < a :( I, 

N(a, T) ~ ;;-~ J N(a', T) do' 

~<rt-} 

,;; _2-, j'· N(a, T) da ~ a(_'!__)· 
a-"2" a--! 

I 

(9.24.2) 

Lastly, if f(t) is positive and increase.g to infinity with t, all but an 
infinitesimal proportion of the zeros of '(s) in the upper half-plane lie in 
the region 

(o-!1 <~~)( 
The curved boundary of the region 

a ~ i+ <lit), Tl < t < T 
logt 

<i(Tl) 
lies to the right of a= a1 =!+log T' 

and ( 
T ) (TlogT) N(a,,T)~O a,-! ~0 <i(Tl) ~o(TlogT). 

Hence the number of zeros odside the region specified is o(Tlog T), 
and the result follows. 

NOTES FOR CHAPTER 9 

9.25. The mean value of S(t) has been investigated by Selberg (5). One 
ha. 

T 

IIS(t)l"dt- k!\!~1
1,. T(loglogT)' (9.25.1) 

for every positive integer k. Selberg's earlier conditional treatment (4) is 
discussed in§§ 14.20---24, the key feature used in (5) to deal with zeros off 
the critical line being the estimate given in Theorem 9.19(C). Selberg (5) 
also gave an unconditional proof of Theorem 14.19, which had pre
viously been established ou the Riemann hypothesis by Littlewood. 
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These results have been investigated further by Fujii [1 ], [2] and Ghosh 
[1], [2], who give results which are uniform ink. 

It follows in particular from Fujii [1} that 

' 
fiS(t+h)-S(t)l2dt = n 2 Tlog(3+hlog T) + 0[T{log(3+hlog T)}l] 

" (9.25.2) 

and 

' 
IIS(t+h)-S(t)l"d<« T{Ak'log(3+hlogT))' (9.25.3) 

uniformly for 0 .::;; h ::;; ! T. One may readily deduce that 

NJ(T) ~ N(T)e-AJ1, 

where N/T) denotes the number of zeros {3 + iy of multiplicity exactly j, 
in the range 0 < y .::;; T. Moreover one finds that 

# {n: 0 < }'11 .::;; T, Yn+ 1 -y,. >-: A/logT} 4: N(T)exp { -AA.i(IogA.)-!}, 

uniformly for A:;::: 2, whence, in particular, 

(9.25.4) 

for any fixed k;;::. 0. Fujii [2) also states that there exist constants).> 1 
and J.l < 1 such that 

and 

Yn+t-Yn >-A 
2njlogy,.""" 

Yn±t-Yn:;,;;p 
2:njlogy,. 

(9.25.5) . 

(9.25.6) 

each hold for a positive proportion of n (i.e. the number of n for which 
0 < Yn ~Tis at least AN(T) if T ~ T0 ). Note that 2x/log Yn is the 
average spacing between zeros. The possibility of results such as (9.25.5) 
and (9.25.6) was first observed by Selberg [1]. 

9.26. Since the deduction of the results (9.25.5} and (9.25.6) is not 
obvious, we give a sketch. If M is a sufficiently large integer constant, 
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then (9.25.2) and (9.25.3) yield 

" I IS(t+h)-S(!)I'dtl> T 

and 

" I IS(t+h)-S(!)I'dt .. T 

uniformly for 

By HOlder's inequality we have 

2T 2T I IS(t+h)-S(!)I'd<" ([ IS(I+h)-S(t)ldty 

X (JIS(t+h)-S(t)l'd<Y, 

so that 

" I IS(I+h)-S(t)ld!!> T. 

We now observe that 

hlogT ( 1 ) 
S(t+h)-S(t)~N(t+h)-N(t)-~+0 logT, 

for T::;.;; t ::;.;; 2T, whence 

" I IN(t+h)-N(t)- hi;:Tidtl> T. 

We proceed to write h = 2nMlflog T and 

b(t,l) = N(t+ 1::~ )-N(t)-l, 
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so that 

Thu• 

and hence 
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hlogT M-l ( 2xmA ) 
N(t+h)-N(t)---~ L b t+-1 T'l. 

2n m=O og 

2T+21lmA/logT 

T<t =~: f lt5(t,A)Idt 
T+2wml/1ogT 

2T 

~ M I lb(t, l)ldt + 0(1), 

2T I lb(t,l)ldt,. T 

uniformly for 1 ~ A :E;; 2, since M is constant. 

Chap. 

(9.26.1) 

Now, iflisthe subset of [T,2T] on whichN(t+ 1!:~) = N(t), 

{
b(t,l)+2l (tel), 

lb(t,l)l<; b(t,l)+2l-2 (te[T,2T]-[J, 

so that (9.26.1) yields 
2T 

T<O I b(t,l)dt+(2l-2iT+2m(I), 

where m(I) is the measure of I. However 
2T I b(t,l)dt~o(1o~T} 

whence m(l) ~ T, if A > 1 is chosen sufficiently close to 1. Thus, if 

{ 
2nl } 8= n:T~y .. ~2T,}',.+ 1 -y01 "li'logT, 

then 

T<Om(l)<O L<> •• , -y.,)+0(1), ..• 
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so that 

T 
4: *8

IogT' 

by (9.25.4) with k = 2. It follows that 

#S,.N(T), 

proving that (9.25.5) holds for a positive proportion of n. 
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(9.26.2) 

Now suppose that p is a constant in the range 0 < p < 1, and put 

U = {n: T ~ Y, ~ 2T}, 
and 

V= {ne U: i'n+l -y,.,;: l::Jtr}• 
whence #U = {;togT+ O(T). Then 

" L <> •• ,->..)+0(1) 
nEU-V 

2n:p 2n:A 
;.logT(#U-#V-#S)+logT 8+0(1) 

2n" (T ) 2n(l-") ( T) 
=logT 2,;"logT-#V + logT #S+O logT . 

If the implied constant in (9.26.2) is q, it follows that # V )> N(T), on 
taking Jl = 1- v, with 0 < v < q(..l-1)/(1- 'f). Thus (9.25.6) also holds for 
a positive proportion of n. 

9.27. Ghosh [1] was able to sharpen the result of Selberg mentioned 
at the end of §9.10, to show that S(t) has at least 

TOogT)exp( AloglogT ) 
(logloglog T)! <~ 

sign changes in the range 0 ~ t ~ T, for any positive 6, and A = A(O), 
T ~ T(O). He also proved (Ghosh [2]) that the asymptotic formula 
(9.25.1) holds for any positive real k, with the constant on the right hand 
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side replaced by r(2k + 1)/r(k + 1)(2:n:)2". Moreover he showed (Ghosh 
[2]) that iS(t)l _ 

1 J (loglog I) - f(), 

say, has a limiting distribution 

in the sense that, for any u > 0, the measure of the set of t e {0, T] for 
which f(t) ~ u, is asymptotically TP(u). (A minor error in Ghosh's 
statement of the result has been corrected here.) 

9.28. A great deal of work has been done on the 'zero-density 
estimates' of §§9.15-19, using an idea which originates with Hal8.sz [1]. 
However it is not possible to combine this with the method of §9.16, 
based on Littlewood's formula (9.9.1). Instead one argues as follows 

(Montgomery [1; Chapter 12 ]). Let 

M Js)((s) ~ ~a.n-•, 

so that a,.= Ofor2 ~ n ~X. If((p) = 0, wherep = fJ+iyandfJ > t. then 
we have 

e-1/Y+ L a,.n-Pe-n!Y= L ann-Pe-nfY 
n>X n-1 

2+ioo 

~ -'-c f M x<s+ p) \(s + p)r(s) Y• ds, 
2n< 

2-i~ 

by the lemma of §7.9. On moving the line of integration to R(s) = !-fJ 
this yields 

Mx<t)r(l-p)YI-P+ 

+-'-c f MJ!+il)((!+iQr(t-P+i(t-y))YI-•+<<•-'>dt, 
2n< 

since the pole of r(s) at s = 0 is cancelled by the zero of {(s + p). If we 
now aBSume that logZT ~ y ~ T, and that log T <Clog X, logY <Clog T, 
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then e-l~Y~ 1 and 

M x(l)r(l-p)Y' -P = o(l), 

whence either 

I L a.n-'e-•1'1? I 
"" 

In the latter case one has 

for some tP in the range ltP -yl,;:; log2 T. The problem therefore reduces 
to that of counting discrete points at which one of the Dirichlet series 
:Ea,. n- se -nJ Y, M /B), and ((s) is large. In practice it is more convenient to 
take finite Dirichlet polynomials approximating to these. 

The methods given in §§9.17-19correspond to the use of a mean-value 
bound. Thus Montgomery [1; Chapter 7] showed that 

rtlln t I a.,n-s, 12 4 (T+N)(logN)2 n~lla,.l2n-2o
for any points s, satisfying 

(9.28.1) 

(9.28.2) 

and any complex a,.. Theorems 9.17, 9.18, 9.19(A), and 9.19(B) may all 
be recovered from this (except possibly for worse powers of log T). 
However one may also use Hal8.sz's lemma. One simple form of this 
(Montgomery [1; Theorem 8.2]) gives 

r~~~ .. ~~ a,.n-··r 4(N+RTi)(1ogT) .. tlla,.l2n 2" (9.28.3) 

for any points s, satisfying (9.28.2). Under suitable circumstances 
this implies a sharper bound for R than does (9.28.1). Under the LindelOf 
hypothesis one may replace the term RT! in (9.28.3) by RT• N i, which is 
superior, since one invariably takes N.::;; T in applying the Halitsz 
lemma. (If N ;;?:- T it would be better to use (9.28.1).) Moreover 
Montgomery [1; Chapter 9] makes the conjecture (the Large Values 
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Conjecture): 
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rtlln~l a,.n-•·f ~(N+RT') n~lla.,l2n-2« 
for points sr satisfying (9.28.2). Using the HalBsz lemma with 
LindelOf hypothesis one obtains 

N(u,T)<t.T", i+e~a~l. 

(Halasz and Turim {1 ], Montgomery [1; Theorem 12.3 ]). If the Large 
Values Conjecture is true then the LindelOfhypothesis gives the wider 
range ! + E ~ u ~ 1 for (9.28.4) 

9.29. The picture for unconditional estimates is more complex. At 
present it seems that the Haltisz method is only useful for u ~ i-· Thus 
Ingham's result, Theorem 9.19(B), is still the best known for ! < a ~ l· ' 
Using (9.28.3), Montgomery [1; Theorem 12.1] showed that 

N(u,T)4T 2n-<rJI.,.(logT) 14 (!~u~l), 

which is superior to Theorem 9.19(B). This was improved by Huxley [I]' 
to give 

N(a, T) 4i T3<l-.,>1<3a-n(tog T)44 (!,;;: u ~ 1). (9.29.1)' 

Huxley used the Halilsz lemma in the form 

R<{Nv-2 n~l \a.,l2n-:k+TNV-6( .. ~lla.,l2n-2a Y}(logT)2, 

for points sr satisfying (9.28.2) and the condition 

I I a.n-•r\;;. V. 
"~ 1 

In conjunction with Theorem 9.19(8), Huxley's result yields 

N(u, T) <t Tl215(t-aJ(logT)44 (f,;;: u,;;: 1), 

(c. f. (9.18.3)). A considerable number of other estimates have been given, 
for which the interested reader is referred to lvic [3; Chapter 11 ]. We 
mention only a few of the most significant. Ivic [2] showed that 

Mu T <{T(3-3a)/(7a-4)H (f,;;:u,;;:fl) 
( ' ) T<9-9a)/{8a-2lH (fl,;;: (I,;;: 1), 

which supersede Huxley's result (9.29.1) throughout the range 
! < q < 1.Jutila [1]gaveamorepowerful,butmorecomplicated,result, 
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which has a similar effect. His bounds also imply the 'Density 
hypothesis' N(CI,T)-4 T 2 - 2a+•, for ft.:;;;q.:;-;;1. Heath-Brown [6] im
proved this by giving 

N(C1,T)<T<9-9a>l<7a-t)+• (ft.:;;;q.:;-;;1). 

When C1 is very close to 1 one can use the Vinogradov-Korobov 
exponential sum estimates, as described in Chapter 6. These lead to 

N(CI, T) ..:g TA(l-a)I(Jog T)A'
0 

for suitable numerical constants A and A', (see Montgomery [1; 
Corollary 12.5 ], who gives A = 1334, after correction of a numerical 
error). 

Selberg's estimate given in Theorem 9.19(C) has been improved by 
Jutila (2] to give 

N(a, T) <t Tt-n-''*-!l logT 

uniformly for !- .:;;; a .:;;; 1, for any fixed li > 0. 

9.30. Of course Theorem 19.24 is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 19.9(C), but the proof is a little easier. The coefficients (j used 
in § 9.24 are essentially r 

Jl(r)r- 1 logXjr 
log X' 

and indeed a more careful analysis yields 

' 
fl((f+it)\21 L Jl(r)logXjr r-!-it\2 dt,..., T(1+ logT)· 

0 
r.;;,x logX logX 

Here one can take X.:;;; r!-£ using fairly standard techniques, or 
X.:;;; Tl-r-• by employing estimates for Kloosterman sums (see 
Balasubramanian, Conrey and Heath-Brown [1 ]). The latter result 
Yields (9.24.1) with the implied constant 01}845. 
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THE ZEROS ON THE CRITICAL LINE 

10.1. General discussion. The memoir in which Riemann first con~ 
sidered the zeta-function has become fa.mous for the number of ideas 
it contains which have since proved fruitful, and it is by no means 
certain that these are even now exhausted. The analysis which precedes 
his observations on the zeros is particularly interesting. He obtains, as 
in§ 2.6, the formula , 

where 

!'( .. )w-!•,(s) ~ - 1-+ s~(x)(xl•-•+x-1-l•) dx, 
s(s-1) 

1 

Multiplying by !s(s-1), and putting s = !+it, we obtain 

E(t) = }-(t2+l) l ,P(x)x-l-cos(!tlogx) dx. 

Integrating by parts, and using the relation 

41'(1)+~(1) ~ -·· 
which follows at once from (2.6.3), we obtain 

8(t) ~ 4 [ ~{xi~'(x)}x-lcos(!tlogx) dx, 

Riemann then observes: 

(10.1.1) 

(10.1.2) 

'Diese Function ist f"Ur aile endlichen Werthe von t endlich, und laast sich nach 
Poten:z:en von U in eine sehr schnell convergirende Reihe entwickeln. Da fUreinen 
Werth vons, dessen reeller Bestandtheil grOSSer aJs 1 ist, log ~(s) = - I log( 1-p-) 
endlich bleibt, und von den Logarithmen der i.ibrigen Fa.cWren von E(t) dasselbe · 
gilt, so kann die Function E(t) nur verschwinden, wenn der imaginii.re Theil von 
t zwischen li und - ii liegt. Die Anzahl der Wurzeln von E(t) = 0, deren reeller 
Theil zwischen 0 und T liegt, ist etwa 

= f;logf;-f;; 

denn dass Integral J dlogE(t) positive um den ln~grifi der Werthe von_' 
erstreckt, deren imaginii.re Theil zwischen ii und - il, Wld deren reeller Theil 
zwischen 0 und T liegt, ist (bis auf einen Bruchtheil von dar Ordnung der GrOsse 
I/T) gleich {Tlog(Tj2?r)-T}i; dieses Integral aber i.st _g~eich _der ~~ der in 
diesem Gebiet liegenden Wurzeln von E(t) = 0, mult1phcirt m1t 2m. Man findet 
nun in der That etwa so vie! reelle Wurzeln innerhalb dieser Grenzen, und es ist 
sehr wahrscheinlich, dass aile Wurzeln reelle sind.' 
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This statement, that all the zeros of E(t) are real, is the famous 
'Riemann hypothesis', which re:ma.ins unproved to this day. The memoir 
goes on: 

'Hiervon wii.re &llerdings ein strenger Bewei..s zu wiinschen; ich babe indess die 
Aufsuchung desselben na.ch einigen fliiehtigen vergeblichen Versuchen vorUiufig 
bei Seite gelassen, da. er fur den Iilichsten Zweck meiner Untersuchung [i.e. the 
explicit formula for 1r(.x)] entbehrlich schien.' 

In the approximate formula for N(T), Riemann's l(T may be a 
mistake for log T; for, since N(T) has an infinity of discontinuities at 
least equal to l, the remainder cannot tend to zero. With this correction, 
Riemann's first statement is Theorem 9.4, which was proved by von 
Mangoldt many years later. 

Riemann's second statement, on the real zeros ofE{t), is more obscure, 
and his exact meaning cannot now be known. It is, however, possible 
that anyone encountering the subject for the first time might argue as 
follows. We can write {10.1.2) in the form 

.E(t) = 2[ <l>{u)cos ut du, (10.1.3) 

where (10.1.4) 

This series converges very rapidly, and one might suppose that an 
approximation to the truth could be obtained by replacing it by its first 
term; or perhaps better by 

<l>*{u) = 2n2cosh~ue-2"ooab2u, 

since this, like <l>(u), is an even function of u, which is asymptotically 
equivalent to <l>(u). We should thus replace .E{t) by 

.E*(t) = 4n2 [ cosh~ue-2""0"h 2"cosutdu. 
The asymptotic behaviour of E*(t) can be found by the method of 
ateepest descents. To avoid the calculation we shall quote known 
Bessel-function formulae. We havef 

Kja) = [e-acoah"coshzudu, 

and hence .E*{t) = n2{K!+-!-u{2n")+K:-!-u{2n)}. 

For fixed z, as v -+ oo 
I,(•) ~ (}•)"/r{v+l), 

t Watson, Theory of Buul Funcli<>1W, 6.22 (5). 
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Hence 

LL}it(21T) .-.- -n--l-l-~1-,---- ,...., __!____ d"" (-'-) 1 (--'--)~i1e-iirr, 
"' r{-1-~tt) 1T.J2 211 211e 

.W.+}it 
l-t-+}u(21T) ,.._,!'(~~ .. +!it)= O(ei"1t-¥), 

Kf+!~1(27T) = }ncosec?t(t+!it){L-:--!u(21T)-I£+!u(21T)} 

--~e-tm(~t(~tue~i ... 
Hence .E*(t) ,.._, 1!'~2-ftie-l""cos(!tlog_!_+i7T). 

21re 
The right-hand side has zeros a.t 

ltlog~+l7T = (n+f)1T, 

and the number of these in the interval (0, T) is 

flogf-f+O(l). 

The similarity to the formula for N(T) is indeed striking. 
However, if we try to work on this suggestion, difficulties at 

appear. We can write 

E(t)-E*(t) ~ _[ {<l>(u)-<l>*(u)}e'"' du. 

To show that this is small compared with :E:(t) we should want to 
the line of integration into the upper h~If-pla.ne, at least as 
l(u) = !?T; and this is just where the series for $(u) ceases to 

Actually IE(!) I> Arte+"l((!+i!)l. 

and IC(!+it)l is unbounded, so that the suggestion that E*(t) is 
approximation to E(t) is false, at any rate if it is taken in the 
obvious sense. 

10.2. Although every attempt to prove the Riemann hypothesis, 
all the complex zeros of '(s) lie on a = f, has failed, it is 
'(s) has an infinity of zeros on a = }. This was first proved 
in 1914. We shall give here a number of different proofs of this 

First method. t We have 

E(t) ~ -W'+ll~+l•r(!Hi!l((Hi!). 
where E(t) is an even integral function of t, and is real for real t. A zero 

t HIU'dy(I). 
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of '(s) 011 a = l therefore corresponds to a real zero of E(t), and it is 
a. question of proving that E(t) has an infinity of real zeros. 

Putting x = -io: in (2.16.2), we have 

~I"' E(t) cosh ext dt = e-li"'-2eli"'f(e2i"') 
11'0 t2+i: 

= 2coslo:-2eii"'{!+rf(e2i"')}. 
(10.2.1) 

Since {(!+it) = O(t""), E(t) = O(tAe-i:rrt), and the above integral may 
be differentiated with respect to ex any number of times provided that 
o: < f7T. Thus 

~I"' E(t) t2"coshcxtdt = (- 1) .. cos-fo: -2(_d_)
2
"eli"'{'+·'·(e"")) 

11' 0 t2+! 2211-1 do: y 'f' • 

We next prove that the last term tends to 0 as ex-+ f11', for every fixed n, 
The equation (2.6.3) gives at once the functional equation 

x-l-2xkf(x) = xl-2x-t,PG)· 

~(x) ~ x-!~(~)Hx-1-t. 
Hence f(i+S) = ~e-n''l!'(i+S) = ~ (-l)"e-n•,.& 

~2,P(41l)-,P(8) 

~ ~&"'(~)-~,(~)-~· 
It is easily seen from this that l+f(x) and all its derivatives tend to 
zero as x .--;.- i along any route in an angle ]arg(x-i)l < tn'· 

We have thus proved that 

lim I"' E(t) t2"cosho:tdt = (-l)"trcos-1-n'. 
·-l·' t'+t 2" (10.2.2) 

Suppose now that S(t) were ultimately of one sign, say, for example, 
positive for t ~ T. Then 

say. Hence 

lim I"' :(t~t2"coshcxtdt='L, 
"'_,.l,.T t +.j: 

T" 

I ~(t~ t 2"coshcxtdt :s;;; L 
7' t+-\ 
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for all a: < }1r and T' > T. Hence, making a:-+ .p, 

Hence the integral 

T' 

f E(t) gzncoshfn""tdt ~ L. 
T <'+t 

f"" E(t) t2"cosh!-ntdt 
0 tll+l 

Chap. X 

is convergent. The integral on the left of (10.2.2) is therefore uniformly 
convergent with respect to or: for 0 ~a::;;; p, and it follows that 

f"" 8(t) 2,. h, d _ (-l)"'n'cos}77 
0 tll+l t cos :J1Tt t - 22" 

for every n. 
This, however, is impossible; for, taking n odd, the right-hand side 

is negative, and hence 
• T 

f S(t) tll"coshf?Ttdt <- J E(t)
1 

t2ncoshf1Ttdt 
T tll+l & t2+4 

<KTZ", 

where K is independent of n. But by hypothesis there is a 
m = m(T) such that E(t)/W+l> ;;:<: m for 2T::;;; t::;;; 2T+ l. 

"" 2T+l 

f E(t) tZ"cosh 1-t dt A J mt2" dt >- m(2T)2 ... 
T t2+f 4" 9' liT -:?' 

Hence m22"<K, 

which is false for sufficiently large n. This proves the theorem. 

10.3. A variant of the above proof depends on the following 
ofFejer:t 

Let n be any positive integer. TMn the number of changes in sign 
the interval (O,a) of a continuouafunctianf(x) is not kaa than the 
of changes in aign of the aequence 

/(0). 1 f(t) dt. .... j f(t)t· dt. 

We deduce this from the following theorem of Fekete:t 

t Fejer(l). t Fekete(!). 
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The member of changes in sign in the interval (O,a) of a continUOU8 
functicmf(x) ia not le.98 than tM number of changea in sign of the aequence 

where 
f(a), /,(a). ... , /,(a), (10,3.2) 

(v= 1,2, ... ,n), f,(x) ~ f(x). 

To prove Fekete's theorem, suppose first that n = 1. Consider the 
curve y = f 1(x). Now / 1(0) = 0, and, if f(a) and f 1(a) have opposite 
signs, y is positive decreasing or negative increasing at x = a. Hence 
J(x) has at least one zero. 

Now assume the theorem for n-1. Suppose that there are k changes 
of sign in the sequence / 1(x), ... , /,.(x). Thenf1(x) has at least k changes 
of sign. We have then to prove tha.t 

(i) ~/(a) and/1(a) ha.ve the same sign, j(x) has at least lc changes of 
stgn, 

(ii) ifj(a) and/1(a) have opposite signs,f(x) baa at least k+ 1 changes 
of sign. 

Each of these cases is easily verified by considering the curve y =J
1
(x). 

This proves Fekete's theorem. 
To deduce Fej6r's theorem, we have 

/,(x) ~ (•~I)'! (x-t)'-'f(t) dt, 

and hence a a 

/,(a)~ (•~I)! J (a-t)'-'f(t)dt ~ (•~I)! J f(a-t)t'-' dt. 

' ' We may therefore replace the sequence (10.3.2) by the sequence 

/(a), J f(a-t) dt, ... , J j(a-t)t•-• dt. (10,3.3) 

' ' Since the number of changes of sign ofj(t) is the same as the number 
of changes of sign off( a-t), we can replaoef(t) by f(a-t). This proves 
Fej6r's theorem. 

To prove that there are an infinity of zeros of{(a) on the critical line, we 
prove as before that 

Renee 

lim J"" E(t) t2"coshr::ttdt= (-l)"1TCOBi1T 
<><-+:{,. 

0 
t2+! 22n • 

f" E(t) t2"coshr::ttdt 
0 t2+t 
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h&s the same sign as (-1)11 for n = 0, 1, ... , N, if a= a(N) is large 
enough and "' = "'(N) is near enough to !'If. Hence E(t) has at least N 
changes of sign in (O,a), and the :result follows.t 

10.4. Another method! is based on Riemann's formula. (10.1.2). 
Putting x = e11 " in (10.1.2), we have 

E(t) = 4 J«> ~{e3"if/(eh)}e-l"cosut du 
du 

0 

= 21 fll(u)cosut du, 

sa.y. Then, by Fourier's integral theorem, 

<l>(u) ~ ~ J E(t)co.ut dt, 

a.nd hence also 

<l>''"'(u) ~ (-:)• [E(t)t'"cosutdt. 

Since f(x) is regular for R(x) > 0, ([)(u) is regular for -}1r < l(u) < 
Let 

Then (2n)!c, ~ (-l)"<I>''"'(O) ~ ~ J E(t)t'"dt. 

Suppose now that .S(t) is of one sign, say E(t) > 0, for t > T. 

en > 0 for n > nn, since 
«> T+ll T 

f E(t)t'" dt > f E(t)t'" dt- J jE(t)lt'" dt 
o T+l 0 

> (T+I)'" TrE(t)dt-T'" J jE(t)l dt. 
T+l o 

It follows that ~nl(iu) increases steadily with u if n > 2n0 • But in 
fll(u) and all its derivatives tend to 0 as u-+ }i11 along the 
axis, by the properties of ifl(x) obtained in§ 10.2. The theorem 
follows again. 

10.5. The above proofs of Hardy's theorem are all similar in 
they depend on the consideration of 'moments' f f(tW'' dt. The 

t Fekete{2). t P0lya{3). 
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methodt·depends on a contrast between the asymptotic behaviour of 
the integrals r Z(t)dt. rjZ(t)jdt, 

T T 

where Z(t) is the function defined in§ 4.17. If Z(t) were ultimately of 
one sign, these integrals would be ultimately eqnal, apart possibly from 
sign. But we shall see that in fact they behave quite differently. 

Consider the integral 
J (x(•))-le(a)da, 

where the integrand is the function which reduces to Z(t) on u = }, 
taken round the rectangle with sides a=}, a= t, t = T, t = 2T. 
This integral is zero, by Cauchy's theorem. Now 

J+2iT 2T f (x(•))-le(s) d8 ~ i J Z(t) dt. 
!+iT T 

Alw by (4.12.3) 

tx(•))-1 ~ (z',;)'"-:+J•,-!•<-~•·(t+oaJ)· 
Hence, by (5.1.2) and (5.1.4), 

(x(a))-le(a) ~ O(tl•-l.tH•+<) ~ O(tl.,.) (i,;;; a,;;; 1), 

= O(tta-}+•) = O(t~+<) (I< a~~). 

The integrals along the sides t = T, t = 2T are therefore O(Ti+<). 
The integral along the right-hand side is 

r(M+!•,-~._,,,(t+o(f))•H•tJidt. 
The contribution of the 0-term is 

" f O(d) dt ~ O(Tl). 
T 

The other term is a. constant multiple of 

~ n-! jT(~)~+}ite-iit-Ulogndt. 
n-1 7 , 

Now d'( t ) I ([i2 }tlog2,;- !t-tlogn = 
21

. 

H~nce, by Lemma 4.5, the integral in the above sum is O(Ti), uniformly 
Wtth respect to n, so that the whole sum is also O(T~). 

t Seo Landau, Vorl"-"Un!fen, ii. 78--85. 
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Combining all these results, we obtain 

y Z(t) dt = O(Tl). 

On the other hand, 

But 
2T l-+2iT 2+iT 2+21T ~HiT 

i J t(t+it) dt ~ J {(') ds ~ J + J + J 
7' }+iT i+t7' 2-riT 2+2iT 

Chap. X 

(10.5.1) 

[ 

oc I ]2+2iT I' ~ s- L -- + O(Tl) da ~ iT+O(Tl), 
n-2 n•Iog n HiT !-

Hence r IZ(t)l dt >A~. 
Hardy's theorem now follows from (10.5.1) and (10.5.2). 
Another variant of this method is obtained by starting again from 

(10.2.1). Putting a= !?T-S, we obtain 

I, E(t) cosh{(!1r-S)t}dt = 0(1)+0( I exp(-n21rie-2i 8J} 
t2+! n=I 

0 

~ 0(1)+0(.~, e-•''"'"") ~ O(i)+Oq e-•'"'""dx) ~ 
as S-* 0. If, for example, E(t) > 0 fort > t0, it follows that for T > 

r]Z(t)] dt ~ 
1

rZ(t)dt
1 

<A r.:!i•lel"'dt 
T T T 

or • 
< ATl I _§~etnl-!trr dt < AT-1- I .E(t) coshf(t"IT-_..!._T)t) 

t2+l t2+! \ 2 
T • 

~ O(Tt.Tl) ~ O(T!). 

This is inconsistent with (10.5.2), so that the theorem again follows. 

10.6. Still another method.t depends on the formula (4.17.4), viz. 

Z(t) = 2 ~ cos(D-~~log~+O(t-l), 

t Tit.clllllQrsh(ll). 
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where x = -.j(tj21T). Here tJ. = D-(t) is defined by 

x(l+it) = e-2i{Jq), 

so that 

O'(t) ~ -~ x'IHit) ~ -~ho ~-~ r'(!-tit)_~ J.:'liHit)l 
2 xlt+•tl 2\ g 2 rtl-!it) 2 rt!+Ftl 

11 q 2 1 I"' udu ~ -, og~+, og(,\r+!t )-l+<t'-R' {u'+l!+!it)')(e""-1)' 

and we have O'(t) ~ llogt-flog2~+0(1/t), 

O(t)- !tlogt, O'(t)- ~· 

The function tJ.(t) is stea.di.ly increasing for t ~ t0 • If v is any positive 
integer ( ~ v0 ), the equa.tion tJ.(t) = V1T therefore has just one solution, 
say t~, and t~,.... 21TVjlogv. Now 

Z(t,) ~ 2(-1)" L cos(tJ:gn) +O(t;l). 
•<• 

The sum 

(t) = """cos(t~logn) _ 1 +cos(t~log2) g ~ ~ .Jn - -./2 +··· 
consists of the constant term unity and oscillatory terms; and lihe 
formula suggests that g(t~) will usually be positive, and hence that Z(t) 
will usually change sign in the interval (tp, t~+l>· 

We shall prove 

THEOREM 10.6. As N-+ 00 

.~. Z(t,,)- 2N, 

It follows at once that Z(t2v) is positive for an infinity of values of v, 

and that Z(t2v+1l is negative for an infinity of values of v; and the 
existence of an infinity of real zeros of Z(t), and so ofE(t), again follows. 

We have 
N N 

,2 g(f2vl = L L cos(t~~ogn) 
~=M+I ~=M+l n<;;.,'(loo/21>") 

=N-M+ ,L ~ ,L cos(~~logn), 
lo;;n;;;;-.'(fo.v/2,.) .,..;;t0yo;;l,!l 

where r = max(t2M+2 • 27m2). The inner sum is of the form 

I cos(2•¢(")), 
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where 

We may define t~ for all v;;;::: v0 (not necessarily integral) by !9-{t~) = vtr. 

Then 

c/''(v)=!;~~' 

so that 

Hence if,'(v) is positive and steadily decreasing, and, if vis large enough, 

,P"(v) = -2?Tiogn 8-"(t2vl ,.._,-~log~ <-A~ 
{&'(t,)}3 t 2,log3t2, la.ylog3ta.,,: 

Hence, by Theorem 5.9, 

L cos(t2vlogn) = o(t., llogglln )+o(tlNlog~) 
,.;;r..,.-;t,,. t Nlo t2N login 

= O(tivloglt2.vl· 
Hence 2: J"n ,2 cos(t2,logn) = 0{4 . ..,.log~fa.vl 

2<n<;;~(l,,./211') ;;;::l.,,;;t., 
= O(NlloglN). 

Hence 

and a similar argument applies to the other sum. 

10.7. We denote by N0(T) the number of zeros of {(s) of the form 
!+it (0 < t::::;; T). The theorem already proved shows thatN0(T) tends 
to infinity with T. We can, however, prove much more than this. 

THEOREM 10.7.t N0(T) >AT. 

Any of the above proofs can be put in a more precise form so as to 
give results in this direction. The most successful method is similar in 
principle to that of§ 10.5, but is more elaborate. We contrast the 
behaviour of the integrals 

<+H 

I = f E(u) :::"! e-u/T du, 

where T ~ t ~ 2Tand T-oo. 

t Hardy and Littlewood (3). 
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We use the theory of Fourier transforms. Let F(u),j(y) be functions 
related by the Fourier formulae 

F(u) ~ "r!~,J f(y)e'~ dy, f(y) ~ ,2- I" F(u)e-''" du. 
-v(21T)_;X) 

Integrating over (t,t+H), we obtain 
t+H oo 

I I I e>uH_J 
F(u) du ~ ,- f(y) -.- •"' dy, 

I -v(21T) -oo ty 

I+II 

I 
eiull_l 

sothat t F(u)du, j(y)~ 

a.re Fourier transforms. Hence the Pa.rseval formula. gives 

_Ii'J"Fr•l d·l'd, ~ 11/rvll'"'i";,!.!_lt~ dy. 

If F(u) is real, 1/(Y)I is even, a.nd we have 

_[IT'F(u)du,,dt~ 2 J if(y)('
4

'in;,!l!_ydy 

<;; 2H' rlf(y)('dy+B f~Bf!Ji'ay. (10.7.1) 

o 1/H 
Now (2.16.2) may be written 

__!_I" S(t) e«• dt ~ !elLe-ll~(e--<). 
21T_.., t 2+! 

Putting t = -i(l?T-!8)-y, it is seen that we may take 

F(t) =_I_ .E(t) e<l .. -!SII f(y) = }e-!ii! .. -!8Hu-
"(2~) t'+l , 

-ei>(l,.-l8>+lulf(ei(l,.-8)+2Y). 

LetH ~I. The contribution of the firstterminf(y) to (10.7.1) is clearly 
O(H). Putting y = logx, G = e11H, we therefore obtain 

"I'+H I' G ) 1 f F(u) du dt = o{H2 
[ llf(e1(l,.-8lx2)1 2 dx + 

+0( I·l~(e'<l•--ll>x')I'~)+O(H). (10.7.2) 
u log2x 
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Now 

I!J.(ei(i,.-3>xz)lz = ~n~t e-n.,...:'(sJo.hiC083)1
2 

= 2 e-lln~m::•sma+ 2 2 e-4m'<t-n'>w:z:'sJn3+><m'-n')orztco.sa. 
n~l ,. .. ,. 

As in§ 10,5, the first sum is O(x-1S-l-), and its contribution to (10. 7.2) is 
therefore 

o( H' J x-'3-l dx)+o( J !~!:,:) 
' G 

~ O{H'(G-I)S-i}+O(S-l/IogG) ~ O(HH). 

The sum with m -=j:. n contributes to the second term in (10. 7.2) terms 
of the form 

by Lemma. 4.3. Hence the sum is 

o(H' ~ ~' e-<m'+•'""'"') ~ o(H' ~ e-m'"'"'~' _I ) 
L., L., m2-n2 L.. m L.. m-n 
-•- m~ -

~ o(H' i lo~m ,-m'"'"') ~ o(H•( L lo~m + L ,-m'"'"')) 
m~ -~ ~~ 

~ o(H'Iog'~) ~ O(Hs-1) 

for 8 < 80(H). The first integral in (10.7.2) may be dealt with in the 
same way. Hence 

"II+H 12 
_[ [ F(u) dul d! ~ O(Hs-1). 

Taking;;= 1/Tand T> T0 (ll), it follows that 
OT j ill' d! ~ O(HTI). 

10.8. We next prove that 

where 

J > (AH+'Y)T-1, 

ri'Yi'd! ~ O(T) (0 < H < T). 
T 

(10.7.3) 

(10.8.1) 

(10.8.2) 
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We have,·if s =!+it, 7',;;; t ~ 2T, 
eint 

TljS(!)I
1
,+! > Aj((J+il)l. 

Hence 

TlJ > A7H l~(~+iu)l du > AI7H ~U+iu) duj 

~AjTI L ni~'"+O(T-I))dul 
' n<AT 

~AH+o(!T L ~d•/)+OiHT-1) 
t ll<;;n<.AT 

267 

~AH+o(j L (nl+"'~'logn -;:.r.}logn)I)+O(HT-I). 
2o;;n<AT 

It is now sufficient to prove that 

JOT I L nl+"Ilo .I'd!~ O(T), 
T 2.;;;n<.4T g 

and the calculations are similar to those of§ 7.3, but with an extra 
factor logmlogn in the denominator. 

To prove Theorem 10.7, let S be the sub-set of the interval (T, 2T) 

where I= J. Then J jl[ dt = J J dt. 
s s 

OT ( OT )' Now jlljdt,;:;;;jjljdt~ Tjjlj 2 dt <AHlzT! 

by (10.7.3); and by (10.8.1) and (10.8.2) 

1 J dt > T-tj (All+"'¥) dt 

OT 

> AT-iHm(S)- T-i j j'Yj dt 

> AT-lHm(S)-T-i(T rj'l'j2dtt 
> AT-!Hm(S)-AT!, 

where m(S) is the measure of S. Hence, for H ~ 1 and T > T0 (H), 

m(S) < ATH-l. 
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Now divide the interval (T, 2T) into [Tf2H] pairs of abutting intervals 
j 1, j 2, each, except the last j 2, of length H, and each j 2 lying to the 
right of the corresponding j 1 • Then either j 1 or j 2 contains a zero of 
E(t) unless j 1 consists entirely of points of 8. Suppose that the la.tter 
occurs for v j 1's. Then 

vH,;;; m(S) < ATH-l. 

Hence there a.re, in (T, 2T), at least 

T(1 A) T [Tf2HJ-• > n 3--m > 4ii 

zeros if H is large enough. This proves the theorem. 

10.9. For many years the above theorem of Hardy and Littlewood, 
that N0(T) >AT, was the best that was known in this direction. 
Recently it has been proved by A. Selberg (2) that N0 (T) >AT log T. 
This is a remarkable improvement, since it shows that a finite propor
tion of the zeros of {(s) lie on the critical line. On the Riemann hypo
thesis, of course, 

N,(T) ~ N(T)--/;TiogT. 

The numerical value of the constant A in Selberg's theorem is very 
small.t 

The essential idea of Selberg's proof is to modify the series for '(s) 
by multiplying it by the square of a partial sum of the series for g(s)}-l. 
To this extent, it is similar to the proofs givezi in Chapter IX of theorems 
about the general distribution of the zeros. 

We define~ by 

,.j'~s) = ~ ~ (u > 1), o:1 = 1. 

It is seen from the Euler product that a:~' o:~ = ~v if (/-'. v} = 1. Since 
the series for (1-z)l is majorized by that for (1-z)-l, we see that, if 

then Jo:~J ,;;; c4 ,;;; 1. 

-./C(s) = ~ ~· o:~ = 1, 

Let Pv=a:v(I-1::;) (I,;;v<X), 

Then IP.I,; 1. 

t It. was ca.lcula.ted in an Oxford diuertation by S. H. Min. 
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All sums involving Pv run over [1, X] (or we may suppose P~ = 0 for 
v~X). Let 

10.10. Lett 
c+i<» 

<!>(•) ~ .k,J. r(!B)w-l•{(a)1(B)1(1-B),.d8 

where c > I. Moving the line of integration to a = f, and evaluating 
the residue at 8 = 1, we obtain 

i+i<» 

<l>(z) ~ !z,l(l)>\(0)+__!_, J r(!*-l•{(•h*)•,l(i-s)"ds . .. 
!-i<» 

~ jz,\(1)1(0)-~ f. ~(·; 11(!+;1)1'•" dt. 
21T t +.-

On the other hand, 

<l>(z) ~ .k :! L L P,P. r rt!sl~-1· n•~~:,~ ds 
n-1 ~ v c~w 

~ :! L L P•!•exp(- :.:.')· 
n~l 11- v 

Putting z = e-«t•-l3l--11', it follows that the functions 

F(t) ~ ~ E(t) 11(Hilll'~l.-l", 
~(lmlt'H 

f(y) ~ !.11(1)1(0)-z-1:! L L ¥ exp (- ~;.~') 
n-1 I" ~ 

are Fourier transforms. Hence, as in§ 10.7, 

"('+h )2 1/h "' l j F(u) du dt,; 2k' [ 1/(Y)I' dy+B J,lf(y)l'y-' dy (10.10.1) 

where h ,;;; 1 is to be chosen la.ter. 
Putting y = logx, G = ellh, the first integral on the right is equal to 

t Titclunarsh(26). 
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Calling the triple sum g(x), this is not greater than 

G G G 

2 J lif>(l;:~O)I' dx+2 J lu(x)l' dx < !lif>(I),\(0)1'+2 J lg(x)l' dx. . . . 
Similarly the second integral in (10.10.1) does not exceed 

lif>(I)if>(O)I' +2 J•lg(x)l' dx 
2G log2G 

0 
log2x · 

10.11. We have to obtain upper bounds for these integrals as 8-+ 0, 
but it is more convenient to consider directly the integral 

J(x, 0) ~ j lg(u)l'u-9 du (0 < 0,; !, x;;, I). 

This is equal to 

+i1r(m~:
2

-n~
2

)u2coss}?· 

Let :E1 denote the sum of those terms in which mKjJ.. = np.f11, and :E11 
the remainder. Let (KV,,\p.) = q, so that 

101 = aq, ~ = bq, (a, -b)= I. 

Then, in :E1 , ma = nb, so that n = ra, m = rb (r = 1, 2, .. ). Henoo 
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where K(8), and later K1{8}, are bounded functions of 9. Hence we 
obtain 

o~,t (j e->' dy+O(x,l,)) -~ [f e-•'y-9 dy+O{(x,I")'-'J] + 
' ' 

+TJfB-!K(B) [ [ e-u'y-0 dy+O{(x'-''1)1-0J-] +O{x1
-
0log(2 + '1- 1

)} 

- ..JTT + Kt(8)7)!8-! +O(xt-e I (2+ -I)} 
-~ e e og 'I . 

Putting 7J = 21TKtp.2q-2ain8, it follows that 

~. ~ 2 ( 2 ,~~~\te:?+ K,JB) (2~'ino)l'-!s(O)+ 

+O{x1
-

6 log(2+'1- 1
) L IP"P-.PPP.I}• 

e ><'-!" lv 

where S(O) ~ 2 ('L)'-' ~.~,p.~,. 
,.~v Kf-l- Av 

Defining r/la(n) as in § 9.24, we have 

qt-6 = ~ q,_fJ(p) = pl~<v~I>.JL 4>-e(p). 

Hence S(O) ~ 2 ;,_,(p)( 2 ~;!.;,)'-
p<X' PI"• 

(10.11.1) 

Let d and d1 denote positive integers whose prime factors divide p. 
Let K = dK', v = d1v', where (K',p) = 1, (v',p) =I. Then 

L: ~ = L: {it-
1
od L: ~~:~ L: ~Jf. 

piKV pldd1 
1

t<" v" 

Now, for (K',p) = 1, 

Hence the above sum is equal to 

I ""'IXdiXd ""' IX,.• I X ""' IXv'J X 
log2X p"fi;J, dl-9d~ ,..fgld K'l-6 og ""(f2 v·fxtd• 7 og dl v'. 

10.12. LEMMA 10,12, We have 

L ;f,'t.log£-~o((~)'Iogl~TI(I+~)I) (10.12.1) 
,.·<,x/d Pip 

uniformly wit-h respect to e. 
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We may suppose that X;::: 2d, since otherwise the lemma. is trivial. 
l+ia:> 

Now ~I ;d8=0 (O<x~1), logx (x>l). _,. 8 ,_.., 
Also 

L: ;;;&~ I1 (~-~)· ~ L:(~-~)-l "((1~9+•1' 
(tt',pl-1 (p,pl~l PIP 

Hence the left-hand side of (10.12.1) is equal to 

~ ']'" ~ ('ID' I1 (I-p'~ .. t· "111~9+•1" (10.12.21 
1-ioo Pip 

There are singularities at 8 = 0 and s = 8. If 8 ;::: {log(Xjd)}-t, we can 
take the line of integration through 8 = 8, the integral round a small 
indentation tending to zero. Now 

~((l~itll < Altl 
for all t (large or small). Also 

I1 (I-p'l'"r ~ o(l I1 (l+p>k)ll ~ o( I1 (I+~))· 
Pip Pip PIP 

Hence (10.12.2) is 

o((~)'IJ (~+~)ll~;~~:) ~ o((~)'IJ (~+~)l M· 
and the result stated follows. 

If 8 < {log(Xjd)}-1, we take the sa.me contour as before modified by 
a. detour round the right-hand side of the circle lsi = 2{log(Xfd)}-1• 

On this circle I (X/d)•l ~ e2, 

the p-product goes as before, and 

1((1-9+•11 > A!og(Xfdl. 
Hence the integral round the circle is 

o(Iog-l~TI ('+~)l I~~~~~ o(Iogl~ TI (1+~)1). 
PIP PIP p 

The integral along the part of the line a = 8 above the circle is 

o((~)'TI(~+M1 f ~)~o((~)'Iogl~Il(~+~)l). 
Pip .A(IOIJX/d)-t Pip p 

The lemma. is thus proved in all cases. 
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10.13. LEMMA 10.13. 

') 1'1,""·1 ~a(~ I1 (1 +~))· 
pt;t, l p PIP p 

Defining tvd as in § 10.9, we have 

2 la;;d,l ~~tad,= L~• 
plddt l pldd, 1 pJD 

where Dis a. number of the same class a.s d or d1, 

~ ~ I1 (~-~)-'~a(~ TI(I+~))· 
pp]p p pplp 

10.14. LEMMA 10.14. 

8191 ~ o(1!'~) 
uniformly with respect to 9. In particular 

8(01 ~ o(1o:x)· 
By the formulae of§ 10.11, e.nd the above lemmas, 

"P.P, ~ o(-1- " 1"'""'1 (:!)'Iogl:!Iogl! I1 (~+~)) :2. Kt-811 log2X ~. dl-8~ d d d1 PIP p 

~a(~ I1 (' +~) L 1••••.1) 
logX pip' p pldd, dd1 

Hence 8191 ~ o(/; L: ~-o~PI TI (~+~)') 
ogX p.;;x• P Pip p 

(X" " I ( I)') = 0 log2X L.. pt+8 n 1+p 
p,;,x• PIP 

273 
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S(8)- o( X" ')' " I ) 
- log2X nfi-• p.fx.,,. (npl)l-Kln! 

= o(t!:~ ~ nf+o p.h.,,. pt+o} 

~ 0h~::X ~ a L ;J 
n-1 p..;;x• 

~o(,!~)· 

Chap. X 

10.15. Estimation of :E1• From (10.11.1), Lemma. 10.14, and 
the inequality 1,8,1 ~ 1, we obtain 

L ~ o( 1~)+o( (~lxX')' )+o(x'-'Iog(X/~)X'l •x) ' BI8x'logX ~fBx'IogX 8 og · 
We shall ultimately take X= o--c and h = (alogX)-I, where a and c 
are suitable positive constants. Then G = xa = J-nc. If :c :<.:;; G, the last 
two terms can be omitted in comparison with the first ifG}(2 = O(d-l-), 
i.e. if (a+ 2)c ~ t- We then have 

:El = o(ot&xO~ogx)· (10.15.1) 

10.16. Estimation of :E2. If P and Q are positive, and x ~ 1, 

f"" -Pu'+iQu' du - ! I"" e-Pv iQv d . - o(~ 
"' e 1i,b - 2.,. VF+I e v - xDQ}' 

e.g. by applying the second mean-value theorem to the real and 
imaginary parts. Hence 

:E2 = o[~ L hL' jm;:2-n~2~-~exp(-1T{m;:2+n~2)sin0}]. 
K~V 11l11. 

The terms with mx/A > np.fv contribute to the m, n sum 

o( ~ ,-•m'·''-'"'' L (m;:·- •:,T)· 
m-1 n<m..ouol-¥< 

Now 
mx(mxv-nAp.) 

A'v ' 
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Hence the m, n sum is 

o(~ m%t (~+lo~X))e-mn'K'~-•sina} 

~ o{~(l+ logX)log~+~log2~} 
K J.p (j KJ.l (j 

~ o(""Iog!)+o(~log'!J. 
K 0 K/L 0 

since, as in §10.15, we have X= ;;-c, with 0 < c ~ l· The remaining 
terms may be treated similarly. Hence 

:E2 = o(~ ~ (~log~+~log2 ~)} = o(~log2 ~)· (10.16.1) 

10.17. LEMMA 10.17. Undertheassumptionsof§10.15 

_l/TF(u) duj' dt ~ o(~li!gx)· (10.17.1) 

By (10.15.1) and (10.16.1), 
J(x,O) ~ o(~;,gx) (10.17.2) 

uniformly with respect to 8. Hence 

G G G 

fig(x)j'dx~- J x'~dx~[-x0J]~+0 f x'-•Jdx . . . 
~ o(~lei~gx)+o(e l~lex~gx) ~ 0(~i~!gGx)· 

taking, for example, 8 = f. Also 

! 8J(G,8)d8 ~ Jjg(x)j'dx! Ox-0 d8 

~I jg(x)i'(Io~'x -2Xt:ogx -xli~g'x)dx 
>- J•lg(x)j' dx -~ J•lg(x)l' dx 
~ log2x 2 ---zr-

a a 
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since G = elih ;;:: e. Hence 

• l 

J 1i~;!~' dx,;; f 8J(G,8) d8+fJ(G,i) 

l 

~a( [ ~t(/:Ogx)+a(~IGf~ogX) ~ a(~liog~logx)· 
Also ~(0) ~ a(X), ~(!) ~ a(logX). The result therefore follows from 
the formulae of§ 10.10. 

10.18. So far the integrals considered have involved F(t). We now 
tum to the integrals involving iF(t)l. The results about such integrals 
are expressed in the following lemmas. 

LEMMA 10.18. f• iF (I) I' dt ~ a( log I/~ )· 
-• ~tJogX 

By the Fourier transform formulae, the left-he.nd side is equal to 

f• f•l e-iil~l• I' 2 lf(Y)I' dy ~ 2 ----...---~(I),\(0)-g(x) dx 

' ' ,;; 4! ig(x)l' dx+a(X'log'X). 

Taking x ~I, 8 ~ {log(!/~))-• in (10.17.2), we have 

Hence 

f"" lg(u)j2e-iogu/I.IQII'l/3J du = o( log I/8 )· 

1 
aliogX 

·-· f l()l'd -a(logll~) 
1 gu U- aliogX. 

We can estimate the integral over (8-11, oo) in a. comparatively trivial 
manner. As in§ 10.11, this is less than 
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Using, for example, K2..l.-2sin() > AX-2() >AlP (since X= {J-c with 

c < t), and IP .. I :s;; 1, this is 

~ a(X2log2X j e-Ail'u' du) = O(X2log2X e-.4./ll'), 

·-· which is of the required form. 

10.19. LEMMA 10.19. 

_[ (J'IF(u)l au)' at~ a(~:~~~~)· 
For the left-hand side does not exceed 

n~riF(u)i'du)dt~h fiF(u)i'du Jat~h' [IF(u)i'du, 
-co t -«> u.-A -«> 

and the result follows from the previous lemma. 

10.20. LEMMA 10.20. If~ ~ 1fT, 
T f iF(t)i dt > ATI. 

We have 

('J'+T + ~r + 1'J·(·)~·(·) ds ~ o. 
f+i ll+i ll+iT f+iT 

Since rfo(s) = O(X-1-) for u ~ }, the first term is O(X), and the third is 
a(XTI). Also 

((s)p'(s) ~I+~';;;· 
where la ... l :::;;;: da(n). Hence 

ll+iT ., H-iT f ((s)p'(s) ds ~ i(T-I)+ 2: a. f ~ 
2+i n=l 2+i 

~ i(T-I)+a(i d,(n)) 
n=

2
n2 logn 

~iT+a(l). 
T 

It follows that f ((i+it),l'(t+it) dt ~ T. 
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Hence 
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l)F(t)) dt >A l d)((!+it),\'(i+it)) dt 

T 

>AT-! f l((!+it),S'i!+it)) dt 
~1' 

> AT-iiJ m+it),S'(Hit) dtl 
>AT-1. 

10.21. LEMMA 10.21. 
T l+h 

J dt J )F(u) I du > AhTt. 

' ' The left-hand side is equal to 
T+h mln(T;u) T u T 
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J )F(u)) du J dt;;, J )F(u)) du J dt ~ h J )F(u)) du, 
0 ma.x(O,u~h) h u-h h 

and the result follows from the previous lemma.. 

10.22. THEOREM 10.22. 

N,(T) >AT log T. 
Let E be the sub-set of (0, T) where 

<+h l'+h f )F(u)) du > [ F(u) dul. 

For such values oft, F(u) must change sign .in (t,t+h), and hence so 
must E(u), and hence tCi+iu) must have a zero in this interval. 

Since the two sides are equal except in E, 

1 dt'J~F(u)j au;;, 1 ('['IF(•) I du-ITF(u) aul) dt 

~ [('f~F(u)) du-ITF(u) dul) dt 

> AhTL [I TF(u) dul dt. 

The left-hand side is not greater than 
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by Lemma. 10.19 with 3 = IfT. The second term on the right is not 
greater than 

( T Tl<+h I' )l AhiTi f dt f I F(u) du dt < loglX 

by Lemma 10.17. Hence 

{ E)' A '(logX\l Tl 
m( ) "> 1 T• logT} -A2 hi-loglT' 

where A1 and A11 denote the particular constants which occur. Since 
X= pc and h = (alogX)-1 = (aclogT)-1, 

{m(E)}i > A1 ciT-l-A2 (ac)!Tt. 

Taking a small enough, it follows that 

m(E) >A3 T. 
Hence, of the intervals (O,h), (h,2h), ... contained in (O,T), at least 
[A 3 Tfh] must contain points of E. If (nh, (n+l)h) contains a point t of 
E, there must be a zero of ~(!+iu) in (t,t+h), and so in (nh,(n+2)h). 
Allowing for the fact that each zero might be counted twice in this way, 
there must be at least 

![A,Tfh] > ATlogT 
zeros in (0, T). 

10.23. In this section we return to the function E*(t) mentioned in 
§ 10.1. In spite of its deficiencies as an approximation to E(t), it is of 
some interest to note that aU the zeroo of E*(t) are real.t 

A still better approximation to ll>(u) is 

<b**(u) = w(2wcosh~u-3cosh~u)e-2,.coah2u. 

This gives E**(t) = 2 I ll>**(u)cosut du, 

and we shall also prove that all the zeroo of E**(t) are real. 
The function K.ll'(a) is, for any value of a, an even integral function 

of z. We begin by proving that if a is real all ita zeroo are purely 
imaginary. 

It is known th&t w = ~(a) satisfies the differential equation 

£.(•~) ~ (•+~)w. 
This is equivalent to the two equations 

~ = Jf ~ = (a+~)w. 
t POly• (1),(2), (4). 
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These give 

It is also easily verified that w and W tend to 0 as a -+ oo. It follows 
that, if w vanishes for a certain z and a = a 0 > 0, then 

I {IWI'+I•'+•')(w('}~ ~ 0. 

Taking imaginary pa.rt:.a, 

2ixy J':l' da ~ 0. 

Here the integral is not 0, and R;,(a) plainly does not vanish for z real, 
i.e, y = 0. Hence x = 0, the required result. 

We also require the following lemma. 

Let c be a positive constant, F(z) an integral junction of genus 0 or 1, 
which takes real values /M real z, and has no complex zeros and at least 
one real zero. Then all the zeros of 

are alilo real. 
F(z+ic)+F(z-ic) (10.23.1) 

We have F(z) = C&e=fr (1-;-)ezlrx.., 
n=l n 

where C, a:, o:1, ••• are real constants, IXn * 0 for n = 1, 2, ... , I a.,:;- 11 

is convergent, q anon-negative integer. Letz be a zero of (10.23.1). Then 

so that 

1 ~jF(z-ic)j' ~ (x2+(y-c)2)'IT"" (x-a:,.)2+(y-c)2 
F(z+ic) x2+(y+c)2 

n=t (x-a .. )2+(y+c)2' 

If y > 0, every factor on the right is < l; if y < 0, every factor is > 1. 
Hence in fact y = 0. 

The theorem tha.t the zeros of E*(t) a.re a.U real now follows on taking 

F(z) = Rtu(27T), c = ;. 

10.24. For the discussion of E"'*(t) we require the following lemma.. 

Let lf(t) I < Ke-ltlo+3 for some positive 8, ao that 

F(•) ~ ~~!~) _[ f(t)<'" dt 
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is an integral function of z. Let all the zeros of F(z) be real. Let f(t) be 
an integral function oft of genus 0 or 1, real for real t. Then the zeros of 

G(•) ~ ~ s· f(t)4>(it)•"' dt 
vl2~) -• 

are also all real. 

Weha.ve 

where the constants a.re all real, and! a;n11 is convergent. Let 

~.(t) ~ Ct"•"'IJ(1-~)<''"-
Then f,.(t)-+ f(t) uniformly in any finite interval, and (as in my Theory 

af FundianB, § 8.25) l~.(t)( < K•"'" 

uniformly with respect to n, Hence 

G(•) ~ lim ~ s· f(t)~.(it)<"' dt ~ lim G,(•), 
n-.oo..,(27T) -oo ......,."" 

say. It is therefore sufficient to prove that, for every n, the zeros of 
Gn(z) are real. 

Now it is easily verified that F(z) is an integral function of order less 
than 2. Hence, if its zeros are real, so are those of 

(D-a)F(•) ~ ,@~{<-~F(•)} 

for any real eo:. Applying this principle repeatedly, we see that all the 
zeros of 

H(•) • 

~ ll'(D-a1) •.• (D-.,)F(z) ~ ~(!,)_i f(t)(it)'(it-a1) ••• (it-.,)<mdt 

are real. Since 

G,(•) ~ --H •+•+-+···+-(-1)n0 ( 1 ~ 

the result follows. 
Taking 

we obt&in 

!Xt···llfl 0:1 

f(t) ~ 412n)•-"~"" 

F(z) ~ Kju(2~). 

all of whose zeros are real. If 

f(t) = i1f2 Coslt, 
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then G(z) = E*(z), and it follows &gain that all the zeros of E*(z) are 

reeJ.If ( 9 3 ") ¢(t) = tn'2 cos 2t-2;cos 2t, 

then G(z) = E .. (z). Hence all the zeros of E**(z) are real. 

10.25. By way of contrast to the Riemann zeta-function we shall 
now construct a function which has a simila.r functional equation, and 
for which the analogues of most of the theorems of this chapter are true; 
but which has no Euler product, and for which the analogue of the 
Riemann hypothesis is false. 

We shall use the simplest properties of Dirichlet's L-functions (mod 5). 
These are defined for a > 1 by 

L s = ~ Xo(n) = _!_ _!_ _!__ _!__ _!_ 
o() ,6_ n' l"+2,+ag+ 4"+&+ ... , 

~ x1(n) 1 i i 1 1 
L 1(s) = 6_ ---na = p+2i-3i-4s+&+···· 

~ xz(n) 1 i i 1 1 
La(s) = 6 --ne = p-28+aa-4'+s-+···· 

L 3(8 ) = ~ x::> =~-}a-~+~+~+···· 
Each x(n) has the period 5. It is easily verified that in each case 

x(m)x(n) ~ x(mn) 
if m is prime to n; and hence that 

L(•> ~ IJ(I-x:,T' (a> I). 
It is also easily seen that 

L,(•>~(I-M((•). 
so that L0(s) is regul&r except for a simple pole at s = 1. The other 
three series are convergent for any real positive a, and henoe for a > 0. 
Hence L1(s), L 2(s), and L3(s) are regular for u > 0. 

Now consider the function 

/(•) ~ !sec8(e-"L,(•He"L,(•)} 

= i+ ta;,8-ta.;8 -~+~+··· 
~ ~(((•.!)+tan8((•,!)-tan8((a,!)-((8,1)}, 

where '{a, a) is defined as in § 2.17. 
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By (2.17)J(s) is an integral function of s, and for a < 0 it is equal to 

2r(I-a)(. ,_ , 
5,(27T)l-B 8Jil T"B X 

~ ( 2m7T 4m7T 6m1r 8m11) I 
x £::

1 

cos----s-+tan8cos----s--ta.n9cos----s--cos----s- m1_,+ 

~( 2m~ 4m~ . 6m~ . Sm~) I) +cos}11s ~ sin----s-+tan9sin 5 -tan9sm-y-sm----s- m 1_, 

m~l 

4r(l-•)cos!~• ~ (. 2m~+t 8 . 4m~) I 
= &(27T)l-s ,£:;1 sm5 an sm5 mt-•" 

If 
471 . 871 (. 27T ll . 47T) sin-+tan9sm- = tan9 sm-+tanvsm-=-, 
5 5 5 D 

(10.25.1) 

this is equal to 

4r(I-s)cosi71s(sin!:::+tan9sin~)/(I-s). 
5"(27T)l-11 5 5 

The equation {10.25.1) reduces to 

sin29 = 2cos¥ = ..;
5
;-

1
, 

and we take 9 to be the root of this between 0 and !11. We obtain 

tan8 ~ ,'(IO~::'~>-•, 

sin¥+tan0sin~ = ~· 
and f(s) satisfies the functional equation 

f(s) = ~1~s)cosl~j(1-s). 
5B-a(27T)l-11 

There is now no difficulty in extending the theorems of this chapter 
tof(s). We can write the above equation as 

(~tr(H¥lf(•) ~ (~)H'r(l-!s)f(l-s), 
and putting s = !+it we obtain an even integral function oft analogous 
to E(t). 

We conclude that f{s) has an infinity of zeros on the line a = }, and 
that the number of such zeros between 0 and Tis greater than AT. 

On the other hand, we shall now prove that f(s) has an infinity of 
zeros in the half-plane a > 1. 
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If p is a prime, we define a(p) by 

o(p) ~ W+i)x,(pl+!(l-i)x,(P). 

so that <1:(p) = ±l or ±i. 
For composite n, we define a(n) by the equation 

o:(n,.n2) = o:(n1)o:(n2). 

Thus ja(n)j is always 0 or I. Let 

M(s,x) ~ ~ o(n~~(n) ~ fJ (1- o(p~~(p)r. 
n~l P 

where x denotes either Xt or x2 • Let 

Now 
N(s) ~ !{M(s,x,)+M(s,x,)). 

o:(Plxt(P) = t(l+i)x~+t{l-ilxt X2• 

o:(p)x2(P) = }{l+ilxt Xa+!{I-i)xi. 
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and these are conjugate since x~ = xi and x~ and Xt x2 are real. Hence 
M(s, x1 ) and M(s, x2) are conjugate for real s, and N{s) is real. 

Let s be real, greater than I, and -+ l. Then 

logM(s,x,) ~ ~o(p;;:,(p)+0(1) 

~ W+i) "xl(p)+!(l-i) "x,(p)x,i1'.)+ 0 (1). 7 pB f ps 

Now x~ = x3 and Xt x2 = Xn· Hence 

Hence 

"xltP) ~ "x,(p) ~log L,(s)+0(1) ~ 0(1), f p8 f pB 

logM(s,x1) = !(l-i)log 8~ 1 +0(1), 

N(s) = RM(s,x1 ) = ~(s~l)cos(flog 8~ 1)e0U>. 
It is clear from this formula that N{s) ka& a zero at each of the points 
8 = I+e-{2m+l}>r (m = 1, 2, ... ). 
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Now for a~ 1+3, and x = x1 or X:z• 

log L(s+i-r, x)~logM(s, x) 

~ .~(log(1- a(p;(p))-log('-p;•x(Pl))+a(~) 

~a(.~ ~(Pl;,:r''l) +a(F,). .... 
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Let a:(p) = e:zwifi<p)_ By Kronecker's theorem, given q, there is a number 
-r and integers xP such that 

I,Iogp +~(p)-xpl ,::; ~ (p,::; P). 
2w q 

Then la:(p)~p-'TI = le:z,.i{.B(p)+{TlogpJ/21TJ_11 ~ e2,./q~l. 

Hence logL(s+i-r,x)-logM(s,x) = Oro~P)+o(~). 

and we can make this as small as we please by choosing first P and 
then q. Using this with Xt and x2, it follows that, given E > 0 and 
a > 0, there is a "T such that 

lf(s+i,)-N(s)l < • (a? 1+8). 
Let 31 > 1 be a zero of N(8). For any 'rJ > 0 there exists an 7}1 with 
0 < 7}1 < 7J, 7Jt < 81-1, such that N(s) =f=. 0 for fs-s1f = 7Jl· Let 

E= min fN(s)f 
IS-8,1-')t 

and 3 < s1-7]1-l. Then, by Rouche's theorem, N(s) and 

N(•)-{N(s)-j(s+iT)) 

have the same number of zeros inside fs-s1 1 = TJ1, and so at least one. 
Hencef(s) has at least one zero inside the circle fs-81-i-rl = 1]1• 

A slight extension of the argument shows that the number of zeros of 
/(s) in u > I, 0 < t ~ T, exceeds AT as T ~ oo. For by the extension 
of Dirichlet's theorem (§ 8.2) the interval (t11, mqPt0) contains at least m 
values of t, differing by at least to. such that 

ltlogp -x' I ~! (p ~ P). 
2w P q 

The above argument then shows the existence of a zero in the neigh
bourhood of each point s1 +i(-r+t). 
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The method is due to Davenport and Heilbronn (1), (2); they proved 
that a class of functions, of which an example is 

L 2 (m~:5nll)s' 
m,n,<O,O 

has an infinity of zeros for a > I. It has been shown by calculationt 
that this particular function has a zero in the critical strip, not on the 
critical line. The method throws no light on the general question of 
the occurrence of zeros of such functions in the critical strip, but not 
on the critical line. 

NOTES FOR CHAPTER 10 

10.26. In§ 10.1 Titchmarsh's comment on Riemann'sstatement about 
the approximate formula for N(T) is erroneous. It is clear that Riemann 
meant that the relative error {N(T) -L(T)}/N(T) is O(T-1). 

10.27. Further work has been done on the problem mentioned at the 
end of§ 10.25. Davenport and Heilbronn (1), (2) showed in general that if 
Q is any positive definite integral quadratic form of discriminant d, such 
that the class number h(d) is greater than 1, then the Epstein Zeta-
function 

(o(•) ~ L Q(x,y)-• (u >I) 
"'Y--"'l 

(x•y)f(0.0) 

has zeros to the right of u = 1. In fact they showed that the number of 
such zeros up to height Tis at least of order T (and hence of exact order 
T). This result has been extended to the critical strip by Voronin [3], 
who proved that, for such functions ("'(s), the number of zeros up to 
height T,for! < a 1 ~ l(s)::.:; u2 < 1, is alsooforderatleast T(andhence 
of exact order T). This answers the question raised by Titchmarsh at the 
end of § 10.25. 

10.28. Much the most significant result on N 0(T) is due to Levinson 
[2 ], who showed that 

N 0(T) ;;, aN(T) (10.28.1) 

for large enough T, with 1): = 0·342. The underlying idea is to relate the 
distribution of zeros of ((s) to that of the zeros of C (s). To put matters in 

t Potter and Titchmarsh (I). 
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their proper perspective we first note that Berndt [1] has shown that 

. , T( T ) # {s = a+lt: 0 < t ~ T, ( (s) = 0} = 2; log4n'-1 +O(log T), 

and that Speiser (1) has proved that the Riemann Hypothesis is 
equivalent to the non-vanishing of('(s) forO< a<!· This latter result 
is related to the unconditional estimate 

# {s= a+it:-1 <u <f, T 1 <t~ T 2,('(s)=O} 

= #{s= u+it:O <a<!, T1 < t::.:; T2,{(s) = 0} 

+O(log T2 ), (10.28.2) 

zeros being counted according to multiplicity. This is due to Levinson 
and Montgomery [1], who also gave a number of other interesting 
results on the distribution of the zeros of (' (s). 

We sketch the proof of (10.28.2). We shall make frequent reference to 
the logarithmic derivative of the functional equation (2.6.4), which we 
write in the form 

('_(,)+ ('(1-s) ~ logn-!(r'(!s) + r'(!- !•!) 
((s) ((1- s) r(j-s) r(!- !-s) 

~ -F(s), 

say. We note that F(! +it) is always real, and that 

F(s) ~ log(l/2n) + 0(1/1) 

(10.28.3) 

(10.28.4) 

uniformly fort:;::, 1 and lui::.:; 2. To prove (10.28.2) it suffices to consider 
the case in which the numbers T

1 
are chosen so that ((s) and {'(s) do not 

vanish fort= Ti, -1 ~a::.:;!- We examine the change in argument in 
C'(s)/{(s) around the rectangle with vertices !-O+iTI> !-0+iT

2
, 

-l+iT2 , and -l+iTt> where 0 is a small positive number. Along 
the horizontal sides we apply the ideas of §9.4 to ((s) and {'(s) 
separately. We note that ((s) and {'(s) are each O(tA) for -3::.:; u::.:; 1. 
Moreover we also have I(( -1 +iT) I~ Tj, by the functional equation, 
and hence also 

1{'(-1 +iT1 )1 ~ Tfl~i.=-:::~;j ~ T1,logT1 , 

by (10.28.3) and (10.28.4). The method of§ 9.4 therefore shows that arg ((s) 
and arg C'(s) both vary by OOog T.) on the horizontal sides of the 
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rectangle. On the vertical side u = - 1 we have 

~~; = log(~)+O(l), 
by (10.28.3) and (10.28.4), so that the contribution to the total change in 
argument is 0(1). For the vertical side u = !-b we first observe from 
(10.28.3) and (10.28.4) that 

a(- n!+it)) "1 (10.28.5) 
((!+it) ~ 

if t ~ T 
1 

with T 1 sufficiently large. It follows that 

a(-('(!- 0+ it))"! 
((!-O+•t) 

(10.28.6) 

for T
1

,;; t ~ T 2, if 0 = J(T2) is small enough. To see this, it suffices to 
examine a neighbourhood of a zero p =! + iy of {(s). Then 

_('(s) ~ ---"'--+m'+O(Is-pl), 
((s) s-p 

where m ~ 1 is the multiplicity of p. The choice s = ! +it with t ___,. y 

therefore yields R(m') ;;?:- 1, by (10.28.5). Hence, on taking s = ! - J +it, 
we find that 

a(-('(s)) ~-1 mb
1
,+a(m')+0(1s-pl) ;,! 

((s) s-p 

for Is-pi small enough. The inequality (10.28.6) now follows. We 
therefore see that arg ('(s)/((s) varies by 0(1) on the vertical side 
R(s) = t- 0 of our rectangle, which completes the proof of (10.28.2). 

If we write N for the quantity on the left of (10.28.2) it follows that 

N
0
(T,)-N

0
(T,) ~ {N(T,)-N(T,)} -2N+O(log T,), (10.28.7) 

so that we now require an upper bound for N. This is achieved .by 
applying the 'mollifier method' of §§9.20--24 to ('(1-s). Let v(u, T 1, T2) 

denote the number of zeros of ('(1-s) in the rectangle u ~ R(s) ~ 2, 
T

1 
< l(s) < T

2
• The method produces an upper bound for 

, f v(u,T1,T2 )du, (10.28.8) 

which in turnyieldsanestimateN ~ c{N(T2 )-N(T1 )} for large T 2• The 
constant c in this latter bound has to be calculated explicitly, and must 
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be less than!- for (10.28.7) to be of use. This is in contrast to (9.20.5), in 
which the implied constant was not calculated explicitly, and would 
have been relatively large. It is difficult to have much feel in advance for 
bow large the constant c produced by the method will be. The following 
very loose argument gives one some hope that c will turn out to be 
reasonably small, and so it transpires in practice. 

In using (10.28.8) to obtain a bound for N we shall take 

u = t-ajlog T 2 , 

where a is a positive constant to be chosen later. The zeros p' = {J' + iy' of 
('(1- s) have an asymmetrical distribution about the critical line. 
Indeed Levinson and Montgomery [1] showed that 

L (!- {J') - ~2T loglog T, 
O<y',;T 1t 

whence fJ' is t- (log log y')/log y' on average. Thus one might reasonably 
hope that a fair proportion of such zeros have {J' < u, thereby making the 
integral (10.28.8) rather smalL 

We now look in more detail at the method. In the first place, it is 
convenient to replace ('(1- s) by 

('(s) 
((s) + F(s) ~ G(s), 

say. If we write h(s) = tt-!s r(!s) then (10.28.3), together with the 
functional equation (2.6.4), yields 

((I-s) ~ _ F(s) h(s) G (s) 
h(J-s) 

so that G(s) and C(l- s) have the same zeros fort large enough. Now let 

~(s) ~ L b,n-• (10.28.9) .. , 
be a suitable 'mollifier' for G(s), and apply Littlewood'sformula(9.9.1)to 
the function G(s)l/f(s) and the rectangle with vertices u +iTt> 2+iT2 , 

2+iTl' u+iT2• Then, as in §9.16, we find that , 
logT2J N<;-a- v(u,TI>T2 )du 

'· logT2J 
~~ logiG(u+it)l/f(u+it)ldt+O(logT2). 

'· 
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Moreover, as in §9.16 we have 

J' logiG(u+ i~·(u+ it) ldt 

T, 

T, 

~!(T2 -T1)1og(Tz~T1 f IG(u+it)Y.,(u+it)l2dt). 
T, 

Hence, if we can show that 

I' IG(u +it).(u+ it) I' dt- c(a) (T,- T,) (10.28.10) 

T, 

for suitable T 1, T 2, we will have 

(10.28.11) 

whence 

N 0(T2)-N0
(T

1
) ~ (1-log:(a) +o(l)){N(T

2
)-N(T

1
)} 

by (10.28. 7). 

The computation of the mean value (10.28.10) is the most awkward 
part of Levinson's argument. In [2] he takes'y = T

2
!-• and 

b ( ) u-tlogy/n 
n=Jln n logy . 

This leads eventually to (10.28.10) with 

c(a) = e2a(_!__+_!_) _ _!___2__~+_!-~. 
2a3 24a 2a 3 a 2 24a 12 12 

The optimal choice of a is roughly a = 1·3, which produces (10.28.1) with 
= 0·342. 

The method has been improved slightly by Levinson [4], [6], Lou [I] 
and Conrey [1] and the best constant thus far is ct = 0·3658 (Conrey [1 ]). 
The principal restriction on the method is that on the size of y in 
(10.28.9). The above authors all takey = T2 l-•, but there is some scope 
for improvement via the ideas used in the mean-value theorems (7 .24.5), 

(7.24.6), and (7.24.7). 

10.29 ZEROS ON THE CRITICAL LINE ,., 
10.29. An examination of the argument just given reveals that the 

right hand side of (10.28.11) gives an upper bound for N + N*, where 

N* = # {s =!+it: T1 < t ~ T2, C'(s) = 0}, 

(zeros being counted according to multiplicities). However it is clear 
from (10.28.3) and (10.28.4) that C'<l+ it) can only vanish if((! +it) does. 
Consequently, if we write N<rl for the number of zeros of ((s) of 
multiplicity r, on the line segment s = l + it, T 1 < t ~ T 2, we will have 

N* = L (r-l)N<rl. 
r=2 

Thus (10.28. 7) may be replaced by 

N"'- '~' ('-2)N''' ~ {N(T,)-N(T,)}-2(N+N')+O(log TJ. 

If we now define N<rl(T) in analogy to N<r>, but counting zeros l +it with 
0 < t :s;; T, we may deduce that 

N"'(T)-I ('-2)N'"(T) ~ •N(T), (10.29.1) 

for large enoughT, and ll = 0·342. In particular at least a third of the non
trivial zeros of ((s) not only lie on the critical line, but are simple. This 
observation is due independently to Heath-Brown [5] and Selberg 
(unpublished). The improved constants ll mentioned above do not all 
allow this refinement. However it has been shown by Anderson [1] that 
(10.29.1) holds with ll = 0·3532. 

10.30. Levinson's method can be applied equally to the derivatives 
.;<m>(s) of the function ~(s) given by (2.1.12). One can show that the zeros 
of these functions lie in the critical strip, and that the number of them, 
Nm(T) say, for 0 < t :s;; T, is N(T)+Om(logT). If the Riemann hypo
thesis holds then all these zeros must lie on the critical line. Thus it is of 
some interest to give unconditional estimates for 

~~~nfNm(T)-l#{t:O < t ~ T, ,;<m>(i+it) = 0} =llm, 

say. Levinson [3], [5] showed that a: 1 ~ 0·71, and Conrey [1] improved 
and extended the method to give ll1 ~ 0·8137, ~X 2 :;?; G-9584 and in general 
llm = l+O(m- 2). 



XI 

THE GENERAL DISTRIBUTION OF 
THE VALUES OF {(s) 

11.1. IN the previous chapters we have been concerned almost entirely 
with the modulus of ~(s), and the various values, particularly zero, 
which it takes. We now consider the problem of '(s) itself, and the 
values of s for which it takes any given value a. t 

One method of dealing with this problem is to connect it with the 
famous theorem of Picard on functions which do not take certain values. 
We use the following theorom:t 

If f(s) is regular and never 0 or I in js-s0 j ~ r, and lf(s0)j :::;;; a, 
then jf(s)j:::;;; A(a,8)for js-s0 j:::;;; Or, where 0 < () < 1. 

From this we deduce 

THEOREM 11.1. '(s) takes every value, with one possible exception, an 
infinityojtimesinanystrip l-0 <u:::;;; 1+8. 

Suppose, on the contrary, that '(s) takes the distinct values a and b 
only a finite number of times in the strip, and so never above t = t0 , say. 
LetT> t0 +I, and consider the functionf(s) = g(s)-a}/(b-a) in the 
circles C, C', of radii !8 and !8 (0 < 8 < I), and common centre 
s0 = I+!-8+iT. Then 

)f(•,ll,;;" ~ {W+JSI+ lal)/lb-a), 
andf(s) is never 0 or I in 0. Hence 

lf(s)l <A(") 
in 0', and so ]~(u+iT)] < A(a,b,a) for l,:;:; u,:;:; 1+!8, T > t0+l. 
Hence ~(s) is bounded for a > l, which is false, by Theorem 8.4 (A). 
This proves the theorem. 

We should, of course, expect the exceptional value to be 0. 
If we assume the Riemann hypOthesis, we can use a similar method 

inside the critical strip; but more detailed results independent of the 
Riemann hypothesis can be obtained by the method of Diophantine 
approximation. We devote the rest of the chapter to developments of 
this method. 

t Soo Bohr (1)-(14), Bohr and Courant (1), Bohr and Jesaen (1), (2), (5), Bohr and 
Landau (3), Boroluleni.us a.nd Jessen (1), JeiiE!f!n (1), va.n Kampen (1), va.n Kampen ll.lld 
Wintner {1), Kershner (1), Kershner and Wintner (I), (2), Wintner (l)-{4). 

t See Landau's Ergdmiallf! der Funktiowmtheorie, § 24, or Valiron's Integral Funetiono, 
Ch. VI,§3. 
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11.2. We restrict ourselves in the first place to the half-plane a > 1; 
and we consider, not ~(s) itself, but log"s), viz. the function defined 
for a > l by the series 

log((•) ~- t (p-'+!r"+ ... J. 

We consider at the same time the function 

fr~l ~ t Jogp(p~+r"+ ... J. 
We observe that both functions are represented by Dirichlet series, 
absolutely convergent for a > I, and capable of being written in the 
form 

where fn(z) is a power-series in z whose coefficients do not depend on s. 
In fact 

fn(z) = zlogpn/(l-z) 

in the above two cases. In what follows F(s) denotes either of the two 
functions. 

11.3. We consider first the values which F(s) takes on the line u = a
0

, 

where a0 is an arbitrary number greater than I. On this line 

F(s) = n~l/,(p;o•e-illogp~), 

and, as t varies, the arguments -tlogp
11 

are, of course, all related. 
But we shall see that there is an intimate connexion between the set U 
of values assumed by F(s) on a = u0 and the set V of values assumed 
by the function 

of a.n infinite number of independent real variables ()1, 82, .. 

We shall in fact show that the set U, which is obviously contained in V, 
is everywhere denBe in V, i.e. that corresponding to every value v in V 
(i.e. to every given set of values 81, 82, ... ) and every positive e, there exists 
at such that 

jF(a0+it)-vj <e. 
Since the Dirichlet series from which we start is absolutely convergent 

for a= a0 , it is obvious that we can find N = N(a
0

, e) such that 

L-~+/n(p;ooeh'ip~)j < fe (11.3.1) 

for any values of the P.n• and in particular for J.ln = ()n, or for 

J.t .. = -(tlogp.,)/211', 
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Now since the numbers logp" are linearly independent, we can, by 
Kronecker's theorem, find a number t and integers g1, g2, ••• , UN such that 

J-tlogp ... -21T8 .. -21fUnl < '1 (n = 1, 2, •.. , N), 

'1 being an assigned positive number. Since j,..(p;v•e21ri8) is, for each n, 
& continuous function of 8, we can suppose '1 so small that 

I J, {f.(p;"••'""·)-/.(p;••e~••"•·)}l < l•· (II.3.2) 

The result now follows from (11.3.1) and (11.3.2). 

11.4. We next consider the set W of values which F(s) takes 'in the 
immediate neighbourhood' of the line u = u0, i.e. the set of all values 
of w such that the equation F(s) = w baa, for every positive 0, a root 
in the strip )a-u0 ) < 8. 

In the first pla.oo, it is evident that U is contained in W. Further, 
it is easy to see that U is everywhere dense in W. For, for sufficiently 
small3 (e.g. for 3 < f(u0 -l)), 

IF'(s) I < K(u0 ) 

for all values of 8 in the strip )o-ao) <a, so that 

)F(a0+it)-F(a1 +it)) < K(a0))o1-a0 ) ()a1-a0 ) < 3). (11.4.1) 

Now each value w in W is assumed by F(s) either on the line a = a0 , 

in which case it is a u, or at points a 1 +it arbitrarily near the line, in 
which case, in virtue of (11.4.1}, we can find au such that 

)w-u) < K(a0))ol-ao] < ti, 
We now proceed to prove that W is identical with V. Since U is con

tained in and is everywhere dense in both V and W, it follows that 
each of V and W is everywhere dense in the other. It is therefore 
obvious that W is contained in V, if Vis closed. 

We shall see presently that much more than this is true, viz. that V 
consists of all points of an area, including the boundary. The following 
direct proof that Vis closed is, however, very instructive. 

Let v* be a limit-point of V, and let vv (v = 1, 2, ... ) be a sequence of 
v's tending to v*. To each vv corresponds a point Pv(81.v, 92r .. ) in the 
space of an infinite number of dimensions defined by 0 ~ B ... v < 1 
(n = 1, 2, ... ), such that lb(o0 , 81..,, ... ) = Vv. 

Now since (P,.) is a bounded set of points (i.e. all the coordinates are 
bounded), it has a limit-point P* (fJt, e:', ... ), i.e. a point such that from 
(P,.) we can choose a sequence (P,,) such that each coordinate B..,.,. of P..~ 
tends to the limit 0: as r-+ oo. 
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It is now easy to prove that P* corresponds to v*, i.e. that 

ql(a0 , fJ!, ... ) = v*, 

so that v* is a point of V. For the series for v..,., viz. 

.. ~lf .. (p;;a•e2.,.;0....,.), 
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is uniformly convergent with respect to r, since (by Weierstrass's 
M-test) it is uniformly convergent with respect to all the 8's; further, 
the nth term tends to j.,(p;;a•e2'fri0~) as r-+ oo. Hence 

v* = ~vv, = !~~n~1/.,(p;;aoe21ri0._,,) = ql(oo, 8f, ... ), 

which proves our result. 
To establish the identity of V and W it remains to prove that V is 

contained in W. It is obviously sufficient (and also necessary) for this 
that W should be closed. But that W is closed does not follow, as might 
perhaps be supposed, from the mere fact that W is the set of values 
taken by a bounded analytic function in the immediate neighbourhood 
of a line. Thus e-z' is bounded and arbitrarily near to 0 in every strip 
including the real axis, but never actually assumes the value 0. The 
fact that W is closed (which we shall not prove directly) depends on 
the special nature of the function F(s). 

Let v = Cl'(oo, 81, 82, ... ) be an arbitrary value contained in V. We 
have to show that vis a member of W, i.e. that, in every strip 

lu-u0 ) <3, 
F(s) assumes the value v. 

Let G(a) = .. ~1 J .. (p;;se2'fri0~), 

so that G(u0 ) = v. We choose a small circle C with centre u
0 

and radius 
less than fJ such that G(s) =I= v on the circumference. Let m be the 
minimum of IG(s)- vi on C. 
. Kronecker's theorem enables us to choose t

0 
such that, for every s 

m C, JF(s+it0 )-G(s)/ < m. 

The proof is almost exactly the same as that used to show that U is 
everywhere dense in V. The series for F(s) and 0(8) are uniformly 

convergent in the strip, and, for each fixed N, f.J .. (p;oe2.,.,,..) is a 

continuous function of u, p.1, ... , P.N· It is therefor: sufficient to show 
that we can choose t0 so that the difference between the arguments 
of Pfi8 at 8 = ao+ito and p.;•e27110• at 8 = u0, and consequently that 
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between the respective arguments at every pair of corresponding points 
of the two circles is (mod 21T) arbitrarily small for n = 1, 2, ... , N. The 
possibility of this choice follows at once from Kronecker's theorem. 

We now have 

F(s+i!,)-v ~ {G(s)-v)+{F(s+ii,)-G(s)), 

and on the circumference of G 

IF(s+it0)-G(s)l < m.;;; jG(s)-vj. 

Hence, by Rouche 's theorem, F(s + it0)- v has in C the same number of 
zeros as G(s)- v, and so at least one. This proves the theorem. 

11.5. We now proceed to the study of the set V. Let Yn be the set 
of values taken by j.,.(p;;8 ) for u = a0 , i.e. the set taken by j,.(z) for 
[zj = p:;;(J•. Then Vis the 'sum' of the sets of points J-;,, Vz, ... , i.e. it is 
the set of all values v1+v2+ ... , where v1 is any point ofl{, v2 any point 
of Vz, and so on. For the function log {(s), V... consists of the points of 
the curve described by -log(I-z) as z describes the circle lzl = p;o•; 
for ''(s)/,(8) it consists of the points of the curve described by 

-(dogp,)/(1-z). 

We begin by considering the function ''(s)/,(8). In this case we can 
find the set V explicitly. Let 

z,,)ogp,. 
w,=- 1-z, · 

As zn describes the circle 1z .. 1 = p;; 0
•, w, describesthecirclewithcentre 

C - _p;;2uologp" 
n- l-p;;2u0 

and radius 

Let 

and let 

p;;0 •logp" 
Pn= l-p;;2u, • 

w .. = c .. +w~ = c .. +p .. ei<f~, 

Then V is the set of all the values of 

c+ n~lp,.ei<f~ 
for independent </J1, tfo2, •••• The set V' of the values of I Pn ei<fo~ is the 
'sum' of an infinite number of circles with centre at the origin, whose 
radii p1 , p2 , ... form, as it is easy to see, a. decreasing sequence. Let 
v;. denote the nth circle. 

11.5 THE VALUES OF {(s) 

Then V~ + V~ is the area swept out by the circle of radius Pa a.s its 
centre describes the circle with centre the origin and radius p1• Hence, 
since p 2 < p 1 , V; + V~ is the annulus with radii p 1 - p 2 and p 1 + P2· 

The argument clearly extends to any finite number of terms. Thus 
V~ + ... + V.N consists of all points of the annulus 

N N 
Pt- L Pn ~ lwl ~ L Pn> 

n~2 n~l 

or, if the left-hand side is negative, of the circle 
N 

lwl .;;;•~•'"' 
It is now easy to see that 

(i) if p1 > Pa+Pa+···· the set V' con.sists of all paints w of the annulus 

Pt- f Pn ~ lwl ~ f p .. ; 
n~2 n~t 

(ii) if p1 < p2+Pa+ .. , V' consists of all points w for which 

lwl ~ .. ~1p,. 
For example, in case (ii), let w0 be an interior point of the circle. Then 
we can choose N so large that 

• N Nt1Pn < .. ~/ .. -lwol· 

Hence 

lies within the circle v; + ... + VN for any values of the .Pn• e.g. for 
.PN+t = ... = 0. Hence N 

WI= n~/"eio/>.,. 

for some values of cfov· ., tfo,, and so 

Wo = n~tp .. ei<l>• 

as required. That V' also includes the boundary in each case is clear 
on taking all the cfo, equal. 

The complete result is that there is an absolute constant D = 2·57 
determined as the root of the equation 

2-Dlog2 = ~ p;;Dlogp, 
1-2-W 6 l-p,;-2D ' 
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such that for a0 > D we are in case (i), and for 1 < a0 ~ D we are in 
case (ii). 'l'he radius of the outer boundary of V' is 

R ~ ('(2o0 ) _ ('(o0 ) 

{(2a0) {(u0) 

in each case; the radius of the inner boundary in case (i) is 

r = 2p1-B = zt-aolog2/(I-2-Za•)-R. 

Summing up, we have the following results for {'(s)/{(s). 

THEOREM 11.5 (A). The values whick ns)/{(s) takes on the. line 
q = cr0 > 1 form a set everywhere dense in a region R(a0 ). If u0 > D, 
R(u0 ) is the annulus (boundary included) with centre c and radii rand R; 
if u0 ~ D, R(u0) is the circular area (boundary included) with centre c and 
radiU8 R; c, r, and Rare continuous functions of a 0 defined by 

c ~ ('(2o0)/((2o0 ), R ~ c-('(o0)/((o0), r ~ 2'-••log2((J-2-''•)-R. 

Further, a8 O"o -+ co, 

lime= limr =limB= 0, limcfR = Iim(R-r)JR = 0; 

aa a0 -'J-D, limr = 0; and a8 a0 -+l, IimR =co, lime= {'(2)/((2). 

THEOREM 11.5 (B). The set of values which {'(s)/{(s) takes in the 
immedia:U neighbourhood of a= a0 is identical with R(a0 ). In particular, 
since c tend8 to a finite limit and R to infinity as (10--+ l, nB)/,(B) takea 
all value& infinitely often in the strip l < a < l +8, for an arbitrary 
positive 8. 

The above results evidently enable us to study the set of points at 
which r(B)/,(B) takes the assigned value a, We confine ourselves to 
giving the result for a = 0; this is the most interesting case, since the 
zeros of r(s)f'(s) are identical with those of r(s). 

THEOREM 11.5 (C). There iB an absolute constant E, between 2 and 3, 

Buck that r(B) # 0 for 17 > E, while ''(B) kaa an infinity of zerOB in every 
strip between 17 =I and 17 =E. 

In fact it is easily verified that the annulus R(170 ) includes the origin 
if 170 = 2, but not if a0 = 3. 

11.6. We proceed now to the study of log '(s). In this case the set V 
consists of the 'sum' of the curves V,. described by the points 

w .. = -log(I-z,.) 
as z,. descdbes the circle jz,.j = p;;a•. 

In the first place, V,. is a convex curve. For if 

u+iv = w =f(z) =f(x+iy), 
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and z describes the circle izl = r, then 

~+i~ =J'(z){l+i~) =J'(z)xtiy. 

Hence arctan~= arg{zf'(z)}-p. 

A sufficient condition that w should describe a convex curve as z 
describes izl = r is that the tangent to the path of w should rotate 
steadily through 211 as z describes the circle, i.e. that arg{zf'(z)} should 
increase steadily through 211. This condition is satisfied in the case 
f(z) = -log(l-z); for zj'(z) = z/(1-z) describes a circle enclosing the 
origin as z describes jz I = r < I. 

If z = reiB, and w = -log(I-z), then 

u = -llog(I-2rcos8+r2), v =arctan rsinB . 
l-rcos8 

The second equation leads to 

rcos8 = sin41±cosv(r2 -sin2v)i. 

Hence, for real rand 8, lvl ~ arcsinr. If cos81 and cos82 are the two 
values of cos8 corresponding to a given v, 

(I-2rcos81 +r2)(1-2rcos82 +r2) = (I-r2)2. 

Hence if u1 and u 2 are the corresponding values of u, 

u1 +u1 = -log(I-r2). 

The curve V,. is therefore convex and symmetrical about the lines 

u= -!log(l-r2) and v=O. 
Its diameters in the u and v directions are !log{(l+r)/(1-r)} and 
arcsinr. 

Let 
and Wn = cn+w~, 

c = ,.~/" = flogC(2a0). 

Then the points w~ describe symmetrical convex figures with centre the 
origin. Let V' be the 'sum' of these figures. 

It is now easy, by analogy with the previous case, to imagine the 
result. The set V', which iB plainly symmetrical about both axes, is either 
(i) the region bounded by two convex curves, one of which is entirely interior 
to the other, or (ii) the region bounded by a Bingle convex curve. In each 
case the boundary is included as part of the region. 

This follows from a general theorem of Bohr on the 'summation' of 
a. series of convex curves. 
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For our present purpose the following weaker but more obvious 
results will be sufficient. The set V' is included in the circle with centre 
the origin and radius 

R = ~ ~logl+p,;-"• = -flog'
2
(ao). 

,6 2 1-p,;-"• ~(2a0 ) 

If a0 is sufficiently large, V' lies entirely outside the circle of radius 

arcsin2-"•~ ~ flogl+p;;"• =arcsin2-"•+!log 1+2-""-R. 
n~ 1-p;;"• 1-z-ao 

If 

and so if u0 is sufficiently near to 1, V' includes all points inside the circle 
of radius 

n~t arcsinp;"•. 

In particular V' includes any given area, however large, if u0 is suffi.~ 
ciently near to 1. 

We cannot, as in the case of circles, determine in all circumstances 
whether we are in case (i) or case (ii). It is not obvious, for example, 
whether there exists an absolute constant D' such that we are in case 
(i) or (ii) according as u0 > D' or 1 < u0 ::::;;; D'. The discussion of this 
point demands a. closer investigation of the geometry of the special 
curves with which we are dealing, and the qUestion would appear to be 
one of considerable intricacy. 

The relations between U, V, and W now give us the following 
analogues for log {(s) of the results for ''(s)j,(s). 

THEOREM 11.6 (A). On each line a= u0 > 1 the values of log '(s) are 
everywhere dense in a region R(u0) which is either {i) the ring-shaped area. 
bounded by two convex curves, or (ii) the area bounded by one convex curve. 
For sufficiently large values of a0 we are in case (i), and for values Of u0 

sufficiently near t.o 1 we are in case (ii). 

THEOREM 11.6 (B). The set of values whieh log '(s) tam in the 
immediate neighbourhood of a = u0 is identical with R(u0). In particular, 
since R(u0 ) includes any given finite area when u0 is sufficiently near 1, 
log {(s) takes every value an infinity of times in 1 < a < 1+8. 

As a consequence of the last result, we have 

THEOREM 11.6 (C). the function '(s) tam every value except 0 an 
i?tfi.nity of times in the strip 1 < a < 1 +~l. 

This is a more precise form of Theorem 11.1. 
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11.7. We have seen above that log {(s) takes any assigned value a 
an infinity of times in a > 1. It is natural to raise the question how 
often the value a is taken, i.e. the question of the behaviour for large T 
of the number Ma(T) of roots of log{(s) =a in a> 1, 0 < t < T. This 
question is evidently closely related to the question as to how often, as 
t-+oo, the point (a1 t,a2 t, ... ,aNt) of Kronecker's theorem, which, in 
virtue of the theorem, comes (mod 1) arbitrarily near every point in the 
N -dimensional unit cube, comes within a. given distance of a.n assigned 
point (bvb2 , ... ,bN). The answer to this last question is given by the 
following theorem, which asserts that, roughly speaking, the point 
(a1 t, ... , aNt) comes near every point of the unit cube equally often, i.e. 
it does not give a preference to any particular region of the unit cube. 

Let ~ .... , aN be linearly independent, and let y be a region of tk N
dimensional un~t cube with volume r (in the Jordan sense). Let Iy(T) be 
the sum of the tntervals between t = 0 dnd t = T for which the point P 
(a1 t, ... ,aNt) is (mod1) inside y. Then 

}.~ Iy(T)JT = r. 

The region yissaid to have the volume r in the Jordan sense if given 
"• we can find two sets of cubes with sides parallel to the axes, of v~lumes 
rl and r2, included in and including y respectively, such that 

rl~(:::;;; r::::;;; r2+e. 
If we call a point with coordinates of the form (a1t, ... ,aNt), modi, 

an 'accessible' point, Kronecker's theorem states that the accessible 
points are everywhere dense in the unit cube 0. If now Yv y

2 
are two 

equal cubes with sides parallel to the axes, and with centres at accessible 
points P1 a.nd P2, corresponding to t1 and t2, it is easily seen that 

lim~(T)/-\,,(T) ~ I. 

~or _(a1_t, ... ,aNt) will lie inside y2 when and only when {a1(t+t2~t1), .. } 

hes mstde y1 • 

Consider now a set of p non-overlapping cubes c, inside O, of side f, 

~ach of which has its centre at an accessible point, and q of which lie 
Inside y; and a set of Poverlapping cubes c', also centred on accessible 
Points, whose union includes C and such that y is included in a union of 
Q o~ them. Since the accessible points are everywhere dense, it is 
POsstble to choose the cubes such that q/P and Qjp are arbitrarily near 
to r. Now, denoting by ~lc( T) the sum of t-intervals in (0, T) 

corresponding to the cubes c which lie in y, and so on, 

t l,(T)/fi I,(T).; I,v:).; t I,(T)jfi J,(T). 
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Making T -+ oo we obtain 

~ ~ ~ l~c:) ~ ~· 
a.nd the result follows. 

11.8. We can now prove 

THEOREM ll.S (A). If u = u0 > 1 is a line on which log ~(s) comes 
arbitrarily near to a given number a, then in every strip u0 -0 < u < u 0 +8 
the valm! a is taken more than K(a, u 0, O)T times ,for large T, in 0 < t < T. 

To prove this we have to reconsider the argument of the previous 
sections, used to establish the existence of a root of log ((s) = a in the 
strip, and use Kronecker's theorem in its generalized form. We saw that 
a sufficient condition that log ((s) = a may have a root inside a circle 
with centre u0 + it0 and radius 28 is that, for a certain N and 
corresponding numbers Op···· ()N, and a certain 'I= q(n0 , J, Op···· ON) 

1-tologp.,-2w0.,-2?rg11 1 < 71 (n = 1, 2, ... , N). 

From the generalized Kronecker's theorem it follows that the sum of 
the intervals between 0 and T in which to satisfies this condition is 
asymptotically equal to (7J/21t)NT, and it is therefore greater than 
H7J/21T)NT for large T. Hence we can select more than M7Jf21T)NTf3 
numbers t~ in them, no two of which differ by less than 43. If now we 
describe circles with the points o0+it;. as centres and radius 23, these 
circles will not overlap, and each of them will containazerooflog t(s)-a. 
This gives the desired result. 

We can also prove 

THEOREM 11.8 (B). There are p08itive constants K1(a) and K2(a) such 
that the number Ma(T) of zer08 of logt(s)-a in u >I satisfies the 

inequalities Kl(a)T < Ma(T) < K2(a)T. 

The lower bound follows a.t once from the above theorem. The upper 
bound follows from the more general result that if b is any given cr:mBtani, 
the number of zeroa of ((s)-b in a> !+3 (3 > 0), 0 < t < T, is O(T) 
as T-+co. 

The proof ofthis is substantially the same as that of Theorem 9.15 (A), 
the function ((s)-b playing the same part as t(s) did t}J.ere. Finally the 
number of zeros of log((s)-a is not greater than the number of zeros 
of ((s)-ea, and so is O(T). 

11.9. We now turn to the more difficult question of the behaviour 
of {(s) in the critical strip. The difficulty, of course, is that C(s) is no 
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longer represented by an absolutely convergent Dirichlet series. But by 
a. device like that used in the proof of Theorem 9.I7, we are able to 
obtain in the critical strip result,s analogous to those already obtained 
in the region of absolute convergence. 

As before we consider log {(s). For a ~ I, log t(s) is defined, on each 
line t = constant which does not pass through a singularity, by con· 
tinuation along this line from u > I. 

We require the following lemma. 

LEMMA. If f(z) is regular for )z-z0 1 ~ R, awl 

f f I/(•) I' dxdy ~ H, 
1£-.ftl<i;R 

then I/(•) I,; f(~u~~ (lz-•0 1.;; R' < R). 

For if lz' -z0 1 ~ R', 

{W)}' ~ __!_. I {/(•)}' dz ~-'..I'' {f(z' +n"))' dO. 
2m z-z' 211 

le-£'1~1' o 
Hence R-R' R-R' 2,. 

lf(z')l 2 I rdr ~_!_I Ilf(z'+reiO)I 2rdrd8 ~ !!__, 
271 21t 

' ' ' 
and the result follows. 

THEOREM II.9. Let u0 beafixednumberin the range l <a~ 1. Then 
the values which log {(s) takes on a= a0 , t > 0, are everywhere dense in 
the whole plane. 

Let 

This function is similar to the function {(s)Mx(s) of Chapter IX, but 
it happens to be more convenient here. 

Let 3 be a positive number less than }(u0-}). Then it is easily seen 
as in§ 9.19 that for N ~ N0(u0 , E), T ~ T0 = T0(N), 

T f I{N(a+it)-11 2 dt < ET 

uniformly for u0-3 ~ u ~ o1+3 (o1 >I). Hence 
T 0"!.+8 

Hence 

I I i{N(a+it)-1)2dudt < (u1-o0 +23)ET. 
1 a0 -ll 
v+l- a1+1l 

J J J{N(o+it)-II2 dodt < (o1-a0 +23)""E 
Y-l- ao-ll 
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for more than (1-.je)T integer values of v. Since this rectangle 
contains the circle with centre s = u+it, where o-0 :::;,; a:::;: n 1 , 

v-!+0 ~ t ~ v+!-0, and radius 0, it is easily seen from the lemma 
that we can choose fJ and € so that given 0 <'I < 1, 0 < q' < 1, we have 

I~N(u+it)-1] < 7J (u0 ~a~ u1) (11.9.1) 

for a set of values oft of measure greater than (l-7J')T, and for 

N ~ N0(a, 11• '1'), T ~ T0(N). 

Let RN(') ~-I Log(I-p,;-•) (u > !), 
N+' 

where Log denotes the principal value of the logarithm. Then 

(N(s) ~ exp{RN(sl). 

We want to show that RN(s) = Log{N(s), i.e. that JIRN(s)J < ftr, for 
u ~ 110 and the values oft for which (11.9.1) holds. This is true for 
u = a1 if u1 is sufficiently large, since JRN(s)]-+ 0 as a1 -+ oo. Also, by 
(11.9.1), R{N(s) > 0 for a0 .::::;;: a::::;;; a1, so that IRN(s) must remain 
between -}11 and -fn' for all values of u in this interval. This gives the 
desired result. 

We have therefore 

IRNI•II ~ jLog[I+{{NI•)-1})1 < 2 i1NI•I-ll < 2~ 
for u0 z::;;: u z::;;: u10 N ~ .N'o(a0, 'tJ, '1'), T ~ T0(N), in a set of values of t 
of measure greater than (1-'tJ')T. 

Now consider the function 
N 

FN(u0+it) = - ... ~/og(I-p,;-ao-il), 

and in conjunction with it the function of N independent variables 
N 

41N(610 ... ,8N) =-I log(l-p,;-a•ez'lfiB.). ,_, 
Since I p;a• is divergent, it is easily seen from our previous discusSion 
of the values taken by log{(s) that the set of values oflllN includes any 
given finite region of the complex plane if N is large enough. In 
particular, if a is any given number, we can find a. number Nand values 
of the 8's such that 

We can then, by Kronecker's theorem, find a number t such that 
JFN(u0+it)-aJ is arbitrarily sma.ll. But this in itself is not sufficient to 
prove the theorem, since this va]ue of t does not necessarily make 
JRN(s)J amaJl. An additiona.l argument is therefore required. 
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Let 

4tM.N = - ~ log(l-p;aoe2'1Ti9,.) = ~ ~ p;;mrroe'twim9 •• 
.. ~]?'+~ L L m 

n~M+l m~l 

Then, expressing the squared modulus of this &a the product of con
jugates, and integrating term by term, we obtain 

! I .. ! I~M.NI' dOMH·· dON ~ .~t J;, P:_";," 

N "' 1 "' 
< L p;'"' L ;;;><A L p;'"', 
n~M+l m~l n-M+l 

which can be made arbitrarily small, by choice of M, for all N. It 
therefore follows from the theory of Riemann integration of a con
tinuous function that, given o:, we can divide up the (N-M)-dimensional 
unit cube into sub-cubes q~, each of volume.\, in such a way that 

.\ .f m11~x J41M.Ni2 < !o:2. 

Hence forM~ M0(o:) and any N > M, wecanjind cubes of total volume 
greater than lin which j4tM.NI < o:. 

We now choose our value oft as follows. 
(i) Choose M so large, and give B;,, ••. , trM such values, that 

4tM(B;., ... ,O'M)=a. 

It then follows from considerations of continuity that, given t:, we can 
find an M-d.imensional cube with centre e;_, ... , O'M and side d > 0 
throughout which 

(ii) We may also suppose that M has been chosen so large that, for 
any value of N, 14tM.Nl <it: in certain (N-M)-dimensional cubes of 
total volume greater than f. 

(iii) Having fixed M and d, we can choose N so large that, for 
T > To(N), the inequality JRN(s)j <to: holds in a. set of values oft of 
measure greater than (I-ldM)T. 

(iv) Let l(T) be the sum of the intervals between 0 and T for which 

the pomt {-(tlogp,)/2~, ... , -(tlogpN)/2~) 
is (mod :J inside o~e of theN -dimensional cubes, of total volume greater 
than ld , deternuned by the above construction. Then by the extended 
Kronecker's theorem, l(T) > -ldMT if Tis large enough. There are 
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therefore values of t for which the point lies in one of these cubes, and 
for which at the same time JRN(s)j < lE. For such a value oft 

llog((•)-al <;; iFN(s)-ai+IRN(•)I 

and the result follows. 

<;; l<l>M(8,, ... , BM)-•I+I<l>M,NI+IRN(•)I 

< lE+!E+!E = E, 

11.10. THEOREM 11.10. Let l <a< p < 1, and let a be any complex 
number. Let ~a,,e(T) be the number of zeros of log "s)-a (defined as 
bef01'e) in the rectangle a: <a< {J, 0 < t < T. Then there are positive 
constants K1(a,cx.,{J), K1(a,a,f3) suck that 

K,(a,a,fi)T < M., •. p(T) < K,(a,a,fi)T (T > T,). 
We first observe that, for suitable values of the (J's, the series 

- ... ~~log(I-p;-•e2'""') 
is uniformly convergent in any finite region to the right of a = }. This 
is true, for example, if (}n = in for sufficiently large values of n; for then 

I p;;'e"'"· ~ I (-I)"p;;', 
.. >n. n>n1 

which is convergent for real 8 > 0, and hence uniformly convergent in 
any finite region to the right of the imaginary axis; and for any O's 
~ )p;•e27ri8•) 2 = IP;;2a is uniformly convergent in any finite region to 
the right of u = f. 

H a is any given number, and the 8's have this property, we can 
choose n1 so large that 

1-.~t,Iog(I-p;;'e'""·)l < < (u ~ !(a+fi)), 

and a.t the same time so that the set of values of 

- -~1 log(l~p;;icx--i,6e21rlll.) 
includes the circle with centre the origin and radius )a)+ )E). Hence by 
choosing first 8,.,+1, ... , and then 810 ••• , 81", we can find values of the 8's, 
sa.y e;,, 8',., ... , such that the series 

G(s) = - .. ~1log(I-p;;•elori6~) 
is uniformly convergent in any finite region to the right of a = l, and 

G(!a+tfi) ~ a. 
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We can then choose a. circle 0 of centre !o+l,8 and radius p < l(,B-a} 
on which G(s) of= a. 

Let m =min )G(s)-a). 
BODO 

Now let 

Then, as in the previous proof, 

f ... j I I it11M.N(s))2 d8M+1 .. dON dadt <A ll~ 1p;;za. 
0 0 ls-}cx-l,61.;;:l(,6-<>l 

Hence for M ;;;::, M0(E) and any N > M we ca.n find cubes of total 
volume greater than ! in which 

I I )41M.N(s)) 2 dadt < E 
1~-ia:-l,Bio:;i(ft-ot) 

and so in which (by the lemma of§ 11.9) 

l<l>.,,N(•)I < 2(</n)l(fi-a)-1 (1•-!a-!fil <;; !(fi-a)). 

We also want a little more information about RN(s), viz. that RN(s) 
is regular, and )RN(s)) < 'IJ, throughout the rectangle 

for a set of values of t0 of measure greater than (l-7J')T. As before it 
is sufficient to prove this for {N(s)-1, and by the lemma it is sufficient 
to prove that 

jj 10+1 

~(t,) ~ I du I I{N(•)-11' dt < ' 
« 10-1 

for such fo, by choice of N. Now 

T fJ T lo+l I f(t,) dt ~ I du I dt, I I{N(•)-11' dt 
1 .. 1 to-t 

,6 T+l t+l fJ T+l 

:<.:;;Ida [ i{N(s)-1)2 dt
1

L dt0 = 2 Ida j ){N(s)~ 1)2 dt < ET 

by choice of N as before. Hence the measure of the set where "'(to) > "'!E 
is less than .JET, and the desired result follows. 
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It now follows as before that there is a set of values oft0 in (0, T), of 
measure greater than KT, such that for IB-ia::-1,81 ~ }(,8-o:) 

[,.,~1Iog(I-p,;-gezmfr..)- .. ~1log(I-p;~-u·)/ < !m, 

io!>M.N(s)j < !m, 

a.nda.lso IRN(s+it0 )1 < lm. 
At the same time we can suppose that M has been taken so large that 

!G(s)+ n~llog(I-p;se2"i8;.)1 < !m (a;;;::: o:). 

Then jlog((s)-G(s)l < m 

on the circle with centre }a+l.B+it0 and radius p. Hence, as before, 
log {(a)-a has at least one zero in such a circle. The number of such 
circles for 0 < t0 < T which do not overlap is plainly greater than KT. 
The lower bound for Ma,a,fl(T) therefore follows; the upper bound holds 
by the same argument as in the case a > l. 

It has been proved by Bohr and Jensen, by a more detailed study of 
the situation, that there is a K(a,tX,/3) such that 

M.,.1(T) ~ K(a, ,,p)T. 

An immediate corollary of Theorem 11.10 is that, if Na,<:<,f>( T) is the 
number of points in the rectangle l < a < u < {j < 1, 0 < t < T where 
((a) ~ a (a # 0), then 

N.,,.1(T) > K(a,,,p)T "(T > T0 ). 

For {(s) =a if Iog{(s) =log a, any one value of the right-hand side 
being taken. This result, in conjunction with Theorem 9.17, shows that 
the value 0 of {(s), if it occurs at all in a > !, is at any rate quite 
exceptional, zeros being infinitely rarer than a-values for any value of a 
other than zero. 

NOTES FOR CHAPTER!! 

11.11. Theorem 11.9 has been generalized by Voronin [1], [2], who 
obtained the following 'universal' property for ((s). Let D, be the closed 
disc of radius r < t. centred at s = f, and let {(s) be any function 
continuous and non-vanishing on Dr, and holomorphic on the interior 
of Dr. Then for any e > 0 there is a real number t such that 

maxl((s+it)-f(s)l <e. (11.11.1) 
BED, 
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It follows that the curve 

y(t)=(C(a+it),C'(a+it), ... ,(<n-ll(a+it)) 

is dense inC", for any fixed a in the range!< a< 1. (In fact Voronin [1] 
establishes this for a = 1 also.) To see this we choose a point z = 
(z0 , Z 1 , ••• , z,._ 1)withz0 1-0, and takef(s)to be a polynomial for which 
pm>(a) = zm for 0 ~ m < n. We then fix an R such that 0 < R 
< t -Ia- fl, and such that f(s) is nomranishing on the closed disc 
ls-ai~R. Thus, if r=R+Ia--fl, the disc D~ contains the circle 
Is -a I = R, and hence (11.11.1) in conjunction with Cauchy's inequality 

m' 
lg<m>(zo)l ~ ~ lz~~I~R lg(z)l, 

yields 

l(<m>(a+it)-zml ~ ~e (0 ~ m < n). 

Hence y(t) comes arbitrarily close to z. The required result then follows, 
since the available z are dense inC". 

Voronin's work has been extended by Bagchi [I] (see also Gonek [I]) 
so that D, may be replaced by any compact subset D of the strip! < R(s) 
< 1, whose complement inC is connected. The condition on f is then that 
it should be continuous and non-vanishing on D, and holomorphic on 
the interior (if any) of D. From this it follows that if I) is any continuous 
function, and h 1 < h 2 < ... < hm are real constants, then ((s) cannot 
satisfy the differential-difference equation 

l){((s+hl), C'(s +hl), ... , c<n,)(s+hl), C(s+h2). C'(s+h2), ... , 

( '"''(s+ h,) •... } ~ 0 

unless I) vanishes identically. This improves earlier results of 
Ostrowski [I] and Reich [I]. 

ll.I2. Levinson [6] has investigated further the distribution of the 
solutions Pa = Pa + iya of C(s) =a. The principal results are that 

# {pa:O :<.>; Ya ~ T} =-[;log T+O(T) 

and 

#{Po' 0" '" <; T.IP, -l:l ;>b)~ O,(T) (b > 0). 

Thus (c.f. § 9.15) all but an infinitesimal proportion of the zeros of ns)- a 
lie in the strip f- t5 < a < f + 0, however small b may be. 
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In reviewing this work Montgomery (Math. Reviews 53# 10737) 
quotes an unpublished result of Selberg, namely 

I <P. -v-_1_
1 

T(loglogT)l. 
O,;;:J· • .;;T 47t 

(11.12.1) 

il.:<l 
This leads to a stronger version of the above principle, in which the 
infinite strip is replaced by the region 

l•-!l < ~(t)(loglogt)l, 
logt 

where rjl(t) is any positive function which tends to infinity with t. It 
should be noted for comparison with (11.12.1) that the estimate 

L <P. -j) ~ O(logT) 
00:: ~ • .;; T 

is implicit in Levinson's work. It need hardly be emphasized that despite 
this result the numbers p a. are far from being symmetrically distributed 
about the critical line. 

11.13. The problem of the distribution of values of((!+ it) is rather 
different from that of ((u +it) with!< a< 1. In the first place it is not 
known whether the values of ((!+it) are everywhere dense, though one 
would conjecture so. Secondly there is a difference in the rates of 
growth with respect tot. Thus, for a fixed u >},Bohr and Jessen (1), (2) 
have shown that there is a continuous function F(z; u) such that 

~m{tE [-T, rpog((a+it)ER)- UF(x+iy;a)dxdy (T-oo) 

for any rectangle R c {; whose sides are parallel to the real and 
imaginary axes. Here, as usual, m denotes Lebesgue measure, and. 
log((s) is defined by continuous variation along lines parallel to the 
real axis, using (1.1.9) for a > 1. By contrast, the corresponding result 
for u = ! states that 

-'-m{te[-T T]' log((}+it) eR}--'-ffe-<x"+y"Jf'l.dxdy 
2T ' 'j[!(loglog(3+1tl))] 2n • 

(T-+oo). 

(The right hand side gives a 2-d.imensional distribution with mean 0 and 
variance 1.) This is an unpublished theorem of Selberg, which may be 
obtained via the method of Ghosh [2). 
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By using a different technique, based on the mean-value bounds of 
§7.23, Jutila [4] has obtained information on 'large deviations' of 
logl((t+ it)I.Specifically, heshowedthatthereisaconstantA >Osuch 
that 

m{te[O,T):i((}+it)I~V}~Texp(-A log2V ). 
loglogT 

uniformly for 1 ~ V ~ log T . 



XII 
DIVISOR PROBLEMS 

12.1. Tn divisor problem of Dirichlet is that of determining the 
asymptotic behaviour as x-+ oo of the sum 

D(x) ~ .~.d(n), 

where d(n) denotes, as usual, the number of divisors of n. Dirichlet 
proved in an elementary way that 

D(x) ~ xlogx+(2y-I)x+O(xl). (12.1.1) 
In fact 

~ [ ,lx]'+2 L ([~]-[ -'xJ) 
m.;;V:r; 

~ 2 L [~]-[-'xJ' 
m.;;V,z 

~ 2 L ~~+0(1))-{-'x+O(I)}' 
m.;;"x 

~ 2x{Iog-'x+y+O(x-l))+O(,Ix)-{x+O(,Ix)), 

and (12.1.1) follows. Writing 

D(x) ~ xlogx+(2y-l)x+t.(x) 

we thus have 6.(x) = O(xl-). (12.1.2) 

Later researches have improved this result, but the exact order of 
A.(x) is still undetermined. 

The problem is closely related to that of the Riemann zeta.~function. 
By (3.12.1) with a11 = d(n), s = 0, T-+ oo, we have 

I <I+<• x• 
D(x) ~ ~ ('(w)- dw (o > 1), 

2m w 
c-iao 

provided that xis not an integer. On moving the line of integration to 
the left, we encounter a double pole at w = 1, the residue being 
xlogx+(2y-l)x, by (2.1.16). Thus 

A.(x) = __!_., c'I+i<:<> '2(w)~dw (0 < c' < 1). 
2m c'-ioc W 
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The more general problem of 

D,(x) ~ I d,(n), 
•<• 

where dk:{n) is the number of ways of expressing n as a. product of k 
factors, wa.s also considered by Dirichlet. We have 

I "I+<• x• D,(x) ~ 2,;i ('(w)wdw (o > 1). 

<-<-
Here there is a. pole of order k a.t w = 1, and the residue is of the form 
xPk(logx), where P.1: is a. polynomial of degree k-1. We write 

D,(x) ~ xP,(logx)+t.,(x), (12.1.3) 

so tha.t aa(x) = a(x). 
The classical elementary theoremt of the subject is 

ak(x) = O(x1-llkiogk-2x) (k = 2, 3, ... ,). (12.1.4) 

We have already proved this in the case k = 2. Now suppose tha.t it 
is true in the case k-1. We have 

D,(x) ~ I I ~ I d,_,(n) 
n,,.. .•• nl.;;;:c mn,;;x 

~ mb'" nbim d,_,(n) + x'"l,« n<~m d,_,(n) 

= mbllln "lxtm dk-l(n)+ n.;;;~-tfl dk-l(n) :ctll<*o;;;:c/n 
1 

~ L 4-.(~)+ L ~~-x"'+O(I))a,_,(n) 
m,;;:cill n.;;;:c•-•ll 

= L Dk-t(~)+x L dk-~(n)_xllkJ1,_t(x1-1fk)+ 
m.;;;x•J& no;;x•-•Jl 

+O{D,_,(x•->~')}. 

Let us denote by P.t::(z) a. polynomial in z, of degree k-1 at moat, not 
always the same one, Then 

" log'-'m (I ~)+ o(log'-•fl 
~ ----;n- = Pk og -~-- j" 

Hence L ~pk-t(~) = xpk(Iogx)+O(xl-I/klogk-2x). 
m<;;:clll 

Also 

';:' t. (~) ~ o(x'-"'-''Io-'-'x ~ -
1
-) L.. k-t m o mt-1/(k:-I) 

m..:zl/1 m.;;:c/l 

= O{xi-1/(k-t)}ogk-sx.xlf{k(.l:-l)J} = 0(x1-lfklogk-3x). 

t See e.g. Landlr.u (6). 
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The next term is 

x """ 4-1(n)-J\_1(n-l) = x 2: Dk_1(n)+ xJ\_1(N), 
n<;;7.,1a n n.;;"'•-•ran(n+I) N+l 

where N = [x1 -l./1c], Now 

x "';;;;:' P,._1(logn)+xNPk-t(logN) = xp (logx)+O(xliklog"'-2x) 
,.,..~, 1~ n+l N+l k 

= Cx-x 0 -- +O(xN-l/lk-llJogk-3N) L (log'-'n) 
nl+l/(k-tJ 

n>:t•->1! 

= Ox+O(x1-ll"log"'-ax). 
Finally 

xllk Dk_
1
(xt-I/k) = x11k{xt-t!kp,._1(1og xt-tlk) + O(,xlt-t/k}{t-t,~k--tl) Iogk-Sx)} 

= xp,._t(logx)+O(xt-1/k}og"'-sx). 

This proves (12.1.4). 
We may define the order ak of llk(x) as the least number such that 

.6.k(x) = O(xcr..t+<) 

for every positive E. Thus it follows from (12.1.4) that 

C(k ~k-;;1 (k = 2, 3, ... ). (12.1.5) 

The exact value of r:xk has not been determined for any value of k. 

12.2. The simplest theorem which goes beyond this elementary 
result is 

THEOREM 12.2, t 
(Xk ~ !~~ (k = 2, 3, 4, ... ). 

Take an= dk(n), ljJ(n) = n~, a:= k, 8 = 0, and let x be half an odd 
integer, in Lemma. 3.12. Replacing w by s, this gives 

D,(x) ~~IT {'(s)~ds+O(T(c,.1)')+o(x;') (c > 1). 

t Voronol (1), Landau {5). 
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Now take the integral round the rectangle -a-iT, c-iT, c+iT, 
-a+iT, where a > 0. We have, by (5.1.1) and the Phragmen-Lindelof 

principle, {(8) = O(tca+lx~-o-m .. +el) 

in the rectangle. Hence 
~+iT ~ 

_,.LT {k(s)~ds = o(l pk< .. +txc-o-){(a-t<>)-lxoaa) 

= O(Tk<a+il-lx..,.)+O(T-Ix"), 

since the integrand ia a. maximum at one end or the other of the range 
of integration. A similar result holds for the integral over 

(-a-iT, c-iT). 

The residue at s = 1 is xPk(logx), and the residue at s = 0 is 

Finally 
{'(O) ~ 0(1). 

-a·HT -11+iT f ~k(8)~ds = I xk(s"k(I-s)~ds 
-a-iT -a-iT 

For l.:::;;;t.:::;;; T, 

00 -a+iT 

= L dk(n> f xk(s) ::':as 
n~l -a-iT nl-B 8 

T 

= ix-a .! dk(n~ f xk( -atQ (nx)~ dt. 
n~l nH"" -T -a+~t 

x( -a+ it)= Ce-itlogt+Uiog2.,.+itta+i+O(t"-i) 

and _I_ - ~ + o(~) 
-a+it-it t2 · 

The corresponding part of the integral is therefore 
T 

-iOk f eikt(-logt+lotr2w+ll(nx)itt<a+llk-1 dt+O(T<a+}lh-1), 

provided that (a+f)k > 1. This integral is of the form considered in 
Lemma. 4.5, with 

F(t) = kt(-logt+log27T+l)+tlognx. 

Since F"(t) = -~.:::;;; -~, 
the integral is 
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uniformly with respect ton and x. A similar result holds for the integral 
over (-T, -1), while the integral over (-1, I) is bounded. Hence 

<'>,(x) ~ o(T(c":_l)')+o(x;·)+or·:•-')+ 

+x-a% ~~~ O(T<a+flk-l) 

_ (-"' ) (x'") (T<••l~-l) - 0 T(c-1)' +0 T +0 x" • 

Taking c = 1+£, a= E, the terms are of the same order, a.pa.rt from 
E's,if 

Hence 

The restriction that x should be half an odd integer is clearly unnecessary 
to the result. 

12.3. By using some of the deeper results on {(s) we can obtain a. 
still better result for k ? 4. 

THEOREM 12.3.t cxk ~ ~~! (k = 4, 5, ... ). 

We start as in the previous theorem, but now take the rectangle as 
far as a = ! only. Let us suppose that 

m+it)~o(t'). 

Then {(s) = O(t~(c-u)J(e-fl) 

uniformly in the rectangle. The horizontal sides therefore give 

o(f pk,\(c-all<c-t>-l:t"" da) = O(Tk>.-Ixi)+O(T-lx"). 

l 
f+iT T 

Also J ''(s)~ds ~ O(xl)+O(xl J lm+it)l'~)· 
i-iT 1 

Now T T 

f lm+it)l'dt,;; max lm+it)l'-•f lm+it)l'dt 
1 

t l.;;t.;;T 
1 

t 

~ o(T<'-<>' {lm+it)l'~)· 
t Hardy and Littlewood (4). 
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Also ~(T) ~! I"Hit)i' dt ~ O(T'"), 

by (7.6.1), so that 

fT I m+it)l'dt ~ fT ~'(t) dt ~ r~(')]T + fT TJ!)_dt 
t t t 1 t2 

' ' ' 
~ O(T')+O(f ,bdt) ~ O(T•). 

!+iT 

Hence J Ck(s)~ds = O(xi)+O(xi-Tlk-4);\+•). 

i-iT 

Altogether we obtain 

Ak(x) = O(T-1x")+O(xlTk;\-t)+O(xiTlk-~J).H). 
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The middle term is of smaller order than the last if i\ ~ l· Taking 
c = I +e, the other two terms are of the same order, apart from E's, if 

T=xl/{2(k---').\+2). 

This gives Ak(x) = O(x!12(k-4J).+l)/{2(k-4J).+2HH). 

~aking A= l+E (Theorems 5.5, 5.I2) the result follows. Further slight 
Improvements for k ~ 5 are obtained by using the results stated in 
§ 5.18. 

12.4. The above method does not give any new result for k = 2 or 
k = 3. For these values slight improvements on Theorem 12.2 have 
been made by special methods. 

THEOREM 12.4. t a:2 ::s;; ~· 

The argument of§ 12.2 shows that 

t.(x) ~ ~ ~ d(n) -•J•iT x'(•) x'ds+o('I"<')+o(x') 2m~ nt_, s xa T (I2.4.I) 
n-l -a-iT 

where a> 0, c > I. Let T 2/(41T2x) = N +f, where N is an integer and 
consider the terms with n > N. As before, the integral over I ~ / ~ T 
is of the form T 

x~l+« f eiF(ll{t2a+O(t2a-I)} dt, 02.4.2) 

t van der Corput (4). 
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F(t) = 2t(-logt+log27T+l)+tlognx, 

F'(t) = log 471~. 

Hence F'(t) ~log N:·r and (12.4.2) is 

"":.~(0(tog{n~;H)})+O(T'"l)· 
For n ;;<: 2N this contributes to (12.4.1) 

o(~ ~ d(n)) ~ O(N') xa ~ n1+~~ ' 
fi.~2N 

and for N < n < 2N it contributes 

Chap. xn 

o(T'" 'N d(n) ) - o(N• ~ ~) ~ O(N•). 
--;;a n=~+l nt+alog{n/(N+!-)} - £=1m 

Similarly for the integral over - T :::;. t ~ -1; and the integral over 
-1 < t < 1 is clearly O(x-a). 
Ifn~N,wewrite 

-oHT io - ( if• + -f<T + -of-iT + ifT ). f ~ f 
-a-iT -ioo iT -i<XJ -iT -a+iT 

The first term is 

! Jiw 22B7T?.s-2 sin2 }anP(l-a)(nx)w d8 
n s 

-i• 
l+i«> 

= _ __!___ J cos2 !w7Tr(w)r(w-1){27T"(nx)}2-2wdw 
••' 1-ioo 

~ -4i J(~)[K,{4•-'(nx))+ ... Y,{4n"(nx))] 

in the usual notation of Bessel functions. t 
The first integral in the bracket is 

I •"'''( A+f+O(t-'))dt ~ o{log{(~+!)/n) }· 

whioh gives ~ d(n) O(N') 
,6 nlog{(N+!l/•} 

t See, e.g., Titchmanih, Fouriul~. (7.9.8), (7.9.11). 
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as befote; and similarly for the second integral. The Ia.st two give 

~~d~lf(~)"da)~o(~d~l((S)")~o((~)")- ~ 
Altogether we have now proved that ~ 

t.(x) ~ _ 
2:• ~ d~:)[K,{4n"(nx))HnY,{4n~(nx))]+O(~)+o(~)· ' 

(12.4.3) 

By the usual asymptotic formula.et for Bessel functions, this may be 
replaced by 

d(x) = wx:2 ~ d~~) cos{4w"(nx)-f1r}+O(x-i)+O(;)+o(;). 

(12.4.4) 
Now 

Consider the sum 2 e'.,.'"'(mn"'), 
!Nim<n<;',N/m 

We apply Theorem 5.13, with k = 5, and 

f(n) ~ 2~(mnx), f'''(n) ~ A(mx)ln-1. 

Hence the sum is 

o(l!( (mx)l )+,) o((l!)'((N/m)l)io) 
m (NJm)f + m (mx)f 

~ O{(Nfm)H(mx)n)+O((Nfm)H(mx)--.T). 

Replacing N by iN, !N, ... , and adding, the same result holds for the 
sum over 1 ~ n ~ Nfm. Hence the first term on the right of(12.4.5) is 

O(NHxi< mt,N m--t)+O(Nth:--.T m];N m--H) ~ O(Ntlxi<)+O(Nt!ri>). 

Similarly the second inner sum is 

0{(-'N)H(mx).h}+O{(-'N)tl(mx)-h), 

and the whole sum is 

0( Nftx-h-m~N m-h) + 0( N*fx--n m~IN m-,\-) 
~O(Nttxi<)+O(Nffirio). 

t Watson, Theory of BUHI. Funoeions, H 7.21, 7.23. 
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Hence, multiplying by e-li .. and taking the real part, 

.td(n)co•{4-rr,/(nx)-v} ~ O(NHxn)+O(NI!,.,). 

Using this and partia.l summation, (12.4.4) gives 
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t.(x) ~ O(NH-ixl+h)+O(Nl!-lxl-h)+O(N")+O(N-!,_....) 

~ O(Niln'<)+O(Ntlxh)+O(N")+O(N-lx'-l). 

Taking a= E, c = l+t:, the first and last terms are of the same order, 

apart from t:'s, if N = [xH]. 
Hence .6.(x) = O(xHH), 

the result stated. 
A similar argument may be applied to .6.3(x). We obtain 

xl "<;' d (n) , ("'") .6.3(x) = 7 L. -Tcos{&rr(nx)a}+O T , 
'" 3 

n<T'/(S,>z) n 
(12.4.6) 

and deduce that 

The detailed argument is given by Atkinson (3). 
H the series in (12.4.4) were absolutely convergent, or if the terms 

more or less cancelled each other, we should deduce that a 2 ,:;;; !; and 
it may reasonably be conjectured that this is the real truth. We shall 
see later that a2 ;;;:. l, so that it would follow that a:1 = l· Similarly 
from (12.4.6) we should obtain a:3 = !-; and so generally it may be 

conjectured that k-1 
CX.k=~· 

12.5. The average order of6.k(x). We may define flk, the average order 
of 6.k(x), to be the least number such that 

~ j t.l(y) dy ~ O(x•fh+<) 

for every positive E. Since 

~ f 6l(y) dy ~ ~ f O(y'"'+<) dy ~ O(x'••+<), 

we have flk ::;;;;. rxrc: for each k. In particular we obtain a. set of upper 
bounds for the fl~o from the above theorems. 

As usual, the problem of average order is easier than that of order, 
and we can prove more about the fl~o than about the ""k· We shall first 
prove the following theorem. t 

t Titchmarsh (22). 
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THEOBEM 12.5. Let Y~o be the lower bound of positive numbers a for 
which 

Then flrc: = 'Yk; and 

_J_ I"' ){(a+it))llk dt =I""( ) ~2a-1 d 
21T_"' Ja+itj2 o ukxx x 

provided that u > flk· 
c+iT 

We have Dk(x) = -
2
1 . Jim J (k(a) x" d8 (c > I). 
mT ...... oo a 

c-iT 

(12.5.1) 

(12.5.2) 

Applying Cauchy's theorem to the rectangle y-iT, c-iT, c+iT, 
y+iT, where y is less than, but sufficiently near to, 1, and allowing for 
the residue at a = 1, we obtain 

")'+iT 

6.k(x) =~lim J (k(a) x" da. (12,5.3) 
2mp_,."' s 

y-iT 

Actually (12.5.3) holds for Y~o < y < 1. Fort (k(a)js-+ 0 uniformly as 
t--+ ±co in the strip. Hence if we integrate the integrand of (12.5.3) 
round the rectangle y' -iT, y-iT, r+iT, y' +iT, where 

'Yk <y' <y < 1, 

and make T-+ oo, we obtain the same result withy' instead of y. 
If we replace x by ljx, (12.5.3) expresses the relation between the 

Mellin transforms 
/(•) ~ 6,(1/•), il'(•) ~ ''(•)/•, 

the relevant integrals holding also in the mean-square sense. Hence 
Parseval's formula for Mellin transforms+ gives 

1 I• l"r+it)l" I• (I) J• 2;;: lr+it)ll dt = di X xlly-1 dx = 6.f(x)x-2y~l dx 

provided ;:at Yk < y < l. o o (12.5.4) 

It follows that, if 'Yk < y < 1, 
X 

I 6.f(x)x-2Y-1 dx < K = K(k, y), 
!X 

X I 6.t(x) dx < KXlly+1, 
!X 

t Byana.pplica.tionofthelemma.of§ 11.9. 
t Soo Tit.:Jhma.rsh, Theory of Fourier Integrol8, Theorem 71. 
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and, replacing X by fX, !X, ... , and adding, 
X 

[ ai(x) dx < KX!r+l. 

Hence 13.~: ~ y, and so flk :::;;; Yk· 
The inverse Mellin formula is 

'k;a) = j ak(~)xs-1 dx = j t.k(x)x---8-l dx. 

' ' 

Cho.p.XD 

(12.5.5) 

The right-hand side exists prima.rily in the mean-square sense, for 
Y.t <a < 1. But a.otua.lly the right-hand side is uniformly convergent 
in any region interior to the strip fl.t < a < 1; for 

X X X )l f I A.~;(x)lx-a--1 dx ~ { J a:(x) dx I x-Zo-Z dx 
tx !X IX 

= {O(X2P!+tH)O(X-2<1-t)}i = O(Xfh-V+€), 

and on putting X = 2, 4, 8, ... , and adding we obtain 

J IA~c(x)lx-a-t dx < K. 

It follows tha.t the right-hand side of (12.5.5) represents an analytic 
function, regular for f1.~: < u < 1. The formula therefore holds by 
analytic continuation throughout this strip. Also (by the argument 
just given) the right-hand side of (12.5.4) is finite for f3k < r < 1. 
Hence so is the left-hand side, and the formula. holds. Hence 'i'k ::::;;; f1", 
and so, in fact, 'i'k = p". This proves the theorem. 

12.6. THEOREM 12.6 (A).t 

~.-;, k-;/ (k ~ 2, 3, ... ). 

Iff< a< 1, by Theorem 7.2 

Hence 

c.T< fl((a+it)i'dt.;;( fi((a+it)i"dt)"'( fdot"'. 
iT iT i-T 

T J )t(a+it))2kdt ~ 2k-lQ~T. 
iT 

t Titohmanh (22). 
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Hence, if 0 < a < f, T > 1, 
• T T 

f IJ(a+it)l"at> f l((a+it)l"dt ()' f I(( +'t)l"d 
_,, )a+it)ll !T Ja+itJll > T\7' a t t 

T 
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> G"Tk{t-2a)-s J )t(I-u-it))2k dt (by the functional equation) 
iT 

~ 0"2k-t01-o-Tk<t-2o)-t. 

This can be made as large as we please by choice ofT ifu<!(k-1)/k. 

Hence k-1 
'i'k~2k 

and the theorem follows. 

THEOREM 12.6(B).t 

o:k ~ k~1 (k = 2, 3, ... ). 

Foro:" ~Pk· 
Much more precise theorems of the same type are known. Hardy 

proved first that both 

d(x) > Kxi, d(x) < -Kxl 
hold for some arbitrarily large values of x, and then that xi may in each 

case be replaced by (xlogx)iloglogx. 

12.7. We recall that(§ 7.9) the numbers ak are defined as the lower 
bound!! of a such that 

T 

~ f l((a+it)i"'dt ~ 0(1). 

We shall next prove 

THEOREM 12.7. For each integer k ~ 2, a necessary and sufficient 
condition that 

is that 

~. ~ k-;/ 
uk::::;,;;k-:2· 

(12.7.1) 

(12.7.2) 

Suppose first that (12.7.2) holds. Then by the functional equation 
T T 

f!{(a+it))lkdt = o{pk(t-20')! J'(1-a-it)j2kdt} = O(Tk(t-20")+1) 

t Hardy {2). 
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for a < f(k-1)/k. It follows from the convexity of mean values that 

for 

T f ]{(a+it)]2k dt = O(TI+<i+l/V<HI2k-a)k) 

k-1-E: k+I+E: 
-~<a<~-

The index of T is less than 2 if 

T 

k-l+E: 
a>zr· 

Then f (((u+it)l" dt ~ O(T-') (8 > 0). 
]a+it] 2 

jT 

Hence (12.5.1) holds. Hence Yk ~ !(k-1)/k. Hence Pk~f(k-1)/k, 
and so, by Theorem 12.6(A), (12.7.1) holds. 

On the other hand, if (12.7.1) holds, it follows from (12.5.2) that 
T 

jl{(a+it)]2kdt = O(T2) 

for a> f(k-1)/k. Hence by the functional equation 
T f ]{(a+it)]'kdt = O(Tk(l-2<1>+2) 

for a< f(k+l)fk. Hence, by the convexity theorem, the left-hand 
side is O(TI+~) for a= f(k+l)fk; hence, in the notation of§ 7.9, 
u; <;; !(k+l)fk, and so (12.7.2) holds. 

12.8. THEOREM 12.8. f 
p, ~ •. p, ~ !, p, ,;;; '· 

By Theorem 7.7, ak ~ 1-lfk. Since 

1-~~k~1 (k~3) 

it follows that Pa = l, Pa = !-
The available material is not quite sufficient to determine p,. Theorem 

12.6 (A) gives p, ~ l To obtain an upper bound for it, we observe that, 
by Theorem 5.5. and (7.6.1), 

SI((Hit)l'dt~ o(TI+< SI((Hit)l'dt) ~ O(Tt+<), 

' ' t The value of Jls i8 due to Hardy (3), and that of fJ• to ~ (4); for fJ, -
Titobma:8h (22). 
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and, since u 4 ~ i'!; by Theorem 7.10, 

!1((/o+itll' dt ~ o(Tt rl(({o-it)('dt) ~ O(T'I+<). 

Hence by the convexity theorem 
T 

jl ((u+itAo dt ~ O(T<-\'o+<) 

for fo < <1 < !- It easily follows that y4 ~ ,, i.e. /J4 ~ ~-
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12.9. For large k the best available estimates for ak are of the shape 
ak ~ 1- Ck -f, where Cis a positive constant. The first such result is due 
to Richert [2]. (See also Karatsuba [1 ], I vic [3; Theorem 13.3] and Fujii 
[3].) These results depend on bounds of the form (6.19.2). 

Fortherange4 ~ k.:::; Bone hasak ~ f-1/k(Heath-Brown [8])while 
for intermediate values of k a number of estimates are possible (see I vic 
[3; Theorem 13.2]).1nparticularonehasa9 .:::; *,a

10
.:::; U.,a

11
.:::; Jlo-, and 

a:I2 ~ t-
12.10. The following bounds for a2 have been obtained. 

fo3o- = 0·330000 . . van der Corput (2), 

H= 0·329268. van der Corput (4), 

it ~ 0·326086 . Chih [1], Richert [1]. 

if = 0·324324 . Kolesnik [1 ], 

-fo1f.r- = 0·324273 . Kolesnik [2], 

M- = 0·324074.. Kolesnik [4], 

!H- = 0·324009 . Kolesnik [5 ]. 

In general the methods used to estimate a2 and ,u(!) are very closely 
related. Suppose one has a bound 

I I exp [2n:i{x(mn)l +ex- 1 (mn)~}] ~ (MN)~x2 .9-f, 
M<m.t;;M1 N<n-"Nt 

(12.10.1) 

for any constant c, uniformly for M < M
1 
~ 2M, N < N

1 
.:::; 2N, and 

MN ~ x2--ta.Itthenfollowsthat,u(!) ~ !9,a2 .:::; 9, andE(T) ~ T·9+• (for 
E( T) as in § 7 .20). In practice those versions of the van der Corput 
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method used to tackle ,u(i) and tx 2 also apply to (12.10.1), which explains 
the similarity between the table of estimates given above and that 
presented in §5.21 for ,u(!)- This is just one manifestation of the close 
similarity exhibited by the functions E(T) and i\(x), which has its origin 
in the formulae (7 .20.6) and (12.4.4). The classical lattice-point problem 
for the circle falls within the same area of ideas. Thus, if the bound 
(12.10.1) holds, along with its analogue in which the summation 
condition m = 1 (mod 4) is imposed, then one has 

#{(m, n)e.Z2: m2+n2 ~ x} = n:x+O(x-9+•). 

Jutila [3] has taken these ideas further by demonstrating a direct 
connection between the size of A(x) and that of ((f +it) and E(T). In 
particular he has shown that ifa:2 =! thenp(f) ~ 'lfir and E(T) 4: Th+•. 

Further work has also been done on the problem of estimating a: 3 • The 
best result at present is a:3 :::;; ~.due to Kolesnik [S). For a: 4 , however, no 
sharpening of the bound a: 4 :::;; ! given by Theorem 12.3 has yet been 
found. This result, dating from 1922, seems very resistant to any attempt 
at improvement. 

12.11. The 0-results attributed to Hardy in §12.6 may be found in 
Hardy [1]. However Hardy's argument appears to yield only 

d(x) = n+ ((x logx)hoglogx), (12.11.1) 

and not the corresponding n _ result. The reason for this is that 
Dirichlet's Theorem is applicable for n+, while Kronecker's Theorem is 
needed for the n_ result. By using a quantitative form of Kronecker's 
Theorem, Corradi and Kiltai [1] showed that 

A(x)~n-{xlexp(c (loglogx)l ,)}. 
(logloglog xF 

for a certain positive constant c. This improved earlier work of Ingham 
[1] and Gangadharan [1]. Hardy's result (12.11.1) has also been 
sharpened by Hafner [1 1 who obtained 

d(x) = n+ [(x logx)~(loglogx}t(a+Zlog2)exp { -c(logloglogx)i} 1 

for a certain positive constant c. Fork ;:: 3 he also showed [2] that, for a 
suitable positive constant c, one has 

d 11 (x) = 0. [(x log x)<ll-tl1211(loglog x)o exp { -c(logloglog x)i} ], 

12.11 

where 
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k-1 
a=~(klogk+k+1) 

and n. is n+ fork =3 and n± fork ;<:4. 
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12.12. As mentioned in §7.21 we now have a 4 ~ j., whence /14 = j-, 
(Heath-Brown [8 )). Fork = 2 and 3 one can give asymptotic formulae for 

I A,(y)'dy. 

0 

Thus Tong [1 1 showed that 

f :tf."lh-1)/h '"' 
A (y)'dy~--- ~ d (n)2n-(~<+Ili~<+R (x) 

o h (4k-2)n2 n~l h h 

with R2 (x) 4 x(logx)5 and 

(k ;>3). 

Taking a 3 :::;; ft (see §7.22) yields c3 :::;; lj. However the available 
information concerning a,. is as yet insufficient to give 
c11 < (2k-1)/k foranyk;:: 4.1tisperhapsofinteresttonotethatHardy's 
result (12.11.1) implies R 2 (x) = O{xi(logx)-!}, since any estimate 
R 2 (x)-« F(x) easily leads to a bound .1.2 (x) 4 {F(x) logx}!, by an argu
ment analogous to that given for the proof of Lemma a: in § 14.13. 

I vic [3; Theorems 13.9 and 13.10] has estimated the higher moments of 
ti. 2 (x) and .1.3 (x). In particular his results imply that 

I dz(y)8dy 4: x3+•. 

0 

For d 3(x) his argument may be modified slightly to yield 

I l..1.3(y)l 3 dy 4 x2 +•. 

0 

These results are readily seen to contain the estimates a: 2 :::;; !. {12 ~ ! and 
a:3 :::;; t. /1 3 :::;;! respectively. 
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THE LINDELOF HYPOTHESIS 
13.1. THE LindelOf hypothesis is that 

((Hit)~O(t') 

for every positive E; or, what comes to the same thing, that 

'(•+it) ~ O(t') 
for every positive E and every u ~ !; for either statement is, by the 
theory of the function JL(rr), equivalent to the statement that ,u(u) = 0 
for a ~ !. The hypothesis is suggested by various theorems in Chapters 
V and VII. It is also the simplest possible hypothesis on p.(a), for on it 
the graph of y = p.(u) consists simply of the two straight lines 

y ~ !-• (•.;;;!). y ~ 0 (•;;, !). 
We shall see later that the Linde!Of hypothesis is true if the Riemann 

hypothesis is true. The converse deduction, however, cannot be made 
-in fact (Theorem 13,5) the LindelOf hypothesis is equivalent to a 
much less drastic, but still unproved, hypothesis about the distribution 
of the zeros. 

In this chapter we investigate the consequences of the LindelOf 
hypothesis. Most of our arguments are reversible, so that we obtain 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the truth of the hypothesis. 

13.2. THEOREM 13.2.t Alternative necea80117J and 8'Ujficient conditions 
for the truth of the LindelOf hypotkeais are 

T 

~ f fm+i!)[" dt ~ O(T') (k ~ I, 2, ... ); (I3.2.I) 

T 

~ f ['(•+it)[" dt ~ O(T•) (u > !. k ~I. 2, ... ); (I3.2.2) 

T 

~Jr•(•+it)f"dt~ ~dl(n) (•>!, k~ I,2 •... ). (I3.2.3) T L n2v 
1 n~l 

The equivalence of the first two conditions follows from the convexity 
theorem(§ 7.8), while that of the last two follows from the analysis of 
§ 7.9. It is therefore sufficient to consider (13.2.1). 

t Hardy and Littlewood (5). 
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The necessity of the condition is obvious. To prove that it is sufficient, 
suppose that ((f+it) is not OW). Then there is a positive number.\, 
and a sequence of numbers !+it~, such that t~-)'- oo with v, and 

rm+i<,lr >c.: (C > o). 

On the other hand, on diflerentiatJ:tg (2.1.4) we obtain, fort~ 1, 

rn!+i<ll < Et. 
E being a positive absolute constant. Hence 

rm+itl-m+it,)[ ~I 1 n!+iu)dul < 2E[t-t,[t, < jC~ ,, 
if [t-t~l ~ t; 1 and vis sufficiently large. Hence 

rm+it)f > w,; (ft-t,f.;;; t;'). 
Take T = it~, so that the interval {t~-t; 1 , t~+t; 1 ) is included in {T, 2T) 

if v is sufficiently large. Then 
'l.T t,+t;' 
J ]{(-f+it)j2k dt > J (!C~.)2k dt = 2(!C)2ktek,\-t, 

T t"-t;• 

which is contrary t-o hypothesis if k is large enough. This proves the 
theorem. 

We could plainly replace the right-hand side of (13.2.1) by O(T4 ) 

without altering the theorem or the proof. 

13.3. THEOREM 13.3. A necessary and sufficient condition for the truth 
of the LindelOf hypothesis is that, for every positive integer k and q > f, 

''(') ~ 2: d,~:) + O(t->) (t > 0), (I3.3.I) 
n.;;ta 

where 8 is any given positive number leas than I, and,\= .\(k,8,a) > 0. 

We may express this roughly by saying that, on the LindelOf hypo
thesis, the behaviour of {{s), or of any of its positive integral powers, 
is dominated, throughout the right-hand half of the critical strip, by a 
section of the associated Dirichlet series whose length is less than any 
positive power oft, however small. The result may be contrasted with 
what we can deduce, without unproved hypothesis, from the approxi
mate functional equation. 

Taking an= dk(n) in Lemma 3.12, we have {ifx is half an odd integer) 
c+iT 

.Z:d~:) = ~ J {k(s+w)~dw+O(T(a+~-I)k) 
n<x c-iT 
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where e > 1-a+E. Now let 0 < t < T-1, and integrate round the 
recta.ngle !-a-iT, c-iT, e+iT, f-u+iT. We have 

~ I 'k(s+w)~dw = 'k(s)+ zl-B P(~. logx) 
2m w 1-8 1-s 

rectangle 
= '"(s)+O(xJ.-oHt-1+~), 

P being a polynomial in its arguments. Also ( ·r + tTiT) ''(•+w>~dw ~ O(x'T-'"> 
f-0'-;T c+iT 

by the LindelOf hypothesis; and 
i-a+iT T 

I 'k(s+w>~ dw = a(xt-0' I l'k<f+it.+iv)ldv) 1-o-iT w -T l!+wl 
= O(xf-aT~) 

by the LindelOf hypothesis. Hence 

{'(a)~ "d,(n) +0(--"'--)+0(x'-'"!'-')+ 6 n8 T(u+c-1)" 

+ O(x"T-lH)+O(xi-aT•), 

and (13.3.1) follows on taking x = [t&]+!, c = 2, T =fl. 
Conversely, the condition is clearly sufficient, since it gives 

{'(•) ~ O(_t.n•-•)+O(t-') ~ O(t'n-•-•>), 

where 8 is arbitrarily small. 
The result may be used to prove the equivalence of the conditions 

of the previous section, without using the general theorems quoted. 

13.4. Another set of conditions may be stated in terms of the numbers 
O:.t and P.t of the previous chapter. 

THEOREM 13.4. Alternative mWJsary and su.ffi.cient canditiC»UJ for the 
truth of the LindelOf hypothesis are 

rxk ~ l (k ~ 2, 3, ... ), (13.4.1) 

p,,;; t (k ~ 2, 3, .. ), (13.4.2) 

Pk=k~l (k ~ 2, 3, ... ). (13.4.3) 

As regards sufficiency, we need only consider (13.4.2), since the other 
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conditions &re formally more stringent. Now (13.4.2) gives "Yk <!,and 

T 

I l{(a+i!)l" d! ~ 0(1) (a> 1 ) 
lu+iW· !"• 

!~ J 
J l{(a+i!)l"' d! ~ O(T') (a>!). 

IT 
The truth of the LindelOf hypothesis follows from this, as in§ 13.2. 

Now suppose that the LindelOf hypothesis is true. We have, as in 
§ 12.2, 

Now integrate round the rectangle with vertices at f-iT, 2-iT, 
2+iT, f+iT. We have 

2±iT J 'k(s)~ds = O(x2T•-1), 

f±iT 

7T{'(s)~ds ~ o(xl JIHi!l'-1 d!) ~ O(xlT•). 
l-iT -T 

The residue at s = 1 accounts for the difference between D.t(x) and 

~k(x). Hence ~k(x) = O(xiT•)+O(x2T€-l). 

Taking T = x2, it follows that rxk < l· Hence also f3.t <f. But in fact 
ak ~!on the LindelOf hypothesis, so that, by Theorem 12.7, (13.4.3) 
also follows. 

13.5. The LindelOf hypothesis and the zeros. 

THEOREM 13.5. t A necessary and sufficient condition for the truth of 
the Lindel6f hypothesis is that, for every u > f, 

N(a, T+I)-N(a, T) ~ o(log T). 

The necessity of the condition is easily proved. We apply Jensen's 
formula. 

,. 1 I"' log--~- loglf(n")l dO-loglf(O)I, 
r1 ••• rn 21T 

0 

where r1, ..• are the moduli of the zeros of f(s) in [sf~ r, to the circle 
with centre 2+it a.nd ra.dius i-lS, f(s) being {(s). On the LindelOf 

t Backlund (4). 
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hypothesis the right· hand side is less than o (log t); and, if there are 
N zeros in the concentric circle of radius 1~}8, the left-hand side is 

greater than Nlog{(!-!S)/(!-!8)). 
Hence the number of zeros in the circle of radius 1-!3 is o(logt); and 

the result stated, with a = !+8, clearly follows by superposing a. 
number (depending on 8 only) of such circles. 

To prove the converse,t let 01 be the circle with centre 2+iT and 
radius 1-8 (8 > 0), and let :E1 denote a summation over zeros of b{B) 
in 01• Let 02 be the concentric circle ofradius i-28. Then for 8 in 01 

~(8) ~ {'(s)_' __I_~ o(log~. 
b(s) L..1s-p 8 -, 

This follows from Theorem 9.6 (A), since for each term which is in one 
of the sums 

L~s~p· L s~p. 
11-yl<l 

but not in the other, Is-pi ;;;::: 8; and the number of such terms is' 
O(logT). 

Let 03 be the concentric circle of radius J-M, G the con,cen.tri<> ci•·c]e 
of radius !- Then ifJ(s) = o (log T) for s in G, since each term is 0(1), 
and by hypothesis the number of terms is o (log T). Hence Hadamard's 
three~circlea theorem gives, for s in 03, 

1~(8)1 <{o(logT))•{O(S-'logT))~ 

where o:+,B = I, 0 < ,8 < l, a and ,8 depending on a only. Thus in 01 

~(8) ~ o(logT), 
for any given a. 

Now 

j ~(s) do~ log((2+it)-log((t+3Hit)
i+" 

-I, Qog(2+it-p)-log(!+3S+it-pl) 

~ 0(1)-Iogm+•S+itJ+o(logT)+ 

+I, log(!+3S+it-p), 
since~~ has o (log T) terms. Also, if t = T, the left-hand side is o (log T). 
Hence, putting t = T and taking real parts, 

logi{(H3S+iT)I ~ o(logTJ+ I, logi!+3S+iT-pl. 

Since I!+M+iT-pl <A inc;, it follows that 
logl{(t+3S+iT)I < o(logT), 

i.e. the LindelOf hypothesis is true. 
t Littlewood (4-). 
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13.6. THEOREM 13.6(A).t On f1le Liwlewj hypothesis 

S(t) ~ ~logt). 

The proof is the same as Backlund's proof(§ 9.4) that, without any 
hypothesis, S(t) = O(logt), except that we now use t(s) = O(t•) where 
we previously used '(s) = O(t.A.). 

THEOREM 13.6 (B).t On the LindeWj hypo(hesis 

S,(t) ~ o(logt). 

Integrating the real part of (9.6.3) from ! to !+3a, 

j+S3 i+s3 J logl{(s)l do~ > [ logls-pl da+O(Slogt). 
i ly=n<l 

where p = ,B+iy runs through zeros of '(s). Now 
!+33 !+33 3a J log Is-pi dq = ~ J log{(u-,8)2+(y-t)2

} da ,-;;; 2 Iog2 

! i 
and 

i+33 !+SS 
;> J loglo-fil do;> J loglo-!-!81 do~ 3S(log!S-l). 

! l 
Hence I+" 

J logl{(8)l do~ > o(slog~)+O(Slogt) 
ly~iJ"'<I o 

l 
~ O(Slogl/S.logt). 

Also, as in the proof of Theorem 13.5, 

log((8) ~ I,Iog(s-p)+o(logt) (t+3S <;;;a<;;; 2). 

Hence ' ' J logl{(8)l do~ I, J logls-pl da+o(Jogt) 
!+33 i+s3 

~I, O(l)+o(logt) 

~ o(logt). 
Hence, by Theorem 9.9, 

' 
S,(t) ~ ~ J logl{(s)l da+O(i) 

i 
~ O(SloglfS.logt)+o(logt)+O(l), 

and the result follows on choosing first a and then t. 
t Cram6r (I), Littlewood {4). t Littlewood (4). 
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER 13 

Chap. xm 

13.7. Since the proof of Theorem 13.6(A) is not quite straightforward 
we give the details. Let 

g(z) ~ t{((z+2+iT)+((z+2-iT)) 

and define n(r) to be the numberofzerosofg(z) in the disc )zl ~ r. As in 
§ 9.4 one finds that S(T) < n(f) + 1. Moreover, by Jensen's Thorem, one 
ha. 

R '" f n~) dr = ~ f log)g(Reill))d9-loglg(O)I. (13.7.1) 
0 0 

With our choice ofg(z) we have log lg(O)) = log)R((2 +iT) I= 0(1). We 
shall takeR= i + 0. Then, on the LindelOf Hypothesis, one finds that 

I((Rei~+2±iT)J::::,;; T• 

for cos 8 ;;:: - 3/(2R) and T sufficiently large. The remaining range for ,9 

is an interval of length 0(0!). Here we write R(Reis+ 2) = 11, 80 that 
! -:-0 .::.:;: a ~ !- Then, using the convexity of the J1 function, together 
Wtth the facts that p(O) =! and, on the LindelOf Hypothesis, that 
J.t(!) = 0, we have J.t(u) ::.;;: b. It follows that 

I((Rei9 +2±iT)I ~ T~+< 

for cos 9 ~ - 3j2R, and large enough T. We now see that the right-hand 
side of (13.7.1) is at most 

Since 

we conclude that 

O(e logT)+ O{Oi(o +e) logT}. 

R 

o f n(r) Rn(j)~ ----,:-dr 

0 

n(j) ~ o{ GH-I(o+<) )logT}. 
and on taking 0 = e1 we obtain n(i) = O(ek log T), from which the result 
follows. · 

13.8. It has been observed by Ghosh and Goldston (in unpublished 
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work) that the converse of Theorem 13.6(B) follows from Lemma 21 of 
Selberg (5). 

THEOREM 13.8. lf S 1(t) = ~logt), then the Lind£16{ hypothesis holds. 
We reproduce the arguments used by Selberg and by Ghosh and 

Goldston here. Let ! ::.;;: u ::.;;: 2, and consider the integral 

5+1<Xl 

_1_ f log((s+iT)ds 
2tti 4-(s-u)2 · 

5-ioo 

Since log((s+iT)~2-B(•J the integral is easily seen to vanish, by 
moving the line of integration to the right. We now move the line of 
integration to the left, to R(s) = a, passing a pole at s = 2 + u, with 
residue -!log((2+u+iT)=O(l). We must make detours around 
s =l-iT, if u < 1, and around s =p-iT, if u < fJ. The former, if 
present, will produce an integral contributing O(T- 2), and the latter, 
if present, will be 

It follows that 

-'f-• du 
4-{u+i(y-T))' · 

0 

"" /J-" 

_1_ f log((n+it+iT) dt- L f ~u = O(l), 
2tt 4+t2 IJ>., 4-{u+t(y-T)}2 

0 

for T 3 1. We now take real parts and integrate for i ::.;;: u ::.;;: 2. Then by 
Theorem 9.9 we have 

"" P-t 

! f S~~~;) dt ~ P~l f <P-!-u)R(4 _{u+:(y-T))' )du+0(1). 
0 

(13.8.1) 

By our hypothesis the integral on the left is o(log T). Moreover 

( 
1 ) {A(>O) ifi,-TI.;1, 

R 4-{u+i(y-T)}2 3 0, otherwise. 

If u>f is given, then each zero counted by N(n, T+l)-N(a, T) 
contributes at least !(n- !)2 A to the sum on the right of (13.8.1), whence 
N(u, T + 1)-N(n, T) = o(log T). Theorem 13.8 therefore follows from 
Theorem 13.5. 



XIV 
CONSEQUENCES OF THE RIEMANN 

HYPOTHESIS 

14.1. In this chapter we assume the truth of the unproved Riemann 
hypothesis, that all the complex zeros of {(a) lie on the line u = f. It 
will be seen that a perfectly coherent theory can be constructed on this 
basis, which perhaps gives some support to the view that the hypothesis 
is true. A proof of the hypothesis would make the 'theorems' of this 
chapter essential parts of the theory, and would make unnecessary 
much of the tentative analysis· of the previous chapters. 

The Riemann hypothesis, of course, leaves nothing more to be said 
about the 'horizontal' distribution of the zeros. From it we can also 
deduce interesting consequences both about the 'vertical' distribution 
of the zeros and about the order problems. In most cases we obtain 
much more precise results with the hypothesis than without it. But 
even a proof of the Riemann hypothesis would not by any means com· 
plete the theory. The finer shades in the behaviour of {(s) would still 
not be completely determined. 

On the Riemann hypothesis, the function log {{s), as well as {{s), is 
regular for a>! (except at s = I). This is the basis of most of the 
analysis of this chapter. 

We shall not repeat the words 'on the Riemann hypothesis', which 
apply throughout the chapter. 

14.2. THEOREM I4.2.t We have 

log((')~ O{(logt)'-'•+<) (14.2.1) 

uniformly for l < u 0 .::;;: u .::;;: I. 

Apply the Borel-Caratheodory theorem to the function log {(z) and 
the circles with centre 2+it and radii ~--!3 and 1-3 (0 < 3 < !J. On 
the larger circle 

R{log((z)} ~ logl{(z)l < Alogt. 

Hence, on the smaller circle, 

3-28 3-!8 
llog((z)lo;; tBAlogt+Tilogl{(2+it)ll 

< A3-1 logt. (14.2.2) 

t Littlewood (1). 
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Now ap!ly Hadamard's three-circles theorem to the circles Ct. c,, 03 

with centre u1+it (I < u 1 .::;;: t), passing through the points I+TJ+it, 
u+it, l+3+it. The radii are thus 

r1 = u1-I-1), r, = a1 -u, r, = a1-f-3. 

If the maxima of llog((z)l on the circles are M 1 , M 2 , M 3 , we obtain 

Hence 

llog{(a+itll < (~r-a(Al~gt)" < 1J~:sa(IogtJ2-2u+0(~)+0<•1)+0(1/u.l. 

The result stated follows on taking 8 and 1J small enough and a1 large 
enough. More precisely, we can take 

u1 = ~ = ~ = loglogt; 

since {logt)O<~> = eO(~l<>glogt) = eO<ll = 0(1), 

etc., we obtain 

log{(s) = O{loglogt(logt)2- 2""} (~+log:ogt,;;; a~ 1)· 

(14.2.4) 

Since the index of log tin (14.2.1) is less than unity if e issma.llenough, 
it follows that (with a new e) 

-elogt<logl{(s)l <elogt (t>t0(e)), 

i.e. we have both ((,)~O(t'). 

~~O(t') 

(14.2.5) 

(14.2.6) 

for every a > f. In particular, the truth of the LindeWf hypothesis follows 
from that of the Riemann hypothe&is. 
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It also follows that for every fixed a > f, as T -+ oo 

IT dt ((2a)T 
, j((a+it)j'- ((4a) · 

Fora> l this follows from (7.1.2) and (1.2.7). For l < u,;; 1 it follows 
from (14.2.6)and the analysis of§ 7.9, applied to 1/{(s) instead of to {k(s). 

14.3. The functiont v(u). For each a> l we define v(u) as the 
lower bound of numbers a such that 

It is clear from (14.2.3) that v(u).:::;;,; 0 for a> 1; and from (14.2.2) that 
v(u) ~ 1 for l < u ~ 1; and in fact from (14.2.1) that v(u) ~ 2-2u for 
l <u~ 1. 

On the other hand, since A1(2) = I, (14.2.3) gives 

jlog((a)j >- _!:__ ~A,(n) 
::--2" 6 na' 

and hence v(u} ~ 0 if a is so large that the right-hand side is positive. 
Since 

this is certainly true for a~ 3. Hence v(u) = 0 for u ~ 3, 
Now let l < u1 < a < u 2 ~ 4, and suppose that 

!og((a,+it) ~ O(!og"t), !og((a,+it) ~ O(!og't). 

Let g(a) ~log ((s){log(-ia))-~•l, 

where k(s) is the linear function of 8 such that k(a1 ) = a, k(all) = b, viz, 

k(s) = (s-a1)b+(all-8)a_ 
aa-al 

Here {log( -is)}-k<sJ = e-kl:s)Jogiog(-tsJ, 

where log( -is) = log(t-ia), loglog( -is) (t > e) 

denote the branches which are real for a = 0. Thus 

Iog(-is) = logt+Iog(1-~) = logt+oO)· 

loglog(-is) = loglogt+log{1+0(tl:gt)} 

~ loglogt+O(I/t). 

t Bohr and Landau {3), Littlewood {5). 

14.3,. 

Hence 
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l{log(-i8)}-.l:(lll = e-R~)loeloa<-UJl = e-k<a)loglogi+O(l,lt) 

~ (logt)-~~{1+0(1/t)). 
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Hence g(8) is bounded on the lines a = a1 and a = all; and it is O(logK"t) 
for some K uniformly in the strip. Hence, by the theorem of Phr&gm6n 
and LindelOf, it is bounded in the strip. Hence 

log (Is)~ O{(logt)~"'), 

i.e. (14.3.1) 

Taking a = 3, a2 = 4, v(3) = 0, b = 0, we obtain a ;:: 0. Hence 
v(a) ;:: 0 for a > -l· Hence v(a} = 0 for a > l. 

Since v(a) is finite for every a > !. we can take a = v(a1)+t:, 
b = v(a1}+t: in (14.3.1). Making t:-+ 0, we obtain 

v(a) ~ (a-adv(a1J+(a1-a)v(a1), 

all a1 

i.e. v(a) i8 a convex function of a. Hence it is continuous, and it is non
increasing since it is ultimately zero. 

We ca.n also show that ''(s)f"s) has the same v-function as log '(.s). 
Let v1(8) be the v-function of {'(s)f'(s). Since 

('(a)~_.!., f Iogb(') d' ~ o(~(logt)"'"-"+<), 
"8) 21r1 (8-z)2 8 

ls-.,1=11 

we have v1(a) ~ v(a-8) 

for every positive 8; and since v(a) is continuous it follows that 

v1(a)~11(a). 

We can show, as in the case of 11(a), tha.t 111(a) is non-increasing, and 
is zero for a ;a: 3. Hence for a < 3 

i.e. 

' Iogb(•) ~ -f('(x+it)dx-!ogb(3+it) 
a b(x+tt) 

~ o(J (logt)••<•l+•dx)+O(I) 

~ O{(logt)'•<•l+<), 

v(a) ~111(a). 
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The exact value of v(a) is not known for any value of a less than l. 
All we know is 

THEOREM 14.3. For}< a< 1, 

1-a ~ v(a) ~ 2(1-a). 

The upper bound follows from Theorem 14.2 and the lower bound 
from Theorem 8.12. The same lower bound can, however, be obtained 
in another and in some respects simpler way, though this proof, unlike 
the former, depends essentially on the Riemann hypothesis. For the 
proof we require some new formulae. 

14.4. THEOREM 14.4.t As t-+ 00, 

- ('(•) ~ ~ A(n) ,~•·+ I s•~Pf(p-s)+a(s~tlogt), (14.4.1) 
t(s) 6 n• p 

uniformly for 1 ~ a ,;;; J, e-"1 ,;;; 0 ~ I. 

Taking a,.= A(n), j(s) = -b'(s)/t(s) in the lemma of§ 7.9, we have 

ro 2+ico 

""'A(n)e-Sn = -~ f r(z-s)r(z)O"-"dz. 6 nR 2"1Tt2-iro b(z) 
(14.4.2) 

Now, by Theorem 9.6(A), 

~((•11~ 2; _:_. +a(logt), 
.., s 11-yl<ls "2" ty 

and there are O(Iog t} terms in the sum. Hence 

f,~; ~ a(Iogt) 

on any line a of:. J. Also 

('(s) ~ a(~)+a(Io t) 
((s) mmft-yf g 

uniformly for -1 ~a~ 2. Since each interval (n,n+1) contains 
values of t whose distance from the ordinate of any zero exceeds 
Ajlogn, there is at,. in any such interval for which 

fg: = O(log2t) (-1 ~ u ~ 2, t = t,.). 

t Littlewood (<5), to the end of§ 14.8. 
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By the theorem of residues, 

.k( T + T· + 't + 'f)rr,-·~r,~;,·~·d, 
1!-it,. 2+it,. !+it. !-it,. 

~ ('(•) + I f(p-s)S'~P-r(l-s)S•~•. 
b(s) -t.<y<t. 

The integrals along the horizontal sides tend to zero as n -+ oo, so that 
ro !+iro L A(n) e-8n = - __!__, f P(z-s) r(z) O•-z dz-

n-1 n" 2"1T~ !-iro b(z) 

_ 1'(•1- I r(p-s)s•~,+r(l-•JS'~'. 
((•) p 

Since P(z-s) = O(e-...:lv-tl), the integral is 

at[ ,~•"-''log( IY 1 + 2)s•~i dy) 
" = o{[ e-...:lv-ll}og(l2ti+2)0a-1-dy}+ 

+a((_{+ J)ct""log(fyf+2)S•~!dy) 
~ a(s•~lJogt)+a(s•~l) ~ a(S'~iJogt). 

Also 
r(l-s)Ss-1 = O(e-...:tsa-1) = O(e-AtO-i) 

= O(e-At+i"t) = O(e-A') = O(S<>-1-Iogt). 

This proves the theorem. 

14.5. We can now prove more precise results about t'(s)JC(s) and 
log C(s} than those expressed by the inequality v(a) ~ 2-2u. 

THEOREM 14.5. We have 

f,~; ~ a{(logt)'~"'), 

lo ((') ~ a((log t)'~"'). 
g loglogt 

uniformly for 1 < a0 ::;;; u ~ a 1 < 1. 

We have 

lf,~il.;; ,;t A!:),_,+,.._l t )r(p-•ll+a(S•~!Jogt). 

(!4.5.1) 

(14.5.2) 
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00 l+ico 

_LA(n)e~n = -~ I r(z-a)~'(z)Sa-zdz = 0(8°-1), 

n-1 na 21Tt. 2-i<» '(z) 

since we may move the line of integration to R(z) = f, and the leading 
term is the residue at z = 1. Also 

jr(p-s)l < Ae-Aiy-11 

uniformly for a in the above range. Hence 

~ !P(p-s)j <At e-.d.ll-yl =A n~t n-1~1-yl<ne-Aif-yl. 
The number of terms in the inner sum is 

O{log(t+n)) ~ O(log!J+O{Iog(n+l)}. 

Hence we obtain 

o(.te-"{Iogt+log(n+l)}j ~ O(logl). 

Hence f(~~ ~ 0(3"-'J+O(O"-llogi)+O(O"-ilogl). 

and taking 8 = (log t)-11 we obtain the first result. 
Again for u0 ~a :::;;; u1 

log ((•) ~ log ((a, +il)- I"' ~((x+it) dx 
o ~ x+t-t) 

~ 0{ (log t)•-••·+•}+ o( r (log!)'-"' dxl 
~ O{(logt)'-"'•+<}+Of(logl)'-'"). 

\Ioglogt 

If u ~ a2 < a1 and E < 2(u1-u2), this is of the required form; l!nd since 
u1 and so a1 may be as near to 1 as we please, the second result {with 
u11 for a1 ) follows. 

14.6. To obtain the alternative proof of the inequality v(a) ~ 1-a 
we require an approximate formula for log "8). 

THEOREM 14.6. For fixed a: and o such that } < a: < o :::;;;: 1, and 
e-"":::;;;: 8:::;;;: 1, 

log((•) ~ ~A,(n),-a•+0{8•-•(log')""'+<}+O(l). 6 n' 

14.6 "' 
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Moving the line of integration in (14.4.2) to R(w) = a:, we have 
"' «+i«> 
LA(n)e-&n.= -''(s)_r(l-a)8B-l-~ I r(z-a)r(z)O._.'dz. 
,.~ 1 n• ,(8) 2m «-i«> {(z) 

Since {'(a)f'(8) has the v-function v(u), the integral is of the form 

o{oo-e< I e-Aiv-tl{log(IYI+2)}-<«)H dy} = 0{8°-"(logt)-<«)+€}; 

and r(I-s)S•-1 is also of this form, as in§ 14.4, Hence 

- ('(•) ~ ~ ~le-"'+0{3"-•(logl)''"'"}. 
"8) 6 ns 

This result holds uniformly in the range [ u, J ), and so we may integrate 
over this interval, We obtain 

log "8)- ~A~:) e-3n.+O{S0-"(log t)I'(«>H} 

= log{(H+it)- ~~e-ll"= 0(1), 6n•+ .. 
as required. 

14.7. Proof that v(u);;;:::. 1-o. Theorem 14.6 enables us to extend 
the method of Diophantine approximation, already used for u > I, to 
values of u between i and I. It gives 

log I((•) I ~ ~ A,(n) oo•(tlogn)e-'"+0{8"-•(logt)""'+<}+O(l), 6 no 

~A(n) ( • ) = L.. ....!..__cos(tlogn)e-8n+O '5' e-3n +0{8°-"(logt)-<(1>+§}+0(1) 
n~l no n-1:'+1 

for all values of N. Now by Dirichlet's theorem(§ 8.2) there is a number 
tin the range 211 ~ t ~ 21rg_N, and integers .x1, ... , .xN, such that 

ltlogn -.x,.l ~! (n = 1, 2, ... , N). 
2w q 

Let us assume for the moment that this number t satisfies the condition 
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as in§ 14.5. Hence 

log I{(•) I> K(a)8"·' +O('-""~+o(N'-")+o(S"-•(logt}'<~+<}+O(I). 
logN T} q 

Take q = N = [8-], where a > 1. The second and third terms on the 
right are then bounded. Also 

logt .::>;; Nlogq+log21T,;; falog~+log21T, 

so that 8.,;;;; K(logt)-1/a+€. 

Hence logj{(s)j > K(logt)l-"-'l+O{(logt)"-"+v(o:l+ll'}, 

where 11 and r/ are functions of a which tend to zero as a -+ 1. 
If the first term on the right is of larger order than the second, it 

follows at once that v(a) ~ 1-a. Otherwise 

a:-a+v(o:) ~ 1-a, 

and making o: -+ a the result again follows. 
We have still to show that the t of the above argument satisfies 

r"1 ~ 8. Suppose on the contrary that 8 < e--'~1 for some arbitrarily 
small values of 3. Now, by (8.4.4), 

I{(•) I;;;, (cos~-2N•-•){(a) > ~(!-2N'-•) 
q a-1 

for a> 1, q ;;;<= 6. Taking a= l+logSjlogN, 

I{(•) I> a~ I~ AlogN >A log~> Att. 

Since lb(s)j -+00 and t;;::: 21T, t """* oo, and the above result contradicts 
Theorem 3.5. This completes the proof. 

14.8. The function ~(l+it). We are now in a. position to obtain 
fairly precise information about this function. We shall first prove 

THEOREM 14.8. We have 

jlogC(1+it)j ~ logloglogt+A. (14.8.1) 
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In particular 

W+it) ~ O(loglogt), (14.8.2) 

{(!~it) ~ O(loglog t). (14.8.3) 

Taking u = 1, o: = i in Theorem 14.6, we have 

jlogC(1+it)j ~ n~A~n)e-8n+0(31"logt)+O(I) 

~ ~ A~n) + n=:+I e-8n+0(3ilogt)+O(I) 

~ loglogN+O(e-8Nj3)+0(Sl:logt)+O(I) 

by (3.14.4). Taking 3 = log-•t, N = 1+[1og5t], the result follows. 
Comparing this result with Theorems 8.5 and 8.8, we see that, as far 

as the order of the functions C{I+it) and 1/,(l+it) is concerned, the 
result is final. It remains to consider the values of the constants involved 
in the inequalities. 

14.9. We define a function fi(a) as 

fi(a) ~ 2:"L· 
By the convexity of v(a) we have, for ! < a <a' < I, 

v(u') ~ (l-a')v(u1~~u'-a)v(l) = ~=: v(a), 

i.e. fi(a') <;;fi(a). 

Thus fi(a) is non-increasing in(!, 1). We write 

fi(!) ~ lim fi(a), fi(l) ~ lim fi(a). 
u-+!+O 0"-->1-0 

Then by Theorem 14.3, for ! <a < I, 

! <;;; fi(l) <;;; fi(a) <;;; fi(!) <;;;I. 

We shall now provet 

THEOREM 14.9. As t """* oo 

I{(I+it)l <;;; 2fi(I)•Y{I+o(l)}loglogt, 

l{(l~it)l.;;; 2fi(l)~{l+o(l)}loglogt. 
t Littlewood (6). 

(14.9.1) 

(14.9.2) 
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We observe that the 0(1) in Theorem 14.6 is actually o(l) i£8-+0. 
Also, taking a = 1, 

Sl-o.(Iogt)Pfc.l~ = o(I) 

if a= {logt)-2.8<«)-'1 (1) > 0). 

,2: L e-8P .. _e-3mP. 

p m>l 'JP' 
This is evidently uniformly convergent for 8 ~ 0, the summand being 
less thanp-"'. Since each term tends to zero with 8 the sum is o(l). 
Hence 

"" e-&nP log~(I+it) = £::. mpm<l+11J+o(l) 

~- "log(l-'""'')+o(l) f p1+1J 

The second term is O(e~/8) = o(l) if ur = [8-1 -~]. Also 

1-- ~ 1-- ::;:: I+-. I I ,-•PI I 
p pl+it-...::; p 

Hence, by (3.15.2), 

Now 

logJ{(l+it)j <;;- L log(l-~)+o(l) 
P<w 

= loglogur+y+o(I), 

j~(l+it)j.::,;; eY+o{lllogw. 

logw ~ (l+~r)log~ = (l+E){2,8(a)+11}loglogt, 
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and taking a: arbitrarily near to 1, we obtain (14.9.1). Simila.rly, by 

(3.15.3), 1 ( 1) 
logj{(l+it)j ~ P~ log l+p +o(l) 

= loglog=+log~+o(l), 
and (14.9.2) follows from this. 

Comparing Theorem 14.9 with Theorems 8.9 (A) and (B), we see that, 
since we know only that ,8(1),;;; 1, in each problem a factor 2 remains 
in doubt. It is possible that ,8(1) =},and if this were so each constant 
would be determined exactly. 

14.10. The function S(t). We shall next discuss the behaviour of 
this function on the Riemann hypothesis. 

If l <a< a< ,8, T < t < T', we have 
{JHT' <:<+iT' <:<+iT {J+iT. 

log((•) ~ .k( f + f + f + f )lo:~~) d,. 
fJ+iT fJ+iT' <:<+iT' <:<+iT 

Let~ > 2. By (14.2.2), 
ll+iT z 

f log((•) d' ~ a(_l__ f jlog((x+iT)j dx) ~ a(log'l'\. 
~• ~T ~~ 

<:<+iT <:< 

fJ+iT ,., fJ+iT 

Also f lo:!~) dz = L A1(n) f z~: dz. 
2+iT n-l Z+iT 

Now 

~f+iT n-~ [ -n~ lfl+iT 1 jjf+iT n--z 
dz= --- -- --d• 

z-s (z-s)logn 
2 

.T logn (z-s)z 2+iT +• Z+iT 

( I ) (I s• dx ) ( I ) 
= O 1i2{t-T) +O ?ii -«> (x-u)2+(t-T)2 = O n 2(t-T) . 

Hence 

and hence 

fJ+iT 

f log ((•) d, ~ a(_l__), 
Z-8 t-T 

Z+iT 

fJ+iT 

f log1t•l dz ~ oPog T\ 
Z-8 rt-TJ 

<:<+iT 

uniformly with respect to {J. Similarly for the integral over 

(JJ+iT', a+iT'). 
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/l+iT' 

f ~'<'l a,~ o(T'-'1'\. 
fl+iT Z-8 {J-;; 1 Also 

Making f1 ~ oo, it follows that 

log{(s) = ~ "'+JiT'log~(z) dz+O(log~+O(lo~T')· (14.10.1) 
2m s-z t-Tj T -t 

a+iT 

A similar argument shows that, if R(s') < }, 

Takings' = 2a:-o+it, so that 

s'-z = 2a:-a+it-(a:+iy) = cx-iy-(a-it), 

and replacing (14.10.2) by its conjugate, we have 

From (14.10.1) and (14.10.3) it follows that 

log'(•) ~ _!, •+JiT"log[{('ll dz+O(log'l'\+oflog, T') ~ 1Tl s-z t-T} \T -t (l 4.l0.4-) 
«+iT 

and Iog~(s) = _!_ «+JiT'arg~(z) dz+O(~~+Of!o~T')· (14.10.5) 
7T s-z t-T} \T -t 
<~<+iT 

14.11. We can now show that each of the functions 

max{log l{(s)[,O}, max{-log [{(a)[,O}, 

max{arg {(s), 0}, max{-arg {(s), 0} 

has the same ~·-function as log {(s). Consider, for example, 

max{arg {(s), 0}, 

and let its v-function be v1(u). Since 

[arg{(s)[,;; [log{(s)[ 

we have at onoe 
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Also ('14.10.5) gives 
T" 

arg{(s) = ~ j (a o:~~~t-y)2 arg{(o:+iy) dy+G(~':~)+o(~~-=;) 
(14.11.1) 

T" 

< A(log T')••<•>+• f o-o dy+ o(log T) + oflog T') 
T (u-o:)2 +(t-y)2 t-T \T'-t 

< A(logW•(cx)H+O(t-llogt), 

taking, for example, T = !t. T' = 2t. 
It is clear from this that v1(u) is non-increasing. Also the Borel

Caratheodory inequality, applied to circles with centre 2+it and radii 
2-o:-3, 2-o:-23, gives 

[log{(oH+it)[ < ~ ((logt)•,(>)H+ lo;l) +~flog[{(2+it)[[. 

If o:+O < l, so that v(o:+3) > 0, it follows that 

v(o:+O):s;;;v1(o:)+£". 

Since E and 3 may be as small as we please, and v(u) is continuous, it 
follows that 

v(o:)::::;;; v1{o:). 
Hence v1(u) = v(u) (! <a< I). 

Simil&rly all the v-functions are equal. 

14.12. 0-resultst for S(t) and 81(t). 

THEOREM 14.12 (A). Each of the inequalities 

S(l) > (logt)l~•, 
S(t) < -(logt)l~• 

has solutions for arbitrarily large values of t. 

Making ex-+! in (14.11.1), by bounded convergence .. 

(14.12.1) 

(14.12.2) 

arg{(s) ~ f (a !;;:;:;, y)'S(y)dY+Oco~t) (a>!). 

!• (14.12.3) 
If S(t) < Iogat for all large t, this gives .. 

arg{(s) < Alogat f (u-!t~tt-y)2 dy+OC0;t) 
l• 

< Alog"t+O(t-1 logt). 

f Landau (I), Bohr IUld Landau (3), Littlewood (5). 
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. , .c 
1 ~he abi;e :n~ilsis shows that this is false if a < v(u), which is satisfied 

~ ~·'':"'if a < land u is near enough to f. This proves the first result, and the 
' other may be proved similarly. 

THEOREM 14.12 (B). 

S,(t) ~ !l{(logt)l-•). 

From (14.10.5) with a:-+! we have 

log{(•) ~ i fti 8)Yl. dy+O(l) 
s-'l-tY 

-tt 

~ i [- S,(y) lu + Iu ~- dy+O(l) 
s-l-1-Y ft it (s-f-ty)2 

~ I"~ dy+O(l) (14.12.4) 
(s-!-ty)2 

l• 
since 81(y) = O(logy). The result now follows as before. 

In view of the result of Selberg stated in§ 9.9, this theorem is true 
independently of the Riemann hypothesis. In the case of S(t), Selberg's 
method gives only an index ! instead of the index l obtained on the 
Riemann hypothesis. 

14.13. We now turn to results of the opposite kind.t We know that 
without any hypothesis 

S(t) ~ O(logt), S,(t) ~ O(logt), 

and that on the LindelOf hypothesis, and a fortiori on the Riemann 
hypothesis, each 0 can be replaced by o. On the Riemann hypothesis we 
should expect something more precise. The result actually obtained is ·, 

THEOREM 14.13. 

S(t)~o(~). loglogt 

S(t)-o( logt ) 
1 - (loglogt)2 • 

We first prove three lemmas. 

LEMMA a:. Let ~(t) ~ max !S,(u)i, 
l>;;;tu;;t 

so that rf.(t) is non-decreasing, and rf.(t) = O(logt). Then 

S(t) ~ 0[(~(2t)logt)l]. 

t Landau (11), Cnun6r (I), Littlewood (4), Titchmarllh (3). 

(14.13.1) 

(14.13.2) 
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This' is independent of the Riemann hypothesis. We have 

N(t) ~ L(t)+R(t), 

where L(t) is defined by (9.3.1), and R(t) ~ S(t)+O(l/t). Now 

Hence 

Hence 

Hence 

N(T+x)-N(T) ;;, 0 (0 < x < T). 

R(T+x)-R(T);;, -{L(T+x)-L(T)) > -AxlogT. 

'f R(t)dt ~ xR(T)+ J {R(T+u)-R(T))du 
T 0 

> xR(T)-A l ulog T du 

> xR(T)-Ax2 log T. 
T+< 

R(T) <~j R(t)dt+AxlogT 

BI(T+x~-S~(T) +O(~)+A:r log T 

~ o(~(~T))+o(~)+Ax1og7' 
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Taking x = {rf.(2T)flog T}{, the upper bound for S(T) follows. Similarly 
by considering integrals over (T-x, T) we obtain the lower bound. 

LEMMA {3. Let u ~ 1, and let 

F(T) ~ max!log{(•)!+loglT (a-!;;, - 1-, 4 <:; t <:; T). 
loglogT 

Then 

log,(s) = O{F(T+I)e-.A(a-!J1oglogT} 

(
l l - ::<' 
2+1oglog T ~a""" 2

' 

We apply Hadamard's three-circles theorem as in§ 14.2, but now take 

We obtain 

where 

3 l I 
111 = 2+loglogT' 'I=!. J = loglogT' 11 ~f. 

M2 < AMg = AJJ3(I/M3 )1-", 

M3 ~F(T+I), 
and 

1-a ~ log':>/iog':> ~log(!+ a-!-8)/log("•-l-8) 
r2 r1 u1-a u1-I-7J 

>A(a-!-3). 
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Hence 

M
2 

<AF( T+l)l-A(a-~-b>~ AF(T+ l)(logtT)-A(a-!--6l. 

This gives the required result if a ~ ~. and for i ~ a ~ 2 it is trivial, 
if the A is small enough. 

LEMMA y. For a > t, 0 < ~ < ft, 

<+I 
log((s) ~ i J S(y). dy+o(P( 21))+0(1). (14.13.3) 

H 
•-l-•Y g 

We have 

J2t~dy=[ St(Y) lzt -iftt~dy 
l+f s-f-iy s-f-iy t+f Hf (s-f-iy)2 

~ o(~(21)) + o(~l"l J~ dy ) ~ o(fl"l) E (a ll'+(y t)' E ' 
1+1 

and similarly for the integral over (it, t-f). The result therefore follows 
from (14.12.4). 

Proof of Theorem 14.13. By Lemmas a andy, 

•+I 
log((s) ~ 0(~(41)logl)l J ((a-l)'-;(y-t)')l +0~~~~))+0(1) 

H 

~ o[(~(41)logl)l .~1] +0(~~~))+0(1) 
for a-l ~ lfloglog T, 4 ~ t ~ T. Taking 

g _ A~~(41))1 I 
- log t (log log T)t' 

we obtain log((s) ~ O[(logT)l(loglogT)l(~(4T))I]. 

Hence by Lemma~. for a-! ~ ljloglog T, 

log{(s) = O((log T)i(loglog T)l{!)b(4T+4)}le-.A:(a-t>to~loeTJ. 

Hence 

j logl((s)l da ~ O[(logT)l(loglogT)-l(~(4T+4))1]. 
-l-+1/l<>trl<>aT 

(14.13.4) 
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Again., the real part of (14.13.3) may be written 
i 

logl((s)l ~ f (a-l~'+x'(S(I-x)-S(I+x)}dx+O(~~~))+O(I). 
353 

(14.13.5) 
Hence 

l+i< t I log I((•) Ida~ I arctan~ (8(1-x)-S(t+x)) dx+ 
j 0 X 

+0(1'~(21)/E)+O(!') 

~ 0[{(~(41)logl)l]+0(!'~(2t)/E}+O(!')· 

Taking p. = lfloglog T, and e as before, 
!+1/loglogT j log 1((•)1 da ~ O[(log T)l(loglog T)-l(~(4T))!]. 

(14.13.6) 
Now (14.13.4), (14.13.6), and Theorem 9.9 give 

8,(1) ~ O[(logT)I(loglogT)-1(+(5T))!] (4,;;; t,;;; T). (14.13.7) 

V e.rying t and taking the maximum, 

+(T) ~ O[(log T)l(loglog T)-t(~(5T))l]. 

Let ~(T) ~max (loglogl)'q\(1), 
4.o:;;to:;;T logt 

so that rfo(T) is non-decreasing and 

logT 
~(T),;;; (loglog T)'~(T). 

Then (14.13.7) gives 

~(T) ~ o[___lo[_2'_ (~(5T))l] 
(loglogT)'I. 

~(T)(loglog T)' 0[(~(5T)}l] ~ 0[(~(5T,))I] (T ,;;; T,). 
logT 

Varying T and taking the maximum, 

~(T,) ~ 0[(~(5T,))I]. 

But *f(5~) < 51#(11) for some arbitrarily large 11; for otherwise 

~(5"1,) ;;;, 5"~(1,), 

i.e. rfo(T) >AT for some arbitrarily large T, which is not so, since in 
fact +(T) ~ O(log T), ~(T) ~ O((loglog T)'). Hence 

~(T,) < A(~(T,))!, ~(T,) <A, 
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for some a.rbitra.rily large :7i, and so for all T1, since ¢ is non-decreasing. 

( 
logT ) 

Hence tjJ(T) = 0 (loglog T)2 • 

This proves (14.13.2), and (14.13.1) then follows from Lemma a:. 
The argument can be extended to show that, ifS,.(t) is the nth integral 

of S(t), then 1 ) 
S,.(t) = o{(logl:::)>l+1 • (14.13.8) 

14.14. Theorem 14.13 also enables us to prove inequalities for {(s) 
in the immediate neighbourhood of u = t, a region not touched by 
previous arguments. We obtain first 

THEOREM 14.14 (A). 

"!+it)= o{exp(A 10~1!~t)}· (14.14.1) 

We have 

8(t+x)-8(!) ~ {N(t+x)-N(!)}-{L(!+x)-L(!)}-{f(!+x)-/(!)}, 

wherej(t) is the 0(1/t) of(9.3.2), and arises from the asymptotic formula 
for logr(s). Thusj'(t) = O(lft2), and since N(t+x) ~ N(t) 

8(!+x)-8(!) > -Axlogt+a(xf!') > -Axlog!. 

Hence, by (14.13.5), ~ 

f x21ogt ( logt \ 
logl((s)l <A 

0 

(•-ll'+x' dx+a t(loglog!)'J +a( I) 

< Aglogt+a(t(l:;~~!)')+a(J) 
uniformly for u > -f, and so by continuity for u = -f. Taking 

< ~ lfloglog! 
the result follows. 

THEOREM 14.14(B). We have 

Alogt 1 ( 2 ) 1 I{( )I Alogt 
-loglogt og (a-!)loglogt < og 

8 
<loglogt 

(! <",;;! +Afloglogt), (14.14.2) 

••g((s) ~ a(~1 101g! ) (j,;;",;; t+Afloglog!). (14.14.3) 
og ogt 

By (14.!3.1) and (14.13.3), 
I ( - (__12_ J dx l a(___l<£_) a( 1 I 

log (s)- 0 loglogt 
0 

.J{(f.1-l)2+x2} + ~(loglogt)2 + · 
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Now 

i tl<o-j-) 

I du Jdx' 

0 
~{(• W+x') ~ 

0 
~(l+x'')' 

which is less than I if g ~ u-f, and otherwise is less than 
tl<a-f) 

l+ J .t;: ~ l+log_L, 
1 x u-l 
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Taking g = 1/loglogt, the lower bound in (14.14.2) follows. The upper 
bound follows from the argument of the previous section. Lastly, 
taking imaginary parts in (14.13.3), 

I 

a.g((s) ~ [ x';;:-~il'{8(!+x)-8(!-x))dx+ 

a( log! ) 
I + t(loglog!)' +a(l) 

= o{lo~!~t f x2;(~~!)' dx}+o{"l:;~~t)t}+O(l). 
I • 

Now J .z2_;(~~~)2 dx < f x2:(~~l)2 dx = f7T, 

' ' 
Hence, taking f = 1, (14.14.3) follows uniformly for u > -f, and so by 
continuity for u = f. 

In particula.r 

log,(•) ~a(~) (• ~ ~+___.4___) (14.14.4) loglog t 2 loglog t · 

From (14.14.4), (14.5.2), and e. Phragmen-LindelOf argument it 

follows that ((lo t)2-2a) 
log '(•) ~ a lo~log! (14.14.5) 

uniformly for 1 A 
2+ loglogt ~a~ 1-S. 

14.15. Another result in the same order of ideas is an approximate 
formula. for log {(s), which should be compared with Theorem 9.6 (B). 

THEOREM 14.15, Fort~ a~ 2, 
log{(s) = '5' log(s-p)+O(logtlogloglogt), 

lt-yki7toglogl loglogt 
(1 •. 15.1) 

where p = l+ir "'"" tlwough zerD8 of C(s). 
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In Lemma. a: of§ 3.9, let 

j(s) = {(s), s0 = ~+~li+iT, r =-faa, 
where 8 = 1/loglog T. By (14.14.4) 

I I I (AlogT) 
{(s

0
) ~ exp loglog T · 

The upper boWld in (14.14.2) gives 

I {(s) I < exp{l:gll:~ ~} 
for ]s-s

0
] ~ r, a;;::: 1; and for ]s-s0 1 ~ r, a<}, the functional equa

tion gives 

]{(s)] < Atl-a]{(1-s)] < At"~exp(1:;l:~~) < exp(1::l:~~)· 
It therefore follows from (3.9.1) tha.t 

log {(a)-log {(s0)=
1 
... -p~t8i<~Slog(s-p)+ 

+ '5" log(s0-p) ~ o( log T ) 
ls.-pf'Ztaf<IS loglog T 

for ]s-s0 ] ~fi-r, and so in particular for l ~ u ~ l+S, t = T. 

Now 

Also 

Hence 

( 
logT) 

log {(so) = 0 loglog T . 

So=P = :}ali+i(T-y}. 

::Jaa ~ ]s0-p] <A, 

and so, if the logarithm has its principal value, 

log(s0-p) ~ o(Iog~) ~ O(logloglog T). 

Also the number of values of p in the above sums does not exceed 

by Theorem 14.13. Hence 
'5" I ( ) _ o(log Tlogloglog T\ 

1,.-pf.i;IB/4 og 8o=P - loglogT -r 
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Since tT-y] ~ 3 if ]s0-p] ~ 2li/.J3, the result follows, with T fort 
and l ~ u ~ f+S. It is also true for 1+3 < u ~ 2, since in this region 

log{(s) = o(1o~!;T}' 
and, as in the case of the other sum, 

'5" log(s-p) ~ 0 {l<>gTiogloglog '1'\. 
l8o-p(;;;:23/<13 \- loglogT -, 

This proves the theorem. 
For C'(s)/{{s) we obtain similarly from Lemma. a: of§ 3.9 

~(~i ~ }' 8~ +O(logt). 
]1-yl.;;:'ttoglogl p 

(14.15.2) 

14.16. THEOREM 14.16. Each interval [T, T + 1] contains a value oft 

such that ( 1 t ) 
J((s)] > exp -A 10;l~gt (! ~ u ~ 2). (14.16.1) 

Let b = 1/loglog T. Then the lower bound (14.16.1) holds automati· 
cally for u ;:. ! +b, by (14.14.4). We therefore assume that t ~ u ~ t+ b. 
If s = u +it and s0 =! +b +it then, on integrating (14.15.2), we find 

log ((s) ~ I log('-=.E..)+o(~) 
((so) lt-yl.:;;.l s0 -p loglog T · 

M~~over log((s0) = o(to~l!;T) by (14.14.4) so that, on taking real .. ,~ 
logl((•)l~ I logi'-=.E..I+O(~) 

lt-yl.;;<~ S0 - P loglog T 

~ L logl!=!!+o( logT) 
11 _ 11 ,. 6 2b loglog T ' 

since js-pl ~ ]t-yl and js0 -p] ~ 215. We now observe that 
T+l min(y+.I,T+l) 

! L log~dt= I f log~dt 
11-ylo:;.l 26 T-,),;;y.;;T+l+.l 2b 

IIllli(y-<I,T) 

I (-2b-2blog2) 
T-.1.;;/'..;;T+l+.l 

~ -AblogT, 
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as there are O(log T) terms in the sum. Hence there is a t for which 

L log~ ~-AblogT 
lt-yl>;;~ 2b 

and the result follows. 
In pa.rticul&r, if E is any positive number, each (T, T+l) contains a 

t such that (14.16.2) 

14.17. Mean-value the01·emst for S(t) and81(t). We consider first 
S1(t). We begin by proving 

THEoREM 14.17. For tT ~ t ~ T, 8 = T-i, 

nS (t) = 0 _ ~A1(n)cos(tlogn) e-.Sn+0(-1-) (14_17.1) 
1 6 nllog n loglog '1' 

where 0 ~ Jlogj((a)j da. 

Making fJ ..-r co in (9.9.4), we have 

wS,(t) ~ 0- flogj((a+it)j da. 
t 

Now, integrating (14.4.1) from 8 to J+it, 

log~(s)-log~(J+it) =~A~:) c.Sn_ ~~~e-8n+ 

(14.17.2) 

+I j 88•-Pr(p-81) da1+0(8°-llogt) {!-<a~ J). 

'· 

~a( I n-•(1-e-'"))~o( L n>-•O+ L n-•) 
n ~ 2 2o;;n>;; 1(~ n> 1/~ 

~ O{(b•-'+2-•b)logt). (14.17.3) 

Hence, for ! ~ a ~ ~. . 
log~(s) = I~~Sn)e-Bn+ 2:j 88•-Pr(p-s1)da1 +0(bl)+0(8o~1Jogt), 

n~2 p 0 

t Littlewood (6), Titchmarsh (2}. 
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and integrating over ! ~ a ~ J, 
.1. .1. .~. 

j log((•) da ~ j (~A~~) ,-lln)da+ 'L: j (a,-!)8'•-Pr(p-•,) da,+ 

i i n 
1 

P t +O(b~)+0(8ilogt). 

Also, by (14.17.3), 

Jlog((•)da~ J (!A~:),-••)da+O(ol), 
-l -l n~2 

and 

the inversion being justified by absolute convergence. Hence 

-nS
1
(t) = C- ~At(n)cos(tlogn)e_8,.+ 

,6 nllogn 

Now l'(p-s
1

) = O(e-.Aiy-,~1) (jy-tj ~ I), 

r(p-•,) ~ o(IP~,) ~ 0({(a,-tl'~lr-ti')l) (ly-tl <I). 

Hence 

f = ly-ti<"fuoglogt + l{loglogt~y-tl<l + ly-~;..1 
t 

= a()y-ll<~oglog!J ()0>-ida1)+ 
I 

t 
+0( L - 1

-f(a,-!)8••-lda,)+ 
1/loglogt..;;ly-tl<l],'-tj! 

l 
+0( ~ e-.41-y-11 J (a1-f)80t-i da1). 

ly- ;;ol i 
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Now t "" I s•n-! dul <I e-a:logl/ll dx = log-l(ljS), 

! ' 
t • J (a1-})Sa•-i du1 < J xe-zlogl/& dx = log-2(1/S). 

I ' 
As in§ 14.5, '5' e-Aiy---tl = O(log t). 

ly-1f';.t 

Also, by (14.13.1), for t-1 ~ t' ~ t+I 

N(t'+-1 -)-N(t'}~o(~)-
loglog t loglog t 

'5' 1- o( 1ogt) 
l:r-tJ.;;ti\oglogt - loglogt ' 

Hence 

and 

.L ,~.~ ) .L ,~. 
Hl/loglogt<y.;;t+l m<~ogt l+m/loglogt<;;y<t+(m+l)jloglogt 

Hence 

= L o(-/1 
1
1 - I l~g t ) = O(log tlogloglog t). 

m<loglogt m og ogt og ogt 

I~o( __ Io_g_!_)+oflogtlogloglogt) o(~) -o( 1 ) 
p loglj8loglogt r log2 1JS + log2 IJ8 - loglogt 

for the given S and t. This proves the theorem. 

14.18. LEMMA 14.18. If a.~ 0(1), a < .. <hen 

_2_ Jr/ ~"z!e-••/'at~ ~l•.l',-,,•+o(_l_Iog1) 
T L. n 8 L.. n2a TS 0 

iT n~l n=l 

uniformly for a ~ }. Similarly, if an = O(logn), the formula holds with 
a remainder term ( 1 1) 

oniog' 8 . 
The left-hand side is 

i i _2_ fT amiin e-<m+••("-)" dt ~ I + I . 
m-1 n=lTiT (mn)a m m=n m"'n 

Clearly I = ~ Ia .. II e-~n. 
m=n 6_ n2a 

Also I~o(.'.)"~-m.... T .fz. (mn)-1-lognfm 
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~ ~- o(.'. ~ e-••) ~ o(,-m')· 
n=~+l (mn)llognjm- mn=~+I mO 

Hence J. ~ o(~)% (Iogm+~)e-m> ~ o(ohlog~)· 
This proves the first part. In the second part we have a pair o£ 
logarithms running throughout the remainder terms, and this is easily 
seen to produce the extra log1 1ja in the result. 

14.19. THEOREM 14.19. Aa T-+ oo, 

_I_JT{S(t))'dt~~+_l_ ~ Al(n). 
T

0 

1 
112 21T2 ,6nlog2n 

Let f(t) = Ce-8- ~~J5n)cos(tlog11:) e-8 ... 6 nllogn 

Then, as in the lemma, 

_2_ fT {f(t)}2dt = 02e-28+~ ~ Af{n) e-28n+O~og I/8)• 
TIT 2 n~ll nlogln r TO 

and we can replace a by 0 in the first two terms on the right with error 

0(~)+0( i~~:g-:::) ~ O(~l+ 0( L Io!'n)+o( L,ni:g'n) 
n~l n.;;;t/8 n>ll 

~ 0{1flog(1/o)). 
Hence, taking a = T-1, 

~ J{f(t)}'dt ~ C'+~in~~~~ +O(Io~T)· 
!T n-Il 

Hence 
T T ' 

~ f {S,(t))' dt ~ ~ f (f(t)+O(logl~g T)J dt 
IT iT 

T T 

~ ~ J {f(t))'dt+O(Tiog~ogT J If(!) I dt)+o((logl:gT)')' 
jT iT 
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and, since J 1/(!)l dt <;; [ J dt J {f(t))' dt]l ~ O(T), 
}T JT fT 

it follows that 

! JT{S,(t)}'dt~~+_l_ i A!(n) +0(-1-). 
TIT 11'

11 2.,.\_1 nlog2n loglogT 

Replacing T by !T, lT, ... and adding, we obtain the result. 

14.20. The corresponding problem involving S(t) is naturally more 
difficult, but it has recently been solved by A. Selberg (4). The solution 
depends on the following formula. for r(a)/{(8) 

THEOREM 14.20. Without any hypotheai8 

~'(s) __ 'A....(n) + x2<t_,J_xt--" + 
"a) - .. ~. n8 (l-a)11 logx, 

1 i x-2q-s_x-2(2Q'-tBl 1 L Xf'-s-x'll.p-sl 

+logx q~t (2q+a)2 +logx P (a-p)ll ' 
where 

A"'(n) = A(n) (I ~ n ~ x), 

Let a= ma.x(2,I+a). Then 

A(n)log(x'/n) 
-.ogx-
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Now consider the residues obtained by moving the line of integration 
to the left. The residue at z =a is -logx{'(s)/{(a); that a.t z =I is 

xt_,_xl(l-s>. 

-~· 
those at z = -2q and z =pare 

x-2<!-a_xZ<-2<!-a) xP-•-z2{p-a) 

(-2q-a)2 ' ~· 
respectively. The result now easily follows. 

14.21. THEOREM 14.21. Fort > 2, 4 :::;;,; X :::;;,; t2, 

I I 
u1 = 2+1ogx' 

we have 

S(t) ~_I" A.(n)sin(tlogn)+0(-'-1 "A.(n)l\+o(logt)· 
Tr ... ~. n"' logn logx ... ~. n"'+" f logx 

By the previous theorem, 

('(u+it) A,(n) {xlU-al+x1-"} 2wxf-cr 1 
((u+it)=-n~,2 na+it+O ~ + logx ~(u 1 -!)2 +(t-}')2 

(14.21.1) 

for u ;;o: u1, where lwl < I. Now 

x2(1-a)+xl-a.::.;,: x1-2a+x-" <2xf-u. 
t2 1ogx logx 

Hence 

Now by (2.12.7) 

{'(•) "( I I) ,- ~ L., -+- +O(Iogt) . 
.,(a) P a-p p 

Hence 
R {'(a+it)- " ( a-! +-'-)+O(lo t) 

{(a+it) - f (a-!)'+(t y)' t+r' g 

' a-! 0(1 t) 
= f(u !JI+(t y)l+ og , 
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Taking real parts in (14.21.2), substituting this on the left, and taking 

f((Tt u~~t y)2+ O(logt) 

= -R L ~:,<:J+¥2:(<;1-=.-;;~~tt=y-}2 (lw'l < 1). 
n<~ 1' 

Hence 

( 1 -¥)L(a1 -hl~~tt-y)2 = -R L ~~J+O(logt). 
1' n<x' 

Here 1-~>1-:>!, 

Hence 

(14.2!.3) 

Inserting this in (14.21.2), we get 

('(a+it) ~- "'AA~I+o(xl-ol "'A.(n)I)+O(xl-oiogt). 
~(a+~t) .. ~. na+it .. ~, na:t+it 

(14.2!.4) 

Now 

By (14.2!.4) 

J,~ I] 1 ~:~Jda+o(J1 ~:~:!,J J x~-'da)+o(logt Jxl-'da) 
a1 a, u1 

~I "' A.(n) +o(_l_J"' "'-·~~~ o(Iogt) ""~' n"•+11 logn logx .. ~. na:t+it + logx · 
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Also, by (14.21.4) with (T = (11, 

IJ.)&( -')l('(a,+it)l 
2 """ (Tl !" {(at+it) 

~ o((a,-1>1 L ~:,(:2J)+O((a,-!)logt} 
n<x• 

~ 0(Io~xl.~. ~~(:2J)+oG::~J· 
It remains to estimate .fs. For l < (T ::;;;; a 1 , 

I(("(a,+it)_('(a+it))~ LI(-I ___ I_)+O(logt) 
~(a1+it) {(a+it) P a1+it-p (T+it-p 

L (1-y){(a-!)'-(a,-!)'} 
~ ' ((a !i'+(t y)'){(a, !l'+(t ri'}+O(logt). 

Hence 

I
I(('(a,+it) _ ('(a+it))l 

~((T1 +it) {(u+it) 

"" lt-yi((Tt-il2 0 I 
,;;f{(a-ll'+(t-y)'j{(a,-!)'+(1 rl')+ (ogt). 

Hence 

"' (a,-!J' I• )t-y) da 0{( -')lo t) 
iJal::;;;; ~ (at-fl2+(t-y)2 (a f)2+(t y)2+ (Tt T g 

' I 

<;; !w(a,-!) L (a -~',~~:-y)'+O((a,-!)logt) 
' ' 

~ o(_I_ J "' A,(n)J)+o(~'-)· 
logx n~• na:t+it logx 

by (14.21.3). The theorem follows from these results. 
Theorem 14.21 leads to an alternative proof of Theorem 14.13; for 

taking x = .J(Iogt) we obtain 

8(t) ~ {~. ~) +0(lo~x I'"£') +o(:::~J 
= O(x)+O(x)+OG~:~) 
-o(~) - loglogt · 
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14.22. THEOREM 14.22. FO'I' 

pa~x:o;;; Ti (O<a~f) 

We have 

S(t)+! 2 'in(t!ogp) ~! 2 A(p)-A.(p)pl-oo ,in(tlo )+ 
7T p<x• Vp 7T pq:• pllogp gp 

+OLo~x/1 ~:~!';/) +O(/ P~,P''~;~f]~gp/) + 

+a(_!_/ ' A,(p')/)+o('' 1) o(logt) 
logx P6,p'!i..•n+ill ~fPfr + logx · 

The last term is bounded if fT ::;;;; t ~ T, x ;;;::,. Ta, where a is a. fixed 
positive constant. The last term but one is 

o(2 f -{-.) ~ o(2 J"~h) ~ O(l). 
p ~p p p 

Now consider the first term on the right. If p < x, 

A(p)-A.(p)pl-0 • ~ (1-pl-"•)Jogp 
= (I-p-lJlog:r)togp = (1-e-logp/log:r:)logp = of!og2p)• 

\logx 
and, ifx <p ~ x2, it is 

O(A,(p)} ~ o(!ogp!ogx'fp) ~ o(log'p)· 
logx logx 

Hence the first term is the imaginary part of 

where 

Now 

2p~' p<:r:' 

A(p)--;A.(p)p!-oo ~ O(!ogpj!ogx). 
ogp 

14.22 

Since 
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' ~ o(log'p) - o(logp) 
~ log2x - logx' 

the first term is o(T lol x 2 ~l') ~ O(T), 
g p<.-.:' p 

by (3.14.3). The second term is 

o( 2 2 ~~l)+o( 2 2 i"•_""l ) 
p<x•q.r;;l-J> p ql- P<:t:'fp<q<pp.(p q)jp 

~ o( L: ~o~~P x)' +0( 2 ~~-logp) 
p<x'p g p<:>:' g 

~ O(x')+O(x') ~ O(T) 
ifx~ ..JT. 
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A similar argument clearly applies to the second term. In the third 
term, the sum is of the form 

where a;,= 0(1); and 

~ O(T)+O(!og'x)+O(log'x) ~ O(T). 

Similarly for the fourth term, and the result follows. 

14.23. THEOREM 14.23. If Ta ,;;; x ,;;; Ti, 
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This is 
T 

L L -f.I J sin(tlogp)sin(tlogq) dt 
P<z' q<x• p q iT 

~ ,~. H!T+o(Io~p))+o( ~.~ plq•ll~gpfql)· 
Now, by (3.14.5), 

,L _!_ = loglogx2-f-O(l) = loglogT+O(l) 
p<x'P 

and (since Pn > Anlogn) 

Hence the first term is 
.L pl:gp ~ 0(1). 

Alw 

!Tloglog T+O(T). 

llogpfql > Ajp > Ajx'. 
Hence the remainder is 

o(x'( L J,)') ~ O(x'.x') ~ O(x'), 
p<o:'p 

and the result follows if x ~ T-1-. 

]4.24. THEOREM 14.24. 
T f {S(t)pdt"'hTloglogT. 

T T J (S(t))'dt~ J (sct)+~ L sin(tJogp)_~ L sin(~ogp))'at 
iT iT P<z' p p<x• p 

T 

~ J (s(t)+~ L sin(~ogj>))'dt-
-1-T p<x' p 

T 

-~ J (s(!)+~ L sin(tJogp)) L sin(~ogp) dt+ 
iT p<;~:' p P<x" 'P 

T 

+~ f ( L sin(tjogpl)'dt 
iT p<x' p 

~ O(T)+O{T(loglogT)l)+.!;,TioglogT+O(T) 
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(using Schwarz's inequality on the middle term). The result then 
follows by addition. 

It can be proved in a similar way that 
T 

[ {S(t}pk dt ,_ k~(2:~~2k T(loglog T)k (14.24.1) 

for every positive integer k. 

14.25. The Dirichlet series for 1/~(s). It was proved in§ 3.13 that 

the formula I ~ p.(n) 

«8)=6--ns' 
which is elementary for u > I, holds also for u = I. On the Riemann 
hypothesis we can go much farther than this.t 

THEOREM I4.25 (A). The aeries 

.;:';~(n) 
n~ n~ 

ia convergent, and its aum i8 IJ,(a), for every s with a > i· 

(14.25.1) 

In the lemma of§ 3.I2, take an= p.(n), f(s) = 1/,(s), c = 2, and x 
half an odd integer. We obtain 

2+tT 

"\:' ~(n)- _I_ J _1_ x"'dw+o(x') 
L. n8 - 21ri '(s+w) w T 
n<x 2-iT 

1 (j-of+HT j-of+,+>T 'J+iT )-1- x"'dw+-l_+o(x'), 
~,;;; + + ((•+w) w ((•) T 

2-iT }-<1+&-iT f-u+&+•T 

where 0 < 3 < a-1. 
By (14.2.5), the fu.st and third integrals are 

and the second integral is 

o{x~-u!-& l (l+ltl)-l+E dt} = O(xi-u-t&T~). 

t Littlewood (I). 
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Hence 'p.(n) = ___!_+0(T-tHx2)+0(T~:d·-u+8). 
(« n" ~(s) 

Taking, for example, T = x3, the 0-terms tend to zero as x-+oo, and 
the result follows. 

Conversely, if (14.25.1) is convergent for u > f, it is uniformly con· 
vergent for a ;;:: u0 > !, and so in this region represents an analytic 
function, which is 1/{(s) for u > 1 and so throughout the region, Hence 
the Riemann hypothesis is true. We have in fact 

THEOREM 14.25 (B). The convergence of (14.25.1) for a>~ is a 
necessary and 81Jjficient condition for the truth of the Riemann hypothesis. 

We shall write 

Then we also have 

THEOREM 14.25 (C). A necessary and sufficient condition for the 

Riemann hypothesis is M(x) = O(x!H). {l4.2s.2) 

The lemma of§ 3.12 with s = 0, x half an odd integer, gives 

}+5-iT i+5+iT 2+iT 

~.k(,L \.L +)J(~)'Edw+o(~) 
(14.25.3) 

~ o(l (l+lvl)-'+<xl+' dv)+O(T•-'x')+O(~) 
= O(T(xt+II)+O(x2T(~l), 

by (14.2.6). Taking T = x2, (14.25.2) follows ifx is half an odd integer, 
and so generally. 

Conversely, if (14,25.2) holds, then by partial summation (14.25,1) 
converges for a > f, and the Riemann hypothesis follows. 

14.26. The finer theory of .M(x) is extremely obscure, and the results 
are not nearly so precise as the corresponding ones in the prime-number 
problem. The best 0-result known is 
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TliEORIW 14.26 (A).t 

M(x) = o{xiexp(A 10~~;x)}· (14.26.1) 

To prove this, take 

8 = l+logl!g T' T = x2, 

in the formula (14.25.3). By (14.14.2), 

~"~)~ ~ exp(Al:;~;T) 
on the horizontal sides of the contour. The contribution of these is 
therefore 

o{x1~exp{A 10~~;T)} = o{exp(A 1:;~;x)}. 
On the vertical side, (14.14.2) gives 

1 

__ 1 __ 1 & ex (A logv lo 2loglog !'\ 
{(i+8+iv) '"""' p loglogv g loglogv-} 

for v0 ~ v ~ T. Now it is easily seen that the right-hand side is a. 
steadily increasing function of v in this interval. Hence 

){(~)~ ~ exp{A 10~1~;T) (v0 ~ v ~ T). 

Henoe the integral &long the vertical side is of the form 

O(xi•')+O(xl••ex (A log T ) JT <i:':) 
p loglog T "• v 

~ o(xt••exp(A logT )1ogT) ~ o/xlexp(A 1
10

1gx ))· 
loglog T \ og og x 

This proves the theorem. 

THEOREM 14.26 (B). M(x) ~ Q(xl). (14.26.2) 

This is true without any hypothesis. For if the Riemann hypothesis 
is false, Theorem 14.25(C) shows that 

M(x)~Q(x") 

t Landau (13), Tit.chmarsh (3). 
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with some a greater than }. On the other hand, if the Riemann hypo
thesis is true, then for CJ > l 

_1_ ~ ~ ~(n) ~ ~ M n (_1_ __ 1_) ~ 8 f• M(x)dx 
'(s) ,6 n" ,6. ( ) n8 (n+l)" 

1 
r+1 · 

Suppose tha.t (14.26.3) 

IM(x)l ~ llfo (1 ::;;;; X< Xo), ::;;;; axt (x;;;::. Xo)-
Then 

Joo dx f• dx 
< JsJM() 

1 

ri+ jsJS 
1 

;;;+i 

~21•1M,+~. ·-· (14.26.4) 

But if p = l+ir is a simple zero of "s}, and s = u+iy, u--+ !, then 

I I I 
[('l ~ ((•)-((p) ~ (u-!)('(p)' 

We therefore obtain a contradiction if 

~ < IP(~(p)l' 
This proves the theorem. 

14.27. Formulae connecting the functions of prime-number theory 
with series of the form 

etc., are well known, and are discussed in the books of Landau and 
Ingham. Here we prove a similar formula for the function M(x). 

THEOREM 14.27. There is a sequence T,, v ::;;;; T, :::;;; v+ 1, BUCh that 

M(x) ~lim " --"'---2+ ~ (-l)•-'(2~/x)"' (14.27.1) 
,_"' lym..p{'(p) .&:1 (2n)!n{(2n+I) 

if xis not an integer. If xis an integer, M(x) is to be replaced, by 

M(x)-!~(x). 

In writing the series we have supposed for simplicity that all the 
zeros of ,(8) are simple; obvious modificationsarerequiredifthisisnot so. 
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Foia. fixed non-integral x, (3.12.1), with an = p.(n), 8 = 0, c = 2, and 
w replaced by 8, gives 

M(x) ~ __!_, 'J+<T ~ _l_da+o(_!_)· 
271\-iT 8 "8) T 

If xis an integer, fp.(x) is to be subtracted from the left-hand side. 
By the calculus of residues, the first tenn on the right is equal to 

' xP f (-1)n-1(27Tjx)2n 
,,fu, p('(p) -

2
+ ,6 (2n)!n((2n+l) + 

+:bCvr··+ -·NrT+ T ).~.~da. 
2-iT -:lN-1-iT -2N-1+iT 

where Tis not the ordinate of a zero. Now 

Here 

-ONf-l+iT x" diJ :lN+fll+iT xl-l 

•1<•1 ~ (l-e)((I-e)d
8 

-W-1-iT 2N+2-iT 

U.'+l+iT 

f xt~ ~-111" 1 

1-s cos!s'ITr(s) «S)ds. 
2.V+2-iT 

r~s) = O(jeHs-fnogsl) = O(ea-{a-flloglsl+i,.ltl) 

= O(eo-{o-~)logo+~,.~l). 

Hence the integral is 
T 

0{ f ~(~):aN+Ze2N+2-{2N+illog(2N+2)dt}, 
-T 

which tends to zero as N --+ oo, for a fixed T. Hence we obtain 

" xP 2 ~ (-1)•-'(2~/•1" I (-oof-;T 'J+iT) x" d 
L p('(p)- + L (2n)'n((2n+l)+2,;l + a((•l '· 

lyi<T n~l 2-iT -<O+iT 

Alw 
-l+iT <O+iT o:>+iT 

f 

x' f x'~ f x'~ 2'->,o I 
8'(s) d8 = (1-8)"1-8)d8 = 1-s cos!s?TI'(8) «S}diJ 

-«>+iT 2+iT 2+iT 
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Also by (14.16.2) we can choose T = T .. (v,;;; T,.:::;;; v+l) such that 

~ ~ O(t') (t <;;a<;; 2, t ~ T,). 

Hence for -I ..:;;; u:::;;; f, t =Tv 

1 ( IW-l) WJ ~ O 1((1-i}l ~ O(t'). 

II+ iT" 

Hence f -"'-a.~ O(T'-'). 
s{(s) • 

-l+iTv 

Similarly for the integral over (2-iT, -oo-iT), and the result stated 
follows. 

It follows from the above theorem that 

:2: lp('~p)l 
is divergent; if it were convergent, 

L:p,~p) 
would be uniformly convergent over any finite interval, and M(x) 
would be continuous. 

14.28. The Mertens hypothesis.t It was conjectured by Mertens, 
from numerical evidence, that 

IM(n)l < .Jn (n > 1). (14.28.1) 

This has not been proved or disproved. It implies the Riemann hypo
thesis, but is not apparently a consequence of it. A slightly less precise 
hypothesis would be M(x) ~ O(xl). (14.28.2) 

The problem has a certain similarity to that of the function !f(x)-x 
in prime-number theory, where 

~(•) ~ I A(n) • ... 
On the Rieme.nn hypothesis, t/J(x)-x = O(xfH), but it is not of the 
form O(xi), and in fact 

~(x)-x ~ ll(xllogloglogx). (14.28.3) 

The influence of the factor logloglog x is quite inappreciable as far as , 

t See reference!! in Landau's Htmdbtu;h, and v011 Sterneck (1). 
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the calculations go, and it might be conjectured that ( 14.28.2} could be 
disproved similarly. We she.llshow, however, that there is an essential 
difference between the two problems, and that the proof of (14.28.3} 
cannot be extended to the other case, at any rate in any obvious way. 

The proof of (14.28.3) depends on the fact that the real part of 

L:~ 
y>O p 

is unbounded in the neighbourhood of z = 0. To deal with M(x) in the 
same way, we should have to prove that the real part of 

f(z) ~ L ~:,.( ) (R(z) > 0) 
y>O p~ p 

is unbounded in the neighbourhood of z = 0. This, however, is not the 
case. For consider the integral 

1 f , ... 
2,;l s{(s) a. 

taken round the rectangle (-1, 2, 2+iT .. , -1+iT .. ), where the T .. are 
those of the previous section, and an indentation is made above 8 = 0. 
The integral along the upper side of the contour tends to 0 as n-+ co, 
and we calculate that 

2+ioo -I+ioo 2 
1 f'"' 1 f'"" 1 f'"' /(z) = 2;i II 8'(8)ds-2;i -1 s'(s)ds+2;i -1 s'(s)ds. 

The last tenn tends to e. finite limit as z -+ 0, Also 

leiszl = e!l-zl ~ell (s = -I+it, z = x+it, x > 0) 

and 1"(-1+it) = O(t-l). The second term is therefore bounded for 
R(z) >0. 

The first term IS equal to 
00 

I Hoc 

1 :2: f '"' 
Now, tfn >I, 

Hence 

--: f'(n) -ds 
211'$ sn• 

a~t 2 

O+Jiooell(iz-loga) _ ( 1 ) 
, -.-ds- 0 n 11 logn 
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uniformly in the neighbourhood of z = 0. Hence 

~ p.(n)
2

+Ji<» ~ ds. = 0(1). 
L sn8 

n=2 2 

If z = rei9, we have 

Hence 

~0(1)+ J~dA 

~ O(IJ+ J~ax 

=0(1)+ f~+ fex-;Idx+ J~dx 
' ' ' 

~log~+ 0(1). 

/(')~~log~+ 0(1), 

and consequently RJ(z) is bounded. 

14.29. In this section we shall investigate the consequences of the 
hypothesis that x ! (M;xl)'ax ~ O(logX). (14.29.1) 

This is less drastic than the Mertens hypothesis, since it clearly follows 
from (14.28.2). The corresponding formula with M(x) replaced by 
ifl(x)-x is a consequence of the Riemann hypothesis. t 

THEOREM 14.29 (A). If (14.29.1) is true, all the zeros of {(s) on t1u 
critical line are simple. 

By (14.26.3), 

I
I I J• )M(x)) _ f•)M(x)) _I_ dx 

«8} ~jsjl ~dx-[sjl ~xi-a+!-

,;: , (J.M'<•IaxJ• ~)l ~ _j.'L_(J.~ax)l· 
"""' I I x"+l x"+i- (a-j)i- X"+i 

' ' ' 
t cramer (5). 
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Let f(X) ~! (M;xl)' dx 
Then 

Let p be a. zero and a = p+h, where h > 0. Then u = l+h, and 

hence _I_~ (lp+hl). 
'(p+h)- 0 h (14.29.2) 

This would be false for h -+ 0 if p were a. zero of order higher than the 
first, so that the result follows. 

Multiplying each side of (14.29.2) by h, and making h-+ 0, we obtain 

t~p) ~ O()p)). (14.29.3) 

We can, however, prove more than this. 

THEOREM 14.29 (B). If (14.29.1) i8 true, 

L:)p.-:p))' 
(14.29.4) 

ia convergent. 
This follows from an argument of the 'Bessel's inequality' type. We 

have 

fx(M(x) " xP-' )' 
O~l --x-ly~Tp{'(p) dx 

X X 

~J(M(x))'ax+ L L __ I -JxP+P'-'dx-
1 X lyi<T )y'J<TppT(p){'(p') 1 

-2 L -:-Jx M(x)xP-'dx. 
lyi<T p{ (p) 1 
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In the first sum, the terms with p' = 1-p are 
X 

" I fdx " I Jy~Tp(l p),'(p)t'(l p) t X= log X ly~T lp,'(p)l•' 

since 1-p is the conjugate of p. In the remaining terms, p = l+iy. 
p' = f+iy', where y' * -y. Hence 

fx . xm·-'-1 ( 1 ) 

1 

xJ>+p~ldx= p+p'-1 = 0 lr+r'l · 

Hence the sum of these terms is less than K1 = K1(T). 
In the last sum we write 

X X X J M(x)xP-ldx= J M(x)xP-2(1-i)dx+~f M(x)xP-1 dx. 

' ' ' 
The last term is 

o(~ !IM(x)lddx) ~ o[~(~ M~~x)dx! xdx)'] 

by (14.29.1). Also 

~ o(f M;~x))t ~ O(log!X), 

! M(x)xP-'(1-x)dx ~ .kJ ((w)w~::~::!, l)dw. (14.29.5) 

To prove this, insert the Dirichlet series for lf"w) on the right-hand 
side and integrate term by term. This is justified by absolute con
vergence. We obtain 

co l+ioo L ~(n) f I x••P-'-1 
n~t 21Ti iWw(w+p)(w+p l)dw. 

2-ioo 

Evaluating the integral in the usual way by the calculus of residues, 
we obtain 

L ~(n)(X'-':::;"-'- X';"")~ L ~(n) Jx(xP-'-"';')dx 
n.;;x P P .. _,.x ,. 

~ f? ~(n)xP-'(1-:f)dx ~ J .M(x)xP-'(1-:f) dx, 
1 ...... x l 

and (14.29.5) follows. 
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Let ·U be not the ordinate of a zero. Then the right-hand side of 
( 14.29.5) is equal to 

.k(I <r +J: \I +JJ+ 
+sum of residues in -U < l(w) < U. 

Let p" run through zeros of {(a) with imaginary parts between - U 
and U. Let U > T. Then there is a pole at w = 1-p, with residue 

log X 
(1-p)('(l-p). 

At the other p" the residues are 

('(p")ef;.·:~~~~<e+p) ~ o(l(p"+p ll)(p"+p)l) ~ o(ly"!yl')' 
by (14.29.3), and 

L I·! I'..; L ~<K,, -~~~~u Y Y Y* -y Y +y 

where K 1 depends on T, if JyJ < T, but not on U. 

Again 
l+ioo 

f 
xw+p-1_1 

((w)w(w+p)(w+p dw ~ o(xi J" ~) 
I) u v(v+y)2 

ll+iU 

~ 0(u<;:y)) ~ 0(u<ff~T))' 
and similarly for the integral over (2-ioo, 2-iU). Also by (14.2.6) and 
the functional equation 

I ( ltl-l ) , 
((±+it)~ O Wf-it)l ~ O(Jtl•-•). 

Hence, since Jw+pl ~ f, [w+p-l/ ~ f, 
}+iU U 

f X•"-'- I dw ~ o[ f ..1!1'2._ dv) ~ 0(1). 
l-•u ((w)w(w+p)(w+p-1) -u (n+•')l 

Finally, by Theorem 14.16, we can choose a sequence of values of U 
such tha.t 

{(~) = O([wl) (t = U, } ~ u ~ 2). 
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By the functional equation the same result then holds for l ~ u ~ l 
also. Hence 

HJw x••P-'-1 ( xl ) ( xl ) 
~(w)w(w+p)(w+p~l)dw=O {fl-~(U+rl' = 0 ijl-~(U-T)2 ' 

-!-+iU 

and similarly for the integral over (2-iU, !-iU). Making U-+ oo, it 
follows that 

X 

I M(x)xP-2(1--xx) dx = ~ +R, 
' (1-pl((l-p) 

where! Ri < 1\3 = K 3(T) if lrl < T. 
Hence we obtain 

o,;;AlogX+logX L ~I ''(I ll'-2logX L ~I ''(I )I'+ 
)ykT P':> p lyi<..T pr, p 

+AlogLY+K4(T), 

' _1_.:;:::A ____:!____ K4(T~ 
1.f<Tipr(p)l 2 '""' +logiX+IogX" 

Making X-+ oo, L -
1 

''(I I 12 ~ A. 
lyi<T p., p 

Since the right-hand side is now independent ofT, the result follows. 

In particular r~p) = o(lpl). 

14.30. If (14.29.1) ;, !rue,t 

{'(!~it)= o{exp(l::l~~z:)}· 
Suppose that the interval (t-t-3, t+t--.3) contains y, the ordinate of 

a zero. By differentiating (2.1.4) twice, 

("(Hil)~O(!). 

Using this and (14.29.3), we obtain 

In>+"! I~ lnHirl+ 
1
fn,)a..l 

!+iy 

> :!-At!t-yl 
y 

A A A 
>e-tf.>t· 

t Cramer and Landau (I). 
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Suppose on the contrary that (t-t-3,t+t-3 ) is free from ordinates of 
zeros. Theorem 14.15 gives 

logl((i+illl ~ '5' logl!-ri+Oflog!logloglog!)· 
tt-yt,.i11.oglogt \- loglogt 

There are O(log tjloglog t) terms in the sum, each being now O(log t). 
Hence 

loglm+il)l ~ a(llogl'! )• _1_ ~ a(ex (A log''))· 
og ogt '(f+it) p loglogt 

Now 11'-t•P(fs)"s) is real on a= l- Hence 

-!logn+~ f'(t'l + ('(s) 
2 f(!sl ((s) 

is purely imaginary on a= -f. Hence, on a= f, 

l
('(s)l ('(') f'(t') TI8f ;;, -R ((') ~ -ilogn+!R f(t'l ~ !log!+O(ll ~ oo. 

Hence (without any hypothesis) 

I('(Hilii;;,I((Hilll (<><,). 
This proves the theorem. 

14.31. Let -f+iy, t-Hy' be consecutive complex zeros of '(s). If 
(14.29.1) is true 

We have 

y'-y>~exp(-Allolgy )· 
y og ogy 

o ~ fni+i!)d< ~ (r'-ri1'(Hirl+ f (r'-<W(Hi!ld<. 
y y 

Hence by (14.29.3) 

r'~y <Ali (y'-!)("(Hi!id<[ 

' y• 

<A max l("(!+illl J (y'-!ld!~A(y'-y)' max !("(!+ill I· 
y,.t.;;y' y y.;;t.;y· 

Now 

("(!+ill ~ ~ l mt::t,:•"l i"" dO ~ a(~ li((Hi!+""l I do) 

= o{~exp(A 10~!~t)(I+t~r)} 
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by (14.14.1) and the functional equation. Taking r = lflogt, 

~"(!+it)= o{exp(A 10~1~~t)} 
and the result follows. 

14.32. N eceasary and sujficient condition& for the Riemann hypofhesis. 
Two such conditions have been given in § 14.25. Other similar con~ 
ditions occur in the prime·number problem. t 

A different kind of condition was stated by M. Riesz.t Let 

"': (-1)'"""' ) 
F(x) ~ 6,_ (k-1)! {(2k)" (14.32.1 

Then a simple application of the calculus of residues gives 
a+ioo a+ioo 

Fx -~ f __ x' __ ci.<J=_i_ f r(l-s)x-ds, 
( ) - 2 P(s){(2s).un~s 2~ {(2s) 

a-ioo a-ioo 

where ! < a < l. Taking a just greater tha.n !, it clearly follows that 

F(x) ~ O(xt••). 

On the Riemann hypothesis we could move the line of integration to 
a= f+E (using (14.2.5)) and obtain similarly 

F(x) ~ O(xl+•). (14.32.2) 

Conversely, by Mellin's inversion formula, 

I'(I-s) =-I"' F(x)x-1-scl.<J. 
{(2s) 

0 

If (14.32.2) holds, the integral converges uniformly for a ~ a0 > !; the 
analytic function represented is therefore regular for a > !, and the 
truth of the Riemann hypothesis follows. Hence (14.32.2) is a necessary 
and sufficient condition for the Riemann hypothesis. 

A similar condition stated by Hardy and Littlewood§ is 

"': ( -x)' - O(x-l) (14.32.3) 
6,_k!{(2k+l)- . 

These conditions have a superficial attractiveness since they depend 
explicitly only on values taken by t(s) at points in a> 1 ~but actually 
no use has ever been made of them. 

t Landau, Vork.mngen, ii. 10~56. tM.Ri682:(l). 
§ Hardy and Littlewood (2). 
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Conditions for the Riemann hypothesis also occur in the theory of 
Farey series. Let the fractions hjk with 0 < h ~ k, (h, k) = 1, k ~ N, 
arranged in order of magnitude, be denoted by r, (v = I, 2, ... , II>(N), 
where <I>(N) ~ ~(l)+ ... +~(N)). Let 

~. ~ r,-vj<I>(N) 

be the distance between r, and the corresponding fraction obtained by 
dividing up the interval (0, I) into II>(N) equal parts. Then a necessary 
and sufficient condition for the Riemann hypothesis is:f: 

•l!)'l ( 1 ) ,?t 8~ = 0 Nt-~ . (14.32.4) 

An alternative necessary and sufficient condition is§ 

:~:10,1 = O(NiH). (14.32.5) 

Details are given in Landau's Vorle.&ungen, ii. 167-77. 
Still another conditionll can be expressed in terms of the formulae of 

§ 10.1. IfE(t) and(fl(u) are related by (10.1.3), a necessary and sufficient 
condition that all the zeros of E(t) should be real is that 

(14.32.6) 

for all real values of x andy. But no method has been suggested of 
showing whether such criteria are satisfied or not. 

A sufficient conditiontt for the Riemann hypothesis is that the partial 

sums "~1 v.._. of the series for '(s) should have no zeros in a > 1. 

NOTES FOR CHAPTER 14 

14.33. The argument of §14.5maybeextended to the strip!,;; a 0 .::;; a 
.::;; ~.giving 

('(s) = o(0
"-l-

1)+0(J"-ilogt). 
((s) 1-a 

The choice 0 = (log t) 2 then yields 

~~; ~(logi2-:"-l 

t Franel (I). § Landau (16). II See P61ya (3), § 7. tt Turan (3). 
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uniformly for u0 ~ u ~ ! and t :;:: 2, and hence 

log {(s) ~ { ::: ",~,1 ,, _ 1 

if l+log:ogt ~ u~ j-, 
1 

(l g a) loglog t + logloglog t if «o ~a~ l+loglogt · 

These results, together with those of§ 14.14 are the sharpest conditional 
order-estimates available at present. 

14.34. Then-result given by Theorem 14.12(A) has been sharpened by 
Montgomery [3 ), to give 

S(t) ~ o,( (logt)l ) 

(loglogt)t 

on the Riemann hypothesis. A minor modification of his method also 
yields 

It may be conjectured that these are best possible. 
Mueller [2] has shown, on the Riemann hypothesis, that if c 

is a suitable constant, then S(t) changes sign in any interval 
[T, T+cloglogT]. 

Further results and conjectures on the vertical distribution of the 
zeros are given by Montgomery [2], who investigated the pair corre
lation function 

F(a.,T)=-1- L Tt~I1-Y'>w(y-y'), 
N(T) O<p'.;;T 

where w(u) = 4/(4 + u2). This is a real-valued, even, non-negative 
function of a:, and satisfies 

F(a., T) =a.+ T-241ogT+O(lo~T )+0(a.T~- 1)+0(T-i~) 
(14.34.1) 

fora.;;?: 0, whenceF(a., T) ..... a. as T-+oo, uniformly forO< 0 ~a.~ 1-0. 
Montgomery conjectured that in general 

F(a:, T) ..... min (a., 1) (14.34.2) 
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uniformly for 0 ~ 0 ~ a. ~ A. This is related to a number of conjectures 
on the distribution of prime numbers. (See Gallagher and Mueller [I], 
Heath-Brown [10], and joint work of Goldston and Montgomery in the 
course of publication.) From (14.34.2) one may deduce that 

{ , 2•• 2•P} 
# y,ye[O,T]:logT~y-y'~logT 

{ I' (sin••)' } -N(T) o(a,P)+ 1- -.- du 

for fixed a., {J, as T-+ oo. Here fJ(a., {J) = 1 or 0 according as a. ~ 0 ~ fJ or 
not. 

Using (14.34.1), Montgomery showed that 

L' m(p)',;; {!+o(1)}N(T), 
O<y.;:T 

wherem(p)is the multiplicity of p, and :E' counts zeros without regard to 
multiplicity. One may deduce, in the notation of§ 10.29, that 

N'>(T);, {i+o(1)}N(T), (14.34.3) 

on the Riemann hypothesis. The conjecture (14.34.2) would indeed yield 
Nm(T)"""' N(T), i.e. 'almost all' the zeros would be simple. Montgomery 
also used (14.34.1) to show that 

li.minf Yn±t-Yn :<0·68· 
••• (2</logy,.)- ' 

here 2:n:jlogy,. is the average spacing between zeros. 

(14.34.4) 

By using a different method, Conrey, Ghosh, and Gonek (in work in 
the course of publication) have improved (14.34.3). Their starting point 
is the observation that 

I L M(J:+iy)('(J:+iy)l' ,;;N'>(T) L IM(J:+iy)('(J:+iy)l'. 
O<y.;:T O<y.;:T (14.34.5) 

by Cauchy's inequality. The function M(s) is taken to be a mollifier 

M(s) = L p(n)P(lolgyjn)n-s, y =Ti-t, 
""'.> ogy 

where the polynomial P(x) is chosen optimally as j-x-tx2. One may 
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write the sums occurring in (14.34.5) as integrals 

and 

1 f \'(s) M ' 
2;[ P ((s) (s)( (s)ds 

--"--, f ~((s)) M(s)M(1-s)('(s)('(1-s)ds, 
2m p~S 

taken around an appropriate rectangular path P. The estimation of 
these is long and complicated, but leads ultimately to the lower bound 

N<'>(T);, {!~+o(1)}N(T). 

The estimate (14.34.4) has also been improved, firstly by Montgomery 
and Odlyzko {1], and then by Conrey, Ghosh and Gonek [1]. The latter 
work produces the constant 0·5172. The corresponding lower bound 

limsupy"+t-Yn ;3A.>l 
n~<X' 2tt/logy,. 

(14.34.6) 

has been considered by Mueller {1], as well as in the two papers just 
cited. Here the best result known is that of Conrey, Ghosh, and Gonek 
{1], which has A. = 2·337. Indeed, further work by Conrey, Ghosh, and 
Gonek, which is in the course of publication at the time of writing, 
yields A. = 2·68 subject to the generalized Riemann hypothesis (i.e. a 
Riemann hypothesis for ((s) and all Dirichlet L·functions L(s, x).) 
Moreover it seems likely that this condition may be relaxed to the 
ordinary Riemann hypothesis with further work. 

Hone asks for bounds of the form (14.34.4) and (14.34.6) which are 
satisfied by a positive proportion of zeros (as in § 9.25) then one may take 
constants 0·77 and 1·33 (Conrey, Ghosh, Goldston, Gonek, and Heath
Brown [1]). 

14.35. It should be remarked in connection with § 14.24 that Selberg 
(4) proved Theorem 14.24 with error term O(T), while the method here 
yields only 0{ T(loglog T)!}. Moreover he obtained the error term 
O{TOoglog T)"- 1 } for (14.24.1). 

14.36. The argument of the final paragraph of § 14.27 may be 
quantified, and then yields 

L l('(l:+iy)I·',.T. 
lri"'T 

uniformly forT ;3 T
0

, assuming the Riemann hypothesis and that all the 
zeros are simple. However a slightly better result comes from combining 
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the asymptotic formula 

L 1('(!:+ iy)l'- f.N(TXlog T)' 
O<y .. T 

of Gonek {2] with the bound (14.34.3). Using HOlder's inequality one 
may then derive the estimate 

L. ' -1-.- .. T, 
CT<y<TIC <t+ty)l 

where ~* counts simple zero only, and c > 0 is a suitable numerical 
constant. 

14.37. The Mertens hypothesis has been disproved by Odlyzko and 
te Riele [1], who showed that 

limsup~>1·06 
x-"-' yx 

and 

lim inf ~ < - HMJ9. 
x-+oo yx 

Their treatment is indirect, and produces no specific x for which 
IM(x)l_> xi. The method used is computational, and depends on solving 
numencally the inequalities occurring in Kronecker's theorem, so as to 
make the first few terms of(14.27.1) pull in the same direction. To this 
extent Odlyzko and te Riele follow the earlier work of Jurkat and 
Peyerimho:ff [1 ], but they use a much more efficient algorithm for 
solving the Diophantine approximation problem. 

14.38. Turan (3) conjectured that 

'" ,l(n) L..-;30 
""" n 

(14.38.1) 

for all x > 0, where A.(n) is the Liouville function, given by (1.2.11). 
He showed that his condition, given in § 14.32, implies the above 
conjecture, which in turn implies the Riemann hypothesis. However 
Haselgrove [2] proved that (14.38.1) is false in general, thereby showing 
that Turiln's condition does not hold. Later Spira {1] found by 
calculation that 

has a zero in the region a > 1. 



XV 

CALCULATIONS RELATING TO THE ZEROS 

15.1. It is possible to verify by means of calculation that all the 
complex zeros of {(s) up to a certain point lie exactly (not merely 
approximately) on the critica.lline. As a simple example we shall find 
roughly the position of the first complex zero in the upper half-plane, 
and show that it lies on the critical line. 

We consider the function Z(t) = e10o{(f+it) defined in§ 4.17. This is 
real for real values oft, so that, if Z(t1 ) and Z(ta) have opposite signs, 
Z(t) vanishes between t1 and t2, and so {(s) has a zero on the critical 
line between !+it. and !+i~. 

It follows from (2.2.1) that{(!) < 0, then from (2.1.12) that t(f) > O, 
i.e. that E(O) > 0; and then from (4.17.3) that Z(O) < 0, 

We shall next consider the value t = &rr. Now the argument of§ 4.14 
shows that, if x is half an odd integer, 

Hence, taking t > 0, 

I
Z(t)- ""cos(tlogn-8-)1 ~ ~+~· 

L nl '"""t 21TX-t 
•<• 

For x = ~. t = 6?T, the right-hand side is about 0·6. 
We next require an approximation to &. We have 

so that 

_,.,- (' . ) - u r(i-!it) 
e -X 1-+~t - 1T P(!+!it)' 

& ~ -!tlog~+llog r(t+!it) 

~ }tlog-'--!•-l•+o(!). 21T t 

(15.1.1) 

(15.1.2) 

It may be verified that the term 0(1/t) is negligible in the calculations. 
Writing{}= 27tK, and using the values 

log 2 = 0·6931, log 3 = 1·0986, 
it is found that 

K = 0·1166, 3log3-K = 3·179 

3log2-K = 1·963, 3log4-K = 4·042, 
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approximately. Hence the cosines in {15.1.2) are all positive, and 
cos 2-rrK = 0·74 .... Hence Z(&u) > 0. 

There is therefore one zero at least on the critical line between t = 0 
andt= &u. 

Again, the formulae of§ 9.3 give 

N(T) ~ 1+2K+~t.arg{(s), 

where ~ denotes variation along (2, 2+iT, !+iT). Now R ns) > 0 on 
a = 2, and an argument similar to that already used, but depending on 
(15.1.1), shows that R((s) > 0 on (2+iT, !+iT), if T = &u. Hence 
lf>arg{(•)l <b. and 

N(IJ,) < f+2K < 2. 

Hence there is at most one complex zero with imaginary part less than 
&u, and so in fact just one, namely the one on the critical line. 

15.2. It is plain that the above process can be continued as long as 
the appropriate changes of sign of the function Z(t) occur. Defining 
K = K(t), as before, lett~ be such that 

Then (15.1.2) gives 
K(t,) ~ !•-I (• ~I, 2, ... ). (15.2.1) 

Z(t,) _(-I)'~ oos(t~~ogn) 

If the sum is dominated by its first term, it is positive, and so Z(t~) has 
the sign of (-1)~. If this is true for v and v+l, Z(t) has a zero in the 
interval (tv, t~+1 ). 

The va.lue t = 61T in the above argument is a rough approximation 
to t2• 

The ordinates of the first six zeros are 

14·13, 21·02, 25·01, 30·42, 32·93, 37·58 

to two decimal places.t Some of these have been calculated with great 
accuracy. 

15.3. The calculations which the above process requires are very 
laborious if tis at all large. A much better method is to use the formula 
( 4.17 .5) arising from the approximate functional equation. Let us write 
t= 21T'U, 

and 

a,.= a,.(u) = n-fcos2?T(K-ulogn), 

h([) ~ 00, 2•(['-f-llr). 
COS27T~ 

t See the refamncoo Gram (6), Linda!()£ (3), in Landau's Hmadbw:>h. 
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Then (4.17.5) gives 

Z(2nu) ~ 2J,"•(u)+(-l)m-'u-lh(,lu-m)+R(u), 

where m = [ Yu], and R{u) = O(u.-1). The a,.(u) can be found, for given 
values of u, from a table of the function cos 21l'X. In the interval 
0 ~ f ~ !, hU) decreases steadily from 0·92388 to 0·38268, and 

h(I-<J ~ h(<J. 
For the purpose of calculation we require a numerical upper bound 

for R(u). A rather complicated formula. of this kind is obtained in 
Titchma.rsh (17), Theorem 2. For values of u which are not too small 
it can be much simplified, and in fact it is easy to deduce that 

IR(u)l < ~ (u > 125). 

This inequality is sufficient for most purposes. 
Occasionally, when Z(27rU) is too small, a second term of the Riemann

Siegel asymptotic formula has to be used. 
The values of u for which the calculations are performed are the 

solutions of (15.2.1), since they make a:1 alternately 1 and -I. In the 
calculations described in Titchmarsh (17), I began with 

u = 1·6, K = -0·04865 
and went as far as 

u = 62·785, K = 98·5010. 

The values of u were obtained in succession, and are rather rough 
approximations to the uv, so that the K's are not quite integers or 
integers and a half. 

It was shown in this way that the first 198 zeros of ~(8) above the real 
axis all lie on the line u = f. 

The calculations were carried a great deal farther by Dr. Comrie. t 
Proceeding on the same lines, it was shown that the first 1,041 zeros 
of ~(8) above the real axis all lie on the critical line, in the interval 

0 < t < 1,468. 
One interesting point which emerges from these calculations is that 

Z(tvl does not always have the same sign as (-1)v. A considerable 
number of exceptional cases were found; but in each of these cases there 
is a neighbouring point(. such that Z((.) has the sign of (-1)v, and the 
succession of changes of sign of Z(t) is therefore not interrupted. 

15.4. As far as they go, these calculations are all in favour of the 
truth of the Riemann hypothesis. Nevertheless, it may be that they do 

t See Titchmarsh (18). 
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not go far enough to reveal the real state of affairs. At the end of the 
table constructed by Dr. Comrie there are only fifteen terms in the series 
for Z(t), and this is a very small number when we are dealing with 
oscillating series of this kind. Indeed there is one feature of the table 
which may suggest a change in its character farther on. In the main, 
the result is dominated by the first term at> and later terms more or 
less cancel out. Occasionally (e.g. at K = 435) all, or nearly all, the 
numbers a:" have the same sign, and Z(t) has a large maximum or 
minimum. As we pass from this to neighbouring values oft, the first 
few~ undergo violent changes, while the later ones vary comparatively 
slowly. The term a,. appears when u = n1, and here 

cos211(K-ulogn) = cos11{ulog(ujn2)-u-}+ ... } 

= cos11(n2 +l+ ... ) = (-l)"cos}n+. 
and 

!u<K-ulogn) = flogu-logn- 192~2u2 + ... ,..._. - 192~2u2 • 
At its first appearance in the table a:,. will therefore be approximately 
(-l)~'~n-hosl1T, and it will vary slowly for some time after its appear
ance. 

It is conceivable that if t, and so the number of terms, were large 
enough, there might be places where the smaller slowly varying terms 
would combine to overpower the few quickly varying ones, and so 
prevent the graph of Z(t) from crossing the zero line between successive 
maxima.. There are too few terms in the table already constructed to 
test this possibility. 

There are, of course, relations between the numbers~ .. which destroy 
any too simple argument of this kind. If the Riemann hypothesis is 
true, there must be some relation, at present hidden, which prevents 
the suggested possibility from ever occurring at all. 

No doubt the whole matter will soon be put to the test of modern 
methods of calculation. Naturally the Riemann hypothesis cannot be 
proved by calculation, but, if it is false, it could be disproved by the 
discovery of exceptions in this way. 

NOTES FOR CHAPTER 15 

15.5. A number of workers have checked the Riemann hypothesis 
over increasingly large ranges. At the time of writing the most extensive 
calculation is that of van de Lune and te Riele (as reported in Odlyzko 
and te Riele [1 ]), who have found that the first 1·5 x 109 non-trivial zeros 
are s~ple and lie on the critical line. 
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